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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 
 

 
       A Tale of Two Parliaments: Representativeness,  

                          Effectiveness and Industrial Citizenship  
                                          in Argentina and Chile, 1900-1930 

 
by 
 

                                 Moira B. MacKinnon 
            Doctor of Philosophy in Sociology 
     University of California, San Diego, 2009 

   Prof. Leon Zamosc, Chair  
Prof. Mathew Shugart, Co-Chair 

 
 
 

This dissertation examines the role that the Argentine and the Chilean Congresses 

played in the process of institutionalization of the rights of industrial citizenship. The first 

objective is to study, through the variables representativeness and effectiveness, how a 

critical institution for democracy -Congress- dealt with a complex social issue –the 

incorporation of workers- in Chile and Argentina in the first three decades of the 

twentieth century. The second objective is to analyze the possible causes of the 

differences encountered in the two cases under study.  

A central argument of this dissertation is that although the literature often holds 

up the Chilean case as an example as a result of emphasizing the importance of 

effectiveness and lawmaking over that of representativeness and debate, both dimensions 

are equally important and that democratic regimes that lack inclusiveness and participation 

are as much affected as those that lack different aspects of contestation. 

The investigation was carried out on the basis of archival research of 

congressional records, studying the passage through Congress, the debates and 
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controversies that ensued, and the contents of the provisions of the main pieces of social 

legislation of those years: the law on the right to form trade unions (including the right to 

assemble, strike and bargain collectively), the law of Sunday Rest, the Eight-hour 

Workday law, the laws of Residence and many daily exchanges on social issues.  

I find that Argentina’s Congress is more representative than Chile’s on the basis 

of the source of the bills, their more permissive and enabling content, the views and the 

arguments of the different legislators and, finally, of the centrality of the debate itself that 

makes Congress function as a public forum. On the other hand, I find Chile’s Congress 

more effective as a lawmaker: the period from the bill’s inception to its passing is much 

shorter, the bills advance more firmly down the legislative path, and although in both 

countries it is finally a military regime that gets the trade union laws passed, Chile’s 

advances further than the Argentine one for it is approved by a Joint Committee together 

with other bills. Finally, once passed, for better or for worse, the legislation remains in 

force, through civilian and military governments for many years while Argentina’s will 

change under each successive government. 

I argue that Argentina is more representative due to the fact that after 1912, a 

higher percentage of the population voted comparatively more freely; thus, legislators 

had more incentives to compete for votes; second, Argentina was organized politically on 

the basis of federalism which captured more diverse interests both territorially and 

ideologically and lead to the presence of different positions on the floor and, therefore a 

stronger debate. In Chile, on the other hand, a lower number of people voted due to the 

literacy requirements and the voting systems in the hands of local notables. Besides, the 
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country was organized as a unitary political system which meant that the provincial level 

was subsumed in the national one.  

On the other hand, Chile’s Congress is more effective due to the fact that it had 

solved more congressional “state of nature questions” by developing more differentiated 

offices such as more debate and agenda-setting in committees than the plenary, and more 

member stability than Argentina. Finally, Chile had a post-independence history of 

institutional continuity which, combined with its centralized political organization, 

contributed strongly to shape elite unity and homogeneity. Argentina, on the other hand, 

after independence, experienced fifty years without a central state which led to the 

provinces developing distinctive and autonomous provincial elites and political lives, 

thus shaping elite division and heterogeneity.  
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CHAPTER 1 

 

 INTRODUCTION 

 

 

Scholars often study either social movements and social struggles or the political   

institutions that form the government and the state; or, in other words, extra-institutional 

social action or routine political action. As a consequence, intellectual approaches and 

analytical tools get divided between political scientists who focus on institutions and 

sociologists and social historians who tend to study social movements. This divorce also 

often expresses a separation between theories of social movements and theories of order, 

or conflict and cooperation (Orren & Skowronek 1994; Tarrow, 1998:143). But a society 

is not only integrated and/or contested, it is also institutionalized (Cohen, 1982:36): there 

is that crucial and fragile moment for many democracies when a change, such as new 

rights, is in the process of being recognized, and institutionalized. 

Modern society is institutionalized and generalized through laws, and especially 

through rights (Cohen and Arato, 1992 p. ix-x). The focus on the process of the 

institutionalization of civil society illuminates the bridge between civil society with its 

social movements on one hand and political society with its institutionalized political 

rules on the other. The authors distinguish civil society (the sphere of associations, social 

movements and forms of public communication, including the family) from political 

society (political parties, political organizations and political publics in particular, 

legislatures) on one hand, and economic society (organizations of production and 
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distribution, generally firms, cooperatives, etc.) on the other. They posit that political and 

economic society generally arise from civil society and are institutionalized through 

rights (political rights and in particular, property rights) that secure modern civil society. 

In this diagram, political society plays a crucial mediating role between civil society and 

the state.  

With the above general theoretical scheme in mind, it is easier to follow the 

process of change that I am interested in examining in this dissertation. All through 

history, groups in civil society have struggled to push their claims and desires for change 

regarding inequality and hierarchy through governing institutions (Cohen, 1982). The 

capacity of social groups to mobilize and put new rights on the political agenda is one of 

the engines of the process of citizenship and, therefore, of democratization.1 The 

moments in which important rights are institutionalized –veritable rites of passage for the 

society involved- make up the story of the development of citizenship which is the core 

principle of democracy. In the first half of the twentieth century, a crucial aspect of 

democratization was the incorporation of labor, a new actor who aspired to political 

participation and social equality, through the institutionalization of rights.  

By contesting existing ideas and principles and proposing different ones that 

eventually get to be expressed in bills presented in Congress, social movements and 

organizations attempt to alter established power relationships by turning the proposals 

they organize and mobilize for into laws that express a new and improved balance of 

power in a determined sphere. Thus, the contents of a law can be understood as the result 

                                                 
1 Of course, rights can also be granted and extended through the action of governments or elites; however, 
in the case of the rights included in the laws studied in this dissertation, they were all central demands of 
the labor movement and their mobilizations in both countries in the first decades of the twentieth century. 
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of an implicit or explicit bargain or transaction and therefore as expressing the 

crystallization of a power relationship and the political goals and possibilities of the main 

actors at a certain point in time (Collier & Collier, 1979: 977). In fact, any law on labor 

rights that comes out of Congress will always reveal distributional advantages and losses 

(Moe, 1984; Knight, 1992). 

Considering the complete trajectory from a claim to an applied law, three main 

stages can be distinguished: an initial one in civil society where social actors -labor 

movements in this case- with varying amounts of power in their domestic contexts, 

struggle and organize to protest against perceived inequality and express a desired change 

in their circumstances, holding up their demands -certain working conditions and a new 

form of association- as best they can while governing groups listen and react. In the case 

at hand, which studies the congressional process by which a set of labor rights was 

approved into law, it is the first general strikes and worker protest that impel the social 

legislation forwards in both countries. A second stage begins when these claims reach 

political society: in this sphere, Parliament is the main institution. Here the claim has 

taken the form of a bill which is debated in a committee, then again in the two chambers 

among the different political groups that represent society at that moment and, as a result, 

a law is sanctioned (or not). In this tug of war between the representatives of different 

political parties, the content of the new law is defined, crystallizing the content of the 

rights that will form the new dimension of citizenship –industrial citizenship in this case. 

A crucial part of this journey is the production and passing of a legal framework 

that contains and makes permanent the rights in question; that is, a law. In the first stage, 

agitation in favor of certain worker demands such as recognition of their organizations 
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and certain working conditions is generally an important part of what generates the initial 

pressure that gets a bill on the social and parliamentary agenda. The existence of a law, 

however, is also crucial because once rights are enshrined in a law they cannot be 

graciously conceded and then (ungraciously) taken away according to the mood or the 

needs of the grantor, as in a clientelistic relationship. They are instituted, their application 

can be demanded and their lack of fulfillment punished through a court of law; besides, it 

will be very difficult to take them away if there has been a period of actual 

implementation of those rights. The political instance is also important because “only 

political representation can prevent collective demands from being dissipated into mere 

folklore, individual escapism or aimless violence” (Melucci, 1996:112). Finally, the third 

stage occurs when the new rules are implemented through the legal bodies in charge of 

their jurisdiction and they become a part of social experience. In this dissertation, I will 

look at the first stage –the expression of demands in civil society-, and in particular the 

second, the passage of the law. The third moment –the stage of enforcement-, lies outside 

my field of analysis since it would require a study of judicial and executive performance 

which lies beyond the goal of this thesis. 

This dissertation focuses precisely on one of the processes that takes place in 

political society and institutionalizes and generalizes civil society: the congressional 

process by which a set of rights was sanctioned into existence when workers began 

demanding the right to new forms of association and a more equal place in the world of 

work. More specifically, it examines the passage through the Argentine and Chilean 

Parliaments of the laws that established industrial citizenship in the first three decades of 

the twentieth century: the right to assemble and form trade unions which included the 
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right to strike and to bargain collectively; the law of Sunday Rest, the first important 

social law that was passed, and the law on the eight-hour working day, the workers main 

demand together with the recognition of their organizations. The dissertation also studies 

the Laws of Residence (anti-immigration laws) and many daily debates on issues 

connected to the social question that took place in Argentina and Chile’s Congress during 

this period. 

 The purpose of the dissertation is to examine how a critical institution for 

democracy -Congress- deals with a complex social issue -the incorporation of workers- 

through two variables, representativeness and effectiveness and to analyze the possible 

causes of the differences encountered in the two cases. Various assumptions underlie this 

objective: a. that Congress is a key political institution in a working democracy for 

dealing with social and political conflict by acting as a public forum and passing laws; b. 

that the incorporation of workers through the initial institutionalization of industrial 

citizenship is a critical moment in the development of democracy; c. that the period of 

change (expansion of suffrage and development of mass-based parties) during which this 

process takes place and the redistribution of institutional power it implies provide a 

privileged context for the analysis of the issues I am concerned with; and d. finally, that 

the comparison of the very different features of the initial processes of institutionalization 

of labor rights through the dimensions of representation and effectiveness provides 

important information regarding how social and political conflict is processed in the 

Congress of each country.  
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1. The Incorporation of Workers through Industrial Citizenship  

The definition itself of democracy (see chapter 2) indicates the critical importance 

of the dimension of inclusion; inclusion of the different constituencies that emerge 

throughout a country’s historical development. These constituencies emerge on the basis 

of different ‘critical lines of cleavage’: center-periphery, state-church, land-industry, 

employer-worker (Lipset & Rokkan, 1967: 13-15, 35). Among those constituencies, labor 

is certainly an important one. One of the more complex and crucial tasks of countries 

becoming modern democracies in the nineteenth and twentieth century was the response 

to the social question posed by industrialization and, in particular, by the labor movement 

as a new actor that aspired to political and social equality and participation.  

Many authors have studied the incorporation of labor in relation to democracy and 

political regime. Collier and Collier (1991) argue that an important source of variation 

among Latin American countries is to be found in the different terms on which an 

organizing labor movement was initially incorporated into the political system. These 

different situations sent countries down different paths of political change and is the 

element that best explains why some Latin American democracies collapsed and gave 

way to military coups while others remained stable or experienced different patterns of 

regime change in the 1960s and 1970s. In his study on the origins of fascism, social 

democracy and liberal democracy, Luebbert (1991) argues that the inter war period 

(1919-1945) in Europe, was characterized by the search for political and economic 

formulas that could establish a balance of political power, provide effective means 

through which to govern the economy, and at the same time, “diffuse, accomodate or 

suffocate the claims of organized labor”. Rueschemeyer, Stephen and Stevens (1992) 
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argue that in Latin America capitalist development does produce democratization 

indirectly since, through the development of industrialization, it encouraged the 

development of the working class. The middle class is interested essentially in self-

inclusion and only if it builds alliances with the working class does it become a full 

fledged force for democracy. Many more studies of labor attest to the importance of the 

labor movement, trade unions and labor parties2.  

I will examine labor incorporation through industrial citizenship. Marshall, the 

author of a classic work on citizenship, sees the expansion of the rights of citizens as a 

process of incorporation of new groups into the society and the body politic. On the basis 

of English history, he distinguished three elements within the concept of citizenship, by 

definition national, three generations of rights and their institutional context: civil rights 

associated to courts of justice, political rights associated to parliament and councils of 

local government, and social rights connected to the educational system and the social 

services, each formed in a different century. Now, while citizenship is a system of 

equality, the beginning of the development of citizenship coincided with the rise of 

capitalism and social class, which are systems of inequality. The question that organizes 

Marshall’s short book is, how these two opposing principles -equality-generating 

citizenship and inequality-generating capitalism and free market- could grow and flourish 

side by side and become for a time at least, allies instead of antagonists (1949:8,18,49).  

                                                 
2  Among others, Ruth Berrins Collier (1999) and Carlos Waisman (1982). The latter has classified elite 
responses to the formation of new classes into three strategies: inclusion, which is the extension of the right 
to participate in the polity as an independent political force; exclusion, which is the denial of that right; and 
cooptation, which is an intermediate form consisting of participation under the control of the elite or of the 
state apparatus, usually on the basis of corporatist mechanisms. 
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Marshall’s rich and interesting work has been the object of widely varying 

interpretations and given rise to different debates. I will mention some briefly but develop 

only one: a. the order of the sequence of the rights he proposes, whether England is the 

model or the exception (e.g. on Brazil, Murhilo de Carvahlo, 2004; Kymlicka, 1994:5); b. 

the place of social struggle in his historical analysis of citizenship: whereas some authors 

-from different perspectives- consider he underestimates the struggle of the 

underprivileged to improve their lot (Giddens, 1982:171-2; Bendix [1964]1977), others 

understand Marshall keeps alive the idea that conflict is necessary to move societies 

forwards (Lipset in his Introduction to Marshall; Barbalet,1988:108; Held, 1989:193-4); 

c. the relationship between citizenship and social class, ‘the two great forces of the 

twentieth century’: whether this relationship in Marshall is open-ended and inequality can 

never be overcome by citizenship and to that extent integration can never be complete or 

finished (Barbalet,1988: 87, 94; Held, 1989:194); or, on the other hand, whether for 

Marshall the conflict between these two driving forces makes possible certain social 

compromises and thus acts as a crucial factor in the stability and development of 

industrial societies (Zolo, 1993:256). d. Another debate concerns the scope and 

classification of civil and social rights. I will examine this last one.  

The definition and treatment of Marshall’s political rights is hardly contested but 

his conceptualization of civil and, in particular, social rights is. As explained above, 

Marshall divided citizenship into civil, political and social rights. Gidden’s (1982:172) 

main critique and proposal is that what he calls ‘economic civil rights’ -to form labor 

unions, to engage in collective bargaining and to defend claims through strike action- 

should not be placed in the same category as civil rights, nor as an extension of them for 
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they have different historic meanings and logic. Marshall’s civil rights refer to individual 

liberties3 and equality before the law. These together with political rights are the 

‘bourgeois freedoms’ of the American and French Revolutions (1985:200) argues 

Giddens; ‘won by the rising bourgeoisie against the aristocracy and the gentry in their 

effort to destroy feudal obligations and restrictions on trade…[They] strengthened the 

power of employers over workers, helping to consolidate the early formation of the 

capitalist enterprise’ (1981:172).4 On the other hand, economic rights, what Marshall also 

calls ‘industrial citizenship’, were won by the struggles of the working class against both 

employers and the state in order to regain control of the conditions at the workplace as 

opposed to confirming the dominance of capital (Giddens, 1982:172, 198). So, both (i.e. 

civil and political on one hand and ‘economic’ on the other) result from the struggle of 

different social classes and if individual rights tended to confirm the dominance of 

capital, economic civil rights tended to threaten the functioning of the capitalist market 

(Held, 1989:195). Giddens reforms the remaining ‘social rights’ into a fourth category 

which he defines as ‘welfare rights for the needy: the provision of social services, 

unemployment benefit and sickness pay’ (1982:174; 1981:227).  

Barbalet (1988:22, 26) also thinks Marshall should have developed an 

independent fourth citizenship right in his account of the expansion of citizenship: the 

industrial rights of citizenship (which he defines as Giddens does: the right to combine, 

                                                 
3 Such as (1981:226): equality before the law, contractual freedoms; freedom of the individual to live where 
and how he chooses, freedom of religion, freedom of speech, the right to own property and to justice before 
the law; the institution of the administration of civil rights is the court of law (1982:167); Giddens adds 
enjoy freedom of speech and justice in respect of accusations of ‘deviant’ behavior’ (1985:201).  
4 Barbalet (1998:23) arguing against Giddens’ distinction between the civil rights of bourgeois liberties and 
the industrial rights of workers states that not only was the lower classes’ role crucial in winning bourgeois 
freedoms in mid-eighteenth century England but precisely these freedoms were central to the struggle for 
trade unionism and the right to strike and therefore essential to the emergence of industrial citizenship. 
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the right to strike and the right to collective bargaining) and he distinguishes industrial 

from social rights. But he makes some interesting precisions: industrial rights are not 

individualistic, obligatory or consumption-oriented -as are social rights, he states- but 

rights of individuals that permit and enable their collective action and organization. The 

institutional bases of industrial rights are trade unions and similar associations of 

employees. Industrial rights are (like civil rights) universal because, although they 

directly serve one class and potentially injure the members of another (and in this sense 

are analogous to property rights)5: a. ‘they do not require everyone to be an employee or 

a worker but offer protection against commodification to all those in employment of 

another; that is, they are available to all who, on the basis of their material situation, need 

to draw upon them’. b. “industrial rights are used by organized workers against their 

employers but in doing so they follow set limits for the purpose of common participation 

in a unified functional system. In this sense, industrial rights are premised on what 

Marshall called a ‘loyalty to a civilization which is a common possession’. It is arguable 

that, in the absence of industrial rights, the vast mass of employees would not be able to 

partake in the industrial civilization of modern capitalism” (Barbalet, 1988:27).  

But industrial rights are also different from civil rights –such as the right to 

association. In this case, the basic requirement is the preservation of the right of the 

individual both during the collective action and the correlative duties and responsibilities 

of the individual in unincorporated groups, says Barbalet. And he then makes an 

important point which is probably the reason why passing the law of the right to form 

                                                 
5 A property right says Marshall (88) ‘is not a right to possess property but to acquire it if you can, and to 
protect it, if you can get it’. Thus, paupers and millionaires possess the same capacities through property 
rights, without the distribution of property being the least affected” (Barbalet, 1988:17). 
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trade unions was so difficult. “These conditions do not obtain in the case of industrial 

rights. Trade unions can only function properly if the rights of the individual members 

are subordinate to the rights of the collectivity and in their operations they frequently 

infringe the rights of property and contract by preventing manufacture and trade through 

strike action. Even when routinely influencing wages and conditions, the exercise of 

industrial rights modifies property rights by encroaching on the prerogatives of 

management. Thus, the exercise of industrial rights may be injurious to the civil rights of 

individual workers, possibly including trade unionists and employers alike. Unless this is 

accepted and accommodated in law, industrial rights are without legal sanction and 

industrial citizenship will remain a secondary system of rights”.6 “Industrial rights are not 

only distinct from civil rights but in their application may be opposed to them” (Barbalet, 

1988:26). 

Thus, “The different rights which compose citizenship are not cut from the same 

cloth” he says and, on the basis of Marshall, argues that civil rights (which include not 

only property rights, the right of contract but also rights of freedom of thought and 

speech, religious practice and of assembly and association) “are more than rights that 

permit human action: they are a form of power because they are used to create groups, 

associations, corporations and movements”. So are industrial rights. And here was the 

core of the difficulty of passing the laws on trade unions, creating this new form of power 

that would be mostly under the control of workers. Social rights, on the other hand are 

                                                 
6 “Industrial citizenship in Britain can be dated from the 1906 legislation which declared that a trade union 
could not be sued ‘in respect of any tortuous act alleged to have been committed by or on behalf of a trade 
union’ and removed it from civil conspiracy, breach of contract and prevention of picketing  restraint” 
(Barbalet, 1988:27, cites Brown 1983:38-9).  
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not designed for the exercise of power; rather, social rights are strongly individualistic, 

they refer to ‘individuals as consumers not as actors’. Besides, while civil rights constrain 

the state or are rights against the state, social rights are rights guaranteed by the state 

which means they require an administrative apparatus; and they can be in opposition to 

civil rights (for example in a period of economic decline in which certain programs for 

the underprivileged are cut) which means that ultimately there is a class bias: civil rights 

are more central to the foundation of the capitalist economy and its operation so the state 

guarantees these rights to different degrees (Barbalet, 1 988:20-1).“Social rights 

facilitate, enable the practice of citizenship in so far as they enable participation, but they 

cannot be said to constitute it” (67), whereas industrial, civil and political rights do. 

It is the formation of this fourth citizenship right which is under study here:  I will 

examine its contours and the movement of its passage through parliament as the rights 

that would form it are carved into shape.  

 

2. Congress 

I am convinced that the achievement of measurable welfare for the masses 
does not only depend on parliament … But parliament, as a political 
institution, as the expression of the collective will in its diverse 
manifestations, must contribute in first place to that welfare … the 
collective ascendancy of the popular classes is a verified, confirmed, and 
consummated fact. It depends on the intelligent forces of each country, on 
the respective social forces, that this ascendancy develops and succeeds 
without pain, without violence and without grave turmoil (Very Good! 
Aplause) (DS, CD, Dickmann, June 3, 1921). 

 

The task of the dissertation, then, is to study and compare how the bills that would 

establish the rights of industrial citizenship moved through the two Congresses. For a 
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long time, assemblies -as Shugart and Carey (1992:3) call them- in Latin America have 

been characterized as of little importance, irrelevant even and of not working much either 

because, it was held, executives controlled the political scenario and took all the 

important decisions. The place where the important decisions were taken seemed to be, as 

time went by, ever more outside Congress and increasingly inside the Presidency; 

democracy devolved into the hands of the presidents; the president was seen as active, 

legislatures as reactive. This situation is partly reinforced by constitutional design which 

played against the separation of powers; the president became so powerful that the 

asymmetry worked against the locus of Congress. Besides, the commonly held 

assumption of the seventies (Agor, 1971: xliii) (when institutional rules were never 

independent variables and social forces were) that Congresses were an obstacle to 

necessary economic and political development, endures in the present and has been 

amplified more recently by authoritarian presidents who did not like Congress’ 

intervention and control and railed against its supposed inefficiency and obstruction of 

the president’s policies (Morgenstern and Nacif, 2002:1). 

However, on one hand, there has always has been a dearth of empirical studies on 

Latin American Congresses, in particular on the “the more prosaic pattern of politics” 

like negotiation and reform (Morgenstern, 2002:2; Agor, 1971:xxiv-vi; Molinelli, 1991). 

The absence of this kind of studies casts doubts over those previous statements on 

Congress as irrelevant or as a hindrance. Besides, if there has been congressional decline, 

there should be some specification as to the points in time and degrees when Congress’ 

influence lessened or, at least, varied. On the other hand, there is disagreement as to how 
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evaluations of influence and autonomy are to be made (Agor, 1971: xxxviii, xxiv-vi). 

Consequently, affirmations regarding the ‘decline of Congress’ are problematic, at least. 

Regarding the question of when parliaments declined, many scholars and pundits  

have taken the decline of the Argentine Congress, for example, for granted almost since it 

started. Thus, there is little agreement regarding the date the supposed decline started to 

set in: Durañona y Vedia posits 1900/1910, Matienzo, 1910 (a time of social agitation at 

the centenary of independence from Spain); Sanchez Viamonte, 1912 (date of the 

electoral reform), James L Busey, 1916 (when the UCR party won the elections from the 

Conservatives for the first time); Repetto, 1920; Lopez M. J., 1920-30; Harry Kantor, 

Bidegain, Herrera Vegas and Zarza Mensaque propose 1930 (when the first military coup 

occurred in Argentina heralding the Conservative restoration and the so called “Infamous 

Decade”); Goretti, the last years of the 30s, George Blankstein under Peron 1946/52 

(these authors have been taken from Fennel, 1971:152 and Molinelli,1991:106 and 

ordered chronologically by me).  

If there is a popularized image of a “golden age” of the Argentine parliament, this 

could be the period between 1880 and 1910, posited by observers perhaps blinded by 

their “aristocratic preferences” (Molinelli, 1991:111, 149). Columba’s three volumes on 

legislators and Congress are a good example of someone who contributes to creating this 

belief or myth. 7 However, as far as I can see, on the basis of having read many debates 

on the social issue, there does not seem to be a decline between the Conservative and the 

                                                 
7 Ramón Columba (1949, 1951, 1952) was hired as a parliamentary stenographer by B. Villanueva, long 
time vice-president of the Senate who served fourteen terms; his allegiance to the old time conservatives, 
pre-Roque Saenz Pena (i.e. to those against the expansion of suffrage) is clear. He became well known for 
his cartoons of members of Congress and his drawings appeared in magazines and papers of the day. 
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Radical Congress as regards the content and style of the debate (this subject is expanded 

in Chapter 3). Molinelli, in a detailed analysis of more formal features, on the other hand, 

suggests that Congress was at its zenith during the 1920s and 30s, when most authors 

think it is in decline. He dates its decline in the 1940s, under Peron (1991:147-50).  

The fact that practically every period has been mentioned as the moment of 

declination probably indicates, simply, that it has not declined and that, rather the 

problem lies in what the badmouthers consider what the role of Congress should be; or 

that there probably was a change in how Congress functioned, but not necessarily a 

decline (Fennell,1971). On one hand it should be kept in mind that having to legislate for 

many more areas increasing the volume and complexity of lawmaking meant that 

legislatures have had to relinquish some of their prerogatives in drawing up public policy.  

Parliaments in Europe have also experienced this kind of evolution. In Argentina this 

situation is compounded by inadequacy of facilities and staff available to members of 

parliament (Fennel, 1971:153-4, Ranis, 1971:181). However, various scholars state that 

since World War II, Congresses in Latin America suffered a considerable reduction in 

“decision making initiative”.8  

Now regarding the second point, how evaluations of influence or autonomy 

should be made, the literature often concentrates only on the law making role of 

legislatures (which seems one good reason to support the idea of calling them assemblies, 

as Shugart and Carey suggest). On one hand, there are Latin American Congresses that 

are strong lawmakers which is the classic measuring tape against which all Congress 

have been –and often still are- measured. On the other, Latin American Congresses 
                                                 
8 See for example the authors cited in the different chapters of Agor (ed) 1971:2. 
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perform various other functions that, I will argue, play just as important a role in the 

political system as lawmaking (Agor, 1971; Fennel, 1971; Ranis, 1971). 

Chile, Costa Rica and Uruguay’s Congresses have fulfilled a classic “decision 

making role”, that is a lawmaking role (Agor 1971). Agor (1971:6) argues that the 

Chilean Senate has real influence and power in that it can initiate legislation, on one hand 

and delay, change and defeat legislation initiated by the executive adapting it to “the 

demands of a wider group of competing interests” (xliii), on the other. It also oversees the 

bureaucracy, grants patronage, articulates interests and resolves conflicts which are four 

aspects of ‘the decisional function’ according to authors of the day. After studying the 

passage of the social laws, I find the evidence supports Agor’s assertion on the power of 

the Senate in Chile, and Fennel’s (1971:161) that in Argentina, Deputies is the more 

important political force (Fennell, 1971:161). It is in the Chilean Senate where the bill on 

trade unions and working conditions sets out and it is finally passed in much the same 

words as those in which it started out on its journey, in spite of a context that could have 

presaged change, as will be seen in Chapter 7.  

So, one important function9 of Congress, both from the point of view of theory 

and the studies made, is to be a lawmaker: it is the national arena for confronting policy 

alternatives based on different interests and articulating them into one law. Congress also 

“improves laws (reordering and rewriting bills so that they are clear and understandable) 

and by refusing to pass those bills which might push group conflicts beyond controllable 

bounds” (Agor, 1971:Xliii). On certain issues, Congress is the only institution that can 

                                                 
9 These paragraphs have been written on the basis of information from Agor 1971, Fennel, 1971; Ranis, 
1971, and Smith, 1974:16-21, but explained and ordered in ways that they would probably not have. 
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pass laws; it is only within its chambers where the steps instituted in the constitution to 

create a new law can take place: representation, debate, and voting, and as a result, the 

production of a law. But besides lawmaking, Congress carries out several other functions 

that can be just as important for the political system:  

Congress is a public forum. It is a crucial and permeable place of deliberation and 

discussion between groups of different political persuasion that represent different 

national constituencies; a place where ideas circulate both into the Chambers and out into 

society. The more chaotic, multi-layered debates of society have been distilled in 

Congress: the multiple articles in the many newspapers and journals, the discussions in 

cafes, street corners and different kinds of meetings between the various groups of people 

in society have been transformed. The debates in Congress have moved a step away: 

although organized opinion in society has been consulted and influences them, once in 

the chamber only a bill that has been reported by the Committee is the basis of the 

discussion, and only the arguments enunciated by elected representatives following the 

rules of procedure are present in the debate; these will justify their decisions; their vote 

will define the laws. Conflicts are crystallized and also in some way resolved. Congress is 

a crucial component of the public sphere10, a central element in any democracy. The 

value of debate is upheld by statements by legislators in both Congresses to the effect that 

the right to participate without any kind of limitations, guaranteed by the President of the 

assembly, is a right of the minorities that ensures their existence. Besides, through the 

debates, societal characteristics speak (for example, elitism, democratism). 

                                                 
10 Very briefly, an inclusive (in principal) arena of rational-critical discourse about public issues, common 
interest, in which social status is bracketed and those who participate are willing to let arguments determine 
decisions (Calhoun, 1992:1, 12). 
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The national assembly also provides a place of expression for “local and 

particularistic interests and discontents, the executive represents the majority but in the 

assembly different constituencies exist and dissenting voices and local viewpoints are 

heard”; both consensus building and “catharsis for anxieties and resentments” (Fennel, 

1971:163) or “the latent and otherwise unrepresented interests of the public take place 

there”. All these activities are related to the representative function of Congress.  

A third fundamental function of Parliament is related to the idea of checks and 

balances: it critiques and controls the executive’s actions through the mechanism of 

interpellation and investigation committees; but also through the debate by denouncing or 

describing events which often in themselves produce a reaction from the executive and its 

representatives in the Chamber or in the newspapers or speeches made in subsequent 

days.  

Recruitment. Congress educates, socializes and trains ‘promising or deserving 

party personnel’, or future political leaders. It is ‘a stepping stone in a successful political 

career’ (Smith, 1974). Even in Argentina, where traditionally there has been far less 

member stability, up until 1966 only two presidents had not previously served in 

Congress before assuming office and they were military men (Agustin P. Justo and Juan 

D. Peron) (Fenell, 1971). 
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a. Representativeness and effectiveness  

I question an understanding of democracy that tends to emphasize the importance 

of contestation over that of inclusion (in the language of Dahl) or of procedures over 

participation or political equality, and argue that these two dimensions are equally 

important and necessary for a democracy to function well. If one of these dimensions is 

developed more than the other, different kinds of democracy will develop (for example 

more procedural or more participative) but they will both be lacking. 

If contestation is underscored in the conceptualization of democracy, it will 

arbitrarily obscure and illuminate the pathologies and virtues of the cases: some aspects 

of a polity will be seen clearly but others will turn opaque. Thus, the concept will detect 

the lack of respected, institutionalized rules in Argentina where institutions (in particular 

between 1930 and 1976) were “tentative, fluid, constantly transformed and re-invented 

each time there was a crisis” and contentious and problematic issues were resolved 

through a “clash of forces” instead of according to a set of accepted rules for governing 

conflict, independent of the people affected in Chalmers (1977) eloquent words. The 

accent on contestation or procedure also detects the stronger formal institutions and rule 

of law in Chile.  

On the other hand, an excessive focus on contestation and procedure and less 

importance given to inclusion, obscures the problems of a “procedurally virtuous” 

society: it throws little light on excessive state intervention or an elitist and exclusionary 

political society. Historically, fewer people have defined the direction of politics in Chile 

because fewer people have voted and participated in political decisions. The strength of 

political society demobilizes civil society whose initiatives are smothered and die in 
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political society. Public debate is more limited. On the other hand, the greater importance 

placed on contestation also obscures the dense, mobilizational, participative civil society 

in Argentina and the way it can make political society responsive. Neither procedure nor 

participation alone is enough for a strong democracy.  

Focusing on their opposed features, the two cases compared here could be seen as 

opposite ideal types in this sense: one has historically, and early, developed elite 

contestation and heeded procedures; the other has long implemented strong inclusion and 

produced widespread participation. In Chile, in spite (or partly because of) limited 

suffrage and complicated procedures that excluded most of the population from voting 

until the late 1950s, the legitimacy of elite political opposition was accepted at an early 

stage. Throughout the history of Argentina, the elected governments, in spite of repeated 

military coups that interrupted democracy between 1930 and 1983, have been inclusive 

and responsive to citizen protest. 

In the dissertation I examine how the Chilean and Argentine Congresses process 

the passage of certain bills containing industrial and workplace rights through two 

variables: representativeness and effectiveness11, both central dimensions of 

Parliamentary activity that must work for a democracy to be considered as such. 

Representation is a venerable and complex concept which various authors have 

studied in depth12, so it will not be necessary to do that here. One way of studying 

                                                 
11 These two concepts were inspired by Shugart and Carey (1992, Chapter 1) who use them to contrast and 
relate parliamentary and presidential constitutional designs; they have been partly modified to serve my 
purposes. The authors speak of efficiency, not effectiveness. 
12 Among others, Pitkin, 1967, 1969; Shugart & Carey, 1992; Manin, 1997; Pateman; 1970.   
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representation is through elections13. Federalism is a system that also affects 

representation as it is designed to represent different constituencies and therefore captures 

more diversity than unitarism. Finally, groups or individuals in civil society who mobilize 

to protest or petition, also contribute to improving representation and making elected 

officials more accountable because, through participation in the public sphere, rights are 

appropriated by the sovereign to a greater degree. Civil society can also express itself 

outside the electoral system as was the case of the Argentine workers at the beginning of 

the twentieth century who did not vote but who, through their mobilizations, placed the 

social question on the public agenda. In the dissertation, representativeness refers to the 

degree to which a country’s Congress is capable of reflecting or of ensuring that the 

different interests in society are present in the debate where they are confronted and 

eventually translated into provisions of the laws. In the process, Congress acts as a public 

forum, a place of public deliberation, a crucial component and shaper of the public sphere 

that receives and produces ideas and political positions.   

Effectiveness refers to Parliament’s capacity to initiate and pass legislation. This 

ability is shown when the chambers can articulate interests and find ways to resolve 

conflicts on one hand, and when it can has solved more “state of nature questions” in that 

it has developed differentiated offices, motions and procedures that contribute to make a 

complex institution work, on the other (Cox, 2009:27, 4-7). Agor (1971: Xlii, xxx) posits 

the Chilean Senate has lawmaking capacity because of its long historical development; 

the presence of an opposition majority in one of the two chambers, public opinion 

                                                 
13 “Representativeness refers to the ability of elections to articulate and provide voice in the assembly for 
diverse interests” and different electoral systems express or translate diversity in different ways (Shugart & 
Carey; 1992:8-9). 
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support, “an organizational package of member stability, formal norms of Chamber 

Senate apprenticeship”14 enhanced by a competent staff, the fact that the principal work is 

done in committees and the personal economic and kinship ties between senators.  

The variables are examined through the following indicators: the trajectories of 

the bills on trade union organization and working conditions, their contents and the 

treatment of those bills in Parliament. Trajectory speaks mostly to effectiveness: it refers 

to the length of the efforts to pass a piece of social legislation and therefore (according to 

the case) speaks of either the existence of efficient rules (as defined above in 

effectiveness) that help the passage of a bill though Congress; or to the capacity of the 

political parties to form agreements regarding the provisions of the bill. The contents of 

the rights being placed in a legal framework refers to the specific provisions of the bills 

and speaks to representativeness in the sense that the most ‘representative’ content is one 

that balances and compromises among the widest range of interested social groups. 

Finally, in the dynamics of Congress is where representativeness and effectiveness are 

seen most clearly in multiple indicators: the diversity of interests, the role of debate and 

form and procedure.  

 

3. The Comparison 

Chile and Argentina, that lie side by side in the Southern tip of South America, 

experienced the same international and regional events: Spanish colonization; the 

articulation with the world market at the end of the nineteenth century, one through mining 

                                                 
14 Out of forty-five senators, thirty-five had served previously in the chamber of deputies. This pattern, he 
states, has existed for more than thirty-five 35 years (that is, since 1934). 
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enclaves, the other through agricultural products; World War I; the economic crisis in 

1929. Although the economic structure of the countries was different, the nineteenth 

century and beginning of the twentieth were periods of economic success for both which 

probably contributed to the legitimacy of their elites.  

Both countries also developed strong labor movements. The first episodes of major 

worker protest occurred in the 1890s and in particular between 1903 and 1907 in Chile 

(DeShazo, 1983: 88,103; Morris,1966:94) and 1902 and 1911 in Argentina 

(Panettieri,1967:201). The 1903-07 strikes brought unprecedented union growth in the 

northern ports and nitrate zone, in the southern ports and coalmining areas, and in the 

industrial areas of Santiago and Valparaíso. DeShazo (1983:112, 116) argues in a 

revisionist interpretation, that it was in the urban areas in the center, where anarcho-

syndicalism became particularly influential, that organized labor was strongest and more 

successful rather than in the North as the traditional version has it. The strike numbers he 

registers place Chile behind the total number of strikes in Argentina for these years, but 

well above Mexico, the other country in Latin America that had by this time developed a 

particularly active labor movement (Collier and Collier, 1991:73).The second strike wave 

swept both countries between 1917 and 1921. Although in numbers there were many more 

strikes in Argentina (a bigger country, with more population and more industrialized) than 

in Chile15, various authors coincide in characterizing Argentina, Chile and Mexico as the 

                                                 
15 During the first wave in Chile there were 220 strikes (with about the same number occurring in the 
central cities as in the nitrate mines in the North (deShazo, 1986:103, 308-9). In Argentina during the first 
wave there were 1030 strikes between 1905 to 1911 (Panettieri, 1967: 201, citing Adolfo Dorfman, 
Historia de la Industria Argentina, Escuela de Estudios Argentinos, Buenos Aires, 1942 (no page); he does 
not include numbers for 1902-4).The second period of intense worker militancy occurred between 1917 and 
1921 in both countries. In Chile during this period only in Valparaiso and Santiago there were 229 strikes 
(Deshazo, 1986:165). 1919 was “the most strike-prone year in Chile’s history until the 1950s” (Deshazo, 
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countries in Latin America with the most developed and militant labor movements. Protest 

in these three countries is characterized as “reaching insurrectional proportions” in the first 

decade of the twentieth century (Collier and Collier, 1991:61). Partly because of the 

influence of the model of the Russian revolution and, perhaps mostly, because of the wage 

decreases in the wake of the economic effects of World War I, Argentina and Chile were 

again at the top of the list of intense worker protest between 1917 and 1921 (Collier and 

Collier, 1991:61).   

However, in spite of experiencing similar international and regional circumstances, 

similar domestic temporal patterns of strike waves, and having labor movements of similar 

development and strength, in the long term, the two countries’ social legislation was very 

different as regards both the manner of its passage through Congress and its content. To 

explain these different outcomes I will argue that the key differences are not to be found in 

the international, regional, economic or social levels but in the political one. 

 It could be objected that the two parliamentary periods compared are not equivalent 

in the sense that Chile’s Congress cannot be characterized as party democracy until the 

period of the Popular Fronts (1938-52), while in Argentina, party democracy can be said to 

be present in Congress from the arrival of the Radical administration in 1916 onwards. But, 

I am comparing Parliaments through the way the workers were incorporated through 

industrial citizenship; that is, the laws on the right to form trade unions and some laws on 

working conditions. This process occurred in the years and periods selected. Besides, under 

the Popular Fronts there is no essential change in the labor laws in spite of the presence of 

                                                                                                                                                 
1983: 164). In Argentina there were 1003 strikes that in 1919 involved over three hundred thousand 
workers (according to the Panettieri’s list of strikes). 
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the left in the governing coalition; the political parties that depended on the workers as their 

main constituency failed to change the legal constraints within which the unions operated 

(Drake, 1991: 290; Collier and Collier, 1991: 398). In other words, the mechanisms of 

incorporation do not greatly vary: the early passage of the Labor code was not a unique, 

freakish event; it is representative of how the Chilean political system processes social 

change which tends to be very much under the control of the established elites and, 

therefore, its presence is justified in this analysis.  

The principal source of my data is original archival research of congressional 

records from the Libraries of Congress of both countries: the bills presented by legislators 

from different political parties, the debates and controversies held on the floor of both 

chambers, the text of the approved laws; daily debates on social issues that do not form 

part of the debates on bills; sometimes on procedural issues; and of course, secondary 

literature. The following congressional volumes were studied:  

In Argentina: a. Chamber of Deputies: 1901 (1), 1902 (2 volumes), 1903 (2), 1904 (2), 

1905 (3), 1907 (2), 1908 (2); 1917 (8), 1918 (6), 1919 (7), 1920 (6), 1921 (5), 1922 (7), 

1923 (8), 1925 (8), 1926 (5), 1927 (6), 1928 (5), 1929-1930 (4), 1946 (vol. 8).  

b. Senate: 1901 (1), 1902 (1 vol), 1903 (1), 1904 (1), 1905 (2); 1917 (3), 1918 (2), 1919 

(2), 1920 (2), 1921 (1), 1922 (1), 1923 (2), 1924 (2), 1925 (1), 1926 (2), 1927 (1), 1928 

(1), 1929 (3), 1930-32 (1), 1946 (vols. 3 and 4). 

In Chile: a. Chamber of Deputies: 1902-1903, 1903, 1903-1904, 1904 (3), 1905 (2), 1906 

(1), 1907 (2), 1910 (2), 1910-1911, 1915 (1), 1916 (3), 1917 (2), 1918 (2), 1919 (2), 1920 

(2), 19121 (2), 1922 (4), 1923 (2), 1924 (1).  
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b. Senate: 1904, 1905 (2), 1906, 1907, 1910, 1910-1911, 1917, 1918 (2), 1919 (2), 1920 

(2), 1921 (2), 1922 (3), 1923 (1), 1924 (2). 

There are three levels of information that I have tried to combine usefully for each 

conjuncture when a bill is discussed and/or passed: a. general historical information about 

the period in order to place the reader; b. information about the specific moment in which 

a bill or spate of bills appears (e.g. Alessandri’s election in Chile; the Vasena strikes in 

1919 in Buenos Aires, or the passing of the 1945 decree); and c. micro level information 

and data about how and what the deputies argued in the debates and what the provisions 

of the law contain. 

Besides the analysis of the bills and codes on the right to form trade unions, 

Sunday rest and the eight-hour workday, other bills are included in the analysis: the laws 

of residence (which are anti-immigration laws) in both countries, the law on the putting 

out system (trabajo a domicilio) in Argentina, and bills on conciliation and arbitration, 

besides many daily discussions and references to social issues and bills. In the Americas, 

only Argentina, Uruguay and the U.S. never had a labor code (Rivas, 1969:7). Although 

both the Conservative and the Radical governments in Argentina in1904 and 1921, 

respectively, drew one up with the intention of getting them approved, and so did a 

Minister, Carlos Saavedra Lamas in 1933 during the Conservative Restoration 

government of the thirties, they never were. Social laws were passed in individual fashion 

until 1953 when all the basic labor laws can be considered complete. Chile, on the other 

hand, does have a labor code and the dissertation traces how three of the seven laws that 

formed the 1924 Chilean labor code moved through Congress (those related to union 

organization and labor contracts for blue and white collar workers).  
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4. Organization of the Dissertation 

Part I includes two chapters: Chapter 2 which presents an overview of the 

expansion of suffrage in Argentina and Chile organized round the question of whether a 

threshold of voting citizens is necessary for a democracy to be considered as such and the 

differences in the process of expansion of voting rights in Argentina and Chile. The 

second section of the chapter provides information on the electoral rules and powers of 

their respective Congresses. In Chapter 3, I apply Bernard Manin’s (1997) proposal of 

historical periods of parliamentary development -initial parliamentarianism and party 

democracy- according to the changes in the principles of representative government, to 

the Argentine and the Chilean Congresses. The second section of the Chapter presents 

some selected ‘cameos’ of Congress on the basis of the congressional stenographers’ 

comments as they record the parliamentary proceedings. 

In Part II, four chapters look at the passage through the two parliaments of the 

right to combine; that is, the right to form trade unions -the fundamental right of 

industrial citizenship which includes the right to assemble, strike, federate, and bargain 

collectively. The right to form trade unions is the most important of all the social laws 

because, as indicated above in the section on industrial citizenship, it implied giving the 

union leaders a new power base on which to organize collective action which would have 

important effects and was thus, the most difficult to pass. Chapter 4 reconstructs the 

trajectory of the legislation on the right to combine in Argentina organizing it into three 

different ‘ages’: repression, tolerance and recognition or institutionalization, which 

coincide with three political administrations. The second section, examines the contents 

of all the bills, codes and law disaggregated into rules of incorporation, rules of 
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unionization, rules of internal governance and rules concerning industrial relations. The 

final section looks at the internal similarities and differences between the bills and codes. 

Chapter 5 does the same for Chile and in the final section, compares both countries’ 

trajectory and contents. Chapter 6 and 7 focus on congressional debates in both countries 

to examine the features of the discussions that are indicators of representativeness and 

effectiveness: the diversity of the interests present and the lines of division; the role of 

debate, the content of the views and arguments; and the formal features of the debate 

such as time organization; adherence to rules; and voting patterns.  

In Part III, Chapter 8 and 9 deal with two workplace rights: a. the passage of the 

Sunday Rest law which was the first important social law to be debated and passed in 

Congress in both countries. The dynamics of the debate of this law foreshadows various 

features of the way these two Congresses function. The second is the law that sanctions 

the eight-hour working day, the oldest and most fought for of social vindications. This 

law is important because the comparison of the two modes of passage contains the deep 

contrasts between the Argentine and Chilean political system; it spans three decades and 

contains what is probably the most important plenary debate on social legislation of the 

time in the Chilean Congress.  

Finally, Chapter 10 on the Conclusions has three sections: the first compares and 

analyzes the dynamics of congress in both countries, the second analyzes and draws up 

some conclusions regarding representativeness and effectiveness and the last outlines 

some causal hypotheses regarding the different processes and outcomes in Argentina and 

Chile studied in this dissertation.  
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PART I  -  POLITICAL BACKGROUND 

CHAPTER 2 

THE EXTENSION OF SUFFRAGE AND THE RULES OF CONGRESS

1. The Extension of Suffrage in Chile and Argentina 

The extension of suffrage in Argentina and Chile was, in both cases, mostly the 

result of elite strategies and not the result of middle or working class mobilization that

exerted pressure on the ruling classes from below. However, establishing this first 

commonality is only a preliminary step in describing and analyzing the processes by 

which enfranchisement gradually or suddenly included larger sectors of population and 

therefore, needs to be qualified. The pressures there were came principally from other 

elite groups during the latter years of the nineteenth century and then, in the first decades 

of the twentieth, also from sectors of the middle classes, but less so from the working 

classes, who were still either too weak to exercise any relevant influence on the extension 

of suffrage (as in Chile) or participated in ideological groups that did not believe in 

promoting the construction of political parties and participating in electoral processes, 

such as anarchists and anarcho-syndicalists (as in Argentina) or because of still weak links 

between parties and trade unions (as in both cases until the nineteen forties). Thus, the 

decision to extend the vote was mostly the result of division and contests for influence 

between elite groups including the workers ‘essentially by default’ as the elites jockeyed 
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for political support (Reuschmeyer, Stevens and Stevens, 1992; Collier, 1999:44-6; 

Suriano, 2000). 

Besides the different weight attributed to the causes that explain suffrage 

extension, there is a second issue which is related to the definition of democracy, a 

historical one in this case: the "critical threshold" as the point of departure from which we 

can say that democracy exists (Reuschemeyer, Stevens and Stevens, 1992:44). For historic 

cases (that is, not contemporary ones), manhood suffrage is generally used as the threshold 

(Collier 1999:27-32). One could ask, if it is precisely free and fair elections which are the 

measure of the existence of contestation and participation, how many people can be 

excluded from the political scene of a nation-state and still be called a democracy? But if 

this criterion were used strictly for Chile, it would have to be considered not democratic 

until 1970 for only then were the illiterates able to cast their votes and until the end of the 

1950s under 10% of the population voted (Remmer, 1984:105). Since this does not seem a 

correct conclusion (other cases such as the United States because of the black vote and 

Switzerland due to women’s vote would also have to be excluded from the list of 

democratic countries until very recently), other criteria are considered.  

Democracy can be said to exist when the electorate is sufficiently wide to include 

possible representatives from all the fundamental political groups which emerge from the 

historical cleavages of a national community such as Lipset & Rokkan’s (1967) center-

periphery, state-church, land-industry, and owner-worker, proposes S. Valenzuela 

(1985:34). If an important national ‘community’ were not represented, the regime could not 

be considered democratic. S. Valenzuela (30) adds two more requirements: a. those who 

win elections must occupy important decisionary positions in the state and b. elections 
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must really be the only way to get to those positions. These criteria also create other 

problems of definition, for example regarding the definition of which the important 

cleavages and their political parties are. 

Chile should be counted within the democracies at the beginning of the twentieth 

century. However, I think that the extremely narrow basis of the citizens on which the 

Chilean democracy developed does have effects on the type of democracy that emerges. 

This point will be taken up in the conclusions.  

Dahl’s (1971:2-3) classic definition of democracy synthesizes the institutional 

guarantees and the freedoms necessary for a regime to be considered democratic into two 

dimensions: a. contestation which refers to permissible opposition and the procedures by 

which those representatives who make decisions on behalf of others are selected; i.e. free, 

fair and periodic elections and b. inclusiveness which refers to the right to participate in 

public contestation and universal and equal suffrage; in other words, political equality. 

This definition has two important implications: a. an emphasis on the procedural aspects 

whereby democracy consists of rule-bound processes regulating the rotation of power 

through elections; and b. that the incorporation of non-elite classes into the political 

process via political parties that have a mass constituency and the increase in 

participation is the other crucial dimension of democracy.  

In the different perspectives of scholars who write on democracy, the procedural 

and the participative dimensions are emphasized in very different ways. The dominant 

tradition (Dahl, 1971; Schumpeter, 1942; Sartori, 1962, to mention just three very 

influential scholars) emphasizes the importance of the first element over the second. 
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Inclusiveness or participation in the political process through elections and through 

expressions in the public sphere such as parliamentary debate is seen as secondary to 

control over the state and the institutionalization of opposition rights (freedom of 

association, and expression, free and fair elections). One of the central arguments of this 

dissertation is that the second dimension, participation or inclusiveness is as important and 

as necessary to a democracy as the first; and that democratic regimes that lack 

inclusiveness and participation are as much affected as those that lack some aspect of 

contestation.  

So, although the extension of suffrage was mostly the result of elite strategies and 

intra-elite bargaining in both cases, the measure of that extension was very different in 

each country: whereas in Chile suffrage was extended notoriously slowly and remained 

very limited for a long time (until the 1950s), in Argentina suffrage was never qualified 

and any male Argentine or naturalized adult could on paper vote, and was at an early 

date, expanded.  

 

a. Argentina16  

While Chile’s elites reached a compromise relatively quickly after independence 

and formed a (central) state in 1833, the armed conflicts between Argentina’s port and 

provincial elites began soon after the 1810 May Revolution, were interrupted by a 

strongman’s government in the thirties and forties and came to a first conclusion in the 

early 1850’s. In 1853 the National Constitution was drawn up and in 1854 the first 

                                                 
16 This section is based on Canton (1966), Sábato (1999 and 1995), Molinelli (1991); Waisman (1987), and 
Romero (1979, 2002). 
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President was elected. In 1880, Buenos Aires was federalized bringing the elite’s last 

internal quarrels to an end. The regime that lasted between 1880 and 1916 was 

characterized by intense economic development and change, the establishment of 

secularizing laws (Civil Registry, Civil Code, Obligatory Education, Civil Marriage), 

successive incoming waves of immigrants and the protest of the incipient industrial 

proletariat (Romero 1979, Chapter 10). In 1890 and 1905/6 long–brewing 

intraoligarchical divisions and conflicts that expressed a crisis of participation led finally 

to the passing of the so called law of universal suffrage, Ley Saenz Peña, in 1912 

(Botana, 1994; Molinelli, 1991:104) -a suffrage reform that made voting secret and 

obligatory but for the same electorate as before (that is all men over twenty-one years of 

age). Previously, as indicated below, the winning party monopolized all the positions at 

stake; after this law, the winner received two thirds and the minority one. This reform 

lead to the Unión Cívica Radical winning the national elections in 1916.  

An interesting and original feature of the Argentine Constitution in 1853 was that 

it imposed no property, income, educational, or ethnic restrictions on the right to vote -a 

tradition that was not modified. In 1857 a national electoral law explicitly granted 

suffrage to all males over twenty-one years of age, either born or naturalized Argentines 

with the exception of deaf-mutes, clerics, felons and low-ranking military personnel, 

confirming an earlier similar law passed in 1821 in the province of Buenos Aires -the 

largest province and the protagonist of political events at this time (Sabato, 1995:110). 

However, until 1912 not many people exercised their right to vote.  
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Traditional interpretations of the trajectory of political citizenship in Argentina 

during the regimes that spanned the decades from 1820 to 1880 and 1880 to 1912  

associate voting to fraud and manipulation, and 1912 to the moment of democratization 

par excellence. The 1880-1912 Conservative regime was considered a “restricted 

Republic” in which authorities won elections by fraud and electoral corruption, there was 

indifference on the part of the public, and low legitimacy because of the restricted 

citizenship and the manipulation of the elections.17 However, contemporary scholars 

(Aninno, 1995; Sabato, 1995, 1998; Ternavassio, 2002) who carry out studies of 

historical electoral processes argue that the role of voting must be studied empirically and 

in context. They revalue electoral practices without reducing them to the other more 

violent ones they often took place with such as wars and rebellions, reconnecting them to 

a political legitimacy based on liberal principles that was also being constructed by 

institutionalizing a legal framework through a variety of laws and practices in each region 

of the country (Ternavasio, 2002: 16-17; Sabato, Introduction, 1999).  

Political citizenship in Argentina was born from an open conception of citizenship 

that included all male adults, “more similar to the French citoyen than the Lockean 

property-owning citizen” (Sabato 1999:19) giving rise to very inclusive electoral 

procedures. But voting was not the only valued mechanism of intervention in public life. 

Although before 1853 and partly until 1880 armed intervention was certainly one of 

them, there was also a strong civil society in Buenos Aires with the presence of many 

associations that gave rise to a “culture of mobilization”. The porteños organized 

                                                 
17 Sabato mentions José Luís Romero (1964) and Gino Germani (1968); Ternavasio cites Salcedo (1948) 
and Ortega (1963).  
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frequently, although not necessarily through parties, in order to express their opinions, 

protest, and petition the political authorities. Nationals and foreigners participated 

actively and contributed to the formation a public sphere that became a decisive source of 

political legitimacy for those in power (Sabato, 1995: 22, 278-288; Rocchi, 2000).  

Intra-oligarchical divisions and conflicts would lead to the passing of the law of 

‘universal suffrage’. In 1912, within the ruling groups the farther-seeing softliners, 

headed by Roque Saenz Peña (after whom the suffrage law is named), lead the move to 

the Reform. The strong immigrant presence in Argentina at the turn of the century made 

political reform less painful for the elite18 (foreigners could not vote), the elite also 

yielded to reform because they expected to win under the new rules and there was also 

some apprehension over the radical revolts (Waisman, 1987:82). However, their hopes 

for two thirds of the votes proved to be wrong and they lost the elections in 1916, again 

in 1922 and once again in 1928. In fact, they never won them again. 

From the end of the nineteenth century up to 1945 (when the Peronist party 

emerged on to the political landscape) practically all the Argentine political spectrum was 

represented by four main political parties. Party organization started in 1890 but twenty 

years were to pass before a competitive regime comparable to that introduced in Chile 

finally emerged (Remmer, 1984).  Around 1890, the unity of the elite started to fracture 

seriously; although this was not a new phenomenon, as Cantón indicates, the fact it 

coincided with the emergence of an incipient middle class –an older professional one and 

a newer one related to the development of the state- and an urban proletariat lent these 

                                                 
18 In the litoral where the bulk of the population was concentrated 50 to 70% of the males over twenty years 
old were foreign born and in the whole country only 1.4% of the foreigners had become Argentine citizens 
in 1914 (Waisman,1987: 81). 
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fractures new significance. That year an armed uprising by a new movement called the 

Unión Civica accused the government of Juarez Celman of corruption and nepotism and 

demanded inclusion in the government for the previously excluded middle and upper 

middle class groups it represented. They questioned the legitimacy of the regimes’ 

fraudulent elections and demanded a return to “the Constitution”. The supporters of this 

movement would form the Radical and the Socialist party and propel forward the 

demands for electoral guarantees that eventually produced the law of universal suffrage 

in 1912 (Canton, 1966:19). 

The supporters of the Unión Cívica soon divided into two groups: the Unión 

Cívica Nacional which made peace with the government and the Unión Cívica Radical 

that refused to reach any understanding with it at all. In November 1892 the Radical party 

approved its statutes19 and by 1898 it had won at least one provincial election in the 

largest province (Buenos Aires) and had attempted to unseat the government in additional 

insurrections in 1893 and 1905. They were not impugning the bases of the social order: 

their central goal was the extension of electoral participation through universal and secret 

manhood suffrage, and nothing in their diffuse economic and social doctrine could be 

construed as antagonistic to the status quo of oligarchic rule (Waisman, 1987:79; Botana, 

1977:171-2).  

The Socialist party was organized in 1896. In stark contrast to the ‘clubs of 

notables’ that sprung up to support a political candidate and enunciate certain principles 

                                                 
19 Which stated that their purpose was to: “fight for the re-establishment of institutions in order to ensure 
peace and progress for the country, for the honest respect of the law, an honest government, the effective 
exercise of popular sovereignty and the recognition of the autonomy of provincial and municipal 
governments” (Carlos R. Melo, Los Partidos Políticos Argentinos, Universidad de Córdoba, 1945 p.31, 
cited in Canton, 1966, p. 27). 
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for one election at a time, the Socialist party was a rara avis20 on the Argentine political 

landscape, says Canton (1966:28): it had defined objectives, a strict and demanding 

internal organization and worked intensively to educate its members. This author posits 

the Socialist party is the first modern party from the point of view of its organization and 

clear objectives (31) while Molinelli (1991:104) affirms the Unión Cívica Radical was. 

The latter became a strong party organization (although with a more indefinite program 

and more like the old parties, says Canton). The Radicals turned abstaining (that is, not 

presenting candidates to elections and not voting for any other one) into a fighting banner 

(Canton, 1966: 28). However, it was a national party, with candidates running for office 

in every province while the Socialist party21 obtained its votes and legislators in the 

Capital federal and the province of Buenos Aires. The second Radical administration 

(1922-28) governed with the collaboration of the older parties which caused the party to 

divide into two factions in 1924: a popular’ faction and a ‘elistist’ one, that is the 

personalists or Yrigoyenistas and the anti-personalists or Alvearistas (who had better 

relations with the Conservatives). This division lasted for about three decades (Canton, 

1966: 53, 141).   

The old Conservative parties -those that already existed when the Radicals and the 

Socialists emerged- although they were all connected to the official groups in power, 

were also divided, and did not feel the need to unite and organize until around 1914, 

when their prevalence was challenged by the new parties. Thus, in 1914, with Lisandro 
                                                 
20 Not only did the Conservatives either poke fun or directly critique the Socialists for their organized and 
explicit party program (see Chapter 3); so do the Radicals in 1914 (Oyhanarte quoted in Canton, 1966:29) 
and both speakers are loudly applauded both by the legislators and the public in the galleries, revealing 
there was at least some agreement with this point of view. 
21 For information on the Argentine Socialist party see Walter (1977), Tortti (1989, 1996), and Adelman 
(2000). 
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de la Torre in charge of the reorganization, the Partido Demócrata Progresista was 

created but it failed to include the conservative fractions of the provinces of Buenos Aires 

(the most important group in Argentina) and Santiago del Estero. Thus, in 1916, when 

Yrigoyen, the Radical candidate, was elected president, the conservative delegates voted 

divided: a wide majority voted for an old guard conservative and the rest for de la Torre 

(Canton, 1966:30- 31). It became divided into two groups: the Demócrata Progresistas 

whose bastion was the province of Santa Fe and the rest of the conservatives who formed 

a weak coalition of provincial groups. The Communist party was founded in 1918. 

The law enfranchising women was passed in 1947 and they voted for the first 

time in the presidential elections of 1951 (although women voted in municipal elections 

in the province of San Juan in the nineteenth century). 

 

b. Chile22 

As mentioned above, Chile’s state was centralized around 1830, soon after their 

Independence in 1818. From 1830 onwards there followed a series of strong, decade long 

presidential governments. After a brief civil war in 1891, the period known in Chilean 

historiography as the “Parliamentary Republic”23 emerged, shifting power to Congress, 

away from the executive. Chile is generally characterized as a competitive elite 

democracy (following Dahl’s and Schumpeter’s definition) from around the 1850’s when 

elite consensus fragmented around a clerical-anticlerical cleavage (Scully, 1995). A 

                                                 
22 The account of Chile has been constructed on the basis of S. Valenzuela (1985); Monteón (1982); Drake 
(1972), Scully (1995), and Young (1953). 
23 Strictly speaking, it is not a parliamentary regime. Shugart and Carey (1992:275, 161) characterize this 
period as president-parliamentary and not purely parliamentary since there was an elected President with 
certain powers and no prime minister. 
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tripartite system of political parties (of notables) appeared very early. The period between 

Independence and the formation of a central state in 1833 was short compared to other 

Latin American countries, torn for much longer by internal civil strife.  

The first three parties were the Conservative party (1857), the Liberal party (1857) 

and, a few years later from a schism of the latter, the Radical party (1861) that acted as 

the center party of this tripartite system until the end of the ‘Parliamentary Republic’ in 

1925. A schism from the Radical party, led by a lawyer called Malaquías Concha, 

founded the Democratic Party in 1887, the first that attempted to represent and defend 

worker issues in Congress. From 1875 until the presidential election of 1920, all parties 

formed part of either the Liberal Alliance, anchored in the anticlerical Radical party, or 

the Conservative Coalition, centered round the clerical Conservatives. Towards the end 

of the nineteenth century and the first decades of the twentieth, the defining axis of 

political opposition shifted to class conflict in the urban sector and more modern parties 

started to appear (Scully, 1995): a group lead by worker leader Recabarren separated 

from the Democratic party and founded what would be called the Communist party in 

1922. In 1933 the Socialist Party was founded (Drake, 1972), as the traditional political 

elites proved unable or unwilling to resolve the new challenges posed by the emergence 

of the middle sectors and working classes. In 1920 the Liberal Alliance proclaimed 

Arturo Alessandri, a charismatic orator with an anti-oligarchic discourse (and anathema 

to the establishment at that time, but not later some years later), its presidential candidate. 

Alessandri won the elections but the Conservative forces succeeded in using their 

congressional majority to block the new government’s reform initiatives (Scully, 1995). 
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 In contrast to Argentina’s, the 1833 Constitution prescribed a strictly censitaire 

government: suffrage was restricted to literate males over twenty-five years of age 

(twenty-one if married) in possession of real estate or capital. In 1874, however, as the 

result of a temporary parliamentary alliance between the Conservatives and their 

“ideological arch-rivals” (the anticlerical Radical party) to break the Liberal 

governments’ grip on the electoral process, this was reformed in three important ways, 

although perhaps the key difference was the shift from a censitaire system based on 

“qualifications” authorized by state agencies (Guardia Nacional and Municipalities 

authorities, S. Valenzuela, 1985:56) and therefore under the national government’s 

control to a censitaire system based on literacy: a. in contrast to other authors who state 

this law established the elimination of property and income requirements for voting 

registration, S. Valenzuela (1985:15) affirms that the censitaire requirements were 

eliminated only in 1888, when they were no longer applicable. b. the transfer of 

municipal electoral responsibilities from representatives of the central government to 

local committees composed of the wealthiest taxpayers reduced the President’s direct 

control over the electoral process (Monteón, 1982:54). c. and importantly, after the 1891 

civil war, the change of the voting system to the cumulative system (which before was 

only used for electing deputies)24; it meant that a voter could cast as many votes as seats 

had to be filled and could accumulate his votes on the candidates he preferred and did not 

                                                 
24 Until 1891, the incomplete list system was used for municipal elections (so minorities were assured one 
third of the councilmen) and complete list was maintained for the election of senators and presidential 
electors. The members of the 1925 constitutional assembly adopted the D’ Hondt system which ensures 
proportional representation.  
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have to distribute them. Thus, minorities had more of a chance of choosing a 

representative because they could concentrate their votes (S. Valenzuela, 1985:104-5). 

Chile’s so-called República Portaliana (or Conservative or Autocratic Republic), 

when the national government intervened and defined elections, lasted from 1830 up to 

1861. The passage to a moment of certain democratization –i.e. when the opposition was 

allowed to win elections- started with the Electoral Reform law passed in 1874 but was 

not effectively realized until after 1891, after a short period of civil war when instead of  

a censitaire system based on “qualifications” under the national government’s control, a 

censitaire system based on literacy emerged25.  

S. Valenzuela highlights the role played by the Conservatives in the 1874 reform. 

He also maintains that the intention of those who promoted the reform was less to extend 

suffrage to new sectors of the population than to create an electoral market free from the 

interference of the executive (Valenzuela, 1985:17). The consolidation of electoral 

competition, he argues, occurred in the period after 1891 when finally, the country’s 

political forces managed to wrest away from the central government the capacity to 

manipulate electoral registrations, the actual voting and the counting of the votes. That is 

why parties also developed fully in this period, he claims, in order to capture the vote of 

their clientele. Thus, from1891 to 1924 we have the “República Parlamentaria” (S. 

Valenzuela, 1985:124-5).  

Women became enfranchised in 1949 and exercised their right to vote for the first 

time in the presidential elections of 1952. An important reform in 1958, under Ibanez, 
                                                 
25 Those who could read and write were presumed to satisfy the censitaire requirements (“by right” says S. 
Valenzuela, which means they did not have to prove they had the income). The great majority of the new 
voters came from agriculture. 
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freed up previously captive constituencies, sought to control vote buying (which was 

specially prevalent in the countryside), effectively introduced the secret ballot for the first 

time, legalized the Communist party, prohibited electoral pacts at provincial level, and 

regulated national electoral agreements. These legislative reforms in 1958 established the 

“cédula unica” which replaced the old ballot -issued by each political party which 

permitted the generalized practice of vote manipulation and falsifying results- by a single 

ballot issued by the state. Reforms in 1962 instituted mandatory registration which 

acquired a permanent character, and did not have to be periodically validated by complex 

and discouraging procedures (Boron, 1975: 82-3). This significantly expanded the 

numbers of registered voters but it was only in 1970, when Socialist Salvador Allende 

won the presidential elections, that the literacy requirement was abolished and the voting 

age was lowered age to 18. Finally, universal suffrage existed in Chile.  

The striking point about Chile’s long-extolled, stable, gradualistic democracy is 

the notoriously low number of voters. Until the 1950’s, the electorate did not exceed 10% 

of the total population (Remmer, 1984:105; Boron, 1975). 

 

2. The Two Congresses: Powers and Electoral Rules 

 

a. Argentina26   

At the beginning of the twentieth century and until 1916, Argentina’s Congress 

was in the hands of a constellation of mostly local Conservative parties that came 

                                                 
26  This section has been written on the basis of Fennell (1971), Mainwaring and Shugart (1997), Molinelli 
et al (1999), and Canton (1966). 
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together temporarily for national elections and of which the most important was the PAN 

(Partido Autonomista Nacional). Since 1880, Julio A. Roca (twice President, 1880-1886 

and 1898-1904 and nicknamed “the fox” because of his clever and wily political ways) 

was a central political figure on the national scene and the PAN an important part of his 

political machinery. 

 The 1853 Constitution established a representative, republican and federal system 

of government and a bicameral Congress. The Chamber of Deputies was elected on the 

basis of population and the Senate was composed of two members from each of the 

provinces (which acted as districts) and the federal district. The provinces numbered 

fourteen from 1862 to 1880 when the federal district was created and then, under Peron in 

the 1950s, three national territories were raised to the category of provinces expanding 

the number of Senators from the original 28 members to 36 in the mid fifties27 (from 

1881 to 1952 the Senate held thirty Senators). In 1862, the Chamber of Deputies had fifty 

members; the number was expanded several times: from 1898 to 1919 there were one 

hundred and twenty deputies, and from 1920 to 1952 one hundred and fifty eight. Today 

there are 257 deputies in the first chamber. 

 Deputies were elected directly in the provinces and the federal capital for four-

year terms, their numbers varied in proportion to the distribution of the population; one 

half of the seats came up for reelection every two years. Senators were appointed by the 

provincial legislatures and served a nine-year term. The Senate was renewed by thirds 

every three years. In the federal district, voters selected an electoral college which chose 

                                                 
27 The number of senators remained at forty eight –except from 1973-1976 when three were elected per 
district- until 1996 when a reform established three senators would be elected for each province taking the 
number to seventy two (Molinelli et al, 1999). 
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senators in the same manner as the President and the vice president were elected. That is, 

for the office of President and vice President, people voted for members of an electoral 

college; each province and the capital sent double the number of electors as deputies and 

senators it held and the President was chosen by a majority of the electoral college. If a 

majority could not be reached, Congress in joint session elected both offices from the top 

two candidates in the first round. The President’s term was six years with no immediate 

re-election permitted (Mainwaring & Shugart, 1997:441-2). Presidents tended to hold a 

majority in Congress from 1880 until about 1905 (Molinelli, 1991:104). 

According to the 1853 Constitution, deputies were elected within each province 

on a plurality basis (that is, the candidate with the most votes, won). From 1854 to 1911, 

except from 1903 to 1905, the system was multi-seat plurality, “complete list” and simple 

majority; that is, more than one deputy was chosen per district, and although “the voter 

had to vote for as many candidates as vacancies to be filled in his district, he could 

construct his own list; the count was individual and the candidates with most votes, won. 

In fact, the parties constructed written lists with candidates for all the positions which 

apparently were used by almost all the voters although some modified them by crossing 

them out or substituting them for others, so different candidates of the same list received 

varying numbers of votes” (Molinelli, 1999:30-1, who comments the topic requires more 

research).  

  In 1912, the abovementioned Roque Saenz Peña electoral reform with its 

mandatory and secret vote replaced the plurality system with the ‘incomplete list”; that is, 

“in multiple candidate elections such as those of deputies and presidential electors, each 

party could put up candidates for only two thirds of the available positions. The effect of 
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this was to guarantee minority representation since no single party could hold more than 

two thirds of the seats in a district regardless of its strength” (Fennel, 1971:143), and 

thereby assured some competition to the Chamber. As a result there was a good deal of 

public discussion, argumentation and debate. This system remained practically 

unmodified until 1962, when the incomplete list was replaced by the D’Hondt system of 

proportional representation which remains in effect today. The D’Hondt system was 

adopted in 1962 ‘as a means of letting the Peronists, still the party with most popular 

support, participate in national elections while minimizing the chances of their gaining 

control of  the government’ (Fennel 1971:165; Canton, 1966:36)28 

The one hundred and twenty legislators that composed the Chamber of Deputies 

when the Sunday Rest law was passed in 1905 were elected according to the rules of an 

electoral reform brought about under President Roca and Joaquín V. Gonzalez, his 

Interior Minister: the complete list system was changed to a single member district 

plurality system (one deputy was chosen in each of the newly drawn up 120 districts) 

(Canton 1966).The reform bill also contained provisions to make voting secret, but that 

part was passed in the first chamber but rejected in the higher one. In 1905 the new 

President, Manuel Quintana, changed the system back to the previous one. Perón 

reintroduced a single member district system –“modified to ensure some opposition in the 

Chamber – but, like the changes in the senatorial elections did not survive the 

administration” (Fennel, 1971). 

Following constitutional provisions, Congress met from May 1 to September 30 

each year and the chief executive could extend the regular sessions or call special or 
                                                 
28 It was used for the first time in 1957 to elect members of a constitutional assembly (Molinelli, 1999:31). 
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extraordinary ones. The general constitutional powers of the Argentine Parliament 

closely parallel those of the US Congress, the model the Argentine leaders were 

following after independence in the nineteenth century: “most powers are granted jointly 

to both chambers. The first chamber has the exclusive authority to initiate laws dealing 

with taxes and the recruitment of troops as well as the power to impeach the president, 

vice, Cabinet ministers and members of the judiciary. Reserved to the Senate is the power 

to authorize the declaration of the state of siege by the president, it also sits in judgement 

in case of impeachment and must confirm certain high level diplomatic and judicial 

appointments made by the president. Unlike Cabinet members in the US, Argentine 

ministers require no congressional confirmation” (Fennel, 1971:142). 

 In 1949, a new Constitution was adopted under Peron which shortened the 

senators’ terms to 6 years and provided for their popular election. When Peron was 

removed from government by a military coup in 1955, the Constitution was too and 

senators were once again appointed by provincial legislatures for nine years. Argentina’s 

1853 Constitution was changed in 1994.  

 

b. Chile29 

 In contrast to Argentina, Chile was (and still is) a unitary, centralized Republic. 

This means that the executive appoints the political authorities, intendants30 and 

governors, in each of the provinces and they answer to him. As indicated above, the 

Parliamentary Republic started after the 1891 civil war when the congressional 

                                                 
29 This section is written on the basis of Carey and Shugart (1992), Young (1953), Monteón (1982), Heise 
Gonzalez (1982), Agor (1971) and S.Valenzuela (1985). 
30 I follow Monteón’s translation of Intendentes. 
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opposition to President Balmaceda finally managed to push through political reforms that 

resulted in increased powers for Congress compared to previous periods. It ends in 1925 

with a military coup and a Constitutional reform. Three groups, the Liberal Alliance, The 

Balmaceda Liberals and the Conservative Coalition were represented in Congress 

although the first dominated it throughout the period (Monteón, 1982:55). 

Congressional control was secured by applying some constitutional dictates and 

passing some new laws: according to the 1833 Constitution, Congress had “the right to 

determine the annual budget and used financial threats to make the executive conform to 

congressional demands”; the Constitution also established that “the executive could not 

enforce any tax without the specific approval of Congress”31. Regarding electoral rules, 

the Law of Municipalities, passed in 1891, divided Chile into smaller political units under 

local governing councils formed by the “largest taxpayers” (elected by popular vote for 

three years). These councils had stronger powers than the previous governors who were 

directly responsible to the President: they registered voters deciding who was eligible, 

drew up the electoral rolls and controlled and managed elections. Thus, the intervention 

of wealthy landlords in the electoral mechanisms was much reinforced by these reforms 

(Young, 1953:19, 24; Heise Gonzalez, 1982:91)32.   

                                                 
31 Deputy Marchant states the Chamber of Deputies had the initiative in tax laws and the Senate in laws on 
amnesty; Deputy Quezada adds that according to customary law, the Senate had the initiative in the most 
important law of all, that is the budget law (BS, CD, Marchant, Quezada,November 18, 1915). 
32 Besides, Law 3470 (called law of parliamentary incompatibilities), passed under Balmaceda forbidding 
federal employees from holding additional posts in Congress, was expanded in 1892 to include a wider 
range of persons. This “was an attempt by the congressional oligarchy to prevent the executive branch from 
building up a group of Senators and Deputies who would be dependent on the President” (Young, 
1953:19). The law that governed elections through most of this period was the August 21, 1890 General 
Election Law No. 3968. 
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 According to the 1833 Constitution, the President was elected for a five-year 

term, and congressional elections were held every three years (Young, 1953:16)33. There 

were ninety four deputies and thirty two senators which were chosen using cumulative 

voting. In this system each voter had as many votes as positions to be filled but it was not 

obligatory to mark all the possible preferences so he could accumulate his votes for the 

candidates he chose and not distribute all his votes; minorities had a better chance of 

obtaining a representative this way (S.Valenzuela, 1985:104). Cumulative voting was 

extended to senators from deputies. This expansion “contributed considerably to the 

autonomy and independence of political parties vis a vis the influence and intervention of 

the executive and its agents in elections”, according to Heise Gonzalez (1982:91) who 

strongly supports the “parliamentary system” against the following presidential one 

(which he places from 1925 to 1973) (94-97) and also to developing democracy (Young, 

1953). 

 Authors who criticize this period, remark on the fact that debate was unlimited 

and that small groups of legislators could filibuster and delay or block any legislation 

they did not like (Young, 1953:20); legislators constantly intervened in absolutely 

insignificant local problems (I have found many examples of this in the Congressional 

Records); governors of departments, mayors and minor officials were selected by 

                                                 
33 “The Chamber of Deputies is totally renewed every tree years; the Senate is partially renewed by halves. 
The Chamber is more directly representative of the people while the election of Senators is generally the 
result of combinations of the electoral groups in the provinces that search for wealthy candidates that can 
afford the high electoral costs. For this reason, the physiognomy of the Senate is that of a corporation in 
which the capitalists of the country are represented … In this it is similar to the federal Senate of North 
America. Besides, it is a frequent fact here for the political majority of one Camera to be different from the 
political majority of the other” (BS, CD, Deputy Marchant, November 18, 1915). “At the beginning 
senators were elected by the executive, later they were chosen indirectly and now they are elected directly, 
in the same way as the deputies” (BS, CD, Concha, November 18, 1915). 
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parliamentary politicians who became political bosses often in conflict with their party 

leaders and made it impossible to obtain party discipline (Young,1953: 21). Constantly 

shifting majorities and minorities made it impossible to apply laws on parliamentary 

procedures and constant rotation of Cabinets (Young,1953: 22). On the other hand, 

supporting Heise Gonzalez’s opinion above, A. Valenzuela (1994:98) points out that “the 

competitive nature of the political system centered on the parliament permitted parties 

created outside the legislative arena to become incorporated into the political system”. 

Faundez argues that “this integration of new parties occurred not through the 

parliamentary system but against it and that the collapse of democracy in 1924 was 

largely brought about because the regime was unable to find a way of integrating the new 

political forces into the system” (Faundez, 1997:199, 305). The same voting system 

affected presidential contests and could become so complex that in several cases no one 

knew who had won until the college met and voted. The popular vote frequently did not 

decide the outcome, which rather, was in the hands of legislative factions in Santiago 

(Monteón, 1982:55). As mentioned above, the 1833 Constitution was in force until 1925 

when a new, more presidential one was passed; Chile’s Constitution was changed again 

in 1980 (under Pinochet) and amended in 1989 (see Mainwaring and Shugart 1997, 

Appendix). 
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CHAPTER 3 

 CHANGES IN THE PRINCIPLES OF REPRESENTATION 

1. Parliamentarianism and Party Democracy 

 Manin (1997:6) argues that four constitutive principles of representation are 

constantly present through time in representative regimes: representatives are appointed 

by election at regular intervals; they retain certain autonomy from the wishes of the 

electorate; the governed may express their opinion without being controlled by those who 

govern; and public decisions undergo the trial of debate (Manin, 1997:6). These 

principles of representative government, however, change and play out in different ways 

as democracy and Congress develop from initial parliamentarianism (or liberal 

parliamentarianism) to party democracy –as he calls the different historical ideal types- 

due to the expansion of suffrage and the rise of mass-based political parties (he also 

posits a third ideal type, audience democracy, which corresponds to a later time and will 

not be discussed here).  

In the first section of this chapter I use Manin’s characterization of the principles 

of representation in the first two phases to examine the Congresses of Chile and 

Argentina in the first three decades of the twentieth century. I find that in Argentina both 

periods are present while in Chile, although there is some transformation, the period 

under study here should be characterized mainly as parliamentarian. In the second section 

of the chapter, I present some ‘cameos’ of Congress that illustrate the issues, the 
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historical context, and the way both parliaments worked through moments of ‘approval’, 

‘objection or disapproval’ and ‘laughter’, as recorded by the Congress stenographers.  

During the first period, Manin’s parliamentarianism (1997:202-6) which 

corresponds to Conservative Argentina before 1916, regarding the principle of election of 

representatives, deputies and senators were notables, gentlemen of certain local standing, 

and the expression of local relationships and therefore of trust, and not of loyalty to a 

party and its ideas as they will be in the following period. In this first period, legislators 

are free to follow the dictates of their own conscience in debates and votes and are not 

subject to the priorities established by the party program and authorities. In fact, parties 

were not at all related to programs and class divisions as they will be in the party 

democracy era. There is in the Argentine Congress a good illustration of this view in a 

speech by a leader of the government in office, the Minister of the Interior, Joaquin V. 

Gonzalez, who however presented an advanced labor code to Congress in 1904 (see 

Chapter 4)34. He is against this idea of creating a list of policy points before an election is 

won and pokes fun at the idea while critiquing it at the same time35.      

The Minister praises the political parties for having founded the Argentine nation, 

through countless vicissitudes and anxieties, on unmovable bases of freedom, justice and 

peace. Probably moved by the presence of the first Socialist deputy in Latin America to 

                                                 
34 For information about this eloquent and informed Minister, see Darío Roldán (1993; and p.160 of this 
dissertation): Gonzalez belonged to the Roquista inner circle. Besides the election reform mentioned in 
Chapter 2, he also proposed a law on military service that remained in force for nearly a century. He came 
from Argentina’s ‘deep North’ (the province of La Rioja) “whose barren rocky land and green forests he 
loved and returned to for solace and inspiration, together with Indian philosophers and poets such as 
RabindranathTagore” . He left the country only once on a diplomatic mission to Rio de Janeiro at a time 
when a tour of Europe was a “must” in the CVs of the members of the Argentine elite (Roldán, 1993,16-
17). 
35 DS, CD, May 11, 1904, p. 158-60. 
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be voted into Congress in recent elections (see Chapter 4), he sets forth the question of 

whether political parties should declare their principles before or after the facts: “is it not 

much more solid and permanent that principles be derived from the facts which are the 

experience previous to all human action? (Very Good! say the deputies). “It is better to 

live out one’s life and work than proclaim principles before they are experienced, and the 

Argentine parties have been formed in action. They were born of a great revolution, they 

have…built a strong, respected Republic deserving of consideration from all the world 

(157)… This is the true political law, the one that results from the facts of history 

themselves, which are condensed in action by the procedure of the political parties 

towards a certain end (Very Good!) (158). And then the parties that propose to carry out 

scientific inductions do not determine their program with clarity…. which of the parties 

that participate in the political struggle today does not have a doctrinal purpose, even if it 

is not set forth deliberately in the form of a program? All our political parties in a joint 

effort… carry within their programs great ideals of reform, and although they may not 

have declared them, the degree and the freedom with which they were called on to form 

government councils, men of all ideas, of all the political and social tendencies, reveal 

that it is a field open to all […] doctrines as long as they harmonize with the social, 

civilized purpose of the constitution”. Thus, J.V. Gonzalez expresses support of certain 

general, ‘civilizing’ principles but a pre-party era perspective regarding loyalty to its 

program. At the time he speaks, Argentina has not yet developed a competitive party 

system 

In these first years of congressional development, another principle of 

representation refers to the autonomy of the representative: in the debates legislators 
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argue on the basis of their personal ideas and conscience, the objective of persuading 

those who think differently is recognized and legislators explicitly change their opinion. 

Parliament is a place “where individuals form their wills through discussion and where 

the consent of the majority is reached through the exchange of arguments” (Manin, 1997: 

205). This, together with the principle of trial by discussion, are important points that will 

be developed in the Chapters on Dynamics of Congress and the Conclusions. 

In Chile, the features of parliamentarianism prevail until 1924/5. In my opinion, 

in spite of the alleged early development of Chilean political parties, party democracy as 

understood by Manin, enters the Chilean Congress later, when the Popular Front wins the 

election in 1938 although Alessandri’s election -as Yrigoyen’s in Argentina- does 

constitute the beginning of the change to party democracy in Congress. During 

parliamentarianism, states Manin, the governed may express their opinion without control 

from those who govern, and there is an incident in the Chilean Congress that reveals this 

“freedom of public opinion”, to a higher extent than Argentina: that is, that reveals the 

gap between public opinion and Congress, in particular in regard to the Senate. Manin 

argues that during the era of parliamentarianism, the divisions in Congress do not 

coincide with those in society partly because of the limited franchise but also because in 

this stage legislators are not chosen on the basis of their political positions but because of 

personal relationships, as indicated above. Thus, “the opinions of the citizenry on 

political issues and policies must find another outlet”, they must be expressed outside 

elections, and this generally occurs in situations of crisis and “always entails a risk to 

public order” (Manin, 1997:204-5). There is a series of events in 1921 in Chile that 

clearly illustrate this point.  
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Social deference had not been shaken much yet in this South American country. 

The words used to describe the crowds are particularly remarkable: “the mob”, “the 

plebs”, “the mindless rabble”, “the riff-raff” (la chusma, la plebe, las turbas). The voice 

of the crowd literally fills the street and spills over into the Senate chamber constituting a 

good example of what Manin (1997:205) proposes: “The underlying structure of this 

configuration is revealed most dramatically when the voice of the crowd outside 

Parliament expresses concerns shared by no one inside it”.  

Soon after Alessandri assumes office in December of 1920, he finds that Congress 

-in particular the Senate where the Conservative opposition held the majority- was 

turning deaf ears and blocking his plans to implement social legislation. So he denounces 

the fact to the crowds gathered outside La Moneda (the Presidential palace in Santiago)36. 

According to the Senators, the President tells the crowd he wants to pass laws that will 

help them in their poverty and unemployment but the Senate will not let him, by 

detaining the bills and not passing them. Consequently, since October the 12th, a “mob” 

starts collecting and surrounding the Senate building. On the 13th, as he was leaving (as 

Senator Zañartu tells the Senate assembly the next day) he was accosted by “400 or 500 

people waiting to speak to me… they wanted me to sign something that had never been 

presented to me previously. Faced with those yells and the attitude of those people, I did 

not consider it decorous for myself to remain there nor to use my parliamentary 

privilege… so making an effort, I left without accepting the police escort… but as the 

people stepped in front of me, shutting me off, I asked them what they wanted and they 

                                                 
36 This incident has been reconstructed from the congressional records of the Senators discussing the event 
in the Senate, BS, CS, October 14, 1921. 
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answered with all kinds of imprecations, they told me I was an adversary of the people 

and that I was opposed to debating and passing certain laws that would improve their 

misery”. He explains he tried to answer, to tell them he had been studying these matters 

seriously (he later says that the bills are “more or less absurd”) ‘but certain elements that 

were directing the demonstration prevented him always from speaking’.  

Various Senators (Bulnes, Huneeus, Concha Subercauseax, Valenzuela) express 

their indignation and anger towards the President ‘who has provoked this abusive 

treatment of a representative of the Senate’. ‘The government is permitting the people, 

led by mean interests at the service of alien hatreds, to restrict our parliamentary 

privilege’, says Zañartu, provoking applause in the galleries, an uncommon occurrence. 

“The president of the Republic is an irresponsible person... we cannot permit him to 

continue provoking events like this one from the balconies of La Moneda… the people 

are obeying direct orders from the President of the Republic… at least the Minister of the 

Interior must repress the slanderous expressions proffered by the popular uprising against 

Congress’. Bulnes states “I left the Senate and saw that Congress was besieged by the 

rabble from the hostels37 that is under the thumb of the Santiago Police who use them to 

shout at or threaten whoever they determine, and the rabble expressed hostility against 

the members of this Honorable Chamber, and the police permitted three or four thousand 

people to surround the building and position themselves at the doors… it is a shameful 

attack against parliamentary freedom”. The houses of two Senators were also attacked by 

the mob, and ‘the police tolerated the assault with the complicity of their silence’. The 

democrat Senators, through Senator Bañados, also protest the incident. Senator 
                                                 
37 Albergues, hostels for the destitute. 
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Valenzuela from the National Party to which he refers as “a party of order”, also accuses 

the government “the only party responsible for these instances of disrespect” and states 

“it is necessary that the members of the Alliance and the National Union protest 

vigorously against these spectacles, these daily parades through the streets of the 

mindless rabble manipulated by individuals who seek only to create disturbance and to 

plunder”.  

Concha Subercauseaux mentions the Senate has been blocked by the mobs for 

two days. The senate has been working on social legislation for two years, he mentions 

bills they have passed, and that the labor code has not yet come to the Senate. The 

Presidents accusations are absolutely false, he states. Hunneeus remarks that “as they 

speak they can hear the echo of the shouts of the multitude crowding round the National 

Congress building which is intolerable… The President’s irresponsibility is plowing 

abysses between the two powers of the state”. “We have seen almost every day how a 

multitude of people comes to the Alameda [a wide avenue near government house] from 

the hostels… and immediately goes under the red, revolutionary flag to the Moneda 

square where the President addresses them and receives and answers disrespectful claims, 

and it is those same ignorant and irresponsible people who came to the doors of the 

Senate.” 

Some Senators do not allow the three Ministers present to speak while they are 

under the pressure of “these shameful events”, one cites an article from the Constitution. 

Some propose suspending the session and do so. When they reinitiate it and the Ministers 

are allowed to speak, they defend the government and clear the President of responsibility 

for the incident. The Foreign Affairs minister is more outspoken in his defense of the 
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government, and explains the President recommended the people exercise their 

constitutional right of petition and ask the legislators to pass the laws that would save the 

nation. He does not understand how they can accuse him of “whipping up the rabble 

against the Senate”. No one can hinder their constitutional freedom to petition. The 

session finishes early and is not renewed. Senator Solar, the President of the body, 

informs that a petition had been presented to the Senate by one of the groups in the 

previous days but because it contained ‘inconvenient terms’ it had not been incorporated 

to the Senate annals. Thus, citizens express opinions and desires which are clearly absent 

in the Senate, constituting the risk to public order mentioned by Manin.  

The expansion of voting rights and the rise of mass political parties change the 

relationship between representatives and represented. After the 1912 Saenz Peña suffrage 

reform, a new period begins in the Argentine Parliament: suffrage had been expanded, 

not by changing monetary or literacy barriers which had never existed, but by the fact 

that the state had cleaned up and now controlled the electoral registers, made voting 

mandatory and ensured the secrecy of the vote. This caused a sharp increase of voters. 

Besides the expanded suffrage, the rise of a mass party like the UCR that won the first 

national presidential elections in 1916 and of the Socialist party with its “scientific” 

political program would transform the visage of the chambers of Congress –albeit of 

Deputies to a greater degree than the Senate which remained in conservative hands. 

Legislators were chosen because they belonged to a certain party, not because the voter 

knew them personally. The representative had to vote according to his party’s positions, 

electoral cleavages started to represent class divisions to an extent, transferring the social 

structure to Congress and with it, social conflict (Manin, 1997:206-218). Thus, public 
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opinion is expressed in Congress more along partisan cleavages and although plenary 

sessions are still forums of deliberative discussion, issues have also been discussed in the 

parties and this influences the direction of the proceedings. 

On one hand, ‘property and culture’ were less represented, more middle class 

legislators are voted into Congress (some refer to their lack of wealth). There is less 

Latin, French and English bandied about in debates and jokes against political opponents 

and more idiomatic and popular expressions in Spanish. On the other hand, in the first 

Congress there is less ideological conflict and opposition, the debate is more “pleasant”, 

more often very polite; everyone appears more similar or at least less different. In the 

Radical parliament the different political positions are more clearly divided–although 

these features start becoming more apparent in debates towards the end of the 

Conservative period when more Socialists enter parliament. Legislators express their 

opinions not only to persuade others as far as possible but also to make clear and 

establish the position of the political party they belong to. The fact that legislators are 

bound primarily to their parties, and no longer mainly to their consciences, is visible in 

the debate and especially in the voting alignments (see Chapter 6, for voting patterns and 

the Conclusions for the alignments on issues) thus revealing a new degree of party 

discipline. In debates, representatives have less freedom to change their minds once their 

parties have defined a position publicly on an issue. However, up to 1930 the Socialist 

party is the one where these features are clearest: there is a party position and all the 

members stick to it. Conservatives and Radicals although they often, even generally vote 

according to party origin, because they do not have clearly defined platforms like the 

Socialists, can also change sides (for example, some Radicals vote with the Conservatives 
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and some –although less often- with the Socialists; conservatives vote with either 

depending on the issue at stake- see Chapter 6). Party democracy, in particular in 

countries with proportional representation that reflects the divisions in society thus 

maximizing the risk of open confrontation, argues Manin, by raising the stakes “also 

creates an incentive to avoid that outcome”: the need to strike political compromises with 

the minority, the only way that makes party democracy viable (212-3). 

In the first period, Parliament is a locus of deliberation where wills and consent 

are formed through debate and argumentation. This is the principle of debate (‘trial by 

discussion, as Manin calls it). Chile’s chambers do not reflect this feature as much as the 

Argentine parliament does. In Chile, the main moment of formation of wills takes place 

in smaller spaces –in parliamentary committees, in intra-party meetings between party 

leaders- where it is ‘easier to recognize the merit of opinions’; therefore we have no 

access to what happened in them unless this is mentioned in the recorded debate (see 

Chapters 7 and 9). In the chambers, there was debate only when a specific bill was being 

discussed and even then, the bills were not subject to great discussion and alteration. 

Manin (217) maintains that true intra-party deliberation –in party democracy- takes place 

before the parliamentary debates, when party decisions are made, between party 

leadership and legislators. Besides, social democratic parties, he maintains, have often 

institutionalized a process of consultation and negotiation between organized interests 

such as labor unions and employers associations, a phenomenon called “neocorporatism”. 

However, these developments do not occur during the period under analyses, but later (in 

the forties and fifties). As indicated above, the Chilean Congress retains its 

parliamentarian character until later. The Left was not in Congress yet and this makes an 
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important difference. Social conflict is not as present as in the Argentine Congress, 

representation did not reflect the social structure. As indicated above, Chilean party 

democracy comes to Congress together with Popular Fronts in 1938. It is also towards the 

end of the 30’s when the labor movement unites, and when the parties of the left arrive in 

Congress. 

 

2. Congress Cameos – Approval, Objections and Laughter 

The Chilean and the Argentine parliaments vary from each other in many ways as 

this dissertation shows. One of them that has not been mentioned yet is how the 

congressional stenographers record the plenary debates. The Argentine Diario de 

Sesiones has a certain cinematographic quality to it. This visual quality is mostly due to 

the force of the speeches and the legislators’ strong participation in the debates but a 

crucial ingredient is the way the congressional stenographers record not only a. the 

ongoing speeches but also b. the reactions to them, c. their varying degrees of intensity 

and d. the part of the chamber they originate in. Thus, legislators’ speeches are 

punctuated by italicized remarks expressing approval, objection, and laughter. As 

indicated, these responses are also graded. For example, “Approval” can be expressed as 

“Very good!” (Muy Bien!), or “Very good! Very good!” (Muy Bien! Muy Bien!). These 

alternatives can stand on their own or be combined with “Applause” or, less frequently, 

“Prolonged applause” or “The deputies leave their seats to congratulate the speaker” 

(the last before 1916). Applause and other remarks can occur in the seats or in the 

galleries. Sometimes the stenographer can’t quite make out what the legislators are 

saying: e.g. “Murmurs. Various deputies make remarks to the orator” (DS, CD, 
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November 12, 1902, p. 278). In the second period, after 1916, the approval and laughter 

continues but there are fewer descriptive remarks besides them. Objections to the 

legislators’ speeches are remarked on with “No! No!” or “Oh! Oh!” or other comments as 

shown below. Finally, a very frequent italicized comment is “Laughter”, or “Laughter 

and Applause”, and, on a few occasions, “Hilarity”. I have found one occasion in which a 

deputy entertains the Chamber with a speech that elicits “Laughter” nine times and 

“Hilarity” twice (he compares Rosas and Yrigoyen, two figures he dislikes intensely, but 

it is too topical to include here). The crowd in the galleries could also be noisy: “When 

the session ended, the supporters burst into applause, song and various demonstrations 

that lasted until they were evicted” (DS, CD, July 18, 1904). On another occasion, the 

noise from the people following the session in the galleries prevented one Senator from 

hearing what another was saying (Senators Garcia and del Valle Iberlucea, DS, CS, July 

25, 1918, p.237).  

The Chilean Boletín de Sesiones is much more sparring in the use of these   

remarks, the stenographers intersperse them with great frugality and, one suspects, the 

Chambers are more orderly. What the Boletín differentiates is in the way they name some 

legislators. For example, some are simply “Sr. Rioseco” or “Sr. Díaz” while others –

considered, apparently, socially or politically senior- are “Sr. Huneeus (Don Alejandro)” 

or “Sr. Concha (Don Malaquias)”. The Presidents of the Chambers tend to be stricter, at 

least in word, with exclamations from the galleries which are, moreover, much less 

frequent or less recorded. On occasion, they are threatened with expulsion although that 

threat is most certainly not carried through (e.g. Senate, 14 October 1921); on others they 

are allowed to participate ‘with their demonstrations’ which came from both sides as we 
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learn through a legislator’s comment (BS, CD, July 21, 1916). One reason that may 

explain the lack of comments in the records in sessions on social issues –which are the 

ones I have mostly examined- is that although the social question was an important topic 

at the time, it inspired little enthusiasm and interest. In other matters for example, there 

are examples like the following: Irarrázaval Zañartu, a Conservative is saying that 

liberals and Balmacedistas want their internal difficulties sorted out by a conservative 

vote. He ends saying “I conclude by expressing my sincere desires that, for once and for 

all, we will resolve to stop this war of ambushes and move out into the open plains to 

fight for the country (Applause in the galleries) (BS, CD, August 26, 1904). Sometimes 

“Very Good” is found, but I have never encountered “Laughter”. 

Below I present some examples, cameos that intend to show both Congresses in 

action and in context. I have had to imagine where the Chilean legislators probably 

laughed (or at least smiled) in the final illustrations. 

 

a. Approval  

Although it is a little long, the speech below that provokes strong approval is 

worth reading because it contains various important elements, leit motifs of the 

conservative view in power: the understanding that to be an anarchist in Argentina was to 

be crazy, the grandeur and richness of the countryside where there was a dearth of labor 

(most legislators were landowners at the beginning of the century) (Smith, 1974); and the 

great social equality and mobility. The example is taken from the long debate on the 
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repeal of the Law of Residence. Deputy Roldán38 states: “I repeat, in my opinion, the man 

who in this country spreads the anarchist creed, or that takes on attitudes of martyrdom to 

disseminate the Socialist ideal is, if a foreigner an intruder, and if Argentine, deranged39  

….those doctrines are explainable over there [in Europe] where each of the achievements 

obtained by the proletariat has been the work of many decades if not centuries of hard 

and bloody struggle… the aristocracy lingers in a gesture... in the modus vivendi... [but] 

To intend to artificially transfer here, to this country where the most advanced ideas are 

serenely debated without the preconceptions of political or religious sects… without 

social differences weakening the robust unity of the collective organism …where the 

great, rich and uncultivated countryside calls for arms … while Tolstoi’s pontifical voice 

addresses the workers of the world for the last time pointing them to the countryside and 

assuring them that it is there and not in the sterile overcrowding of the great metropolis 

where they will realize the triumphal expansion of their energy (Prolonged Applause). 

Here, where there are no classes nor castes; where, therefore, there cannot be any 

fundamental hatreds, where we gentlemen treat servants almost as our friends … (Very 

Good!), where the dependent of today is the boss of tomorrow40, whose children will 

simply have as one objective, the university and as the other, the government of the 
                                                 
38 There were deeper thinking conservative legislators (for example, de Vedia, J. V. Gonzalez) but Roldán 
besides being very articulate often seems to express the median Conservative view. 
39 This idea that anarchists are mentally insane (if not sick and sinister which also emerges in the debates) is 
not only Roldan’s. Deputy Mujica also affirms it is understandable for anarchism to exist in Europe but not 
in Argentina, “Mr President, … I believe that no Argentine anarchists exist, if they did I would not request 
any punishment against them; I would simply send them to a lunatic asylum (Laughter) p. 489. 
40 Many deputies believed this: Mujica, says, “among us there are no classes, today’s worker is tomorrow’s 
capitalist and today’s capitalist can be tomorrow’s worker (DS, CD, July 18, 1904, p.471). ‘As in the 
United States, the class struggle had no point in Argentina given the great potential for individual progress: 
“haven’t almost all the great Argentine industrialists not begun as simple workers”. Carlos Pellegrini, 
President and legislator in the first years of the century, writing for La Nación newspaper about the social 
question, Discursos y Escritos, Buenos Aires: M. Garcia Editor, 1910, 375-382. Cited in Zimmerman 
(1995:176). 
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Republic; where the landowner of today is the farm laborer of yesterday; where the 

millionaire still keeps as his most prized and beloved  possession his first plough or his 

first carriage with which, poor, young and strong he started to toil through life (Applause) 

… here, where the term bourgeoisie is an empty, apocryphal word that needs to be thrice 

adulterated in its historic, political and social meaning in order to be pronounced; where 

the same worker will be called bourgeois the day he can afford the luxury of a clean 

shirt… to believe you can transfer all that class hatred, that subversive propaganda to 

Argentina, is to take the spirit of imitation to the same place where Moliere took the spirit 

of his humor; it is to open your umbrella here –as the well known joke goes- because it is 

raining in London…. (Prolongued Applause) (DS, CD, July 20, 1904). 

The following is an extremely rare instance of approval registered in the Chilean 

congressional records. Deputy Peragallo’s speech expresses the capacity of the Chilean 

legislators, in difficult situations, to come together and defend certain basic conditions 

they all believed in. The Deputies are discussing the state of siege bill requested by the 

executive (in hands of the Liberal Alliance) because of the social agitation which is 

sweeping the country from one end to the other. The Minister, reading telegrams from the 

Intendants (political authorities in charge of each province) informs on the activities of 

‘foreigners preaching doctrines’ and certain Peruvians41. 1919 is the peak year for strikes 

and social protest; the problem is the imminence of a great strike: “the situation would be 

very delicate if the port workers unite with the nitrate workers” reports one Intendant. 

The government wants to have the means to suspend the exercise of the right of assembly 

                                                 
41 The anarchists often came from Argentina, say the legislators; the mention of Peruvians is perhaps aimed 
at raising nationalistic feelings; Chile had fought and won a war against Perú and Bolivia (1879-1884) over 
land that held guano and nitrate, both valuable commodities on the international market. 
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and freedom of press; the latter in order to prevent the publication of leaflets and 

incendiary tracts that would inflame and produce new difficulties says Mr. Quezada, 

Minister of the Interior. Two months earlier, the Chilean Law of Residence had been 

passed. The attributions of a state of siege are infrequently granted, as a Deputy states.  

In a calm atmosphere, as is often the case in the Chilean Congress, everyone 

agrees the state of siege is necessary except for the three Democrats42 who vote against it. 

All the rest vote in favor and the bill is passed. Conservative Deputy Peragallo gives his 

and his party’s support to the measure. As on other occasions, he defends the right of 

assembly and the guarantees; he states the restriction of freedoms is painful ‘as the 

Democrat legislator says’, this is an especially bad moment to disturb the study of a just 

and harmonizing solution [to the social issue]; force remedies nothing, he states, and 

expresses his joy at the presence of worker delegations in legislative committees and 

hopes that soon they will return bringing the concrete needs of each craft so that a 

solution for each specific problem can be worked out (p. 2702). He then expresses the 

deep reasons for supporting the state of siege, what others have said but in less clear or 

more superficial terms: “Although the Conservative party holds no government 

responsibility since it has no representative in the Cabinet, it is not indifferent… to the 

responsibility of governing at this moment because this problem is posed not at the level 

of our intestine political differences but at the elevated place where the features of the 

fatherland are drawn up under the gaze of its sons to be shown to the eyes of the nations 

of the world. This problem… has deep echoes for the Conservative party, it is related to 

                                                 
42 They read many telegrams denouncing how members of their party have been arrested, attacked, and put 
in prison by local authorities, and they complain strongly against Chile’s centralism; they argue that social 
problems are not solved with repression. 
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its glorious past since the fundamental laws it gave and that have accompanied the 

Republic in her uninterrumpted progress must be capable of ensuring the Chileans’ 

happiness, they must prove their virtue for creating order and respect for all rights, before 

as now, and that is why the Conservative Party cannot be indifferent to the safekeeping of 

that sacred deposit of public order, whoever those who must defend it through the 

responsibilities of government may be” (Various Mr. Deputies: Very Good! Very Good!) 

(BS, CD, January 31, 1919). 

I think these words express the unity of class of the Chilean elite/s when faced 

with the need to defend a founding set of previously fixed procedures or laws, those areas 

that are usually closed off from political contention and preclude fundamental 

questioning in Chalmers’ (1977: 41-2) words. But the deep social protest has, perhaps, 

created awareness that the fundamental laws that have accompanied the nation for a long 

time are being questioned, even put in danger. The safe-keeping of their continuity takes 

priority over their intestine differences and disagreements. And many deputies agree with 

this as is clear form the unusual support expressed and registered. 

 

b. Objections  

In Argentina, legislators’ objections to the content of speeches are also recorded:  

for example, when Mujica states he gives long and boring speeches or when Deputy 

Gouchon proposes adding the eight-hour work day to the Law of Sunday rest (DS, CD, 

September 28, 1904) (No! No!). When Deputy Argerich chose the moment he insulted 

the anarchists –which of course generated much applause- to comment he did not want to 

be longwinded and abuse the legislators’ time, the following response was recorded: 
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“Voices: No! No! Not at all! You don’t abuse” (DS, CD, July 27, 1904)43. Or when 

socialist deputy Muzio at the end of the twenties wants to continue setting forth the 

Independent Socialist party’s position regarding how through the eight-hour workday, 

class struggle causes social progress because capitalists have to improve their productive 

efficiency: Mr. President: “Mr. Deputy, you have one minute to finish”. Mr. Muzio: “I 

request five minutes from the Chamber”, Various Mr. Deputies: No!” 

An example of a more substantive objection is the following: Whenever there is a 

‘revolution’ (as they are called) in Argentina (such as the Radical uprisings in 1890, 1893 

or 1905) or a military coup (1930, 1943, 1955), Congress passes an amnesty law in order 

to pardon the rebels. Before 1930, amnesties were passed for ‘revolutions’ and also for 

‘electoral crimes’ after each election. In the case quoted from below, the deputies are 

debating an amnesty for “the electoral crimes”44 committed under the 1902 electoral 

reform (that, as indicated above, changed multi-candidate lists to single member 

districts). One of the reasons behind this reform was the need to curb certain problems 

that, according to the legislators who debated and approved the reform, undermined 

institutional life such as voting apathy, fraud, and other ways of preventing citizens from 

voting or changing their vote (BS, CD, November, 1902). The term of the government 

that had passed the reform was coming to an end, the new President had already won the 

                                                 
43 One day Palacios sees a deputy leaving the Chamber so he says: “I am going to finish Mr. President. 
Possibly some of my colleagues do not like my words. (Various deputies: “No, Sir. No, Sir”)”. Palacios 
rejoins, “I say so because of the losses we are suffering (Laughter). Sr. Luro (Turning): I am going out just 
for a second (Laughter). (DS, CD, July 25, 1904).  
44 Deputy Palacios (Socialist) denounces the ‘electoral crimes’: “shameful spectacles have been witnessed 
in the Capital and in other towns of the Republic: in the Capital a public auction was set up, votes were 
bought and sold and an enormous number of  attempts were made against the right to vote; public officials 
pressured individuals so that they placed their vote for the candidates of the officials preference; there are 
however judges who honor their calling … (DS, CD, July 1, 1904, p. 341). 
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national elections and most legislators did not support the reform remaining in force. In 

the debate, Palacios and Oliver (who do support the reform law) argue that it attempts to 

bring order and correct long-present electoral vices: if everyone is pardoned, the law will 

have no effect; by passing the law they will approve impunity to de-naturalize people’s 

votes; besides, the sentimental argument that ‘we should always be on the side of 

forgiving’ is dangerous for the country’s political organization. Those deputies in favor 

of the Amnesty (such as Roldán and Lacasa, or Pinedo and de Vedia) argue in different 

ways that the provisions of the law are vague, detailed, and complex and the punishments 

extremely severe, people have made mistakes as it was the first time it was applied, and 

should be pardoned. 

Oliver states that “brilliant speeches have been heard against and in favor of the 

proposed amnesty… I want to justify my vote: just as the consequence of the 1853 

revolution was to destroy tyranny forever on the national level, the effect of this law 

dictated fifty years later, will be to forever destroy the national revolutions that bloody 

the earth of our fatherland, delaying our development in spite of being the country most 

favored by nature. (Some expressions contrary to the orator’s words can be heard, he 

adds): I am referring to the national level. If the causes that have produced these 

movements are analyzed, it will be seen that they have always been motivated by the fact 

that all the provisions of the electoral law have floundered, leading those who considered 

themselves oppressed or cheated of their rights to resort so many times to armed 

movements by which to demand them … This law has the virtue, I believe, of initiating a 

new era marked by the difference between the last elections and those that have occurred 

since the nation was constituted. Although in some provinces, the opposition has not yet 
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gained representation in the Congress, there has been electoral competition in almost all, 

and the deputies that belong to the dominant political parties can say with pride that this 

time they have conquered the right to be seated in this Chamber…when the citizens 

realize what benefits the law can contribute, the certainty that their vote will be respected, 

that the result of suffrage will be confirmed also by the Chambers, the desire to go to the 

polls will increase…desire that was languishing because when a function is not exercised, 

the organs that serve it, atrophy … (In the seats: No! No!) (DS, CD, July 1, 1904 p. 336-

7)45. The Conservatives do not like hearing that the exclusions caused by their voting 

arrangements are the cause of the armed uprisings. 

No stenographer recorded a remark in the following exchange. The example from 

the Chilean Congress is rather grim but it reveals three things: a. Malaquias Concha is a 

recently elected Democrat46 (the Democrat party was the first to defend the worker’s 

interests in Congress) and his presence -like Palacios’ in Argentina- has affected the way 

Parliament works; b. that the Chilean elite in control of the state –which traditionally 

went into politics- is a small and inter-related one  –an important factor; c. the presence 

of religion.  

 There is a debate between deputies Malaquías Concha and Robinet about the 

bloody repression of a strike in Coronel where, according to one telegram, 4000 miners 
                                                 
45 Another example: In a debate in the first Chamber regarding the state of siege proposed by the Executive 
because of the general strike, Barroetaveña says: “I wish to know, Mr. President, which the demands are of 
the thousands of men, of the workers, of the meritorious ones of our industries that request a reduction of 
working hours (Oh! Oh!), that deservedly request the eight-hour working day which is the law common to 
all countries… (Various Deputies: No Sir!), that demand better salaries (No! No!), that protest against their 
miserly salaries that are not sufficient to cover their needs…” A little later in the deputy’s speech, the 
stenographer writes: Expressions of disapproval in the seats prevent the speaker from continuing (DS, CD, 
November 24, 1902). 
46 He was a lawyer and presented various bills to change workers conditions: to regulate work”, a bill on 
Sunday rest, another  against paying salaries with tokens and a bill suppressing the death penalty and 
whippings; most in 1902/3. 
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are on strike. Three miners have been killed and two wounded. Robinet argues Concha 

should wait until the full news of what has happened arrives because probably the troops 

were only defending themselves from the strikers’ aggressions, and if those aggressions 

were allowed to go without punishment, the people’s uprising would be such that they 

would end the regime of order in the country and Chile would no longer be what it was, 

and turn into an anarchic country where strikes, as occurs in Buenos Aires, Perú and 

Colombia, would be small revolutions due to the lack of respect for the authorities. 

Concha accuses him of being cold blooded when viewing the misfortunes of the people 

and likens Robinet’s position to his being killed and the judge abstaining from 

proceeding against the suspect until it was proved that Robinet did not provoke the fight. 

Robinet answers thus: “I thank God that in Chile we all know each other well [my 

emphasis], and I can say that I will die peacefully some day with a clear conscience 

knowing I have served my people in all sincerity… In the twelve years I have held a seat 

in this Chamber, never before, until Senator Concha, began to take part in these debates 

on a dark day for this Chamber, have these been degraded in such a sad and disgraceful 

manner” 47. Previously, he had commented, “Your lordship (Su Senoría) tells us that the 

strikers, four thousand in number, were attacked with bullets, and that five of them fell 

wounded or dead. Now I ask, is it rational to believe that the strikers were praying when 

that occurred? (BS, CD, February 2, 1903, p. 1.408, 1410).   

                                                 
47 In the same sense as this idea of a small and compact elite, while discussing the creation of a Labor 
Office in 1911, Ruiza Valledor who was against the bill argued that it was an excuse to create new offices 
and employment for there was nothing for the office to inspect. Happily, he states, Chile was not convulsed 
by strikes like other nations and any information could be requested from the Society for Industrial 
Promotion which must have all the information data on the work force in the factories of the country (BS, 
CD, January 31, 1911, p. 1944-5).  
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c. Laughter 

The next example is an exchange, part of the debate on the repeal of the Law of 

Residence in Argentina. The chamber is debating whether the expulsion of a foreigner 

from the country constitutes ‘punishment’. This is an important point since if it does, only 

members of the judicial power –i.e. judges- can apply it, not the political members of the 

government such as the executive, as the law establishes. Therefore, according to the 

conclusion reached on this definition the law, that orders the expulsion of foreigners, 

could be considered unconstitutional. Deputy Declasse is speaking, presenting his 

opinion that to expel is not to punish, that the deputies that think so confuse punishment 

with vexation. There is no absolute provision in the Constitution he argues, they are all 

limited, as limited are also the powers it grants. He then challenges any legislator to 

interrupt and prove him wrong, saying “I will have the pleasure of responding “du tac au 

tac” as a good fencer does (Very Good!). I would appreciate it if someone could indicate 

now one single guarantee, one single constitutional freedom such as entering, leaving, 

remaining, traveling, disposing of property, expressing opinions in the press etc., etc., 

that is not limited by the Constitution…”. Then Deputy Argerich’s voice is heard, taking 

the wind totally out of Mr. Declasse’s sails: “Freedom of womb” (Prolonged Laughter). 

Deputy Declasse: after Mr. Deputy’s interruption, I am experiencing what Jean J. 

Rousseau did, who was slow at articulating his ideas and when “touched” in so timely a 

manner as I have been by Mr. Deputy, only when he was at the door leading to the street, 

when he had already gone down the stairs did the response occur to him. I must confess 

that I have still not found one (Laughter. Very Good! Applause.) (DS, CD, July 29, 1904, 

p.566). 
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Many political jokes against the Socialist Party appear when the first lone 

Socialist deputy enters Congress in 1904; in particular, the Conservatives mock terms 

such as ‘bourgeoisie’ and ‘means of production’. The following exchange reveals a 

deputy (Mujica who had participated in the 1905 revolution) that represents one part of 

the rising Radical Party (probably that most similar to the governing elite), the social 

background of a legislator and some typical political practices such as vote buying. 

Mujica believed the Law of Residence should continue in force but that the Minister 

together with the president should take the decision to expel so as to make it more 

difficult for abuses to be committed. “Mr. President, for a long time now, I have been 

absolutely persuaded that I am not an anarchist, and not even a socialist in the sense Mr. 

Deputy is [referring to Palacios]. But what I was not sure of is whether or not I am a 

bourgeois; and since the social question is contained … in those terms –anarchists, 

socialists and bourgeois- in this issue it befalls that I neither am nor represent nothing, of 

which I congratulate myself because when matters are as complicated and difficult as this 

one, it is best to keep a respectable distance (Laughter). And that I am not a bourgeois is 

clear after the scientific definition provided to us by Mr. Deputy. Effectively, I hold no 

means of production. At this moment I only produce three things: first, parliamentary 

speeches which are rather long and rather boring (Voices: No! No!), which is equivalent 

to producing nothing; lawyers’ writs, which are unfortunately few due to a scarcity of 

clients (Laughter) and in third place, lectures on medical botanics at the School of 

Medicine. Is it my scientific responsibility, I wonder, to hand over these means of 

production to the state, so they can be distributed among some members of the 

proletariat? (Laughter and Applause in the seats)… Now, there is however, one 
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circumstance that has introduced some confusion into my spirit: it refers to my salary as a 

deputy. For there is no doubt, Mr. President, that scientifically, a deputy’s salary does 

give any man a bit of a bourgeois character (Laughter). However, my scruples on this 

point have dissipated keeping in mind that the salary I receive is also received by Mr. 

Deputy [Palacios]. Besides, in my case there is a mitigating factor…a part of my salary is 

eaten up by the long-suffering plebs of my party (Laughter). Moreover, this is a transitory 

resource. It will last me, unfortunately, but a short time (Laughter and Applause in the 

seats) first, because as I am not a bourgeois, I do not own the means of production to buy 

the votes of my district and secondly, because I fared badly in the last presidential 

campaign and hold out no hope at all on that count (Laughter) (DS, CD, July 22, 1904, p. 

483-4). 

It is difficult to find equivalent examples in the Chilean Congress, in part because 

the stenographers do not record the changes of mood, the admiration, the humor as much 

or in the same fashion but also because the approval, disapproval and laughter simply did 

not occur with the frequency they do in the Argentine Congress. Debating in itself is of a 

different character: shorter, drier, more practical and to the point as will be seen in the 

next chapters; with few rhetorical flourishes; mostly, they attend to the matter in hand 

and, at least in the debates I have read on the social question, get it done. Besides, in the 

early Congress exchanges between legislators were not allowed. When they do, rarely, 

interrupt, the President reminds them they cannot do this48. However, I will quote some 

passages in which, although the stenographers’ record does not reveal it, they were 

probably entertained and amused.  
                                                 
48 I have read quite a lot of the debates after 1938 and these are much more similar to the Argentine ones. 
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During the Sunday Rest debate, Deputy Corbalan, objects to establishing a fixed 

day for resting. He accuses the Socialist campaign for the law is really aiming at a law in 

favor of strikes. And then he says, “…Sunday Rest. This smells monastic to me, Mr. 

President, rest on Sunday, ¡The day of the Lord! The Hebrew people rested on Saturday 

and were called Sabathers (sabatinos in Spanish). The workers of our country rest on 

Monday (Lunes in Spanish) and could well be called lunatics. If Sunday is fixed… we 

will have a Sunday rest like we have our Sunday best. The day of rest should be any day 

and not on Sunday perforce” (BS, CD, June 25, 1907, p. 145, 340). 

 In the same debate, the mandatory character of the rest was also discussed. Salas 

Lavaqui expressed his dislike of everything obligatory, of ‘every principle of coercion’: 

“if somebody speaks to me of mandatory vaccines I feel nervous, and although I 

recognize the importance of instruction and although I believe that a man who does not 

know is not a man, I cannot accept mandatory education”. This is the reason, he states, 

why he categorically opposed the proposed obligatory character of Sunday Rest in the 

Legislation Committee. (BS, CD, June 1907, 144). 

Discussing a bill to restrict immigration, to take measures as in other countries 

that have changed their previous “open door’ policies (such as the USA, as is mentioned 

in both countries), Malaquías Concha accuses the Conservatives of wanting to exclude 

anyone who thinks differently from them, “you’d banish them from the country if the 

reins of government were in your hands… You wouldn’t even let Tolstoi come in, and he 

is deeply Christian, because he is an ideological anarchist”. Then he says “I am not 

saying we should let lepers and idiots in -of which there are too many already in the 
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country- nor members of the yellow race”. “Nor the incendiary, inflammatory ones”, 

adds Subercaseaux.(25 de julio 1910, p.984).  

When deputy Torrealba (a Democrat, probably the first deputy to come from the 

working class) makes a speech on the grievous situation of workers arguing that this was 

the reason for the strikes, Deputy Bulnes objects: “All the Senate sympathizes with and 

worries about the situation of the people, that is no one’s privilege. No one has the 

privilege of loving the people… No one can assume for himself the privilege of loving  

the people and representing them better than any of his colleagues” (BS, CS, July 20, 

1920). 

During the Radical period in Argentina (1916-1930), both the Senate and the 

Chamber of Deputies keep up the Conservative tradition of frequent exchanges related to 

humor, either personal or more often political banter (the Senate humor is more 

avuncular). Every session, numerous small quick witty interjections punctuate the 

speeches and the debates. They often tease the other party or the deputy speaking no 

matter which party he is from. For example, there is a debate on whether a special 

commission would be formed to discuss the divorce bill more efficiently. When the 

deputies start arguing hotly, the President (a Conservative called Demaría) says: “I beg 

Mr. Deputies not to get so hot under the collar; I would understand it if the issue were 

that of marriage, but this is about divorce (Laughter) (DS, CD, July 20, 1917). This is 

more of a conservative kind of joke in Manin’s sense, a joke from the era of 

Parliamentarism. The ones below better reveal the logic of the era of party democracy. 

When the Chamber debates the bill on retirement and pensions for railway 

workers in 1917, Deputy Arce is the President of the Committee and presents their report. 
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He belongs to the right, Zaccagnini is a Socialist and Demarchi could be a Radical. 

Following the tradition set up in the days of the first French Republic when delegates 

were seated, according to their political coloration, in a continuous semicircle from the 

most radical and egalitarian to the most moderate and aristocratic on the right (Lipset, 

1960:132), legislators from the left and the right in Argentina sat in the same way49. 

Tongue in cheek, Deputy Arce says he wants to “state for the record, that if the fact that 

he is occupying the seat of his distinguished colleague Mr. Deputy Del Valle could be 

taken as evidence of a pact, he will with no hesitation return to the right, for he has 

changed places simply for the sake of convenience of the committee members. He states 

he does not want to be complicated in a pact he ignores. I am sitting here, he repeats, just 

for convenience of the committee. And as the members of the committee that sit on the 

Left are two, I considered that the minority must submit and march towards the majority 

(Laughter) (DS, CD, September 26, 1917). (This is not the only exchange on right and 

left). 

 

 

 

                                                 
49 When the Peronists won the 1946 presidential elections, there were arguments among the deputies in the 
Chamber regarding who was more left, the Radicals or the Peronists, and therefore who had the right to sit 
on the Left, which both groups wanted for themselves. I found this story in the 1946 newspapers. 
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PART II – THE LAW ON TRADE UNIONS 

CHAPTER 4 

TRAJECTORY AND CONTENTS OF INDUSTRIAL CITIZENSHIP IN 

ARGENTINA 

He who lags behind in matters of social legislation, lags behind in 
matters of civilization, because the principal instrument that fosters 
civilization in modern times, is social legislation (Socialist Deputy 
Bunge, September 18, 1928 p. 436). 

In this chapter I will first reconstruct the trajectory of the legislation on the right 

to combine in Argentina; that is, the right to form trade unions, organized into three 

different ‘ages’: repression, tolerance and institutionalization or recognition, which 

coincide with three political administrations. The chapter on trade unions in the 

Conservative labor code was presented to Congress under the conservative administration 

in 1904; eleven different bills and a code in 1919/1921, a law debated and passed by the 

Senate in 1926 and discussed by the House committee were submitted to Congress under 

the two radical administrations; and finally, the law on trade unions was passed under the 

Peronists in 1945/6. In the second section, I examine the contents of all the bills, codes 

and law organized into rules of incorporation, rules of unionization, rules of internal 

governance and rules concerning industrial relations. Finally, in the last section, I look at 
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the spirit of the bills as expressed by their authors, and the similarities and differences 

between them and the 1945/6 law. 

The analysis of the trajectory of the law on trade unions in Argentina reveals three 

main points: on one hand, the rich variety of political perspectives in the bills and codes 

presented to Congress by different political parties through the years (starting early with 

the reformist Conservatives in 1904; then by traditional conservatives, conservative and 

more pro-worker Radicals, and Socialists in 1919/21 and 26 under two Radcal 

administrations and finally, by the Peronists  in 1945/6). On the other, it shows that the 

content of the bills was generally permissive and enabling in the case of the Socialist, 

Radical and Peronist bills and decree law. The early code and the later conservative bills 

were more repressive and constraining regarding striking and unions recruitment and 

activism although the 1904 code was less controlling regarding union internal affairs and 

advanced regarding social ones. Finally, the study also shows the difficulties encountered 

by Argentina’s political society to pass the law on trade unions which took forty years to 

be sanctioned. 

 

1. The Trajectory of the Bills and Codes 

           The trajectory of the law on the right to organize trade unions unfolded in three 

acts in Argentina, each connected to a different political administration. The first took 

place under the Conservatives who ruled the country from the 1850s until 1916 when, 

due to the effects of the 1912 Saenz Peña Law (the law on universal masculine suffrage, 

which made it mandatory and secret, it had always been universal), the Unión Cívica 

Radical won the Presidency and started the second act which lasted up to 1930, when a 
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military coup interrupted Argentine democracy for the first time. The third act took place 

in 1945 when a decree/law on trade union organization was passed and in 1946 after Juan 

D. Perón won the national elections in February and parliament approved it the same 

year. The outstanding feature of this trajectory is that no law on trade union organization 

was actually passed until 1946. Thus, for a long time Argentine trade unions had no 

special legislation and were regulated by the common legislation for associations 

(Krotoschin, 1976:180). “Trade unions could organize as civil associations if they 

managed to get the Inspection of Justice to recognize them. There were some cases but 

generally they weren’t incorporated, it wasn’t very necessary back then, as they didn’t 

have assets nor negotiated collectively”.50 Unions developed in this legal limbo and were 

an important social actor on the Argentine landscape.  

Below I will examine these three junctures of legislation on trade unions applying 

a classic tripartite division of the history of the development of these worker 

organizations (Rivas (1969:241) in regard to their relationship with the state: the 

Conservative period which corresponds to the age of repression when industrial 

citizenship rights did not exist, and any collective action carried out by workers was 

considered a threat and a crime. In other words, the “worker question” was considered a 

police issue, not a social one. There was a strong focus on the ‘public order’ aspects of 

union activity. The Radical years correspond to the age of tolerance: although trade 

unions had not yet been legally acknowledged, their existence in practice started to be 

accepted as an allowed, necessary or inevitable fact. This is the most ambiguous stage: on 

one hand, Yrigoyen is the first Argentine president who received trade union 
                                                 
50 Oscar Valdovinos, politician and labor lawyer, interview 2005, Buenos Aires. 
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representatives and talked to them, considering them useful and necessary. On the other, 

at the same time, events like la Semana Trágica (1919), a week of rioting and police 

repression, and the killings of rural workers in Patagonia (1921) took place. Finally, 

although trade unions existed throughout all these years and were an institution more or 

less incorporated in society, it is the Peronist period that corresponds to the age of full 

recognition and institutionalization of the right to combine, and when a law is passed that 

stopped their de facto illegality, and trade unions finally held legal status and were 

accepted as part of society in their own right.   

 

a. The Conservatives: the age of repression 

In 1857 the typographers formed Argentina’s first mutual aid society (Walter, 

1977:15) which evolved into the first trade union in Argentina in the 1870s. They held 

their first successful strike in 187851 (Collier and Collier, 1991: 92). Worker protest 

became more ‘modern’ i.e. more industrial in the 1880s and 1890s (Palacios, 

1934:177)52. Socialists and anarchists formed a central federation called FOA 

(Federación Obrera Argentina) in 1901, but as the following year the anarchists became 

the predominant force in the labor movement, in 1904 FOA became FORA (Federación 

Obrera Regional Argentina) (Walter, 1977:53). Argentina’s first general strike took place 

in 1902, “the time of the great strikes” as a legislator calls it on the floor. It is after this 

                                                 
51 Socialist deputy Adolfo Dickmann says the labor movement in Argentina started in1887 with the first  
shoemakers’ strike in the Capital asking for a reduced working day (DS, CD, June 3, 1914, p. 208). 
52 Palacios –the first Socialist in Latin America to be elected to Congress in 1904- states that in 1898 there 
were forty seven trade unions in Buenos Aires; en 1901 the FORA (Federación Obrera Regional Argentina) 
was founded which became a very powerful institution (Palacios, 1934:183). Spalding (1977:23, 25 cited in 
Collier and Collier, 1991: 92) states that by the mid-1890s there were at least twenty-five unions in the city 
of Buenos Aires and more had appeared in other cities too. Unions were larger than in other countries with 
an average of a 100 members.  
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outbreak of strikes that the worker issue emerged on Argentina’s social and political 

horizon. The countries in Latin America with the most strikes at the beginning of the 

century were “Argentina first and Chile second, well above Mexico, the other country 

that had an active labor movement” (Collier and Collier, 1991:73).  There was another 

general strike in 1909, following harsh repression of a May 1st demonstration; in 

retaliation the chief of police was killed by an anarchist and there was a threat of another 

general strike being called during the celebration of Argentina’s independence centennial 

in 1910. After 1910 anarchism started to decline and syndicalists began playing a more 

important role in the movement while socialist influence remained modest (Collier and 

Collier 1991:92-3; Rock, 1975). 

The Conservative governments reacted with a two pronged response to worker 

protest in 1902: repression and integration. The first aspect is reflected in the Law of 

Residence and the state of siege law (Congress, November 22 and 24, 1902) and both are 

present in the 1904 Labor Code bill (which was not passed). The harsh, repressive face is 

also clear in various articles of Title XII of the code, the Chapter that regulates trade 

union recruitment, organizing and striking as will be seen below. However, the code also 

contained advanced legislation on working conditions. Two early bills related to social 

issues were submitted by deputies: one on accidents at work, by Belisario Roldán and 

Marco M. Avellaneda that socialist deputy Palacios called “the first [bill] that refers to 

the working class”53; and another by the Cordobés54 deputy Gerónimo del Barco to create 

a conciliation committee of workers and employers55. 

                                                 
53 The bill was presented on the 20th of May, p.1902 (DS, CD, July 20, 1904, p. 457). Palacios, among 
others, also says Roldán is the most eloquent legislator in the chamber (same day). He is an “oficialist” 
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However, the first comprehensive attempt to regulate the activities and 

organization of trade unions was Chapter XII of the 1904 Labor Code, submitted to 

Congress by the executive power, on May 9th of 1904.56 It was called the National Labor 

Bill (Proyecto de Ley Nacional del Trabajo) or the “Joaquín V. González project” after 

this ‘liberal reformist’ (Zimmerman, 1994) Minister of the Interior Minister of the 

Interior who was in charge of drawing it up. Congress appointed two British style 

parliamentary commissions, formed by men of letters, intellectuals, socialists and 

conservatives, to carry out research that would serve as input for the code. Funds were 

approved for a Committee (formed by Biallet Massé, Storni, Lugones, Del Valle 

Ibarlucea57 and Augusto Bunge) that was to study the work conditions of workers, 

women and children in different areas of the country. The Minster believed, as did 

socialist senator del Valle Iberlucea58 (as the latter says later on July 17, 1917, p.322-3), 

that as a new country, Argentina ‘should take advantage of the experience of the 

countries that had preceded them in their economic development and that there was no 

need to turn the Republic into a social laboratory in order to draw up a wise organization 
                                                                                                                                                 
deputy for the Federal Capital. Panettieri (1967:149) mentions a bill presented in the first Chamber in 1891. 
In 1902 Roldán opposes the Law of Residence but changes his mind in the debate for its repeal in 1904. 
Deputy Bunge, another socialist elected later, also states that “our first bill on labor legislation dates from 
1902: the bill on indemnization for accidents at work presented by the ex-deputies Avellaneda y Roldán” 
(DS, CD, July 1, 1918, p. 75). 
54 Córdoba, seat of the oldest University in the country, is a central province in Argentina whose capital is 
today the third largest city. 
55 DS, CD, June 3, 1903, p. 48-51. The bill was refloated in 1910 and 1912 after another wave of strikes but 
never reached the committee stage (Zimmerman, 1995: 195). 
56 Julia A. Roca was in his second presidential term, 12 of October 1898 to 12 October 1904. 
57 When later in 1917, Senator del Valle Ibarlucea justifies his bill for an eight-hour workday, he says “I 
received the assignment [from J. V. Gonzalez, who in 1917 was Senator for la Rioja] to draw up a draft bill 
on the parts corresponding to duration and suspension of work and the putting out system. It is this bill, 
with the changes imposed by the passing of time and by the new social needs of industry and labor that I 
present today for the Honorable chamber’s consideration and study (Senate, July 17, 1917; also mentioned 
by the PSI deputies July 4, 1928). Malaquías Concha, the Chilean Democrat legislator, also mentions this 
participation.  
58 The youngest senator at that time; he was Spanish (Columba 1952: 88). 
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of labor… but these ideas, at that time were not agreed upon by members of Congress 

and that is why we initiated our protective legislation of workers in a fragmentary 

form..”. However, although many legislators believed in usefulness of a code, Argentina 

(together with Uruguay and the United States) never adopted a labor code, in contrast to 

the rest of the American countries. 

But although the actual code was never debated in Parliament as such59 (it was a 

long, complex, erudite, and ambitious document), various laws that were passed at later 

dates used different chapters of the labor proposal as input or as the basis of bills: the law 

of Sunday Rest, the law on Women and Minors Work, the Law on Accidents at Work, 

the Law on the National Labor Board; also the law on the Putting Out System (according 

to del Valle Iberlucea). Senator Ruzo borrows at least seven articles from the trade union 

chapter for his bill on trade unions in 1926 (Zimmerman, 1995:193-7, 201; Columba, 

1951:84; DS, CS, September 27, 1926; DS, CS, August 29 1929, p.28)60. 

The social legislation approved under Conservative rule was the following: the 

Sunday Rest law (No. 4661, 1905); a law regulating work conditions of women and 

children (No. 5291, 1907 which was expanded in 1924, No. 11.317); the creation of the 

National Labor Board (Departamento Nacional del Trabajo) (which already existed since 

1907, No. 8999, 1912); the regulation of  employment agencies (No. 9148, 1913), a law 

establishing that wages, salaries, retirement benefits and pensions under $100 could not 

be seized or placed under embargo (1914, which would be successively expanded in later 
                                                 
59 On July 17, 1917, Senador del Valle Iberlucea complains “This bill, Mr. President, is sleeping the 
slumber of all eternity and is impossible to awaken” (p. 322).  
60 It is also mentioned in debates: for example, Senator Serrey: This [1904] labor code bill is the pioneer of 
social legislation and in it different initiatives that have been presented and laws that been passed have 
found inspiration (DS, CS, 27 September, 1926, p. 898). It has been the source of all labor legislation since 
1904, he states (DS, CS, August 29 1929, p.28). 
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laws); a law making employers liable for work accidents (Law No. 9688, 1915); a law 

regulating private employment agencies (No. 9658, 1915); the Ley Imperio (which 

established a procedure for applying sanctions or penalties for infringing labor laws) 

(1915) (Unsain, 1952:17-21; Panettieri, 1967; Zimmerman, 1995). 

 

b. The Radicals –the age of tolerance   

In 1916, the Union Cívica Radical, won the national elections. This political party 

represented the middle classes that had been integrated into the political scene with the 

establishment of universal suffrage in 1912, and higher classes dissatisfied with the 

Conservative governments (Rock, 1975, citing Sigal and Gallo’s article on political 

parties). The two radical administrations -Yrigoyen was president from 1916 to 1922, 

Torcuato de Alvear from 1922 to 1928, Yrigoyen was re-elected in 1928 and deposed by 

a military coup in 1930- faced two challenges: “establishing Argentina’s democratic 

institutions on solid ground and leading the demands for social reform through new 

avenues of representation and negotiation” (Romero, 1994: 28). In this chapter and 

chapter 6 on congressional dynamics we will follow the second of these tasks and, 

indirectly, the first.  

The second cluster of initiatives related to legislation on trade unions in Argentina 

was a code and a series of bills submitted by Radicals, Conservatives and Socialists, 

mostly in 1919 in response -like the 1904 Code- to the strikes at the Talleres Vasena 

which developed into what is called the Semana Trágica (the Tragic Week), a week of 

police repression and worker protest in which a (debated) number of workers was killed. 
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After this event, a veritable waterfall of bills on worker associations, strikes, collective 

agreements, and conciliation and arbitration tribunals fill the pages of the congressional 

records.  

Nine days after the Vasena incidents started, on the initiative of Conservative 

legislators61 a ‘special committee on labor legislation’ was formed to draw up a bill on 

trade union organization62. Under the first Radical administration eleven bills and a code 

were submitted: three bills and a code by the Radical EP (from now on Executive Power), 

two by radical deputies, three by Conservatives, and various presentations of the Socialist 

bill (counted as one although some alterations were introduced in successive 

presentations to keep the bill in force). From this sea of bills, a Committee Report (that is, 

a version of a bill debated in the Special Committee on Labor Legislation and agreed 

upon by the majority of its members to be debated in the Chamber) was produced by the 

special committee on labor legislation, based on conservative Sanchez Sorondo’s bill but 

it was never debated on the floor63.  

                                                 
61 Legislator Matías Sanchez Sorondo (DS, CD, January 14 and 17, 1919) of the Partido Demócrata 
Nacional. Agote, another conservative deputy also proposes forming a committee (of nine members instead 
of five). Melo, a Radical, refers to a bill presented by socialist Bunge proposing the establishment of a 
permanent committee on social legislation that is in the Rules Committee but still unreported. 
62 The members of the ‘special committee on labor legislation’ were the following: Carlos Melo (a Radical 
that often voted with the Conservatives), Mario Bravo (a Socialist who signed the minority report), Matías 
Sanchez Sorondo of the Partido Demócrata Nacional (a right-wing party), Enrique Martinez, Pedro Cornet, 
Juan Luis Ferrarotti (Radical, pro-worker, drops out), Alberto Mendez Casariego, Rodolfo Moreno (son) (a 
Conservative lawyer for Frigorífico Armour, Palacios 1934:16) and Rogelio Araya (a moderate Radical). 
63 The bill on “recognition, promotion and responsibility of worker societies” (and a bill on minors) was 
included in the special session in a letter from the President to the Chamber (DS, CD, January 21, 1919). 
The letter speaks of the urgent need for this law, stating that due to “what had happened” (i.e. the strikes 
and social agitation) ‘the executive power had had to act in advance of the projected legislation and 
recognize the existence of numerous employer and worker societies that represented the interests in 
collision’. It mentions concrete instances when the executive power intervened in conflicts to solve them 
and “listened to these social organizations”, such as the administrative work to establish collective 
bargaining for industry in general, the arbitration ending the maritime strike and the law on the putting out 
system. 
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Seven years later, another trade union bill started out on its journey, in the Senate 

this time, during President Marcelo T. de Alvear’s administration (1922-1928). It was a 

socialist bill and the one that advanced furthest along in the legislative process: it was 

debated in and approved by the Senate in 1926 and, apparently, in the House Committee 

which produced a Report (the debate is examined in Chapter 6). I have not found any 

debate on the floor. 

The bills presented on the organization and regulation of trade unions, examined 

in the section on Contents below, are the following, in chronological order: a. the 

Socialist bill, presented by Juan B. Justo, founder and leader of the Argentine Socialist 

Party in 1912, 1918, and by Mario Bravo in 191964. b. Gerónimo del Barco’s 

(conservative) bill, submitted when the 1919 strike had begun but not yet the violence65. 

c. Matías G. Sanchez Sorondo’s bill, May 28, 1919. d. the Executive Power under 

President Yrigoyen, presented three bills: one on Settlement and Arbitration in Worker 

Conflicts, another on Collective Agreements, both on May 21, 1919, and a third on 

Worker Associations on May 30, 1919. e. J. Maidana (conservative) submitted a bill on 

Crimes Against Freedom to Work on May 30, 1919. f. Carlos A. Becú (Radical), 

                                                 
64 In 1912 Justo presented the bill together with Radical deputy Miguel Laurencena and Socialist Alfredo L. 
Palacios. It was resubmitted on 3 June 1918 by Justo, Dickman, Bravo, Repetto, Bunge, de Tomaso and, 
slightly modified, again by Mario Bravo in May of 1919 to the Committee of labor legislation (created by 
the Chamber of deputies in 1919) where it became the dissident minority report. Later, the bill was 
submitted again by other socialist deputies in 1920 and 1924. The June 1918 bill was taken from the Diario 
de Sesiones, the 1919 bill from Revista de Economia Argentina, Buenos Aires, anio 2, tomo II, no. 12, June 
1919, pp. 552-526, cited in Mario Petrone, mimeo. The 1919 bill has certain changes (for example, the 
1918 bill established that in public works the capital’s municipality would give preference to unionized 
workers, this clause was removed in 1919). The 1918 bill has eleven articles, the 1919 one fourteen. The 
Socialist bills are much shorter that all the other ones. 
65 DS, CD, January 8, 1919. Del Barco, a Conservative deputy from the province of Córdoba, had already 
presented a bill on conciliation and arbitration in public services (which seems to be the same as one he 
presented in 1903 for “cases of strike” as he says). The same day he also re-presented Ruzo’s bill on labor 
contract (DS, CD, January 8, 1919). 
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presented his bill on worker associations or trade unions, on June 6, 1919; and g. Carlos 

J. Rodríguez66 (Radical) on the same topic, on June 12, 1919. h. Finally, the special 

committee on labor legislation presented its Committee Report under Orden del Día No. 

71, on June 6, 191967; i. The Labor Code bill, submitted by the UCR executive power in 

192168. 

The Sanchez Sorondo, Becu and Rodriguez’ bills include a section on collective 

agreements and another on settlement and arbitration and also labor courts (in the case of 

the former). Sanchez Sorondo, Rodríguez and the Committee Report also regulate 

employer unions beside worker unions; the former is the only document that regulates 

professional associations such as liberal professions. This is initially a bit confusing since 

worker societies in Spanish are called “asociaciones profesionales” (maybe to 

depoliticize them or make them sound more dignified) 69. However, within Title II, 

Chapter I to IX of the Committee Report deal specifically with worker associations and 

Chapter X with employer unions.  

                                                 
66 Both Carlos Rodríguez (who upheld the Catholic view on social issues) and Becú (who apparently was a 
Radical, he votes with them) hand in their bills to late to be formally considered by the committee, although 
Becu mentions attending the committee debates; anyway, they are granted the courtesy of having their bills 
published in the Diario de Sesiones. Unfortunately, there is no record of the Committee debates. 
67 Included in the Apéndice Documental, together with Mario Bravo’s minority committee report. It is not 
reproduced in the Congressional Records but in the Revista de Economía Argentina, Buenos Aires, Tomo 
III, pp 13-14, July-August 1919 and newspapers such as La Nación 12 june 1919, pp 12-13.   
68 DS, CD, June 8, 1921; cover letter by H. Yrigoyen and R. Gómez (Minister of the Interior), dated June 6, 
1921. This Code was drawn up by Alejandro Unsaín (Unsaín, 1952:17) who was head of the Inspection 
Division of the Labor Board and interim president of the body. 
69 In Spanish the law on trade unions is called “Ley sobre Asociaciones Profesionales”. In 1904, the chapter 
of the labor code called them ‘asociaciones obreras’, ‘sociedad de obreros’, or sociedades gremiales. The 
UCR Executive Power (EP) bills and code, the different legislators’ bills and the later Peronist law all call 
them ‘asociaciones profesionales’. The Socialists call them “asociaciones” or “sociedades gremials” or 
“obreras”. 
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As indicated above, in this period two bills advanced further than the others: a. in 

1919, the Committee Report which was never was debated on the chamber floor70, 

probably either because the more socially conservative Radicals in alliance with 

conservatives that had voted it through the Committee did not have enough votes in the 

chamber or held a different position to the EP which was more supportive of labor. 

However, it produced a multitude of responses from the main employers association 

(UIA), trade unions and other associations. Interestingly, there is no Conservative bill 

that follows the 1904 ‘liberal reformist’ tradition, as Zimmerman (1995) calls it, in 1919 

(except perhaps del Barco’s at least regarding rules of internal governance); the 

conservative bills are all more ‘corporatist’. A second initiative, the one that got closest to 

being passed, was a Socialist bill, initiated in the Senate in 1926 where it was debated and 

passed and sent, as indicated above, to Deputies where a Committee Report was 

apparently produced.  

As under the previous administration, besides the attempts to pass a law on trade 

unions, various individual bills on social issues were approved: the law on the Putting 

Out System (i.e. when employers sent work to be dome by workers at home or in 

workshops, outside the factory) (No. 10.505) in 1918, “maintained with more success 

than failure until it as replaced by a new law” in 1941, No.12.713); some treaties with 

Spain and Italy on reciprocity of accident compensation and the prohibition to use 

phosphorus in manufacturing (1921), a law that regulated women and minor’s work, 

widening the scope of the previous law (No. 11.317,1924); a law forbidding night work 

in bakeries (No. 11.318, in 1924), a law regulating the payment of salaries (No. 11.278 in 
                                                 
70 The Socialist bill, signed by Mario Bravo, was the committee minority report. 
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1925), the important eight-hour work day law (No. 11.544, in 1929) (examined in 

Chapter 9), and the expansion of the Ley Imperio (No. 11.570 also in 1929). No more 

labor laws were passed until the so-called English Saturday law (half day Saturday was a 

holiday) in 1932 (No. 11.640), extending the weekly period of rest (Unsain, 1952:17-21).  

In 1930, two years into Hipólito Yrigoyen’s second presidential term, Argentina 

suffered the first coup of her history, lead by conservatives allied with sectors of the 

military. Under the regime of the ‘Conservative Restoration’ which lasted until 1943, a 

labor code drawn up by Carlos Saavedra Lamas, Minister of Foreign Affairs, was 

presented to parliament but never got to the committee stage.71  

 

c. The Peronists: the age of recognition 

The thirties was a problematic decade for Argentina, characterized by economic 

fluidity and change on one hand and a rigid and exclusionary political regime that 

rejected popular participation by resorting to fraudulent practices, on the other (de Riz 

and Torre, 1991). Confidence in liberalism had been shaken and different nonliberal 

ideological alternatives had appeared on the horizon. From 1930 to 1942 a succession of 

conservative governments ruled the country72. In 1935, the Unión Cívica Radical agreed 

to participate in elections once more, after five years of abstaining. The economic and 

                                                 
71 According to Columba (vol. 3, 1949:179/81), when President Alvear asked Carlos Saavedra Lamas to 
draw up a labor code, the former worked on a detailed survey sent to workers from all the trades. In 1928, 
when he was President of the XI International Labor Conference in Geneva, he submitted his work to the 
consideration of a special committee of ‘Italian, French, German and other professors’ and in 1933 the 
government of Justo presented it to Congress while Saavedra Lamas was Minister of Foreign Affairs. The 
preface of the code was written by the ex French minister Albert Thomas. Saavedra Lamas won the Nobel 
peace prize in 1936 for his efforts in favor of peace in the Chaco War and his work in the Society of 
Nations (p. 181). The Code was presented to Congress on June 16, 1933, p. 580. 
72 Waisman (1987) distinguishes between the liberal-democratic, inclusionary ideology of the conservatives 
before the 1930 coup and an authoritarian, exclusionary one after that date. 
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social modernization, particularly in the second half of the decade, led to an increase in 

social agitation which clashed against the paternalistic and traditional social arrangements 

in the work place and the political exclusion at the national level (Torre, 1990:23; 

Waisman, 1987:235).  

Soon after the June 1943 military coup that brought the cycle of conservative 

governments to an end, in July, decree 2669 regulating worker and employer associations 

(Krotoschin, 1976:180), was passed in a strongly repressive and anti-labor atmosphere. 

This decree gave the authorities the power to define which organizations would represent 

the workers and made the decision conditional on their renouncing any kind of 

participation in politics (Doyon, 2006:100)73. However, when Peron became Secretary of 

the Labor Board (in this period called Secretaría de Trabajo y Previsión74) he repealed the 

decree, only four months after it had been passed. Throughout out the next year the 

balance of power started to change. As the campaign for the February 1946 national 

elections started, it found a leader struggling to marshal support for himself both inside 

and outside of the military group that had taken over the state. At the same time, some 

labor movement leaders, aware of their relatively weak position on the margins of 

legality and the need to preserve their movement (Doyon, 2006:142) moved cautiously 

towards him, endeavoring to retain their neutrality while ensuring a favorable outcome 

from the new strong man in the government who passed social norms benefiting labor as 

nobody before him ever had. On October 2, 1945, after various meetings with trade union 

                                                 
73 The text of this decree can be found in Anales de la Legislación Argentina, Buenos Aires, 1943 p. 227-
230. 
74 In December of 1943 Peron started modernizing the old Labor Board which would become the state 
entity responsible for labor policy. The STP took over the work of Labor Board and various other state 
offices for social issues such as retirement, housing and unemployment (Doyon, 2006: 103).  
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leaders who influenced the content of the decree (Torre, 1990), Cnel. Perón passed decree 

No. 23.852 which was turned into law No. 12.92175 by Congress in December of 

1946.This was the first law that ever regulated Argentine trade unions and it turned them 

into the strongest labor movement in Latin America.  

Law 12.921 included many other decree-laws (as they are called in the Law) that 

benefited labor -the creation and working of the STP and many other norms of social 

legislation that had been passed between the June 4, 1943, the day of the military coup, 

and June 3, 194676. I could not find any debate on the bill in the records of the Chamber 

of Deputies or Senators; however, since the bill went back in second revision to the 

Chamber of Deputies, it must have been debated in the committees (as mentioned before, 

there is no record of committee debates in the Argentine Congress). In the first chamber, 

a Special Committee for Revising Decree-Laws was formed by six Peronists and three 

Radicals77; in the Senate three committees are mentioned related to this law.  

What was debated (very briefly for Argentina’s standards: only five pages) in the 

Chamber of Deputies were the two Committee Reports: one for the majority, another for 

the minority. As mentioned before, the law included many rules on social legislation 

(among them, Decree 33.302/45 regulating salaries). The discussion revolved round 

whether to include domestic workers in all the benefits granted by decree, as the minority 

                                                 
75 Unsain (1952: 451) states the decree law was “convalidado” by Congress; Krotoschin says ‘ratified’. I 
use the text published in Unsain (1952: 383-397). 
76 Diario de Sesiones, Deputies: December 20 and 21, 1946, p. 7271-7275; Senate: December 19, 1946, 
2658,2666, 2686-7 (Expediente 1.555 ½ -D-1946). The list of the social legislation decrees included in law 
12.921 (I counted 124) can be found in the Appendix published by the Secretaría de la H. Cámara de 
Diputados de la Nación and in Unsain (1952, p. 451-61).  
77 Oscar E. Albrieu, Antonio J Benítez, José M. Argaña, Hernán S. Fernandez, Alcides E. Montiel, Benito 
J. Ottonello (Peronists); and Arturo Frondizi, Emilio Ravignani and Silvano Santander (Radicals) (DS, CD, 
December 20 and 21, 1946, p.7271-7272). 
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argued, represented by A. Frondizi for the Unión Cívica Radical (future president of 

Argentina), or to just grant them the annual extra salary but not all the benefits as the 

majority argued, in the words of Argaña (a Peronist deputy). As usual, rural workers, 

public employees –who in this case were included in a separate law (No. 7273) - and 

domestic workers are separated from the rest of the workers for the purposes of social 

legislation (December 20 and 21, 1946, p. 7272-7275). The matter was resolved by 

passing the Peronist EP’s bill which granted the annual extra salary to the personnel 

included in the railway workers retirement system regimen and to domestic workers; the 

changes in the Senate, were accepted by Deputies (DS, CS, December 19, 1946, p. 2659; 

CD, p.7274). Previously the decree-law was approved in the Senate78. 

So, at the end of Peronism’s first year in government a packet of decrees was sent 

to congress and ratified, one of which was the first bill ever to regulate trade unions. 

 

2. The Contents of Industrial Citizenship  

The legislation on the right to combine comprehends two aspects: 1. the right to 

assemble79, form and join unions which can be disaggregated into the following  

components: rules of incorporation (the procedure to obtain incorporation and the rights it 

generates); rules governing unionization (compulsory/voluntary, firm/craft, right to 

federate); rules of internal governance (statute requirements regarding procedures that 

                                                 
78 December 19, 1946 (a special session), p. 2659, the summary mentions two comités, and a second 
revision of the social legislation rules. In the Senate three comités are indicated: General Legislation, Labor 
and Security. The texto of decree23.852/45 can also be found in the Diario de Sesiones del Senado 19 
December, 1946, p.2686-2691. 
79 The right to assemble, although automatically accepted later on in history, was important as a separate 
individual action or activity at the end of the nineteenth century and beginning of the twentieth when just a 
number of workers gathering to discuss something was considered dangerous and threatening and enough 
to throw them into prison. 
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govern internal affairs); and 2. the rules governing industrial relations (right to strike, and 

to collective bargaining). 

In different ways and with varying emphasis, various authors agree that Marshall 

should have considered a fourth citizenship right with universal status, distinct from the 

other three citizenship rights: industrial citizenship that comprises the right to combine or 

form unions –the basic right-, the right to defend claims through strikes and the right to 

engage in collective bargaining (Giddens, 1982:172; Barbalet, 1988:26). As indicated in 

the Introduction, Barbalet establishes that industrial (and civil) rights are more than rights 

that permit certain human action; crucially, they also create the power to form new 

groups and associations that can infringe the rights of property and contract (within 

certain accepted limits premised on ‘loyalty to civilization’). Because those organizing 

were workers, the rights held a clear class bias and turned their different components into 

particularly embattled rights, as the history of labor movements shows.  In this section I 

am going to examine the content of these rights of industrial citizenship as they are 

expressed in all the bills that were submitted to Congress on the right to organize trade 

unions.  

 

a. Rules of incorporation 

What is at stake in these rules is whether, once unions have fulfilled the 

requirements, they are recognized as civil entities or if they will be granted a semi-public 

status by means of “personería gremial”80 (union incorporation or union recognition- 

                                                 
80 I found the term “representación or personalidad or personería gremial” mentioned in the 1919 group of 
bills for the first time. 
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which I will call union recognition to differentiate from incorporation) and with it a place 

in a neocorporatist structure. When a union is incorporated, it is recognized as an “ideal 

person”, capable of exercising rights (such as supervising the fulfillment of labor laws, 

celebrating collective contracts, representing members at the justice and arbitration 

courts) and contracting obligations, separately from the individual members that compose 

it. Incorporation is considered a special case of association81: the law grants incorporated 

trade unions a special status the same way the Commerce Code grants one to limited 

companies, insurance companies, and banks (DS, Senate, September 27, 1926, Socialist 

Deputy Mario Bravo). A union is incorporated when it has fulfilled all the legal 

requirements; traditionally, the national EP or the provincial governors granted it. After a 

union is incorporated, there is a second step: “personeria or reconocimiento gremial” 

which basically means that it is only when a union or a federation is recognized as “the 

most representative” that it can exercise the right to bargain collectively, call strikes, get 

employers to automatically retain the unionized workers dues to the union, manage 

medical schemes, etc. The decision of which union is “most representative” can be in the 

hands of the unions and be guided by more objective criteria –according to number of 

paying members for example- or can be in the hands of state authorities and decided 

more politically –for example, if the Labor Board has the power to decide.  

                                                 
81 “The right of association is guaranteed in the Constitution and the workers have organized to defend their 
interests under its protection. Regarding incorporation, the Civil Code establishes general principles … here 
[in Argentina] there has been no prohibition against associating with useful purposes, no penalties for 
groups acting within those purposes. The repressive legislation dictated in 1910 [the law of Social Defense] 
which has been repealed by the approval of the Penal Code in force, has not produced many effects in spite 
of its errors and the severity of its provisions, on the labor movement, although it may have contributed to 
arrest its development” (Senador Mario Bravo, Socialist, DS, CS, September 27, 1926). 
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While the subsequent bills and codes take for granted the right of association of 

workers (it is in the Constitution) and do not actually mention it, the 1904 code explicitly 

states that ‘the right of every inhabitant of the Republic to work and practice his industry, 

commerce and profession with legal ends can be exercised through the association of 

individuals, unions of workers or of firms of similar occupation’ (Art. 383). The next 

article establishes that ‘the associations that already exist or that may form to develop or 

protect the interests common to one industrial activity, profession or craft, and in 

particular those whose object it is to help or protect workers and employers, can form 

freely without the need of previous authorization’. However, in very similar fashion to 

the next generation of bills, “only those that fulfill the conditions established in this title 

for their legal recognition will enjoy the benefits of incorporation and those granted by 

the present law” (Art. 384). Under the Radicals, all the bills establish that the associations 

that fulfill the legal requirements set out in the law will be recognized by the state thus 

obtaining incorporation (and lose it if they do not); and all the bills leave open the 

possibility of the existence of associations without incorporation (which was the situation 

for most unions, very were incorporated until after the forties), and also, including the 

Committee Report, of working without being a member of any trade union at all. 

However, they all immediately establish that only those associations recognized by the 

state will ‘enjoy the benefits of incorporation; that is, be able to reach collective 

agreements on work contracts (EP Art.13; Committee Report Art. 27,  Sanchez Sorondo 

Art. 1, Rodriguez Art. 7); represent and defend their members’ individual and collective 

rights before a court of law (EP art. 8; Committee Report Art.30; Sanchez Sorondo, Art. 

4; Becú Art. 1; Rodriguez Art. 6); federate; choose delegates to conciliation and 
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arbitration committees (EP Art. 13); receive subsides from the state for providing free of 

charge employment services for members (EP Art. 20, Rodriguez Art. 10); be benefited 

by tax exemptions (Rodriguez, Art.10); choose members of work councils, form banks 

(cajas) or institutions for mutual help (del Barco Art. 10), and participate in salary 

committees and name delegates to the caja de adminstración82 (EP Art. 13).  

A novelty in the Peronist 1945/46 decree law is the space occupied by the articles 

related to union recognition (Arts. 8 to 23) and how it can be lost and obtained (Art.11-

13). It establishes only those unions with trade union recognition (‘reconocimiento 

gremial’) can defend and represent their ‘professional interests’ before the state and the 

employers; and to the above mentioned rights it adds more specifically: to defend and 

represent the individual interests of each of their members before the institutes of social 

security, the courts, and any other state office; participate in collective bargaining, enter 

into and modify collective agreements; participate in state organisms that regulate labor, 

contribute to monitoring the fulfillment of labor legislation compliance and promote its 

extension and improvement; collaborate with the state as a technical and advisory body 

for the study and solution of problems related to their profession. There follows a 

revolutionary new right: to participate circumstantially in political activities as long as an 

assembly or Congress so resolves. Only if a trade union decides to participate 

permanently and continuously in politics must it also follow the rules for political parties 

(Art. 33). In line with the previous bills it grants such important privileges to associations 

                                                 
82 The 1904 code recognized similar rights and made using the special jurisdiction of conciliation and 
arbitration created by this law a condition for receiving funding (art. 404); and added to federate explicitly 
(Art.393). 
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with union recognition that it makes other kinds of unions, without that status, almost 

irrelevant. 

Another novelty of the 1946 law is that it lists rights of the workers in a separate 

section.83 Within it there are clear provisions regarding employers –another issue that had 

never appeared before (except in the Socialist bills and some mentions saying employers 

had to respect the associations’ right to represent the workers, strike and bargain 

collectively). Now more employers’ actions were regulated (disloyal practices such as 

such as hindering employees from joining a trade union, refusing to bargain collectively, 

among others were enumerated). A crucial innovation is the protection expressed in Art. 

28: employers have to reserve and re-incorporate in the same conditions those employees 

and workers who, due to occupying leading and representative positions in legally 

recognized associations or state bodies that require unions representation, have to 

interrupt their normal tasks.  

 The procedure to obtain incorporation. According to the 1904 Chapter on trade 

unions, every change in the statutes had to be communicated to the Board which, as 

indicated above, could refuse registration if another society was registered with the same 

name or if the new one could form part of it ‘with advantage or without inconvenience’ 

(Art.390), which shows, interestingly, how from these very first moments, there already 

was a model (or the outline of a model) that tended to make trade or industrial activity the 

basis of trade union organization. Legal recognition and incorporation of a “worker 

                                                 
83 To petition authorities and employers individually or through their representatives; to freely choose their 
representatives; as mentioned above, to take part in concerted activities for the purpose of collective 
bargaining or mutual protection and help; meet, organize and form part of a trade union (Art. 49), all the 
activities necessary to unions are clearly established and named. 
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society” would be attested by the certificate issued by the Board and approved by the 

Interior Ministry (Art. 391). There was no union recognition mentioned. The 1919 UCR 

EP bills and the Committee Report include the Interior Ministry and the Executive Power 

in the procedures requiring the former’s approval of the statutes and the latter’s approval 

for changes therein and dissolution, making workers more dependent on state approval. 

The Socialists are the only ones who present ways of appealing if incorporation is refused 

and their bill is also the most federally aware, mentioning how procedures are to be 

carried out both in the capital and the provinces; the Committee Report takes this into 

account too although in less detail. Although union recognition existed it is not 

mentioned in the bills and code. In the Peronist law there are many more articles 

dedicated to obtaining union recognition than to incorporation. In order to acquire the 

former, trade unions have to submit an application to the Labor Board in the Federal 

Capital or its provincial delegations or authorities. The resolution can be appealed before 

the Executive Power. This decree gave the Labor Board almost total control over all 

matters regarding union recognition and incorporation (Art. 19).  

 

 b. The rules governing unionization  

The rules governing unionization imply a choice between mandatory or voluntary 

membership, whether unions will be formed on the basis of the individual firm, or a craft 

or an industrial activity, and the levels of organization permitted. What is at stake in this 

case is whether the legislation will promote isolation and dispersion or concentration and 

articulation of the workers organizations. Regarding the organizational base (i.e. the 

worker base from which a trade union can be formed such as a firm or an industry), 
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Article 386 of the Conservative Code of 1904 -although Art. 38684 seems to imply 

workers can form associations by firm besides craft or trade-, Arts. 383, 384, 386, 390 

and 393 all show a tendency to centralize association, allowing only one trade union per 

trade or craft. This, interestingly, shows that this is a tendency that existed in Argentina’s 

regulation of unions right from the very beginning (in this first cutting edge Code written 

by “liberal reformists” and Socialists in the first years of the century). In the bills 

presented to Congress during the Radical period, the Socialist and the EP bills establish 

that associations can be formed by workers of the same, similar or connected 

occupations; or from the activity in industry, transport or commerce. The conservative 

bill of Sanchez Sorondo is the only one that explicitly limits only one trade union to each 

occupational grouping (Art. 5) and establishes that it is the faculty of the executive to 

declare the existence of an occupational group by decree (Art. 5). Although this bill is 

used as a blueprint for the subsequent Committee Report, the sole trade union limitation 

is removed in the latter. Sanchez Sorondo’s bill (not the Committee Report) is also the 

only one in Argentina that mentions making membership in an association mandatory 

(Art. 1). One novelty in the Committee Report is that it rules that national, provincial and 

municipal public administration employees will not be allowed to form trade unions (Art 

29).  

Finally, the 1945/46 Peronist law establishes that ‘manual or intellectual workers’ 

(including both, before just ‘workers’ were mentioned) from the “same profession, 

                                                 
84 Workers could associate when they worked in the same industrial, agricultural, mining or transport 
establishment and when they worked separately or at home, or in workshops, or houses that employed 
fewer than ten workers and belonged to the same type of industry, profession, craft/trade or job and 
proposed to help each other or improve the procedures of fabrication or elaboration of their products 
(Article 386 and 383 below) 
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industry, craft or other similar or connected ones” form a trade union (Art. 2). This style 

of organization, based on one union per craft or industrial activity, which started in 1904 

and continued in 1919-21, through 1926, 1933, the same almost word for word in all the 

bills and codes, emerges as consolidated in the 1946 law, enunciated in Art. 2.85  

Workers, state and employers agree on the organizational model of one union per 

activity. 

The right to federate was explicitly accepted by the 1904 Code (for both worker 

and employer societies) and these ‘federations or unions’ would constitute distinct 

corporations that had to be registered and recognized as such (Art. 393, paragraph 4). 

The 1919 Conservative bills allow trade unions belonging to ‘the same art, profession, 

craft or industry’ to form federations (Committee Report Art. 57, Sanchez Sorondo Art. 

30, 31) but, to avoid concerted or articulated measures such as general strikes, establish 

they have no ‘union recognition’, which meant that only trade unions -not federations- 

could declare a strike (Committee Report Art. 83, Sanchez Sorondo Art. 65, also Radical 

Becú’s bill, Art.3, parag. 6), although they could intervene in conciliation and arbitration 

tribunals and conflicts in general (Committee Report, 59). It is interesting that neither the 

Socialist, the UCR EP 1919 bill, nor the UCR 1921 code, mention federation. The 

authors of the bills in these two groups seem to systematically leave more undefined 

areas and thus, more up to politics and negotiation in contrast to the meticulous 

regulation of the Conservatives.  

                                                 
85 The only difference with the Radicals’ enunciation is that they added that a union could also be formed 
by trades contributing to the elaboration of the same product. (Code 1921, Art.456, placed among the 
provisions for the Federal Capital). 
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In the Peronist 1946 law, the third level –confederation- is explicitly recognized 

for the first time in this legislation although it existed de facto since 1931. “For a 

confederation to be recognized, an essential condition is that it be considered, due to the 

number and representation of the trade unions and federations that constitute it, 

manifestly representative at the national level” (Art.48). This ruling gave a remarkable 

amount of power to organized labor for confederations could declare strikes and ‘turn 

into centers of command or provocation of labor conflicts’ as the UIA (Argentine 

Industrial Union), the business corporation, says in 1919. 

 

c. Rules of internal governance 

In this section I look at the degree of intervention or control of the state in the 

internal affairs of trade unions through stipulations in the bills and law regarding the 

provisions the new organizations’ statutes must contain according to the different 

political parties who wrote the bills. What is at stake in this case is whether strict 

regulations are stipulated or if trade unions are given freedom to decide how they will 

function internally. The 1904 Reformist Conservative Code –which is liberal in this 

aspect- specifies a list of ‘rules’ that the trade unions must include and specify in their 

statutes. In the Radical period, the important difference regarding the information 

required in the trade unions’ statutes is not so much in the information the statutes must 

contain -the items listed are similar in all the bills86- as in the provisions some bills 

                                                 
86 For example, the Socialist bill is representative. It establishes that the statutes must contain the purposes, 
subsidies offered to members and rules; conditions of entry, permanence and exit; formation and 
administration of resources, number of members, positions; frequency and manner of calling ordinary or 
extraordinary assemblies, how the general vote of the members should proceed if these measures are 
detailed in the statutes (thus leaving a margin for not presenting this information if it is not laid out in the 
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contain regarding how associations must carry out their internal affairs: that is, if they 

specify the actual content of the rules, not just their names. Thus, the more conservative 

projects (Sanchez Sorondo’s in particular, and the Radicals Carlos Rodriguez’ and Becú 

although the latter emphasizes different aspects) go into meticulous, regulatory detail in 

regard to the internal functioning of the worker associations87. On the other hand, the 

Socialists and the UCR EP bill (and del Barco’s) are much lighter regarding regulatory 

intervention into the unions’ internal affairs. These bills just list the rules the statutes 

must contain (how authorities are changed, conditions of entry and exit, etc.) but leave 

the actual content up to the workers themselves. 

According to the 1945/6 Peronist law, what the statutes must contain follows very 

much in the tradition of liberal reformist 1904 and 1919/1921, 1926 Radical and Socialist 

bills; all very similar regarding the points they list and, more importantly, regarding the 

fact that they list the rules that must be included in the statutes but not their content. In 

this law, the list is better organized and more detailed than the previous bills and codes.88 

                                                                                                                                                 
statutes); how the statues will be changed; manner in which members of the board are appointed and 
removed, dates and ways balances are published, procedures for revision; duration of the association; and 
statutory dissolution (1919 version, the 1912 one has fewer items). Other bills include the collective 
agreements they are subject to. 
87 They detail the frequency of their meetings, the different quorums required for different decisions such as 
changing the statutes, going on strike, and changing the board members; the length of the mandates, how 
unions’ funds are to be managed, the powers of the delegates to settlement and arbitration tribunals, etc. 
Sanchez Sorondo’s bill also requires the “professional record” of each member, that a Labor Board 
inspector be present at all assemblies for their decisions to be valid. Both Becú and Sanchez Sorondo 
mandate six months and a year at the job as requirements before workers can vote or be members, 
respectively.  
88 Name, address, objectives; rights and duties, conditions of members’ entry and exit; board members’ 
right and duties, mandate length and procedure to revoke, appointment and replacement procedure of board 
members; formation and administration of associations’ assets; procedures for calling and holding ordinary 
assemblies, how the vote will be issued and counted; frequency and form of presenting and approving 
financial reports and balance sheets; penalties for violating statutes and labor decisions; the procedure for 
changing statutes and voluntary dissolution. The board would have at least five members chosen in a way 
that ensures the will of the majority of members, mandates cannot exceed 4 years, although they can be 
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d. Rules governing industrial relations 

  Strikes, annulment and dissolution. The chapter called ‘Public Order and 

Penalties’ of the 1904 code contains the most repressive articles in the code. Societies 

could be dissolved by executive decree, for ‘forming part of or aiding a rebellion or 

insurrection against the lawful authorities’, ‘publicly proclaiming disobedience to the 

laws of the republic’, ‘inciting disturbance of the peace or public order through 

proclamations or ‘meetings’ (sic) or committing individual or collective actions qualified 

as crimes by common or federal law; using force or threats against other workers, 

hostility towards the property or persons of the employers; committing crimes against 

freedom to work and to hire; and even disobeying the police twice regarding the 

conditions in which public meetings should be carried out (Art. 408). Here it is clear that 

the differentiation between civil rights that function on an individual basis and industrial 

rights that work on a collective basis had not yet started to be accepted, even less 

accommodated in a law.  

Art. 411 contains the harshest penalty of all, precisely against strikes that affect 

the countries main sources of wealth: if a group of workers (or employers) refused to 

follow the arbitration procedures and interrupted inter-provincial or international 

commerce, or went on strike, paralyzing inter-provincial railway traffic or export and 

import activities at the ports for longer than ten consecutive days –which implies ten-day 

strikes are acceptable-, the authors and instigators would be banished from one to three 

years (art. 411). This strongly evokes the 1902 Law of Residence. Each of the different 

                                                                                                                                                 
reelected. The final point required in the statutes is that they must also establish the authorities and 
procedures for determining the interruption and resumption of work, seen below. 
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stages of union activity are so controlled as to make them almost impossible: from 

engaging in union activism and recruitment, holding meetings, making a complaint or an 

issue public, organizing a strike and, finally, carrying it out, are very limited, and 

ultimately there are always penalties, some extremely harsh.  

The 1904 Code mentions the right to strike only indirectly. When pronouncing 

that neither workers nor employers could change the situation while the conciliation 

council was at work, the code adds, almost as a side thought, “although this does not 

mean that work cannot be suspended for other justified causes” (Art. 444, paragraph 2); 

and, in paragraph 4, if the council’s decision does not satisfy workers or employers, the 

former cannot stop working for sixty days and without giving a fifteen day warning, and 

nor can employers fire workers without following the same requirements. In other words, 

a strike (and firing workers) is legal if there was an unsatisfactory conciliation council 

decision, two months more of work and a fifteen-day warning before striking.  

The 1919/21 UCR initiatives explicitly recognize the right of workers to strike, 

and then set out under which conditions: when the employer rejects or ignores the list of 

claims or the workers are not satisfied with the employers’ partial concessions, after 

forty-eight hours they can strike (Art. 3 EP Settlement and Arbitration Bill describes a 

situation where more than 100 workers are affected; 1921 Labor Code Art. 482, 486-7). 

The Conservatives establish stricter conditions for a strike: a. the term to annul a 

collective agreement has to have expired (if they call a strike while one is in force, the 

union can be dissolved) (Committee Report, Arts. 76-77), b. there has been a 

pronouncement from the Settlement Council and the Arbitration Tribunal and c. the 

general assembly has declared a strike according to quorum regulations and three calls 
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(Sanchez Sorondo Art. 59, Art. 62, Committee Report, Art. 76, 80; Becu Art. 27).89 

Strikes in public services are often treated separately either permitting less striking time 

or none at all (Committee Report Art. 84) or double the penalties (Becu); the Committee 

Report forbade them to form trade unions (Committee Report, Art. 29). 

 The difference between the scope of constraints in the Conservative and the UCR 

EP bill is remarkable. The former including the Committee Report (and the Radicals 

Rodriguez and Becú with different emphasis) establish heavy penalties and repressive 

restrictions on strikes and related activities. Apparently, Argentine legislation on 

repression of strikes was limited to only two articles that were not much use in the 

opinion of the Conservatives90. The philosophy of the conservative Law of Residence is 

alive in their long, complicated provisions (SS Art. 40-45).  

In contrast, the UCR EP bill and code do not contain these cascades of penalties 

and restrictions although one of the grounds for dissolution is if the actions of a trade 

union constitute a disturbance of public order or impede the freedom to work (Art. 22, 

inciso 4; Art.476 inc. 4). It is surprising that the Socialist bills do not mention the right to 
                                                 
89 All the articles on strikes are word-identical in the former two bills (that is, Sanchez Sorondo and the 
Committee report). Becú’s (Art. 27) extremely wordy bill establishes b and c as conditions and while the 
conciliation committee is deliberating, a usual condition (Art. 8, UCR EP Art.16 Conciliation and 
Arbitration bill which also includes blacklisting); Rodriguez does not define the conditions (Art 26). Del 
Barco refers to the importance of regulating ‘the right to strike’ to defend the country’s economic life. 
90 “Besides, naturally, those in Title VI, section I, book II of the penal code, almost inapplicable to the 
conflicts I am referring to, Argentine legislation on the subject [strikes] is reduced to two sole provisions: 
Art. 30 of the Reforms law of August 22, 1903 that punishes with a three-month to one-year imprisonment 
‘whoever obliges a worker, through violence or threats, to take part in a strike’ and Art. 25 of the Social 
Defense law (of June 30, 1910) that punishes with one to three-year imprisonment ‘whoever through insults 
threats or violence attempts to induce a person to take part in a strike or a boycott’. The three constant 
critiques were: vagueness (they do not define with precision the acts they punish), hateful (because they 
punish the workers but not those who participate in a lock –out, ie the employers) and defficient (because 
they do not punish the use of “fraudulent”, the most dangerous and frequent, nor other acts that attempt 
against freedom (J. Maidana, 30 May 1919, p.261-4). This deputy presented a bill on Crimes against the 
Freedom to Work very similar to the articles in Sanchez Sorondo’s bill: anyone acting towards organizing 
or “instigating” a strike would suffer even the loss of citizenship for those naturalized, and political rights 
in the case of native citizens. 
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strike nor collective agreements (nor settlement and arbitration procedures) in their bill. 

Perhaps they thought it was better not to have so many regulations and that the unions’ 

best bet was to negotiate on the ground, in the market, where they were strong, without 

laws curtailing their power. 

In the 1945/6 decree-law, the final point required of trade unions in their statutes 

is that they must establish the authorities and procedures for determining the interruption 

and resumption of work; in other words, how they will decide to strike. Thus, Art. 24 

expresses the right to strike. Related to this point, the section called ‘rights of workers’, 

also establishes that workers have the right to “take part in concerted activities for the 

purpose of collective bargaining or for others of mutual protection and help; meet (or 

assemble), organize and from part of a trade union” (Art. 49). I understand the first half 

of the sentence to indirectly express the right to strike again and the second to clearly 

express (much more so than the previous bills) the right of trade unions to exist.  

The right to bargain collectively. This issue, within the 1904 code chapter called 

‘Privileges, Rights and Duties’ (which like all the Title applies to both worker and 

employer societies), is different to later bills in that it includes various defenses for 

employers and workers against being obliged by unions to enter into collective 

agreements, about being able to leave them, engaging non-union workers, use of threats, 

attempts to get other workers to join a strike, etc. (Arts. 395-399). On the other hand, it is 

similar to later bills in that all the parties can enter into collective contracts and that “they 

can refer in general to the whole issue of work [presumably working conditions] or to a 

related issue, they can determine the cases of infringement and the penalties” and both 

parties have the right to claim damages from non-fulfillment (art. 394).  
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For the UCR EP code, a collective agreement was a convention entered into by 

employers and workers regarding the conditions of work and salaries91, the duration is the 

same as in the 1904 code (three years renewable for one, Art. 425); a collective 

agreement is mandatory for the workers in a trade union represented in the making of the 

contract and also applicable to all those workers and employers who express their written 

support after it is reached92. Some bills explicitly obliged employers to recognize the 

power of representation held by the unions and to deal with them in all matters 

concerning collective agreements on work contracts whether they were associated or not 

(Sanchez Sorondo Art. 39, 50; Becú Art. 19, 14); others take it for granted and just 

establish they are obligatory for employers and workers (UCR EP, Art. 5). Although 

individual contracts could be drawn up, the employer was prohibited from imposing 

working conditions (hours, salary, safety) inferior to those agreed upon with the union 

(Sanchez Sorondo, Art.56), or different from those stipulated by the collective agreement 

(Becú, Art 18) with the most favored trade union (Committee Report, Art. 78). The UCR 

bill regulates that collective agreements override all previous, different regulations and 

apply to all regional ‘professional’ (i.e. trade or occupation) work contracts of the trade 

and the region (Arts. 8 and 9)93. The socialists mention collective agreements as essential 

                                                 
91 Sanchez Sorondo enumerates all those conditions, conciliation and arbitration procedures for differences 
arising from the execution of the work contract; and procedure and terms for canceling the agreement (Art. 
55; Committee report Art. 71). The Committee Report established a collective agreement must be approved 
by two thirds of the members for their first and second call and by two thirds of those present at the third 
(Art. 43). 
92 Both the 1904 and the 1921 codes required the agreements to be written and filed at the arbitration 
tribunal in the capital and at the Labor Board (1904, art. 399, 440) in the jurisdiction (1921, art. 428). 
93 The UCR bill also creates a mechanism for small changes in the agreement, a ‘tariff council’ to deal with 
all differences in interpretation of provisions of the collective agreements (usually, this kind of mechanism 
established in Radical bills involves a first level council or committee that tries to resolve the difference 
and if it can’t, the matter goes to the civil courts). Rodriguez says nothing about collective agreements. 
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elements of modern societies in the section on the justification of their bill (Junio 1918) 

but do not regulate them in the provisions of their bill. Collective bargaining became 

widespread in the forties and fifities although experiences can be found at the end of the 

nineteenth century (Morris, 1964; Panettieri, 1967). 

 

3. Concluding Comments 

All bills presented in the Argentine parliament, besides the actual provisions of 

the bill, have a section at the end called ‘justification’ or ‘bases’. These are often 

interesting in that they express the ‘spirit’ of the bill proposed, the models that influenced 

the authors, and sometimes also the history of the specific bill. The Socialist bill stands 

out as the least regulatory and closely follows the provisions in the British laws on trade 

unions94, although the US federal law of October 15, 1915 is also mentioned as its basis. 

In their justification, the Socialists underscore trade-unions’ useful qualities for society -

the only bill to do so: they are essential to the new collective dealings between employer 

and employees that have replaced the old individual relations, and to any fruitful 

conciliation and arbitration effort; they mention their civic and educational effects, 

especially on immigrants whom they connect to the authorities. It is also the only bill to 

explicitly mention that associations subsidized by employers are excluded from this law; 

                                                                                                                                                 
Sanchez Sorondo’s bill also planned the creation of labor juries to resolve issues arising from the execution 
of collective agreements and arbitration. 
94 Justo, the founder and leader of the Socialist party (and, as indicated, the author of this bill) speaks at 
length about Britain’s 1871 y 1876 laws that provide the legal framework for unions to that day (June 3, 
1918), establish their peculiar nature, do not make registration mandatory but consider it desirable and 
grant important benefits to those unions who do register. The information their statutes must contain is 
similar to that required in the British law. He, and also Repetto –another Socialist deputy- also refer to 
legislation in the US, in particular a federal law of October 15, 1914 that served as basis for their bill (June 
3, 1918, 255-260; January 8, 1919). 
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that employers are forbidden to put as a condition for employment that workers belong or 

leave an association, or black list them (under pain of fines); and is the only bill to 

contain provisions against corruption (i.e. offering or accepting bribes). 

The UCR EP bills and code do not mention who their legislative models are (the 

introduction to their bills are remarkably short, the value and importance of collective 

agreements is the most emphatic point). The introductory letter presenting the 1921 Code, 

signed by H. Yrigoyen and the Minister of the Interior, R. Gomez, states that the 

foundations of the code are “the basic conditions of social justice…” and that “[the code] 

aspires to realize as far as is humanly possible through the action of the law, peace in all 

labor activities and relations in general” (p.343). They also state they have taken into 

account both the rights recognized to capital as well as the ‘just and legitimate” 

aspirations of the workers. They declare that the executive power “is obviously not sure it 

has produced a perfect code, but accumulated experience will permit reforms that will 

improve it” (p. 343).  

Regarding the other four bills, Becu, a radical, acknowledges the need for 

corporations as part of the modern state but expresses the fear that the workers’ power 

will exceed that of the state and prescribes ‘A legislation carefully inspired in the need of 

not hindering the evolution and realization of the aspirations of the great human groups’ 

(June 6, 1919, p. 390). Rodríguez is critical of liberalism and Adam Smith and defend a 

positivist (mentions Comte and Spencer), and social Catholic corporative perspective. 

Sanchez Sorondo does not mention any particular foreign legislation95, but emphasizes 

                                                 
95 However, in his volumes about Parliament, Columba (cartoonist of legislators and stenographer in the 
Senate for almost fifty years) tells how he had to go to the legislator’s house one day to draw him. On the 
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two points: a. the need to regulate the new collective “economic law” so as to make the 

trade union responsible for its actions (hence, the one trade union per occupation idea), in 

order to avoid ‘the most crude, the most fearful despotism: the despotism of the 

multitude’; and b. that strikes must be recognized but regulated so as to ‘avoid strikes 

directed by professional agitators who decree “ab-irato” strikes as retaliation and 

inconvenient solidarities which are in reality levers prepared to change the social order’ 

(p. 164-165). Del Barco emphasizes the economic disruption created in the country by 

worker upheaval and the need, therefore, for the authorities to regulate trade union 

activity and strikes -in particular in public services- and to avoid violence. While the 

socialists mention British and US legislation, the UIA mentions French legislation, and 

Rodriguez, the church. 

The differences in the degrees and areas of state control is interesting: while the 

Socialist bill is the least regulative in all the areas96 -especially clear in the 1926 bill as 

regards both internal governance and incorporation, the Radical and the Conservative 

bills vary regarding the area they attempt to control most although as far as degree of 

control is concerned. Regarding state authorization of incorporation, the UCR EP bill 

clearly pulls the associations in close to the bosom of the state, mandating Interior 

Ministry approval of their statutes and executive power approval of any change in them, 

the board or dissolution while at the same time, interfering little in internal union affairs, 

and not being oppressive regards strikes and penalties. The Conservative bills, on the 
                                                                                                                                                 
mantelpiece of the hall where he waited for him, were personally inscribed photographs of Mussolini, 
Hitler and Franco. Sanchez Sorondo, he says, was very intelligent and although many members of the 
conservative right did not specially like him, they needed his brains. In the thirties, he was Uriburu’s 
Minister of the Interior. 
96 1912, 1918 - No minimum of members was needed, unions could be formed by workers from the same 
or similar or different trades, they could obtain legal personality or not and to obtain it was simple. 
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other hand, mandate registration and approval at the DNT (except del Barco) and do not 

refer much to the executive but are all very intrusive, regulating minutely the internal 

affairs of the unions and heavily repressive on the penalties related to strikes and the so-

called “crimes against the freedom to work”.  Sanchez Sorondo, on the other hand, 

advocated the most state intervention since the state was to declare the existence of a 

craft or activity, draw up the list of trade unions requesting ‘recognition’ and add new 

ones. In his bill, the other provisions center on control of the workings of associations 

and avoidance and repression of strikes and union activity. 

The Committee Report brings the executive in as the authority that approves the 

statutes (the necessary step for obtaining incorporation); as indicated above, the 

requirement of one trade union per activity has been eliminated but not its controlling 

aspect since it is based on and very similar to Sanchez Sorondo’s bill. The 1945/6 bill 

while giving the trade unions great organizational power and vis a vis employers, gathers 

them in close to the state for only the Labor Board can grant union recognition and its 

attributions were so great that without it unions were almost irrelevant. 

 Besides being light on the penalty aspect, Socialists and Radicals left more issues 

outside the regulations just mentioning the name of the rule not the content (procedures 

for changing the statutes, for dissolution, how the board is appointed, how resources will 

be managed, etc.) and others even unmentioned (like the right to federate which already 

existed de facto, or how a decision to strike would be taken among the workers in the 

union). Regarding the issues to be covered by collective agreements, there is a general 

statement not a detailed list like in other bills. Thus, these two groups –the Socialists 

more than the Yrigoyenista Radicals- left more issues unregulated, to be determined 
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politically in a political space of discussion and negotiation of relative strengths. These 

bills reflect an easier acceptance of trade unions and workers.  

Regarding the basis of unionization, as indicated above, all the bills are similar 

right from the very beginning (and did not appear with the Peronists): all tend towards a 

model of one union for each trade, occupation, industry or profession, and incorporation, 

probably based on the tradition of the workers’ practice. The provisions of the bills and 

law of the Radicals and the Peronists, respectively, are permissive and enabling, in 

particular as regards organizational power; there is a debate, however, regarding the 

autonomy that resulted from the 1945/6 law.  
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CHAPTER 5 

 TRAJECTORY AND CONTENTS OF INDUSTRIAL CITIZENSHIP IN CHILE 

As in the previous Chapter for Argentina, this one will first examine the trajectory 

of the legislation on the right to combine in Chile which, in contrast to its neighbor, is 

concentrated on three bills, one from the Conservative party, one from the Liberal one 

and a code submitted to Congress by the Alessandri administration (a Liberal Alliance 

government between 1919 and 1924). In the second section, since there were no early 

bills on the right to combine in Chile, I present citations from legislators’ speeches and 

telegrams read out in the Chamber of Deputies concerning episodes of strikes and social 

agitation as they occurred in different parts of Chile between 1900 and 1905, and in 

1910-11. They reveal, on one hand, how efforts to assemble and strike on the part of 

workers are carried out and, on the other, the employers and authorities’ reactions to both 

these actions. As in Argentina, these first years are called the age of repression. 

 In the Introduction, this second period of the journey from a claim upheld by a 

group in society to the complete institutionalization of a law through the courts was 

defined as the moment of initial institutionalization. In the case of Chile, this initial 

moment of institutionalization occurred very early: a labor code of seven laws was passed 

under military pressure in 1924 and in 1931 Ibanez, the president of the military regime, 

“backed up the laws, firstly by codification and then by developing the necessary 

administrative apparatuses” (Angell, 1972:250). Therefore, there was less time for a 
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period of tolerance. However, it could be argued that this stage took place between the 

moment the laws were passed up to the moment when they became effective towards the 

end of the 30s when labor movement unified, the Popular Fronts came into power and the 

system started to effectively work (Morris, 1966).  

In the third section, I compare the trajectories of Chile and Argentina’s bills and 

laws, on one hand and the contents of their provisions, on the other that show Chile as 

more effective in the quest for a trade union law. As in the previous chapter, the contents 

of these bills are examined through rules of incorporation, rules of unionization and rules 

of internal governance. I find the bills and laws more repressive and constraining in Chile 

than in Argentina. The autonomy of the unions, on the other hand, is affected in both 

cases: in the case of Chile they are treated as civil associations over which the state has a 

high degree of power; in that if Argentina as part of a neo-corporatist structure over 

which the state also has power, in particular in the first years (1946-55). 

 

 1. The Trajectory of the Bills and Codes 

The trajectory of the legislation on the right to combine in Chile followed a very 

different course from that in Argentina. First, in Chile, there are not various conjunctures 

in which legislators from different political parties present various bills on the right to 

form trade unions. Although social legislation appeared at the beginning of the twentieth 

century, it touched upon other topics, as specified below; the trade unions bills only 

emerge in 1919 and are concentrated between that year and 1921. Second, relatively soon 

after they appear on the legislative horizon, the bills are debated in the Senate and later in 
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a Joint Congressional Committee; passing them however, proved to be more difficult as 

will be seen below.  

Chile’s state was centralized around 1830, soon after their Independence in 1818. 

From 1830 onwards there followed a series of strong, decade long presidential 

governments. After a brief civil war in 1891, the so called Parliamentary Republic 

emerged and shifted power to Congress, away from the executive. This system broke 

down in 1924, when a group of young military officers filed into the Senate, and took 

over the government of President Arturo Alessandri. The President was brought back in 

1925 for sufficient time to organize a Constituent assembly and pass a new, more 

presidential Constitution. Soon after, though, another military coup carried Ibanez to 

power. He remained there until 1931 when, after a turbulent period, elections brought 

President Alessandri back to power in 1933. He was followed in 1938 by the Popular 

Front governments that lasted until 1952.  

Turning more specifically to the labor movement, although the first mutual aid 

societies date back to the 1850s, worker protest against industrial society and the more 

deliberate building of unions started in 1890s. However, it was only in the next decade, at 

the turn of the century like in Argentina, when the strikes and violence produced 

reactions in the form of social legislation (Morris, 1966:94). Also, like in Argentina, there 

were two strike waves, the first lasted from 1902 to 1907 (DeShazo, 1984; others say 

1902-04) and produced ‘unprecedented union growth’. “Unionization increased in the 

northern ports and nitrate zone, in the southern ports and coalmining areas, and in the 

industrial areas of Santiago and Valparaíso (DeShazo, 1984:112, 116). This author argues 

in a revisionist interpretation, that it was in these urban areas in the center where anarcho-
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syndicalism became particularly influential and organized labor was strongest and had 

the greatest successes rather than in the North as is held by the traditional accounts. In 

1907, the labor movement suffered various defeats which, together with the economic 

downturn, caused a decrease in collective protest during the next decade. The nitrate 

crisis which produced social dislocation and the post war economic depression 

contributed to a new strike wave which started in 1919 and went into 1920 “on a scale 

that would not be matched again in Chile until the 1950s” (DeShazo p. 164; Monteón, 

1982:124). There were aborted coups in 1912, 1915 and 1919 (Collier and Collier, 

1991:109).  

Into this period of political and social tension came the June 1920 elections in 

which Arturo Alessandri was elected president. His main support came from upper 

middle and middle classes (Morris, 1966:107) and although many workers voted for him 

“fear of the masses, not the masses themselves, elected President Alessandri to the 

presidency” (Drake, 1978:53). His election was so close that the electoral college took 

three months to study the returns before declaring him the winner. It conceded victory to 

Alessandri by “the slim margin of five votes” (Morris, 1966:214). Alessandri –like 

Yrigoyen in Argentina- represented a moment of transition to new, middle class elites, 

away from the traditional Conservative elite or oligarchy and a change in the state’s 

attitude to workers. 

 Chilean social legislation in the early years of the century was the following: a 

law regulating the sale of alcoholic beverages was passed in 1902, the first blue-collar 

housing law in 1906, the Sunday Rest law in 1907; a law requiring employers to provide 

chairs for white collar employees in commercial establishments was passed in 1915, a 
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law making employers liable for work accidents in December 1916, and a voluntary 

conciliation system in 1917 by decree of the Ministry of Interior (Morris, 1966:116-7); 

also a law protecting destitute infancy in 1912 and a law ordering industrial plants 

employing over 50 women to provide a room to accommodate workers’ children under 

one year of age (Young, 1953:141) in January of  1917.  

The first bill on trade union organization to appear on the Congressional stage 

was the Conservative bill on June 2, 1919 (BS, Senate); followed soon after by Tomás 

Ramírez Frías’ bill (a member of the Liberal party and the Doctrinaire Liberals when it 

split, the same party Alessandri was in) (Morris, 1966:149,155) on August 26 of the same 

year and, two years later, Chapter I of Title I of the Third Book in Alessandri’s Labor 

Code on the 27th of June of 1921 (BS, CD, 1921). The Conservative bill was debated in 

the Senate between November 1920 and January 1921 and sent to the first chamber in 

April of 1921 where it competed for attention with the governments’ code. There is a 

political impasse while social protest rises. The way out the government found was to 

appoint a Joint Committee which became the main congressional body in the study of the 

social legislation that was to become the Chilean Labor Code. The Joint Committee 

debated labor contract or working conditions first and then, between August 1922 and 

February 1923, the bills on the right to form trade unions. 

However, the bill the Joint Committee produced on trade unions was never 

debated in the Chambers of Congress. Although Alessandri won the March 1924 

congressional elections and obtained control of both houses (in contrast to the first three 

and a bit years of his government when the Senate was under the control of the National 

Union while the Liberal Alliance controlled the Chamber of Deputies), legislators spent a 
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long time arguing over the election results. When they finally stopped, they started 

discussing a bill, presented by the executive, designed to provide Congressmen with 

salaries so that, according to Alessandri (quoted in Morris) a different kind of politician 

could be elected. The military along with other public employees had not been paid for 

many months. On the evening of September 2, 1924, fifty or more uniformed army 

officers, mostly lieutenants and captains, walked into the Senate gallery, says Morris. 

That day they listened. “On September 3rd more than hundred officers were present and 

applauded whenever a Senator spoke against the bill and indicated their opposition by 

rattling their sabers whenever one spoke in favor of the legislation” (Young, 1953:184). 

In Morris’ expressive words: “The spectacle of Congress interminably wrangling over its 

own pay after decades of near governmental paralysis finally forced the enormously 

patient Chilean military army into action…The great enjoyable game was over. Within 

nine days a military junta would take official control of the government and then make 

preparations for a constitutional convention and an end to the parliamentary system” 

(Morris, 1966:232-5). Among the rebels’ demands was “the immediate passage of the 

labor code” –which Alessandri had been trying to pass unsuccessfully- together with 

higher salaries for themselves. 

Congress met on the 8th of September, 1924. “The Conservatives refused to take 

part in the passing of these bills and left the Senate… After some protest the Senate and 

the Chamber of Deputies unanimously voted to accept the recommended reforms. The 

galleries were empty and only the members of the Liberal Alliance were present” 
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(Young, 1953:187). By the end of the day they had passed seven labor laws97: a. Law 

4.053 on blue collar labor contract (individual and collective)98; b. Law 4054 on sickness, 

invalidity and work accidents’ insurance99; c. Law 4.055 reforming the law on work 

accidents (sic)100, d. Law 4.056 on Conciliation and Arbitration101; e. Law 4057 on union 

organization102; f. Law 4058 on Cooperatives103; and g. Law 4059 on white collar labor 

contracts.104 “Later that night”, reports Morris (1966:236) “the Council of State, presided 

over by Alessandri, convened and approved the laws”.  

The military remained engaged in politics after the constituent assembly of 1925 

and in 1927, an army colonel named Ibanez who had been Minister of War and then 

Minister of Interior, took over the government after an election in which he was the only 

candidate, until 1931. As mentioned above, ‘Ibanez preserved the legal system of 1924 

with its reliance on the local union and plant-level relationships’ and by 1931 had 

codified the law, completing the passage of the Labor Code (Morris, 1966:257; Drake 

2003).  

Thus, in strong contrast to Argentina, Chile’s law on trade unions (and the main 

labor laws) were in place by 1924/31 and, in even stronger contrast -in Argentina the 

trade union law tended be altered with each change of regime- in its fundamentals (except 

                                                 
97 Recopilación de Leyes por Orden Numérico Arreglada por la Secretaría del Consejo del Estado, 3982-
4059, Vol II, Santiago de Chile, Imprenta Nacional, Calle Moneda No.1434, 1924. 
98 The seven laws carry the date Santiago, September 8, 1924 and the names of Arturo Alessandri (the 
President) and Luis Altamirano at the end. Although all the laws start off saying: “Considering the National 
Congress has approved the follwing bill, etc...”, this is not actually true since, as indicated, they were never 
debated on the floor. Promulgated on the Diario Oficial num. 13,989, September 29, 1924. 
99 Promulgated in the Diario Oficial num. 13.987, 26 September 1924. 
100 Promulgated in the Diario Oficial num. 13.987, 26 September, 1924. 
101 Promulgated in the Diario Oficial num. 14.042, 1 December, 1924. 
102 Promulgated in the Diario Oficial num 13.989, 29 September 1924. 
103 Promulgated in the Diario Oficial num.13.990, 30 September 1924. 
104 Promulgated in the Diario Oficial num. 13.988, 27 September 1924. 
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for few changes such as in the rural sector and the copper miners special statute), this 

code remained the same until 1979-81 when under another military dictator, Augusto 

Pinochet, a new one was drawn up (Angell, 1972:57; Alexander, 1966; Drake, 2003). In 

terms of actual implementation, however, not until the unification of the labor movement 

in 1936 and the election victory of the Popular Front government two years later did 

development of the legal industrial relations system take on a real and lasing momentum” 

(Morris, 1966: 242).  

 

2.  The Age of Repression  

This section presents congressional data to show how the social question was 

treated in the Chilean Congress in the first years of the century when workers started to 

organize unions and protest as a more militant workforce than in previous decades. These 

years were, as will be seen from the text, years of heavy repression for worker protest. 

The few voices raised in Congress to defend workers belonged to the Democrat Party. 

The other political parties, Conservatives, Radicals, Liberals with a few exceptions, 

shared similar views in regards to the social question  

I will present four themes that appear in the Boletín de Sesiones, the Chilean 

congressional records: first, the picture of worker protest that emerges with surprising 

clarity from the exchanges, comments and presentations of the Chilean legislators, in 

particular in the Chamber of Deputies. Second, I will look at the use of public force (and 

the role of the state) in worker protest that emerges from the former picture. Third, I will 

look at the most important issue at the level of parliamentary debate that affected the 

workers right to organize: the establishment of the right to assemble and strike; and 
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finally, legislators’ arguments about the workers’ right to strike, the right to work and/or 

the employers and government’s right to stamp it out.  

 

a. Worker protest and strikes105  

One aspect that emerges clearly from the Chilean congressional records is a 

picture of worker protest and strikes as they swept through (from South to North) 

Santiago, Valparaíso, Chañaral, Taltal, Tocopilla, Lota, Coronel, Iquique and other towns 

and areas during the first years of the twentieth century. For example, a deputy from 

Valparaíso requested reinforcements because he had heard a strike was possible but the 

Intendant (the political head of the province) had turned deaf ears, and then 

… the strike was upon us, and the city had no defenses against the rioters, 
high business (sic) was in the hands of the plundering rabble and the 
people were infuriated because no help at all was provided to solve their 
sad situation… In our country, Socialist and Anarchist ideas have not yet 
caught on. As there are no great factories, nor has industry developed, the 
problem of the ceaseless work of the proletariat placed at the service of the 
unlimited enrichment of a certain number of families has not yet presented 
itself. Thus, although there are those who preach Anarchist ideas, they find 
no fertile soil, and the workers stand for the parties of order. (Conservative 
deputy Muñoz, p. 312, 19 de junio 1903).  
 

The number of workers involved in strikes or the meetings previous to them mentioned in 

the Congress records from 1902 to 1905 vary from eight, thirty, fifty and five hundred, to 

five, ten, twenty or thirty thousand (the last figures refer to the nitrate companies in the 

North).106 The workers of the “salitreras”, nitrate companies, in the North or the coal 

mines in the South, steamship crews or the port workers decide to hold a “meeting” to 

                                                 
105 The information in this section comes either from telegrams sent by groups of workers to deputies or the 
words of deputies. 
106 Around 18.000 workers are employed in the extraction and elaboration of nitrate (Deputy Concha, 
January 2, 1903, p.665). 
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discuss their grievances, or to strike against payment in tokens, classified as the most 

important source of conflict in the North by Deputy Malaquías Concha of the Democrat 

Party (the representative of Concepción). In Chile it is reported mostly in the nitrate 

companies in the North where workers had to buy all their supplies at company stores 

that charged arbitrary prices and often redeemed the token at up to 30% less than their 

original value; workers salaries were also often affected by fines (for absences or 

disciplinary measures) and salaries were paid in facilities that sold alcohol. 

The workers’ reasons for striking and protests were manifold: the above 

mentioned “pago en fichas”, low salaries, a foreman or an overseer who beat them and 

cheated them out of their money, despotic treatment from owners, and the “filthy and 

unhygienic” conditions of the rooms (habitaciones) they lived in. The following is a 

representative list of grievances.107 “The workers of the Errazuriz Company and the Lebu 

National Coal Co. (Companía Nacional Carbonífera de Lebu), assembled in a public 

meeting in the town square with the purpose of forming the agreements necessary to 

improve the condition of its workers, present the following grievances”: the three-

monthly payments are too far apart for them to be able to satisfy their needs; the advances 

(in tokens) that can be only used within the establishments constitute un attack on 

freedom to trade as workers are obliged to buy from them only and at exorbitant prices; 

the fines applied to the workers salaries without following any law or authority constitute 

the most hateful pillaging of their salaries; the prohibition on taking part in legal 

associations foreign to the establishments is an attempt against the right of association 

                                                 
107 Presented in Congress by Deputy Guarello, November 4, 1904. The list is from workers in the Lebú 
coalmine, dated November 2, 1904. 
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guaranteed by the state’s political Constitution; it is not fair, since the work is the same, 

that the employees in the Errazuriz establishment are paid a lower wage; the life of the 

workers at the Millanco establishment of the National Coal Co. is not sufficiently assured 

due to the lack of competence of the present Engineer, Alamiro Larrañaga, and a series of 

accidents that have recently occurred. All these ills are due to the intemperance of the 

Errazuriz establishment administrator, don Jacinto Arqueros, and the little interest and 

compassion the working classes inspire in him”.108 Thirteen years later, Deputy Robinson 

Paredes reads out a list of claims that reveal the conditions have not changed: “they are 

paid every four months and they want to get paid every two months, they are fined 6 

pesos when the material isn’t good; they say the lamps they are given are not strong 

enough, thus the value of the materials (dynamite, oil) is lost and they have to buy them 

in the same establishment (BS, CD, March 23, 1916). 

The workers held meetings to decide on the list of demands, turned out the fires in 

the machines in the nitrate companies, or just stopped working. In some cases other 

unions would adhere to the strike or work stoppage. As soon as employers got wind of 

the intention to strike, they quickly contacted the local authorities, typically the Intendant, 

and a “picket of soldiers” (generally from the police) or the national guard (gendarmería) 

is called in. Often an armoured navy vessel (the O’Higgins is often mentioned) is also 

sent as a deterrent or threat ‘to maintain order’, to arrest or to fire on and kill the strikers. 

                                                 
108 Balmaceda, 16 June 1903, p. 245, Concha, 16 June 1903 and 23 February 1904; 12 August 1907. A 
conservative, deputy Roucant, mentions that he too was troubled by the same reason as Concha, who had 
expressed the need for free trade to be established in the nitrate companies; i.e. food, clothes, furniture sold 
in the “general stores”, not those that belonged to the general stores of the employers’ establishments. 
However, he reports he asked about this and was given a satisfactory answer: if free trade were permitted, 
the sale of alcohol by traveling salesmen would have to be tolerated, which would be very pernicious. 
Guarello answers that the introduction of alcohol would be forbidden (BS, CD, October 31, 1903, p. 195). 
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“Most workers were not militant; strikes became common after 1900 but were a last 

resort and undertaken, as workers well understood, at the risk of their lives” (Monteón, 

1982:82). 

Various times, there are complaints that soldiers were housed and fed in the same 

place as the workers; that is, by the employers, revealing the close links between police 

and employers.  Although it happens later, the following is an example: a telegram  

arrives saying “a peaceful strike” in the Curanilahue mine was taking place when shots 

from Company employees killed six people. The telegram requests an independent judge 

because ‘Judge Moreno lives in the same house as the lawyer, Francisco Munoz Guerra, 

of the mining company’ (BS, CD, March, 1916). 

The leaders of strikes were arrested and thrown into prison; families and their 

furniture were thrown out on to the “pampas”, as deputy Concha eloquently puts it 

(referring to strikes and protest in the nitrate companies109). Often, thirty, fifty, strikers 

were forcibly put on a boat and “deported” to other regions of Chile, sometimes very far 

off. These workers had no means, calls went out to help feed them and the government 

sometimes had to pay their passage back to their homes. In the North –in the “recently 

incorporated areas”, in reference to the land won in the Pacific War (1879-84), Peruvian 

and Bolivian workers were taken on when strikes broke out110 to “discipline” the Chilean 

workers. 

                                                 
109 BS, DC, January 26, 1904. 
110 “It is known today that numbers of foreign workers are brought in due only to that dangerous situation 
of the relationship between them… The token regime has produced strikes on the part of workers and all 
kinds of difficulties between them and the employers. At present many offices have established agencies in 
Bolivia and Peru dedicated to engage peaceful workers that will come to the nitrate companies to fulfill 
their duties and not to promote strikes” (Dep. Verdugo, BS, CD, December 9, 1903, p.703-4) 
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The strikes in the North had repercussions in the cities, besides their own strikes: 

a deputy tells how he was surprised by the arrival in Valparaíso of a boatful of seven 

hundred workers who had been embarked in Tocopilla where there was a strike. A 

sizable police force had been sent to the department because all the workers of all the 

nitrate offices in Tocopilla had gone on strike and the authorities, instead of finding out 

the cause of this movement had tried to suffocate it with public force. At first they had 

offered the workers a passage out “but when they saw that four or five thousand men 

could go South, they suspended the passage distribution and locked them up in that 

territory and they had to go back to work without one of their claims being attended to.111 

The railway workers struck in sympathy with the strikes in the North affecting the 

distribution of food on the cities.  

In Valparaíso, strikers tried to set El Mercurio (the newspaper) on fire, the army 

shot at and killed “six or seven”; at the same strike they set fire to la Compañía Sud-

Americana de Vapores ‘and the police force surrounding the building did nothing to 

prevent it”.112 In some towns the printing press was sequestered (Iquique, Llai Llai113). 

Worker associations were called “mancomunales de obreros”, or worker unions. Living 

conditions were very bad: there are mentions of outbreaks of bubonic plague, and 

extreme poverty.114  

The legislation that was most discussed (until the law of Sunday Rest in 1907) are 

bills on the construction and management of Rooms for Workers. A law is finally passed 

                                                 
111 Deputy Guarello, November 4, 1904 
112 June, 19 1903, p.312. 
113 Dep Gutierrez, 16 January, 1903, p. 903 and Dep Concha, December 21, 1903, p.  911. 
114 Dep. Balmaceda, 16 junio 1903, p. 245, October 31, 1903, p.194; November 10, 1910. 
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in February 1906 which ‘fails’ in the sense that no action is carried out. In the cities, 

workers lived in conventillos (low standard houses with many rooms used by poor 

families) and in campamentos in the case of mines and nitrate establishments. During the 

presentation of his bill on Rooms for Workers in 1910, deputy Agustin Edwards states 

that “according to the latest statistical information, Chile is placed with Russia and 

Mexico at the apex of the pyramid formed by the figures of the annual death rate of the 

civilized countries. “Last year more than 104.000 people died in our country, which 

yields over 31 per 1000, while in Argentina and Brazil the figure is only 19. Death rates 

of infants under one year of age reach 39% over deaths, twice the normal rate” .115 Ten 

days later, when the same subject is being debated, a legislator states that the 1906 Law 

on Rooms for Workers produced no results for various reasons: the lack of powers of the 

Council, too few personnel, and the dearth of resources, in particular the last two factors. 

He goes on to say that in Santiago (the Capital) there are 1574 conventillos, inhabited by 

75.000 people, “which results in an average of 2.8 persons per room, and in many up to 

10 people live in one room. And this situation cannot continue because conventillos are 

small caves, dark, low, traversed by drains, with no light nor ventilation, often below 

floor level. It can be said that the workers today do not live in rooms but in real tombs.116 

He also refers to death rates: “We must acknowledge with pain that Chile is one 

of the most lethal countries of the globe. Indeed, in all the cultured countries the death 

rate fluctuates round 20 per thousand and in some, as in New Zealand, it has gone down 

to 99 per thousand. In our country that same rate climbs to 32.2 per thousand, which in 

                                                 
115 Agustin Edwards, BS, CD, November 10, 1910, p. 176-179. 
116 Gallardo Gonzalez, BS, CD, August 1910; November 20, 1910, p.482. 
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other terms means that due to abnormal causes we pay the extraordinary tribute to death 

of nearly 35.000 human lives a year” (he quotes from a report from the head of the Labor 

Office). He then breaks down the 104.000 deaths: the biggest group that makes up the 

total is that of children under one year of age with 40.766 deaths, that is 38.2%; then 

children between one and five years of age13.276 deaths, 12.7%; tuberculosis and related 

causes 9.983, or 12.52%; typhoid 5.719 units, or 5.46%; and smallpox with 3.172, that is 

3.03%.117 

In general workers’ telegrams express grievances respectfully–low salaries, cruel 

overseer, etc.- and then facts such as they were thrown into prison, or deported, but one 

telegram from the ‘Lebu coal establishment’ shows a spark of open defiance. The 

workers planned to hold a ‘peaceful strike’ to protest against payment in tokens. ‘In order 

to carry out the strike, they assembled but the meeting was frustrated by the sabers of the 

police and by order of the judicial authorities who clapped some people in irons’ explains 

deputy Carvallo. Then he asks that the letter from the workers be read out loud; it ends by 

saying: “…[we] warn the Honorable Congress that the movement will be carried out in 

great order and sobriety; and if the police or the army attack us with their sabers, the 

people will make sure they are respected”. Signed by Atilio Fernandez, President, and P. 

Encinas, Secretary.118  

The violence present in the strikes and the authorities’ response is echoed in the 

telegrams and comments by deputies: The strike in Tocopilla continues. A gunboat and a 

large contingent from the army under the order of a general to end the strike was sent 

                                                 
117 Ditto, p. 481-3. 
118 “…previniendo al honorable congreso de que el movimiento se hará con mucho orden y compostura; I si 
fuerza de línea nos sablea, el pueblo se hará respetar”. BS, CD, November 27, 1903, 493. 
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there. The Deputy describes how the workers were shot at: “…the death of a dozen or 

twenty workers who fell under the sabers of the public force.119 

 

b. The role of public force   

The centrality of this element in all the speeches and debates, in particular about 

strikes, makes it clear that the “social question” is considered “a police question”. The 

limits and attributions and the rightness or wrongness of sending public force in whatever 

shape -police, national guard, seamen, armored vessels or steamships- to forestall a 

possible strike or repress an actual one is often mentioned. The speakers’ arguments 

depend, of course, on how these actions are viewed. On one hand, conservative deputies 

defend the right of employers and authorities to send for soldiers and gunboats to break 

up meetings, keep the strikers at bay, throw them into prison, or violently repress them so 

as to maintain order, or more specifically as a Conservative deputy puts it “to preserve 

the Christian social order [which] should be the highest aspiration of the state in 

Chile”.120  

The main actors in this drama are the state that acts through the local political and 

judicial authorities; the owners or employers, and the workers. The telegrams narrating 

the development of and declarations of strikes reveal the tight and clear alliance between 

employers and political authorities against the workers through the use of public force.121 

The opposing deputies (Democrats, sometimes Radicals) criticize this course of action as 

                                                 
119 M. Concha, November 15, 1904. 
120 Alejandro Huneeus, BS, CD, June 13, 1903, p. 198. 
121 See, for example, first chamber, January 12, 1904, p. 1087: the mine supplies the soldiers with a roof 
and food; also November 25, 1903, Dep. Guarello about the Ballena, Taltal strike. 
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excessive, as violating the workers’ right to demand higher salaries, and as abusive of 

their rights as individuals. They also accuse local authorities of overstepping their 

jurisdiction for it is only the President’s and Congress’ attribution to deploy armed 

forces.122 What is at stake in these debates is the role of the state, and of course, the status 

of the workers. The pro-worker deputies denounce the presence of public force as 

defending “capital”, the rich and powerful, and unlawfully intimidating and exerting 

pressure on the workers, the weaker side.123 They consider it a grave infringement of the 

workers’ rights for, if local state or official authorities are in alliance with the coal and 

nitrate companies, there is no way the workers’ constitutional rights and freedoms can be 

guaranteed.124 

It must be admitted that on the pampas, the judicial system is excessively 
deficient and unjust. Suffice it to say that the judges are the actual 
employees of the patrones and therefore, will never rule in favor of a 
miserable victim of an intrigue, over the bourgeois that provides him with 
his means of sustenance. (Guarello, BS, CD, 25 November, 1903, p.435). 
 
They argue the state should be neutral, or even defend the weakest party.125 One 

deputy argues in terms of applying “capitalist’ or liberal tenets to the relationship 

between employers and workers: stopping the system of using public force to control the 

workers and letting “the natural laws of supply and demand regulate the contracts 
                                                 
122 BS, CD, 7 December, 1903, p. 699. 
123 For example, BS, Dep. Gutierrez, January 16, 1903, p.902. 
124 Concha, BS, CD, January 28, 1903, p.1455 about the Lota strike. 
125 For example, Dep. Sánchez, “the state should totally abstain from intervening because both social 
elements are equally deserving of respect and attention”. He thinks the authorities should intervene only 
when controversies involve a lack of respect or movements that disturb the order or public peace. Then he 
adds that when the high classes have a disagreement, they go to the courts to resolve their differences since 
they have resources with which to defend their rights. The workers, on the other hand, cannot pay for 
lawyers and the other expenses this defense requires; that is why, he says, experience has shown them that 
they have to resort to strong associations for united they are in better condition to defend their rights (BS, 
January 29,1904, p. 1519). Another, “Neither the army troops nor the police should in any case exercise 
pressure on the workers; they must not side with capital which is the strongest party” (Concha BS, CD, 
January 2, 1903, p. 668; similar Pleiteado, BS, CD, December 4, 1903). 
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between employers and workers.126 The government’s answer is, for example, the 

following: “I must bear witness that the government considers that, in matters concerning 

the difficulties between workers and capitalists, its fundamental responsibility is to 

maintain public order… The Deputy for Concepción cannot deny that this is the 

government’s first duty… and I must declare that previously, now and always the attitude 

of the public force will be respectful of the citizens’ rights, but at the same time energetic 

in maintaining public order”.127  

It is interesting that, among other social legislation such as payment in legal 

tender, Sunday rest, and saving accounts (cajas de ahorros) for railways workers, Concha 

requests that a bill suppressing the death penalty and whippings be included in the 

extraordinary sessions of 1903-4.128  

 

c. Right of assembly and the right to strike 

At the beginning of the twentieth century, the right of assembly was important 

and distinct from the right to form trade unions. Without the right to meet, exchange 

information, discuss work problems and decide on a course of action, trade unions could 

not exist. If workers have the right to assemble they can express their grievances and 

opinions while simultaneously organizing with others to present a petition, to strike or 

form a trade union without being arrested and put in prison. So workers can meet, they 

                                                 
126 It is necessary to stop this system of dispatching ‘public force’ when the workers agree or try to agree on 
which conditions they will propose to the employers, in order to put pressure on the workers; that is, in 
order to favor one of the contracting parties over the other) and permitting contract of engaging services 
between laborers and employers be regulated by the natural laws of supply and demand and not by the 
pressure of the authorities on the workers which has the effect of aggravating the unfavorable conditions of 
workers in regard to the capitalist” (Concha, BS, CD, January 28, 1904, p. 1456).  
127 Minister of the Interior, Mr. Bello, November 15, 1904. 
128 BS, CD, October 23, 1903. 
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can discuss their situation and organize; they can carry out collective action. The right of 

assembly comes up in the deputies’ speeches in Congress in the following contexts:  

a. before possible or actual strikes: “the constitutional right of assembly is 

curtailed in Valparaíso: frankly and openly, it is thought with totally groundless 

prejudice, that in all these worker movements there is involved an anarchic, disruptive 

principle that attempts against the fundamental basis of social stability and that it is 

necessary to stifle them under the weight of force, spilling blood if necessary.129 In 

Iquique, a group of five hundred people who wanted to hold ‘a meeting’ (as they called 

them literally, in English) to protest a bill of mandatory saving applied to salaries and 

support Concha’s bill of social legislation/labor regulation was broken up by ‘armed 

individuals’ and horses that trampled the workers underfoot. Their leaders were clapped 

in irons.130 “Don’t the workers of the nitrate companies have the right to assemble in 

order to request the dispatch of the law that regulates labor? Cannot they protest against 

the bill of mandatory saving either, considering that as it is, they have hardly enough 

money to eat given the cardboard or rubber money they are paid in?” asks Concha. They 

could not. 

b. after strikes: after a strike against salary payment in tokens, meetings in Lebú 

and Tocopilla and were also broken up by the police. “This looks like a general attack on 

workers by the government” says Carvallo131, “…which would be serious because the 

exercise of a right granted by the Constitution, as is the right of assembly, would be 

disturbed unjust and aggressively, in a way lacking even in charity”. Three weeks later, 

                                                 
129 Guarello, BS, CD, November 4, 1904. 
130 Concha, BS, CD, November 5, 1903, p. 239. 
131 BS, CD, November 27, 1903, p. 493. 
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Larenas132 reports that when some workers had gathered to express to the government the 

abuse they were subject to, they were prevented from exercising their right of assembly 

and put in prison. In Chañaral a circus permit was withdrawn by the chief of police when 

it was going to hold a performance to collect money for the families of labor leaders who 

had been imprisoned after the authorities made a quick turnabout. Faced with a strike 

from various unions, the owners of a company of vessels -Mssrs. Besa and the Companía 

Comercial de Lanchas - agreed to form an arbitration group but as soon as the armored 

vessel O’Higgins with its crew of sailors arrived, the leaders were quickly thrown into 

prison and the arbitration agreement out the window. Fearing they would not be allowed 

to meet ‘to discuss measures for the protection of the family of the imprisoned leaders’, 

the workers asked a deputy to attend their meeting as a ‘witness’, since his presence 

would permit it to take place. “I could not excuse myself”, says legislator Pleitado, “even 

though I expressed to them that I considered my presence unnecessary since the 

authorities could not fail to recognize their right of assembly”. He then accuses the judge 

of exercising a dictatorship: “…the outrages committed by the judge, Chanaral was the 

victim of an atrocious dictatorship, there the exercise of the laws was suspended and, as 

in a true state of siege, the judicial authority exercised the total sum of public power. The 

judge searched the houses of Italians, and even arrested them seeking the leader of the 

worker society”. 133 

                                                 
132 BS, CD, December 15, 1903, p. 807 
133 Pleiteado, BS, CD, 21 December 1903, p. 910. “He has become the mortal enemy of radicals and worker 
societies”. Italian families presented a complaint to the Minister of Italy in Santiago, and he in turn to the 
Minister of Foreign Affairs.  
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After a strike in Tarapacá and Tocopilla, another worker society then became the 

object of attempts of dissolution by some of its own members. The judicial authorities 

accepted their request based on the fact the society had not asked the government for the 

mandated incorporation and proceeded to sequester their funds and their printing press. 

“In any case, the authorities’ duty was to protect a society that provides important 

services to its members. Men have a right of assembly. This right is guaranteed by the 

Constitution”.134  Another deputy states that the government had recognized this right for 

the workers and therefore, it would surely not force them to work under the guns of forty 

soldiers.135 Concha discovers labor leaders have been imprisoned, accused of “criminal 

association”. The deputy argues that worker societies had been constituted under and 

according to the law and therefore could not be characterized as associations of bandits 

that attempt against the life and property of persons which were the only ones the Code 

holds as illicit. These organizations, he argues, are incorporated and are formed by honest 

people with no criminal intentions.136 Here again, it is clear that the social question is a 

police question, protest and criminality are closely associated in he discourse of the 

government. 

Faced with complaints from a deputy that in Valparaíso a permit has to be 

obtained from the police before a public meeting can be held, although the Constitution 

                                                 
134  Diputado for Santiago, Gutierrez, January 16, 1903, p.902. 
135 “The Minister declared in the Chamber that he recognized the right of workers to declare themselves on 
strike. Thus, it cannot be conceived that Your Lordship would tolerate that workers be forcefully obliged to 
work, prevented from holding a meeting and accept that forty soldiers from the Chacabuco battalion be 
garrisoned, under the orders of a captain, at the service of the Lebú establishment. Larenas, BS, CD, 
December 15, 1903, p. 807.  
136 Concha, BS, CD, January 28, 1904, p. 1454. He finds out about the accusation leveled against the 
members of the board of directors of the Tocopilla worker society because he presented an habeas corpus 
and the judge sent a telegram with this information to the Supreme Court of Justice. 
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guarantees the right to assemble without permission and without carrying arms, Minister 

Ballesteros states he imagines the police are not affecting the right of assembly but 

simply trying to maintain public order during public meetings, although if citizens are 

obliged to ask for a permit their constitutional rights would be violated.137 

What emerges from the congressional records is the fact that the right of assembly 

for protesting workers did, in reality, not exist although it was defended as emanating 

from the individual freedoms guaranteed by the Constitution. 

 

d. Legislators Arguments- the workers’ rights to strike versus the right to work 

and/or the employers and government’s rights to stamp it out  

The defense of workers’ rights and actions and the defense of social legislation is 

argued and framed in different ways:   

 In terms of rights. As seen above, most commonly the right to strike is couched 

in terms of individual freedom, a logical outgrowth of the citizen’s rights or freedoms 

established in the Constitution, part of an individual’s ‘legitimate’ right to seek a better 

salary and better working conditions. In their speeches, the deputies evoke individuals’ 

rights contained in the Constitution and say government actions violate the workers’ 

constitutional and legal rights as citizens and that the government denies the workers 

these rights and even justice by not strictly applying laws of individual guarantees and 

equal rights for all.  

                                                 
137 August 19, 1904. Ballesteros, the Minister of the Interior and deputy Guarello. 
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Malaquías Concha, the representative from Concepción, is one of the most 

eloquent and clever debaters in this vein. When denouncing that some strikers have been 

shut up in prison, he says  

…in this country, any policeman of the lowliest  importance thinks he is 
entitled to violate the most sacred of all rights, individual freedom, with 
the excuse of crimes invented by his ‘imagination’, that do not exist in any 
code in the world, as is the provocation to strike. To incite the workers in 
order to attempt to make their salaries correspond to their useful labor is 
not a crime… those that instigate strikes make use of a legitimate right, he 
that tries to obtain a better salary does not commit a crime that must be 
punished by the police..138  
 

His insistence shows it is the opposite situation that exists. Arguing it was 

unconstitutional to suffocate the strike with public force, deputy Guarello says, 

…it is totally forbidden to the public authority to intervene and limit the 
citizens’ right to place conditions on the rendering of their work; no one 
can oblige them against their will… it is completely recognized today that 
workers have the right to stop working when they consider they are badly 
paid or feel exploited.139 
 

Dep. Concha ably argues that the government’s defense of those who exploit workers 

lessens its prestige by putting public force, which should be destined to guaranteeing 

institutions, to attacking the freedom to work or not that the Constitution ensures for the 

inhabitants of the Republic: “There will be no strikes nor subversive movements as long 

as laws are dictated that avoid monopolies and all kinds of abuses that fall on the working 

                                                 
138 Some workers in Taltal present claims to their boss for an increase of 25 cents per cartload of caliche 
extracted by them. The next day, when they were going to get the answer, thirty of them were surrounded, 
taken to prison, and two days later embarked on a boat to Valparaíso. “Is there anyone that does not feel the 
Constitution of the State tremble before these events?... It is possible because it happened to workers, not to 
noble people, of that nobility invented to monopolize rights, that the public authorities pretend not to notice 
and not strictly apply the framework of individual guarantees… the equality of rights for all” Concha, BS, 
CD, 31 October, 1903, p. 192-3; Guarello, same date and page; Concha, January, 1904, p.132; Sánchez, 
October 27, 1903, p.143; Gutierrez argues workers have a right to strike, to ask for higher wages, January 
28, 1904, p. 1474. Guarello, BS, CD, November 25, 1903, 429-30, 433. 
139 January 28, 1904, 1455. 
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class. I think that it is enough to suppress the company store system in the nitrate 

companies and the payment in tokens in order to solve the worker question in that 

region”.140 The defense of the workers’ right to be paid in legal currency and their rights 

in general is also, sometimes, cleverly combined with a call to nationalistic sensitivities 

about the dangers of ‘letting the Northern region become a foreign factory’ (October, 

1904, p.132). Workers are exploited by foreign companies who do not leave even the 

workers salaries behind:  

“The nitrate companies make profits of 50 million a year, leaving in the 
country only the royalties from the export rights and the salaries they pay 
to the workers in tokens and which are consumed in the company stores of 
the same establishments. In calling the government’s attention to these 
facts, I am guided by the purpose of asking it to prevent these abuses to 
the workers; men of state must forestall events not bewail them. I hope the 
President hears my words and puts an end to this ill not only in the 
economic aspect but also in the violation of the constitutional 
guarantees….141 
 

In the speeches of a handful of deputies there is also a beginning of a ‘modern’ view in 

the recognition of the existence of collective rights such as the right to assemble, make 

demands and strike although they do not use this term. In this sense, Chile is different 

from Argentina where this view is more widespread. Dep. Sanchez, for example, argues 

that workers need associations because they do not have the pecuniary resources other 

social classes do to defend their rights by engaging lawyers and going to the courts, and 

that employers should share their profits for workers are no longer vassals and slaves but 

creators of wealth with rights and obligations.142 This position, however, is not common. 

                                                 
140 January 28, 1904, 1456. 
141 Concha, BS, CD, October 31, 1903, p. 194. 
142 October 27, 1903, p. 143. 
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The employers’ position against strikes or the “right to work” is argued in terms 

of the pressure on others that striking and protest produces –that is, it prevents those who 

want to from working- and the disturbances they cause which threaten people and private 

property:  

Strikes produce two kinds of serious problems. First, the pressure that 
those who initiate strikes try to bring to bear on those workers who wish to 
continue carrying out their duties in the established conditions, to oblige 
them to interrupt them. In my view, and I think it is also the view of all 
those who appreciate these affairs, that constitutes the violation of a right, 
the right of each person to occupy himself in the work he considers 
convenient, and no person nor group of persons can arrogate to themselves 
the right to violate that freedom. Consequently, it is the duty of the public 
authorities to protect those whose right is being violated. Second, strikes 
are the cause of public disturbances and disorder, creating a threat against 
people’s interests… the duty that [the officials in the region] had to carry 
out, and the ministry let them know this by means of a circular sent out in 
this emergency, was to safeguard the rights of all, repressing the possible 
attempt of some workers to prevent their companions from continuing 
with their labors. 143 
 

Although this position is not enunciated as clearly in Congress with the frequency of the 

pro-worker position –probably because of the rules of speaking- the conservatives did not 

believe that striking was a right enshrined in the Constitution. In an unusual repartee, 

since the rules in the Chilean Congress do not permit deputies to engage in cross 

conversations, after one of Deputy Concha’s speeches, Deputy Gazitua says that Concha 

has discovered a new constitutional right: the right to strike. Concha’s quick response is 

that “His excellence thinks it is necessary to establish the workers right to declare 

themselves on strike in the Constitution”. On that note the session ends.144  

                                                 
143 Interior Minister Fernández Albano about the strikes in Tarapacá and Antofagasta, BS, January 2, 1903, 
p.668-9.  
144 January 1903, p.669. 
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The pro-worker deputies also use economic arguments in favor of social legislation 

and rights for the workers that refer to ‘the country’s wealth’, ‘progress’, and 

‘production’. Unemployed workers should be given work in public works to promote the 

country’s wealth and their rights as citizens:  

Instead of promoting the country’s wealth and giving work to so many 
unemployed arms in different public works, workers are denied even justice 
and the exercise of their rights as citizens. I want to call the Honorable 
Chamber’s attention so that this situation is remedied, because as a Chilean 
and a patriot, I would not like to see the country enveloped in conflicts with 
the working class. 145 

 

There are arguments about how the workers produce national wealth and that they stand 

to lose a lot if the social issues are not taken care of (as Huneeus argued above). 

 
The abuses are committed because the subordinate authorities do not  
comprehend the duty they have to safeguard the rights and interests of the 
workers who are an important element of our sociability and that construct 
with their effort, the national wealth. 146 

 

Both conservative and liberal legislators mention another economic aspect: stimulating 

the workers saving powers would make it possible for him to eventually become a 

property owner and thus develop affection and interest in preserving the social order.147  

From their different perspectives, all the legislators –both progressive and 

conservative- use Europe as a factory of examples to be followed as regards social 

                                                 
145 Dep Gutierrez, BS, 28 de enero 1904, p.1476. 
146  Sanchez, BS, CD, Octobre 27, 1903, p. 143. 
147  Cruchaga, BS, CD, June 19, 1903, p. 331. Edwards also supports worker savings. 
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legislation148 or as a source of examples of terrible social ills and mistakes the Chileans 

did not have and should carefully avoid making. 

 In terms of avoiding social conflagration or preserving the social order. Besides 

the rights argument, the Chilean deputies relate their claims and arguments regarding the 

social question to the social order. The pro-worker deputies argue in favor of workers in 

terms of avoiding social conflagration. If workers’ complaints are not heeded and their 

petitions studied and resolved in equitable ways, feelings of rebellion will invade them 

and lead them to excesses and explosions of indignation, extremes that all in the country 

will regret. Dep. Concha asks deputies who oppose the remedies to the social question, 

what they want: 

What do you want? Do you want to produce events like Valparaíso’s due 
to the authorities lack of foresight? Do you want to the people of Iquique,  
the workers of the pampas of Taltal and Antofagasta and other companies 
to wake up one day, desperate from the outrages they are victims of, and 
in the heat of the blindness that oppression generates, produce incalculable 
ills for the nation? What would the consequences be of a general strike in 
the North? How much fiscal wealth would the country lose? And what if, 
in the course of the disturbances, even property rights were attacked, if 
offices, machinery, nitrate establishments were destroyed? What would be 
the consequences of foreign claims on a weak country like ours that 
possesses considerable wealth which acts as an apple of temptation for 
foreign powers?149 

 

The Chilean government was clearly responsible for disciplining the work force. 

When these workers meet peacefully, without arms, the police comes, 
abuses them, ill-treats them, leads them in irons to Iquique, imprudently 
exciting –as in Valparaíso in the Plaza Echáurren on the 12 of May- those 

                                                 
148 Some argue Europe has recognized the right to strike (Concha, p. 668, January 2, 1903), their laws on 
the building of houses for workers, etc. (Cruchaga, June 19, 1903, p. 331-2). 
149 Concha, BS, CD, October 31, 1904, p. 194; another similar example November 15, 1904, and January 
19, 1905. 
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popular passions which finally are going to envelope us in a general 
conflagration the results of which no one can predict.150 

 

The Democrat deputies, especially Malaquías Concha, argue the authorities should 

prevent and change the miserable situation of the workers to avoid greater ills, accept the 

demands of the poor and oppressed for their rights and justice, in the face of the terrible 

iniquities they have to suffer, for if they do not, much blood will be spilled due to the 

constant violations of the men of work.151 Fear also appears –and this is also different to 

Argentina, except in some words about the ‘foreign anarchists’- either in the shape of the 

threat of a general strike across the pampas (as in Concha’s words) or of the rural 

workers, the most downtrodden and oppressed of all, and the ultimate frontier of social 

domination: “they will march down on Chanaral and they will give the strike colossal 

proportions and irreparable consequences”.152 

 On the other side, the reaction of conservative legislators, for example to 

Concha’s speech above, was to call for calm to study the situation. They critiqued the 

newspapers “that infiltrated the poison of an ill-conceived socialism among the people of 

the working class which could produce explosions and upheaval that would be very 

harmful to the country’ and emphasized the existence of ‘groups of agitators in contrast 

to workers very content with their wages and lot in life that only participated in strikes 

because of the fear produced by the premeditated threats from the worker societies whose 

members had “extremely bad records”.153 Similar ideas were held by the Minister of 

Interior, Errazuriz Urmeneta, stock holder and member of the board of the Lebú coal 
                                                 
150 Concha, BS, CD, November 5, 1903, p.239. 
151 Concha, BS, CD, October 31, 1903, p. 194. 
152 Pleitado, BS, CD, December 21, 1903, p. 908-9. 
153 Report read in Congress, presumably from the Intendente, A. Fierro Carrera, 12 November 1903, p. 289. 
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company: “the workers have not presented any complaints and only lately has certain 

ferment of discontent been apparent, produced by the propaganda of persons come from 

outside and even by Lebú traders”.154  

However, it is Deputy Alejandro Huneeus who synthesizes the important points for 

the conservatives: 

 
May what happened in ancient Europe not occur in our Chile, for Europe let 
itself be carried away by a liberal optimism for extremely individualistic 
ideas and remained indifferent to the workers movement and had to wake up 
when all the existing institutions were already under a death threat and when 
the terrifying problem of social salvation emerged in all its magnitude […] 
As legislators I think we must all take part, with the Supreme Government, 
in dictating all those preventive measures and laws that will avoid the 
demands and rights of the workers, just and legitimate as long as they are 
kept within the respect of public order and of the scared rights of all, from 
degenerating into violent strikes or demonstrations; laws that will forestall 
the social ills so that the authorities do not find themselves in the painful and 
extreme need of employing force to repress or remedy them. I think, Mr. 
President, that the preservation of the Christian social order should be the 
supreme ambition in our country …155 

 

Another example, from Deputy Edwards, expresses the value of family: 

I concur Mr. President that in Chile the only social economic issue is the 
constant depreciation of our currency which has brought about the effective 
reduction of the salaries… But a salary is not sufficient… Social stability, 
Mr. President, depends on the healthy moral and legal constitution of the 
family, the main foundation of all societies, the cornerstone on which rests 
social peace and the harmony of the different interests that dispute the 
supremacy of the world. Without a morally constituted family there can be 
no society because without family there are no bonds that unite men to each 
other; because over the impositions of the laws, over all notion of hierarchy, 
over tradition, over authority, there is something that binds more, that 

                                                 
154 BS, CD, January 12, 1904, p. 1086. The point that emerges is that there was an interest shared by 
workers and traders: that free trade of articles the workers needed be permitted on the coal and nitrate 
establishments. 
155 Alejandro Huneeus, BS, CD, June 13, 1903, p. 198. 
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compels more, which is voluntary, generous, great and noble, and that is the 
bond of the family that is born in the heart and the blood.156  

 

Maybe the following quick exchange synthesizes the two world views: 

Dep. Gutierrez (referring to the violent repression): I think that strikes do 
not authorize the outrages committed in their name.  
Dep. Etchenique: The point is, Mr Deputy, there should not be any strikes.157  

 

Worker protest in Chile at the beginning of the century, seen through the parliamentary 

sessions, was as in Argentina, in the age of repression. It was viewed as a problem in 

which the police and the army played a central role, not yet social legislation although the 

issue was present in the speeches of some deputies. The 1919 bills will show how far 

legislators had moved from this first perspective (although not all of them).The right of 

assembly was limited and so was the right to strike. The only political party that defended 

the workers’ issues in Parliament was the Democrat party together with some individual 

legislators from the Conservative party. The legal idea of industrial citizenship in Chile 

was only in the making. 

 

3. Chile and Argentina Compared  

a. The trajectory  

It took Argentina forty years for a law on trade unions to be passed. Three 

different administrations tried to pass a bill. The Reformist Conservatives drew up a 

comprehensive code, based on the contributions of investigative committees, intellectuals 

                                                 
156 Edwards, BS, CD, June 19, 1903, p. 329. He goes on about illegitimate children,and unhealthy and dirty 
living quarters. 
157 BS, CD, January 28, 1904, p. 1474. 
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and Socialists but the chapter on trade unions never reached the chamber floor. Then, 

under two Radical administrations (1916-1930), there was a cluster of initiatives to 

legislate on trade unions in response to the second wave of strikes (in particular to the 

strikes of the metallurgical workers at the Talleres Vasena that developed into rioting and 

violent police repression): a code and a series of bills submitted by Socialists, 

Conservatives and Radicals mostly in 1919; bills from all the political parties continued 

to be presented to Congress through the twenties. In 1919 the special committee on labor 

legislation produced a Committee Report on the basis of one of the most Conservative 

bills (Sanchez Sorondo’s) but it was never debated on the floor possibly because it was 

very different to the executive’s bill and objectives. A second initiative, the one that 

advanced most was a Socialist bill that was debated and passed in the Senate in 1926; it 

was then debated in the first Chamber’s Social Legislation Committee and a report was 

produced but it never reached the floor. Finally, in the third act Peron, as the Labor 

Secretary of the 1943 military regime, passed a decree regulating trade unions that was 

strongly favorable to them in 1945. The next year, after winning the presidency with the 

trade unions as a crucial component of the coalition, the decree, together with various 

other social laws, was passed by Congress in 1946 and became Argentina’s first law ever 

on trade unions, reversing their de facto illegality.  

Chile’s trajectory is very different to Argentina’s. Although the first wave of 

strikes in Chile produced bills seeking to improve working conditions, the first bills on 

the organization of trade unions and labor relations were introduced to Congress only 

after the second wave of strikes in 1919. Indeed, it is during this year in both countries 

that a process in which various political groups are more unanimously engaged in 
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attempting to pass a law on trade unions, finally commences. Instead of different 

conjunctures at which bills were submitted to parliament by different political groups as 

in Argentina, two bills on trade unions were presented to the Chilean Congress 1919: a 

Conservative one in June and a ‘Liberal’ one in August. The Senate starts debating the 

bill (which also included a chapter on the labor contract) towards the end of 1920, just 

after the new President Alessandri had won the national elections. The Senate approved 

the chapter on labor contract and sent it to the first chamber in April of 1921 but it was 

not debated there because soon after taking office, Alessandri sends his labor code to the 

chamber of Deputies in June 1921. There follows a period of political jockeying between 

the Conservative and Liberal Alliances, each trying to impose their own legislative 

proposal in an atmosphere of political tension. However, and here lies an important 

difference with Argentina, towards the end of 1921 a Joint Committee was formed that 

debated the labor contract bill and then the bills on trade union during 1922 and early 

1923. But Congress never discussed them. Thus, Chile and Argentina have similarities in 

their final sanction of a law on trade unions: in both cases it is a military regime that gets 

the bill sanctioned. In Chile, after a period of stagnation, in September of 1924, a group 

of young officers, supported by the army, walked into the Senate gallery as it was 

discussing a bill to raise their salaries. One of the rebels’ demands was the immediate 

passage of the labor code. Six days later, just before a military junta took over the 

government, Congress met and passed the seven labor laws within which were the law on 

trade unions and the ones on working conditions. 

In terms of representativeness, in the Argentine case, there is a multiplicity of 

bills representing considerably different political perspectives at different historical 
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moments: 1904, the second decade, in particular 1919 and throughout the twenties. In the 

other case, in contrast, there is a concentration of bills in terms of voice and time: 

basically two, one Conservative and one Liberal in 1919-21, Alessandri’s and the 

‘liberal’ bill are fused and, as indicated above, passed among seven laws under military 

pressure in 1924. The three bills are less different than in Argentina, there are no early 

bills and the process spans only eleven or twelve years. 

In terms of effectiveness, in one case there are many bills expressing different political 

perspectives but the period of time between the presentation of the first bill and its sanction is 

extremely long in spite of many social and legislative efforts, forty years as indicated above. 

Besides, although it is passed, the trade union law was repealed when the Peronist regime was 

overthrown and trade-union legislation changed with each new subsequent government (1955, 

58, 66, 74 and 76). Bills advance less down the legislative path (Senate approved, House 

Committee 1926). There is a tendency to have more difficulties to pass bills. In the case of 

Chile, the process takes time to start but once it does, it keeps going down the procedural path: 

it is approved by a Joint Committee. The bill advanced further down the legislative path before 

it stalled. The law is passed five years later under military pressure, it is true, but the labor code 

is respected by the subsequent civil and military governments. In fact, the code remains the 

same in fundamentals until when they were changed under the military dictator, Augusto 

Pinochet (Drake, 2003; Morris, 1966). 

The defining moment was protagonized by military regimes in both cases but, in 

strong contrast to Argentina considering this initial moment of institutionalization –its 

passage through Congress-, the main labor laws of Chile had been debated by 

representatives of both chambers and it was mainly their versions, with some 
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modifications, that were passed in 1924 and regulated in 1931. In Argentina, on the other 

hand, there were many bills and two aborted attempts; the trade unions existed and, to a 

point, thrived in a legal limbo until 1946 when they received a law that made them the 

most powerful trade unions in Latin America. But because the law satisfies the workers 

and not the employers, it is changed under each successive government (although the 

actual model of trade union (centralized, powerful) does not change. 

 

b. The contents 

The legislation on the right to combine comprehends the right to assemble158, and 

form and join unions which can be disaggregated into the following components as 

indicated in the previous Chapter: rules of incorporation (the procedure to obtain 

incorporation and the rights it generates); rules governing unionization (compulsory or 

voluntary, by firm or craft, right to federate); and rules of internal governance (statute 

requirements regarding procedures that govern internal affairs).159  

a. The rules of incorporation refer to the legal recognition of a trade union. In 

both Chile and Argentina (and in the legal tradition of Latin America in general) 

incorporation was viewed as a normal, desirable, even necessary step in the  

institutionalization of trade unions (Chile: Ramirez Frías, June 1919; Argentina: J. V. 

Gonzalez, May 1904; Bravo, September 27, 1926). Briefly, besides being part of a legal 

tradition very different from the Anglo-Saxon one, incorporation -that is state 
                                                 
158 The right to assemble, although automatically accepted later on in history, was important as a separate 
activity at the turn of the last century when just a number of workers gathering to discuss something was 
considered dangerous and threatening and enough to throw them into prison. Having the right to assemble 
made it possible to discuss protest measures or a strike. 
159 It also includes the rules governing industrial relations (right to strike, and to collective bargaining) 
which will not be examined in depth here, although they are included.   
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recognition- was also was a means to control (or “civilize”) unions and their members at 

the beginning when they were perceived as dangerous threats by elites and later, when 

they were more accepted, also as a means to coopt them as clienteles for electoral 

purposes. In a word, incorporation was a powerful instrument. What is at stake in these 

rules is whether, once unions have fulfilled the requirements, they are recognized as civil 

entities or if they will be granted a semi-public status by means of “personería gremial” 

(union recognition) and with it a place in a neocorporatist structure, which grants them a 

much more powerful position in the structure of the state. In both of our cases, unions’ 

autonomy was forfeit. 

After a union is incorporated (and has special rights such as representing members 

at the justice and arbitration courts, celebrating collective contracts, supervising the 

fulfillment of labor laws), there is a second step:  union recognition (personeria or 

reconocimiento gremial) which means that it is only when a union or a federation is 

recognized as “the most representative” 160 that it can exercise those rights to bargain 

collectively, call strikes, get employers to automatically retain the unionized workers 

dues to the union, manage medical schemes, etc. Until 1945/6 in Argentina, most trade 

unions were not incorporated and it was not all that important because they did not have 

many assets nor was collective bargaining as widespread as it would become soon after 

WWII161. 

                                                 
160 Oscar Valdovinos, Labor lawyer, Interview in Buenos Aires, December 2005. 
161 In England, at the beginning of the twentieth century, registration automatically grants incorporation as 
proposed in the 1926 Socialist bill (the Socialists explicitly follow that model). Registration was not 
obligatory in England but only the registered trade unions enjoyed certain privileges: they could own 
property, be exempt from certain taxes, etc. (Juan B. Justo, Fundamentos, Union Bill, 1918). Information 
for the paragraph: Oscar Valdovinos, Labor lawyer, Interview in Buenos Aires, December 2005; Adrián 
Goldín, Professor of Labor History, Univ. de San Andrès, email June 19, 2007). 
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Chilean unions never had union recognition and were treated like civil 

associations except for special rules on the collective administration of assets. Collective 

bargaining was always carried out at firm level, not by sector or industry; sometimes an 

agreement was applied to other establishments via a government decree, or negotiations 

were carried out in which the government intervened vigorously in the final agreement. 

More than promoting wide collective bargaining, the system of industrial relations always 

had strong government intervention162. Besides, the status of “most representative trade 

union” has never existed. Chile’s labor laws divide the workers organizations into plant 

and craft unions. Plant unions acquire incorporation by definition and through it would 

receive the abovementioned rights. Craft unions on the other hand, had to apply for it. 

Both bills and their proponents established that trade unions had to have incorporated 

status, but neither mention “representación gremial”. However, although by different 

legal paths, both Argentina and Chile’s union’ autonomy was affected, the former 

because the 1945/6 law placed them under the control of the Labor Board and the latter 

because the state and the employers exerted strong intervention. 

    b. The rules governing unionization imply a. a choice between mandatory or 

voluntary membership, b. whether unions will be formed on the basis of the individual 

firm, or a craft or, later, an industrial activity, on one hand and c. the levels of 

organization permitted on the other. What is at stake in this case is whether the legislation 

will promote dispersion or concentration; that is, whether as a result of the law, trade 

unions will be atomized as in the Chilean case or articulated as in the Argentine case. In 

Chile, because the legislators could not come to an agreement, a system combining two 
                                                 
162 Diego Lopez, professor of labor law, Santiago; email 2009. 
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kinds of unions (one postulated by the Conservatives, the other by the Liberal Alliance in 

power) is regulated into law. On one hand, blue-collar, plant unions are made compulsory 

and subject to firm and state control according to the Conservative bill. On the other 

hand, based on two different Liberal Alliance bills, the voluntary craft unions -white 

collar unions- were associations formed between employees and workers from the same 

trade. As is evident, the base of the plant union is the firm but the craft union is organized 

on the basis of the same craft or trade.  

In Argentina, throughout the three different moments when laws regulating trade 

unions are introduced in Parliament -1904, 1919/1926, and 1945/6- no bill ever proposes 

compulsive unionization although this is one of the organizational trends that exist at that 

time (DS, Senate, September 27, 1926, p. 895, 898, 945)163. Some bills explicitly say it is 

not obligatory to join a union (1904 Code: arts. 395-8, 408, 3, 4; 409, 412; Radical bill 

1919, Art. 1- and code; Socialist bill 1926, Art 10). Regarding the firm or craft criteria, 

all the bills and codes regulate that trade unions be formed by workers of the ‘same or 

similar craft, trade or of industry, transport or commerce’ (1904, Radicals 1919/21, 

Committee Report, 1926, 1945/6). The differences revolve round the margin of 

flexibility: the Radical, Socialist and Peronist bills make the limits between crafts more 

flexible, the Conservative bills tend to define the base more strictly and narrowly.  

 Chile’s system separates blue from white collar workers weakening the labor 

movement; Argentina’s divides on the basis of craft and/or industrial activity. This style 

                                                 
163 Only one bill (the Conservative, Sanchez Sorondo 1919) proposes a limitation -albeit of a different sort- 
of one trade union per craft or activity (Art. 5) and that it be the faculty of the executive to declare the 
existence of a craft or occupational groups by decree (Art. 5). Although this bill is used as the basis of the 
Committee approved bill in 1919, the sole trade union limitation was removed in the latter. 
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of organization, one union per activity, which started in 1904 and continued in 1919, the 

same almost word for word, emerges as consolidated in the 1946 law, giving workers in 

their activity (or industry) more leverage in bargaining and in situations of strike. 

Regarding the right to federate, in Chile, plant unions’ right to federate (which is 

mentioned in the version discussed in the Joint Committee in 1922 -not before) was 

restricted to purposes of health assistance, retirement and to form cooperatives (Art. 14); 

that is, they could not federate to change or defend salaries and work conditions. On the 

other hand, craft unions ‘of the same trade or profession could federate to study, develop 

and defend their economic interests’; and federations could also obtain incorporation and 

the rights thereof if they followed the same procedures as unions to get it and were 

therefore subject to the same obligations (not clear if they could call strikes) (Art. 35 and 

others). In the Joint Committee, it was made a requirement that federations could only be 

formed by unions with the same trade or craft (Art 34, ACM, January 5, 1922); 

previously the basis established for federation was wider.  

In Argentina, all unions could federate as long as they were registered and 

recognized as such according to the 1904 code (Art. 393, paragraph 4). Interestingly, 

neither the Socialist nor the UCR EP 1919 bill and 1921 code, both of which supported 

labor organization, mention federation. These two groups systematically seem to leave 

more undefined areas and thus, more up to politics and negotiation in contrast to the 

meticulous regulation of the Conservatives. The Peronist 1945/6 law allows federation 

and the next level, confederation. Although it had existed de facto since 1931, it was not 

legally sanctioned. As indicated above, in order to strike and bargain collectively, 

federations and confederations had to hold “union recognition” (Art. 44-48). For the first 
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time, in the Peronist law the three levels of organization were explicitly legalized –

unions, federations and confederations. In Chile, by law the national craft unions could 

defend the economic interests of their members by bargaining with employers, and 

representing workers in conciliation and arbitration boards and courts (these powers were 

taken away during the Joint Committee discussions but returned in the 1924 law; it would 

seem that the military were kinder to the craft unions than the politicians, although they 

made other activities such as voting in the unions more hierarchical) (JC, January 4, 

1923) but industrial or plant unions could only bargain at the level of the individual firm. 

Collective bargaining was carried out by firm with state intervention.  

c. Rules of internal governance. What is at stake in this case is whether strict, 

interventionist regulations on the part of the state are stipulated or if trade unions are 

given freedom to decide how they will function internally. The Conservative 1904 code, 

the Socialist bills of 1912/19, and the Senate approved Socialist bill of 1926, the Radical 

1919/1921 bill and Code, and the Peronist 1945/6 law –that is the main bills and the law- 

all have a similar characteristic: with little variation they all list the information that must 

be presented in the statutes but not the information itself; that is, they list the ‘names of 

rules’ as opposed to the ‘content of the rules’ which the unions themselves decide.  

In the Chilean plant union bills and law, there is no mention of statutes as the law 

was the statute in the sense that it regulated in detail how the unions would function; and 

the employer registered the union. Plant unions were minutely regulated: the number of 

board members, how they would be elected, who could vote and how, management of 

union resources was also regulated and controlled in detail. In the craft union bills and 

law, statutes are a necessary part of the request for incorporation but there is no explicit 
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mention of what the statutes must contain except that the board can only be formed by 

Chilean nationals, and that the union has to inform the Labor Board every year of its 

members and finances. Alessandri’s 1921 Code proposal was different in that it 

established what the statutes had to contain in a manner similar to the Argentine ones. 

Except the rules of incorporation in which the unions were subject to state control, 

in terms of representation, the provisions in Argentina’s trade unions bills (except the 

1904 public order articles and the Conservative 1919 bills) and the final law are 

permissive and enabling, the workers demands find their way into a bill that was passed 

first by decree and then ratified by Congress. The rules of unionization produced an 

industry-based articulated network of unions while the three permitted levels of 

organization gave them more bargaining power. Regarding internal governance, the bills 

and the law establish the names of the rules not their content in union statutes which 

meant the union could decide. As a result, this network of rules produced an articulated 

and powerful labor movement. On the other hand, the provisions in Chile’s bills and law 

were more repressive and constraining: Their unionization rules made plant unions 

obligatory on an individual firm basis which atomized unions; besides, no federation for 

economic interests was permitted (although white collar unions could) and collective 

bargaining was carried out by firm through the state. The rules of internal governance for 

plant unions meticulously regulated unions’ internal affairs defining how the board would 

be voted and establishing a system of weighted voting; craft unions were freer. These 

rules produced a more atomized movement, more controlled by state.  

In terms of effectiveness, in Argentina there is no actual law to ensure rights for the 

workers on a stable basis. Besides, the law satisfies the workers, but not the employers and this is 
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what will cause the subsequent changes in trade union legislation every time the regimes change. 

In Chile, although far from ideal law from workers’ viewpoint, the legislation is an improvement 

on the previous situation for they gain some protection and their organizations are at least 

recognized.  
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CHAPTER 6 

THE DYNAMICS OF CONGRESS IN ARGENTINA 

A deep and grave agitation troubles our laborious classes due to manifold causes 
… Their agitation reveals a whole collective modality, it is the agitation of a 
working class that is heterogeneous, cosmopolitan, that does not know the law 
nor believes much in it, that from the law has received only punishments and 
exactions… a working class that due to its cosmpolitanism and complexity 
receives influences from all the horizons of the universe… It is a work of the 
highest political and social importance to channel a working class with these 
features within the law and within democracy through good social laws. If the 
masses are expected to respect and observe the law, then two things are 
necessary: that the law be observed by those above and second, that those 
masses see benefits and not only punishments for themselves in the law. 
(Socialist Deputy E. Dickmann, June 3, 1921 p. 320). 

The next two chapters focus on congressional discussions in order to examine the 

features of the debate that are indicators of representativeness and effectiveness: a. the 

diversity of the interests present, the lines of fracture; b. the intrinsic importance of 

debate: the time allocated to it, the legislators participating, the role of external 

committee or party meetings, the possibility of producing change in the bill and 

legislators’ opinions; c. the content of the views and arguments that legislators express on 

the provisions of the law; and d. formal features of the debate such as time organization; 

adherence to rules; discussion versus presentations; engagement in debate; the role of 

persuasion; initiation of the bills and ways to solve stalling, voting patterns in order to 

analyze the lines of fracture, the voting patterns, together with some political problems 

and characteristics of the debate.  
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This chapter examines debates in Argentina during the Conservative and the 

Radical periods. In both cases I follow debates about the worker question that rise in 

response to the strike wave at the beginning of the century during the early Conservative 

period in 1902 and in 1919, the peak strike year; and also the discussion of the trade 

union bill in 1926 during Radical President Alvear’s administration. In the Conservative 

period, I look at a. two exchanges on the right of assembly, the right of association and 

incorporation and b. two important, representative logics which appear in various debates 

surrounding the issue of the strikes and the Law of Residence in 1902 and 1904, the 

repressive face of the Conservative regime (only the initial debate will be examined 

here). The second part of the chapter examines the Radical period through a. ten debates 

in 1919 on different topics related to the worker issue and b. the debate on the socialist 

trade union law in the Senate in 1926 –the bill that moved furthest down the legislative 

path.  

 

1. The Conservatives 

Below, there are two moments in which, during the development of the debates, 

the right of assembly comes up: a. exchanges on the right of assembly during the debate 

on the state of siege law debated and passed in November 1902 in response to the 

workers’ general strike which shows the importance of the right of assembly for both 

workers and government; and b. the views (mostly of the government) on the right of 

assembly and of association through the words of the Minister of the Interior, Joaquin V. 

Gonzalez.  
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a. Right of assembly during the debate on the state of siege  

       During the debate on the state of siege164 (debated and promulgated two days 

after the Residence Law) the issue around the right of assembly comes up. The bill, 

applicable to the Capital, and the provinces of Buenos Aires and Santa Fe, was debated in 

the Deputies’ chamber first, and then in the Senate (where the length of the state of siege 

was determined: “for the term of the present extended sessions”) and returned to deputies 

for their approval final. The whole procedure took place on one day (November 24, 

1902).165 I want to underscore three points in the debate a. the economic reasons at the 

heart of the elites’ reaction, b. the characterization and perspective on the social issue of 

the strikes as a police issue (contained in the view of the strike as an insurrection against 

the constituted authorities) although at the same time the legislators express 

understanding and tolerance for strikes, that ultimately carries most weight when they 

must decide on legislation and policy and c. most importantly, the fact that the main 

effect of the state of siege bill, one of the instruments (together with the Law of 

Residence) the government wanted to deal with the strike, was the suspension of 

constitutional guarantees of which the right of assembly was a crucial component for 

both government and for the workers. Factors a. and b. appear totally connected in the 

deputies’ discourse. 

Deputy Luro explains most succinctly why the law is necessary:   

                                                 
164 Article 23 of the 1853 Constitution authorized the declaration of a state of siege (that is, the suspension 
of all constitutional guarantees) to be declared exceptionally in the cases of external invasion or internal 
commotion that placed the existence of the constitution or the powers created by it in danger (for example, 
an armed insurrection against the powers of the state or the Constitution, or armed groups that disobey 
orders to disband). 
165 The session in the chamber of deputies was adjourned at 6.25 pm, it then went to the senate and returned 
to deputies who approve the length established for the state of siege, and the session closes at 8.15 pm -so 
the senate took very little time to approve it. 
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Believe me, Mister deputy: the commotion produced in the capital no longer 
presents the features of a strike for work related reasons, a strike in which 
more or less injured interests are vindicated; it now presents the features of a 
popular insurrection, of a disturbance of the public order, that threatens 
nothing less than our forthcoming wealth (Luro, p.379). 
 

There are two important elements in this government deputy’s statement: on one hand, 

the strike is no longer about workers grievances which are viewed as legitimate, but a 

popular insurrection, a disturbance of public order and b. it threatens the source of their 

wealth. The Minister of the Interior, Joaquín V. Gonzalez, is present at the debate in both 

chambers and states a similar view: the law is needed urgently for the head of police has 

informed him of acts of violence that require the intervention of more forces than those 

usually required. When asked in the Senate to be more specific for the legislators are 

skeptical about the existence of events that constitute sedition or rebellion, the Minister 

explains that events involving bloodshed, threats and hold ups in the streets are taking 

place as they speak and that the calls to strike present all the signs of a rejection of 

authority (Senate, 682). Like deputy Luro, he qualifies the strike as follows: 

…the interests at stake in this very urgent case are a simple disturbance of 
order and a threat of greater disturbances… social or economic interests 
related to earnings or salaries are not on the table but the selfish, criminal 
interests of those who come to the country to bring all their vices and 
defects and to contaminate society with their bad habits (DS, CD, J. V. 
Gonzalez, p. 384). 
 

In spite of the acknowledgement of the legitimate demand for higher salaries -a constant 

and striking feature of the Argentine Congress, even deep in conservative times- the 

Minister thus presents the view that the strike is an issue for the police. On the other 

hand, the economic factor -the strike is blocking all the ports on the littoral- makes it 
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crucial it be stopped. It ‘strikes’ at the heart of Argentina’s elites wealth: the harvest. As 

the Minister says, 

…the government needs exceptional powers to defend, as far as is 
necessary, the most valued element the country possesses at this moment, its 
great harvest that all the world awaits like a day of regeneration after long 
moments of anguished crisis (J. V.Gonzalez, Deputies, p. 381).  
 

At the same time, he states that the government is at that very moment studying a social 

law that will resolve all the problems (he is referring to the 1904 labor code). The 

government is aware of the need for legislation –in particular the reformists 

(Zimmerman, 1995); however, in this debate it is the repressive not the integrationist 

view of the issue that is clearly foremost. Precisely what the state of siege law will do is 

cancel the right of assembly and other more basic individual rights related to personal 

guarantees and safety. This eloquent Minister expresses a key tension of Argentine 

politics: the needs of the moment versus the requirements of written institutions (which is 

illustrated in the next debate presented). He is aware of the exceptional nature of a state 

of siege and does not want to concede to those who sponsor extreme measures of force 

(see p.380) but, he says:  

It is necessary that the legislator, who observes day by day the progress of 
the public spirit, have the practical criterion ready to apply the preventive 
measures the state requires; he always has to conciliate public authority’s 
position between the real demands of force and the extreme boundary of 
written institutions (my emphasis).  
 

And he (they) choose “the demands of force”: the Executive requests the state of siege:  

…at this moment it is necessary to overstep the normal attributions of the 
constitutional order to be able to go into the domicile of citizens and of 
foreigners so as to be able to dissolve the tumultuous and aggressive 
meetings against authority itself” (JVG, Deputies, p. 380-1).  To separate the 
pernicious element that disturbs the peaceful exercise of the workers’ rights 
from the productive and beneficial element. It needs special powers to 
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dissolve public meetings guaranteed by the Constitution, to enter domiciles, 
to transport persons; in a word, the use of the powers that constitute the state 
of siege (JVG, Senate, p. 681).  
 

Various other legislators express similar ideas (senator Pellegrini, deputies Garzón, 

Mujica, etc.) and the state of siege is approved.  

There are two themes here: on one hand the strikers’ actions are viewed as a police 

issue; although a code is being drawn up at that moment, the dimension of repression is 

foremost in the government’s actions. Second, the ‘solution’ of the state of siege prevents 

or delays the legislative treatment of the worker issues.  

 

b. The right of assembly and of association, and incorporation166  

The right of assembly and of association came up during a session of 

interpellation in which the brand new socialist deputy, Alfredo Palacios, denounced the 

excessive repression on the part of the Buenos Aires police of the May 1st demonstration, 

and the restriction of the right of assembly.167 The members of the Centro Socialista de 

La Boca planned to accompany the newly elected deputy, walking with him in 

procession, to his first day in Congress on the 5th of May (the inaugural session) but the 

walk had to be suspended. Palacios requests that “the Minister be called to the chamber to 

explain the police intervention in the events of the 1st of May and to state by virtue of 

what authority he had restricted the right of assembly by preventing the planned socialist 

demonstration to accompany him to parliament and by closing various worker chapters”. 
                                                 
166 All the quotes are from the 9th and 11th of May, 1904. 
167 Alfredo Palacios, the first representative of a Socialist party to become a legislator in the American 
continent, won his seat in the elections for national deputies held on the 13 of March, 1904, for La Boca 
(The Mouth, in reference to the mouth of the Rio de la Plata), a working-class district near the river in the 
city of Buenos Aires. He ran under the new voting system ‘uninominal’, brought in under the electoral 
reform of 1902.When he won the people said: “Now, the Mouth has teeth!” (Columba, Vol. 2, 126). 
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While accusing the police of excessive repression during the May demonstration, 

Palacios refers to the recently passed Law of Residence.  

The citizens of old England with their monarchical system of government 
and anachronistic ceremonies are the least oppressed of all because they 
are all fully aware of their rights and because there is no law on earth that 
can alter their conviction that each home is a fortress ‘and that fortress has 
no cannons but, as the great Chattam said, it can be a hut where the wind 
and the rain pass through but the king cannot enter there’ (p. 161). In 
Argentina, on the other hand, with our democratic representative and 
republican form of government, without institutions that require bending 
the knee, we have seen how the doors of workers’ houses have been 
knocked down, the men torn away, leaving women and children in the 
deepest desolation, and how there has been an attempt to suffocate the 
thoughts of free men in a colossal pneumatic machine (Applause in the 
galleries). And in spite of having passed the Law of Residence, the [the 
anarchists’] attacks have not ceased. 
 

That same day, the 9th of May of 1904, the executive power had submitted the National 

Labor Bill. The interpellation takes place two days later, on the 11th of May. JVG is a 

particularly lucid and articulate representative of the state and the elite. During the 

debates round the laws of Residence and state of siege in November of 1902, he was 

unceasingly polite, serene; he de-dramatized situations, insisting the situation must not be 

either over exaggerated nor underestimated, and adopted an as low as possible profile in 

spite of the strong words referred above in those debates (and in the following one). But 

on this occasion, words flowed out of him, exuding enthusiasm and a powerful mental 

energy, a desire to express all his ideas on a scene where new things were happening. In 

response, his speech has to do with how he (and an important fraction of the conservative 

elite) reasons and justifies the reason for legal incorporation. Revealing the connections 

in his mind, immediately after describing the anarchist workers’ “barbaric actions”, he 

states that the associations that belong to the Federación Obrera (the anarchist federation) 
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refuse to inform the public authorities regarding the members that constitute them; 

therefore, 

…in a sense they lack that social incorporation that every grouping of free 
and civilized men requires within a country ruled by constitutional 
institutions, in order to communicate with the public powers and to 
regulate their actions according to the laws. They are, in reality, 
amorphous, abnormal and shapeless associations that have no visible 
personality and, although they call themselves societies in the collective 
way they organize, they never seek the public authorities in order to obtain 
legal recognition for their organization so that it can be harmonized with 
the laws of the country”. These amorphous associations, he continues, 
“constitute a real social danger because, as they do not adapt to the 
fundamental laws of the country, they really become invisible foci of 
latent revolution and a constant disturbance of public and social peace in 
the nation’s capital (p. 153-154).  
 

After speaking at length of the need to restrict immigration, he says that legislators 

should concern themselves with legislating ‘those rights that are not yet defined, rights 

that the constitution institutes but does not clearly define: the right of assembly and the 

right of association’ and refers to the reasons that justify incorporation:  

The need to facilitate their incorporation into the numbers of legal persons 
has everywhere been considered convenient; the need, therefore, to give 
them a visible head that could put them in relation to the other societies 
and with the public authorities so that they can obey the common laws that 
oblige us all. Undoubtedly, the law must be prudent but not prohibitive, it 
must be a law of promotion, that stimulates worker associations, of 
progress and education of the working masses since we all agree in all the 
countries, and legislation thus establishes it, that the workers association is 
one of the forces that has most effectively contributed to the progress of 
our country, national wealth and the promotion of production in the new 
countries (157).  
 

He then refers to the Labor Bill the executive has just presented to Congress explaining it 

contains prudent rules regarding this point and attempts to solve the problem within the 

“most experimental and convenient forms that have been put into practice; but “it is 

necessary that these associations do not escape the control of public authority, do not 
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escape the action of the law, that they be true persons of public or private law, that they 

hold a visible existence when responsibility is demanded by the rightful authority and 

according to the law”. 

These two sections show how the worker issue was considered in relation to the 

right of assembly on one hand and the connection between the right of assembly, right of 

association and incorporation and the backdrop of the anarchist and the socialist labor 

movements, on the other.  

 

c. The “raison d’etat” (or the logic of expediency) vs a logic of legality 

Rather than about strikers, we should concern ourselves with not … 
forgetting what I have just indicated [the importance of checks and 
balances, the wise separation of the functions of each], for against the 
strikers there is the police, the government, the judges, the penal laws 
which I do not imagine impotent; against the deviations from 
constitutional principles, once they have occurred, there is nothing 
(Senator Mantilla, November 24, 1902, p. 667). 

 

The debate in the Senate on the (in)famous Law of Residence -a law which 

authorized “the Executive Power to expel any foreigner whose behavior compromises 

national security or disturbs the public order’- on November 24, 1902, reveals two 

strands of reasoning (in the debates) and acting (that is, passing a law that has effects). In 

this crucial time of transition the worker issue had triggered, when different ways forward 

were possible, the arguments made and decisions taken stake out a direction -not a fate. A 

smaller group upholds a more legalistic, constitutionalist, gradualist approach while the 

other defends a more ends or results-centered perspective. The arguments (as in various 

debates on the Law of Residence) regarding this way to deal with the strikes sweeping 
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the country fall into basically two categories: one group that defends the need of the law 

within the logic of the “raison ‘d etat” or of expediency, and another group (with fewer 

votes) that argues against the law with mainly formal and procedural reasons.  

Senator Perez (Jujuy), the informing member, states the Law of Residence is a 

political law, a law of exception; the objective is ‘to take executive, police measures to 

guarantee social peace endangered by subversive movements’ which he differentiates 

from ‘the peaceful movements that seek to satisfy legitimate aspirations through a strike, 

which can be healthy at certain moments, resolving serious social problems in the 

struggle between capital and labor’. The strike, he states, is promoted by agitators, “real 

strike entrepreneurs” and has endangered even the harvest that represents the nations’ 

riches, the customs house income, and the hope that it will improve the country’s 

financial situation. 

The main opponent of the bill was Senator Mantilla from Corrientes (together 

with Senators Figueroa and Aparicio). Mantilla’s (p. 658-676) main point is that to grant 

the Executive the powers implied in the ability to expel foreigners is unconstitutional 

because it goes against the fundamental principal of division and independence of 

powers. “We are rapidly forgetting the gravity of the checks and balances of the powers, 

the wise separation of their functions and we move towards an order diametrically 

opposite to that of the Constitution” (p. 667). The bill, he states, means granting the EP 

total power over foreigners, powers that correspond exclusively to the Judicial Power (p. 

673). He is not opposed to certain bad elements being expelled from the country, he says, 

but he is opposed to their being punished without being tried according to the laws of the 

country, and to the EP being conceded powers that do not belong to it and never should 
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(p. 673). Giving the EP the exceptional faculty to punish168 somebody without due trial is 

“unnecessary, unconstitutional and dangerous” (Aparicio also supports this point). “I do 

not fear the irregularities of freedom but I constantly mistrust the abuses of power, above 

all in Latin America where there is an inclination to low respect of the law (p. 666).169 

Guilty foreigners belong in the courts, just like the guilty Argentines do. And happily, he 

says there already are laws, judges and courts perfectly equipped to deal with the problem 

(p. 667). 

The Senators in favor of the bill –Perez, Cané (author and a well known writer) 

and J.V. Gonzalez (the Minister of the Interior) argue that a. “all the civilized countries” 

have a law like this one to protect themselves from foreigners who are either condemned 

in other countries or come to disturb social peace; ‘it is a prerogative of sovereignty that 

consists in defending the immutable principle, the national principle’. “…in spite of all 

the dreams”, says Cané, “humanity does not and never will form only one family. 

Peoples have to defend themselves not only against each other but also their interests 

against the interests of the others…Today in Europe, [the foreigner] is simply a foreigner 

[not an enemy] but he is not a brother, a son of the earth, he is not the co-owner of the 

land that he has in no way contributed to form” (Cané, p. 662-3).  

c. They all underscore the urgent need of the law which constitutes an effective 

way to solve the present problems because it gives the EP the extraordinary powers to 

                                                 
168 Whether to expel constitutes “punishment” is a technical aspect much discussed in later debates. 
169 He underscores that in Argentina, foreigners enjoy the same rights and treatment under the law and 
before the courts as citizens do, they can hold very high places in the public administration such as 
Secretary of the Supreme Court of Justice and important positions in all the branches of government 
without having to be citizens (666). As examples, he states that the customs houses employ more than 200 
‘orientals’ (Uruguayans) and the Post Office from 500 to 1000 Spaniards. Art. 16 of the Constitution 
permits foreigners to occupy public positions with only the requirement of their capabilities; besides, 
foreigners have held positions as Ministers, deputies and even ‘I think, senators’, he states (667). 
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defend “the social order” from the influence of the dangerous, violent anarchists and a 

means of “pacifying” the cities and provinces affected by the strike which has paralyzed 

the loading of boats with the Argentine harvest. They all take special care to stress this is 

“not a law inspired or dictated against workers’ strikes….nothing more legitimate than 

the exercise of the strike as a means of defense against the abuses of capital… We are not 

enemies of strikes, we cannot be enemies of the workers who build our land, making our 

earth fruitful and in whom all our hopes are invested” (Cané, p. 664). It is a law “just 

against the bad foreigners, the criminals who come to disturb the peace” (Perez, p. 657). 

Finally, through the debate they argue that d. the sentences of the US Supreme court 

irrevocably confirm a country’s right to exclude the foreigner that does not conform to 

the country’s social, political and legal life (Gonzalez)170 and e. that there will be no 

abuses because “the country’s atmosphere of culture and civilization” will not permit it 

(Gonzalez p. 669) and because the strength of public opinion will prevent the president 

from expelling an honorable foreigner (Cané, p. 664).171 

One often mentioned statement during the 1902 and later debates on the bill and 

law is that the law is being passed too fast, that this is an important and delicate subject 

and needs a lot of serene study; speed causes errors, etc. However, when in 1904 various 

deputies present bills to repeal or modify it and an extended debate takes place, the 

majority votes against repealing it thus confirming its existence.  

                                                 
170 Throughout the debates (this one and the later ones), all sides quote US Supreme Court clearly 
considered the source of authority regarding constitutional issues (especially on the law against Chinese 
immigration). 
171 When the bill is voted in general, twelve vote in favor and three against (Mantilla, Figueroa and perhaps 
Aparicio). When debating and approving each article in particular, these are passed but no voting numbers 
are reported. There were 16 (out of twenty eight) senators present so during the debate one must have left, 
no abstentions are mentioned. One senator was intentionally absent. 
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The ‘expedient’ rather than the ‘legal’ or ‘institutional’ route was chosen; they 

were in the forest but chose the path most traveled.  

 

2. The Radicals  

 

a. Ten debates in 1919 

This section looks at ten debates in the vibrant Chamber of Deputies throughout 

1919, the year of the highest number of strikes and social agitation under the Radical 

administration, and when a flood of bills to legislate trade unions and other aspects of the 

social question appeared in Congress. On the basis of the ten different debates related to 

the worker issue that took place through this year, I classify the fracture lines along which 

the legislators divide, examine their voting patterns, the dynamics of the chamber and the 

features and functions of the debate. 

Between 1916 and 1919, there had been pronounced growth of organized labor 

and labor militancy. The Anarchist movement was rapidly losing significance while the 

syndicalists gained positions; by the end of 1918 the unions were controlled by moderates 

and the traditional extremists were losing support (Rock, 1975a:159, 161). The Semana 

Trágica, a week of strikes, violence and repression, started with a general strike caused 

by the intransigence of the Vasena workshop’s management towards strikers’ demands 

(DS, CD, Dickmann, January 8/9, 1919) and ended in what some scholars have called a 

pogrom against the immigrant communities (Rock, 1975:158). During this period the 

Liga Patriótica Argentina, a civilian para-military right wing movement was founded. 

Rock argues that the emergence of this group radically changed the balance and 
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distribution of political power since, faced with an anti-strike coalition (an association of 

employers, considerable military support and popular middle class support even from the 

Radical party), the government could not adopt a neutral position as in the past (Rock, 

1975:173), one more favorable to labor. 

After the elections on March 3, 1918, 9 of the 120 seats in the Chamber of 

Deputies, were vacant; therefore, there were one hundred and eleven sitting deputies of 

which 62 belonged to the Unión Cívica Radical, 43 to the Conservative and Demócrata 

Progresista parties (the latter had won in the province of Santa Fé), and 6 to the Socialist 

Party.172 From reading the debates, there are generally between sixty and seventy 

deputies present at the sessions.  

Between the 8th of January (the first day of the Semana Trágica incidents) and 

February 1920, various motions related to the labor question were debated, and often 

voted too. The issues in debate and their length were as follows: Socialist Deputy 

Repetto’s minute requesting union legislation be included in special sessions (8 pages); 

Socialist Deputy Bravo’s motion to interpellate the Minister of the Interior (35.5 pages); 

the interpellation of the Minister (37 pages); the creation of a committee to study the 

causes of the labor agitation and draw up social legislation (18 pages); the inclusion of 

                                                 
172 The information of the numbers of deputies by party is supplied by the Socialist Enrique Dickmann, and 
no one gainsays him. He is defending the Socialist party from the accusation that they do not let legislation 
be passed because they avoid giving quorum. The Socialists argue back giving the above mentioned 
numbers and saying that if the Radicals actually attended the sessions, they would have enough members to 
form quorum on their own. Dickmann also specifies that at that moment -December 18, 1919- there are 29 
leave of absences voted by the chamber (with the socialists voting against) of which 13 correspond to 
Radicals, and 16 to Conservatives and Democrats. He informs that the previous day two Conservative 
deputies were absent having advised, and twelve (six Radicals and six Conservatives) had not. Again, no 
one gainsays him. Walter (1977:149) provides the following numbers: ‘when the Chamber of Deputies 
resumed sessions in April, the Radicals had increased their total representation from 44 in 1916 to 56 in 
1918, the Demócrata Progresistas from 8 to 14, and the dissident radicals grew from 4 to 8, while the 
Conservatives dropped from 28 to 19 and the Socialists from 9 to 6”.  
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the bills on railway workers retirement and the time for closing stores (5 pages); Socialist 

Deputy Bravo’s Request for Information (30 pages); the maritime strike (75 pages); the 

Gath and Chaves strike and ‘freedom of the press’ (33 pages); applying the Residence 

Law (31 pages) and the right of assembly in the Capital (February 3, 1920).173 I will give 

a brief summary of each and then analyze the lines of division, and examine their voting 

patterns, and the dynamics of the chamber. 

a. a socialist deputy, Nicolás Repetto, presents a motion requesting the EP include 

legislation for the “recognition and promotion of worker organizations” in the special 

sessions (January 8, 1919; 8 pages). There is an affirmative vote in general and in 

particular once the phrase above is changed to “recognition, promotion and responsibility 

of worker organizations” (no voting numbers provided). More conservative or more 

Irigoyenista Radicals want the minute to be discussed in the Committee. Socialists and 

more pro-worker Radicals accept. 

b. Socialist deputy Mario Bravo motions to invite the Minister of the Interior to 

inform about the ‘bloody events that occurred yesterday on Alcorta Avenue and the 

measures adopted to prevent future massacres of workers’ (i.e. the first events of the 

Semana Trágica) (January 8, 9, 10, 1919). The debate between Radicals and Socialists 

becomes more confrontational as it advances. At first some Radicals agree to vote the 

minute but as the debate progresses they decide not to and accuse the Socialists of being 

the cause of the lack of social legislation. When Bravo’s Request is voted there is a tie of 

33 to 33, so the debate is reopened and a second vote yields 25 in favor and 39 against. 

                                                 
173 Thirty-two pages of debate take ‘more than two hours” (comment by the first chamber’s president) 
(date).   
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The next day however, since the problems in the streets continue, a Conservative requests 

the Minister come and this is finally approved (35 in favor, 31 against). Those against are 

probably all Radical; the 35 in favor must be made up of Conservatives and Socialists 

and some Radicals. Since there are 27 conservatives maximum and if everyone is present 

and 6 Socialists if all are present (i.e. 33 votes), at least two Radicals voted with them and 

probably more, since some Conservatives were probably absent. 

c. the interpellation of the Minister of the Interior (Ramón Gomez) (January 13 

and 14, 1919, 37 pages). In this debate the radical ambiguity is clear: pressured by the 

conservatives to take action because of the continued worker agitation and yet unwilling 

to lead a proposal for a state of siege, the Minister listens to the chamber’s debate but 

does not spearhead a proposal. A group of very pro-government Radicals proposes a state 

of siege; the Conservatives and some more socially conservative Radicals promise to give 

it their vote but only if the executive clearly requests it; the Socialists oppose it. The 

Minister then supports the proposal and the request for a nominal vote shows all the 

radicals and all the conservatives voting for the state of siege while only the four 

socialists present and Costa (an eccentric conservative) vote against. However, the Senate 

rejects it (DS, CD, February 4, 1919). 

d. a debate on a draft resolution to create a committee to investigate the causes of 

the labor protest and draw up social legislation bills (Sanchez Sorondo and Agote, two 

Conservative deputies and two very similar bills) (January15 or 16, 17, 1919; 18 pages). 

Both bills are approved in general and with some changes, Sanchez Sorondo’s ‘in 

particular’. In this debate there is general agreement to create the committee.  
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e. Dickmann proposes a minute saying the Chamber would appreciate the Senate 

passing the bill on retirement for railway workers that awaits their consideration (January 

17and 22, 1919, 5 pages). Some pro-worker Radicals support Dickmann’s initiative: 33 

vote in favor, 37 against; presumably, Socialists and pro-worker Radicals vote for and 

Conservatives and more conservative Radicals against (there aren’t enough 

Conservatives for them to be the only ones voting against). This combination of 

conservative Radicals and Conservatives emerges as the strongest; a majority often in 

evidence in worker issues. In this case, the Conservatives state they do not want to 

impose on their Senate comrades and perhaps, the conservative Radicals are not very 

interested in passing these laws. The minute passes to the Committee of Constitutional 

Affairs. The same day Dickmann proposes the bill on the eight-hour day be included in 

the special sessions; a pro-worker Radical (Ferrarotti) adds another bill on the closing 

time of shops and stores. Dickmann accepts and it is voted and passed (no numbers).  

f. The Socialist Mario Bravo directs a Request for Information to the Executive 

regarding the events of January (the Vasena workshop strikes) since the Committee the 

chamber voted for previously includes investigation among its attributions (January 24 

and 28, 1919, 30 pages). He requests: 1. They be informed about a. the name, age, 

address and profession of the people killed on Alcorta Avenue and the events that took 

place on the 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, and 13 of January in the Capital; b. the same information 

regarding those arrested by the police and their judicial situations; 2. that the committee 

be authorized to study the causes of the recent strikes, if corporal punishment has been 

inflicted on those arrested in some police stations, or police central department and 

firemen quarters. Number 1 is passed (no numbers), No. 2, is not. 26 deputies vote in 
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favor of it, 34 against (with the very pro-government Radicals and the conservative 

Radicals voting against). And since there are at most 6 Socialists, the Conservatives must 

have voted with them to get the radical minister to the chamber; maybe one or two 

Radicals did too. This seems a very fluid chamber, not all legislators are locked into party 

positions and the debate is very dynamic. 

g. the maritime dispute -the debate on the strike rages from mid-February to the 

end of April, 1919174 (75 pages). This time it is the conservatives who drive the process 

forward. In these lively debates, they express the country is suffering the consequences of 

the paralysis of all port activities (exports and imports, communications with foreign 

countries)175 and that the national budget will suffer as a consequence. They question the 

Radicals on the way they deal with the strike accusing them of promoting it, letting it 

unfold without intervening and not defending the freedom to work as they should. Melo, 

a conservative Radical deputy, presents a Request for Information to the Ministers of the 

Interior and the Navy. The Socialists support the quest for information and 

accountability; their fight with the Radicals centers on different matters: mostly their 

electoral rivalry in winning workers votes and a defense of “legality” which some 

Conservatives also refer to in this debate as they witness the government ignoring the 

chamber. What angers the Socialists (and conservatives but for different reasons) is the 

“government’s invisible interference” in labor conflicts and also the Socialists, the 

repression against workers. The embattled UCR legislators (Beiró, Molina) defend their 
                                                 
174 The process started round September 1918 with a demand for wage increases and improvement of work 
conditions. I have followed the debate between February and April 1919. The strike gave “the government 
an opportunity to favor the workers without being plagued by the problem of recurrent violence”, Rock 
(1975:186). 
175 In fact, “there was little effect on overseas trade since trade was simply transferred to other ports” 
(Rock, 1975: 186). 
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government’s actions as best they can (sometimes they do not know what is going on 

because talks with the labor organizations are carried out in secret meetings not even the 

deputies are privy to) responding to the accusations and avoiding the presence of Minister 

in the Chamber by their voting majority. 

The Navy Minister (Domingo Salaberry) makes a brief appearance announcing 

the strike is not a subject that should be discussed in Congress. On March 18 the 

Conservatives present a motion to create a committee to study the causes and 

developments of different worker conflicts, communicate with the organized groups, and 

draw up social legislation to be considered in the next regular sessions. When they vote 

the minute, 36 (all Radicals) vote against it and 27 Conservatives and Socialists vote in 

favor. Thus, it is rejected and sent to the Constitutional Affairs Committee. However, the 

next day, Deputy Rodriguez requests the Minister come to the chamber again in late 

March, the minute is passed but he withdraws the interpellation after a decree 

nationalizing port services.  

h. the debate on the Gath & Chaves strike (May 30, 1919, 33 pages)- this 

illustrative debate of the different positions on strikes is caused by the following 

situation: the workers of the biggest cloth store in Buenos Aires (Gath and Chaves, a 

British-owned wholesale and retail business) go on strike requesting better work 

conditions, higher salaries and more rest time. The employers respond by publishing ads 

regarding the strike in newspapers to undermine it. In response to this, the graphic 

workers of the newspapers in which the ads are published strike in solidarity with the 

G&C workers. Consequently, those newspapers that published the ads do not come out. 

In response to this act, the employers apparently decree a lock out (Dickmann, p.227). A 
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Radical (Araya) -and a conservative (Moreno)176 who defers to Araya- propose a vote of 

support for freedom of the press. The real fracture line in this debate, however, is the 

attitude towards the workers actions.  

The Conservatives and the conservative Radicals think the workers have 

overstepped themselves and are putting the freedom of the press in jeopardy by 

exercising censure on what is to be published. “Freedom of the press is in danger when 

an association of men prevents a newspaper from being published…this first victory 

which has made the great Argentine newspapers close will soon create arrogance which 

is natural of the weakness of the human spirit and as a consequence, the definitive 

censure of our papers” (Melo, 231-2). They accuse the legislators who do not agree of 

being “obreristas” (pro-worker) because it is fashionable and of forgetting that they have 

to legislate for “the general interests, civilization and the progress of our republic” (Araya 

p. 234; Costa, Rodríguez, Moreno express similar opinions). 

The pro-worker Radicals argue this is not a freedom of the press problem (which 

is ‘rooted in our institutions and our customs’), “it is the social question that swells and 

looms over us”, it is just one more incident in the struggle between capital and labor. The 

issues can be solved by conciliating labor and capital with mutual concessions, by setting 

aside their intransigence, they say. “Only with a gradual, progressive and reasoned 

evolution will there be true and long lasting change” through legislation, declares the 

Radical Molina (p. 229-30). The Socialists also argue that everybody agrees with 

                                                 
176 Moreno declares that the absence of newspapers indicates that ‘the tyranny of the shadows has 
commenced’, that the President is the main player behind the strike and attacks on the newspapers precisely 
because he is interested in the reign of shadows so the country remains ignorant of his bad deeds and 
inconvenient measures and cannot criticize them. 
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freedom of the press so there is no need to adhere to it, and that what is really at stake is 

question of business profit that has nothing to do with freedom of expression. Both sides 

have the right to do what they are doing and this is why there is a conflict. Besides, 

parliament has no business passing a declaration that implies supporting the employers 

over the workers or vice versa (Dickmann and Bunge, Socialists; Lagos and Becú, 

Radicals uphold this position). Araya’s motion is voted and wins 43 (Conservatives and 

conservative Radicals) over 22 (Socialists and pro-worker Radicals).  

i. Applying the Law of Residence (August 13 and 27, 1919; 31pages). During this 

debate socialist legislator Antonio de Tomasso denounces a violation of individual 

liberty: the government states it has expelled detainees by virtue of Law 4144 (of Social 

Defense passed in 1910, the centenary of Independence)  “…wanting to appear before the 

Conservatives as protecting them from dangers that do not exist” and at the same time 

“wanting to appear to the workers as if it is neutral, the President does not take 

responsibility and does not sign the expulsion decrees but has the police, its subordinate 

organ, detain people”. According to de Tomasso, the executive permits the police to 

arbitrarily choose who will be arrested, according to a list of their own. The detainees are 

taken to Martin García island (where prisoners at the disposal of the executive power 

were held in Argentina) to be embarked as soon as a vessel became available. But no 

decrees have been signed, he states, which is the only way the Law of Residence can be 

applied. De Tomasso is defending four prisoners and has gone to the courts. As a result of 

his work, the federal court declares the prisoners cannot be held because there is no 

signed decree and frees them. Vergara, a Radical deputy, has the hard task of explaining 

the government’s actions. He tries to shift the debate from the legal sphere to the anti-
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foreigner one but is not very successful. However, the minute, requesting that the 

executive power return the detainees to their homes is voted, and looses 24 votes against 

36 (the vote is not nominal). Probably mostly Radicals and some Conservatives voted 

against while Socialists, some Conservatives and some Radicals voted for. The debate is 

very confrontational against the President which may coalesced the Radicals. 

j. Right of assembly in the Capital (February 3, 1920). The socialists present a 

draft resolution in which they request the executive power inform what measures it has 

taken to guarantee the right of assembly in the Federal Capital. Their complaint is that 

their rallies and meetings are interrupted by gangs that yell “Viva el Presidente 

Yrigoyen!” and, as a result, the events all finish with scuffles and commotion. Sometimes 

stones rain down from these persons giving hurrahs for the president on neighboring 

rooftops; another time during a march, columns were attacked with stones and sticks, and 

in a meeting in the 12th section (the same one Yrigoyen lived in; therefore, feelings ran 

high) a death had occurred. The Radicals defend themselves arguing that this kind of 

thing has always happened as a result of partisan passion and it had never remotely 

occurred to anybody to write minutes about it accusing a government of organizing these 

gangs intentionally. They reiterate that they also repudiate any events that could injure 

the right of assembly and also declare the courts must investigate what happened in the 

case of the death. A Socialist says these things did not happen under (conservative) 

President Saenz Pena and de la Plaza, and some Conservatives agree. Then, a Radical 

deputy (Ferreyra) tells how all young Radical speechmakers knew that in all the parishes 

with a socialist majority it was impossible to speak because they were heckled and 

interrupted every five minutes. “What partisan audiences cannot tolerate are the tough 
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words, often unfair, that the speakers of the different parties tend to use from the rostrum. 

The attacks on order take place when there are personal attacks on people but they don’t 

happen when the orators are expressing ideas”. The minute is voted in by 35 votes in 

general, then a nominal vote is requested and it is approved by just one vote (34 

affirmative, 33 negative). After the discussion ‘in particular’, it is voted again and wins 

33 to 30; a Radical asks for a nominal vote and the result is 34 for the motion 

(Conservatives and Socialists) and 32 against (Radicals). The minute is passed. Unless 

some absent Conservatives are present, it is interesting that there are Radicals voting for 

the motion. 

 

b. Fracture lines, voting and debate 

 In this section, I classify the legislators according to their divisions, look at their 

voting patterns and characterize the debate. Three different dimensions, the fracture lines 

of their disagreement, along which to classify the legislators emerge from their positions 

in the debates: party origin, attitude towards worker issues and attitude towards measures 

such as a state of siege, police behavior and the “social and public order”.  a. Party origin 

(which Peter Smith, 1974:61-3, has shown is the most explanatory of their voting 

alignments) and within the Radical party in particular, degrees of loyalty and support for 

President Yrigoyen explains votes (from Carlos Melo who most often votes with the 

conservative opposition, passing through Araya who could vote with conservatives (in 

particular) and socialists in favor of the interpellation of a Minister but voted mostly with 

his party; Molina who boasts independence from the government to Beiró who was more 

of a ‘soldier’ sometimes sent to the front to defend difficult subjects, and Oyhanarte who 
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is explicitly close to the executive and Delfor del Valle who vocally defends the 

government from everybody and –which is partly contradictory- supports strict  measures 

against worker movements. b. Attitudes towards worker issues: that is, a higher degree of 

support toward worker demands and preferences (Radicals like Molina, Ferreyra, 

Ferrarrotti) or a more repressive, less supportive attitude (although the legislators all 

declared themselves to be reformists, Conservatives and Radicals of all colors). Stepping 

outside the Radical party, the Conservative legislators held more repressive positions –in 

legislation proposals and in references to the performance of the police during strikes or 

demonstrations- in particular (Agote, Moreno Jr., Sanchez Sorondo; among the Radicals 

Melo, Gibert, Vergara, Araya?). The Socialists, of course, were the most consistently pro-

worker members. Finally, c. there is a tendency to support or reject authoritarian 

measures such as a state of siege, defend or critique repressive police behavior and 

uphold the “social and public order”. The second and third criteria generally coincide; 

that is, a legislator who supports workers demands will tend to vote against a state of 

siege and critique police behavior (but not always)177 and a legislator who agrees with the 

need for social legislation but wants more control of the work force will probably value 

the social or public order more highly than the previous group. 

Voting.178 Examining the voting in search of a pattern, what emerges is that when 

strictly worker issues are voted, such as those related to support for the position of 

                                                 
177 Costa is a liberal conservative who deeply dislikes Yrigoyen, does not always vote in favor of workers 
but is the only Conservative to vote against the state of siege -and yet prefers obligatory arbitration. 
However, he is more the exception than the rule. “…Costa is a causeur, so amiable, so paradoxical, more 
paradoxical than amiable at times” (Laughter) (DS, CD, Dickmann, May 30, 1919). 
178 On the basis of Dickmann’s information (December 18, 1919), conservatives (27) and socialists (6) 
cannot add up to more 33 IF all are present which seem improbable, and radicals 49 (excluding those on 
leave). 
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workers in a strike (Gath & Chaves) or supporting certain social bills (retirement for 

railway workers) through Congress, the Conservatives and the conservative Radicals ally 

and beat the Socialists and the pro-worker Radicals (as in Bravo’s motions to interpellate 

the Minister of the Interior, the state of siege bill, Dickmann’s proposal in favor of the 

railway workers’ retirement –although there could also be an anti-socialist rather than 

anti-worker vote here on the part of some radicals-, and the Gath & Chaves debate). 

These are the proportions that reign in relation to worker issues (and the law they passed 

on the Putting Out System in 1918), the existence of the Committee Report of the trade 

union bill is also evidence of this balance of power in the chamber. Perhaps the fact that 

the Conservatives trust and like Goyeneche, the President of the chamber, is also 

evidence of the predominance of conservative Radicals in the Chamber of Deputies. 

However, the Radicals, even the conservative ones, at least in their speeches, are more 

supportive of workers than Conservatives.179  

On the other hand, when the motion is a minute or a draft resolution to get a 

Minister to the chamber, then Conservatives and Socialists tend to vote together no 

matter what the subject is and even if they have opposite opinions on it which they often 

do. In these cases they sometimes lose to the radicals who tend to vote as a party when 

the topic becomes “political” (e.g. Bravo’s motion to interpellate the Minister of the 

Interior, his second Request for Information; the motion to create a committee to study 

the causes and developments of worker conflicts at the time of the maritime strike, de 

                                                 
179 Rock says that in 1916 almost all the Radical members of the Congress were recruited from among the 
traditional elite groups (he cites Cantón, El Parlamento Argentino en Epocas de Cambio, p. 37-66). By 
contrast, in 1928, a large proportion were of middle class background and immigrant family origins (he 
cites his article “Machine Politics”,  JLAS, November 1972) and Gallo y Sigal, “El Origen de los 
Partidos”). 
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Tomasso’s motion that the executive power return the detainees to their homes). Why the 

Socialists win the right of assembly vote (albeit closely), very much a “political’ issue, 

must be because of some anti-Yrigoyen votes from Radicals.  

The state of siege shows the biggest margin of difference (58 in favor and 5 

against). There is a nominal vote: all the Radicals and Conservatives vote in favor and 

only the Socialists and Costa vote against. There seems to be a nucleus of 31 pretty 

recalcitrant Radicals, they never have fewer than 31 votes; but those more socially 

conservative and those least close to Yrigoyen can vote with either side: with the 

Conservatives on worker issues and with their party if they perceive the debate, impelled 

by the Socialists, to be anti-government; and the pro-worker Radicals can also with the 

Socialists. The Conservatives vote with the Socialists on interpellation issues and anti-

government issues but with the government if it proposes an anti-worker or “order 

seeking or repressive” motions. The Socialists always vote as a party, and always in favor 

of worker issues and against authoritarian or repressive measures.  

Regarding the dynamics of these debates during 1919 - a difficult year in the 

context of the end of WWI and an economic situation that is compounded by (and 

causes) the social unrest- a. the Radicals emerge as an embattled political group between 

the Conservatives on one hand (who have been ousted for the first time since a 

republican, representative regime was put in place in the 1860s), and the Socialists, on 

the other, with whom they compete for the support and the votes of workers. Rock (1975: 

157) maintains that in 1919 the Radical government was forced to struggle desperately 

for survival; it did survive but in the process was compelled to abandon the genuinely 

progressive aspects of its policies. 
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b. The delays or blockages arise not from within the first chamber where a vibrant 

debate unfolds and various bills are passed but from the relations between the different 

powers, between the executive and the legislative, in particular the Senate. Yrigoyen does 

not open Congress every year (the first president ever not to attend the opening 

ceremony); regarding the interpellations, the legislators vote minutes, draft resolutions 

and Requests for Information requesting different Ministers’ presence in the Chamber 

and these either come for five minutes and leave, send written reports with the 

information requested or simply ignore the invitations.180 Another action taken by the 

president that infuriates many Conservative and Socialist legislators (for different 

reasons) is his direct, personal intervention in the strikes which among other things, 

results in a less important role for Parliament to play. The executive sends bills that 

Deputies ignore (such as authorization for a loan). Yrigoyen does not consider Congress 

important, that comes across clearly from the deputies’ indignation. On the other hand, 

the Senate, in the hands of the Conservatives does not study the Chamber of Deputies’ 

bills181: “…the Honorable Senate with their renowned aptitude for extinguishing sounds 

and censuses” says Deputy Costa (DS, CD, September 9, 1918). 

c. Another point that emerges from reading the debates is the importance of the 

existence of articulate, knowledgeable legislators from different political groups. Their 

                                                 
180 On February 19, 1919 there were four minutes unanswered by the executive (DS, CD, p. 83). 
181 In 1917, Socialist Senator del Valle Iberlucea mentions various bills that have to be discussed: the bill 
on representation change due to the information of the 1914 census and the law approving the census, the 
bill on railway workers retirements; the bill on regulation of railway workers working conditions; also a bill 
on free importation of sugar, another on reforms to the penal code (which may be initiated in the Senate or 
from deputies) (Senate, December 14, 1917). In 1919, deputy Dickmann mentions the senators should 
study the bill on payment of salaries in legal tender (passed twice by deputies) (Dickmann, June 3, 1921). 
In 1928, Muzio mentions the bill on closing shops and stores at 8 pm, which was vetoed by the executive  
(although stores close at 7 or 7.30 anyway says Muzio) (September 18,1928); the Senate also let the eight-
hour working day bill approved by Deputies lapse.  
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intervention in parliamentary debates and questioning of the executives actions 

unfailingly brings a sense of proportion to different events and turns murky affairs into 

transparent ones (e.g. the Socialists on the Semana Trágica detainees shows how the 

government handles the pressure from Conservatives; the Conservatives in the debates on 

the maritime strike shows how the government deals with strikers, their representatives 

and the employers; the debate on the right of assembly reveals what happens in political 

events and the existence of a tradition).  

d. Speakers are totally engaged and the debate is intense but proceeds in orderly 

form. I found only one incident which was not clear since obviously words have 

obviously been tested from the Diario de Sesiones (there appears to have been a fight 

between Socialists and Conservatives). In general the president intervenes little in spite of 

the different positions and the conflictive domestic context. Each legislator asks to speak 

(“Pido la palabra”) and speaks, they often ask for permission to interrupt and almost 

always those speaking oblige. There are also pre-arranged speakers who have obviously 

spoken to the president beforehand. The debates are very lively, legislators are locked in 

a debate that moves quickly, sometimes sparkling, edgy, often interjected with teasing or 

ironic exchanges.182 

The Radical Congress seems similar to the Conservative one, albeit aggiornado –

there is less Latin and French and English used in the debates and more local phrases and 

expressions, a greater presence and acceptance of difference, and of course new issues 
                                                 
182 As during the debate on Bravo’s Request for Information on the recent strikes; another example: Beiro, 
a radical deputy: “The only manifest contradiction between the screaming (la grita) of the conservatives 
and the screaming of the socialists is showing that the executive power has placed itself in the exact correct 
position, in the place determined by its responsibilities to the country. And it has proceeded with total 
calm... Mr. Rodríguez A., a Conservative, interposes quickly: Seventy seven days [of calm he implies, 
referring to the duration of the long maritime strike] (Laughter) (March 18, 1919, p. 492). 
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are present- but in both there is a sense of energy, liveliness, but also engagement, and 

often substance: good exchanges of ideas on important issues of the day.  

 

c. The Socialist bill on trade unions – debate in the Senate 

In April of 1922, the Radical Marcelo T. de Alvear won the national elections. 

Although Yrigoyen had bestowed his blessing on the candidate, very soon Alvear began 

to act independently, replacing the Yrigoyenistas in public administration and the 

military. Thus commenced a rift in the Radical Party that eventually evolved into a 

division around August/September 1923 and a formal separation in August of 1924: the 

party split into the Antipersonalist Unión Cívica Radical which united the opponents of 

Yrigoyen (who tended to be more socially conservative) and the Personalist UCR, 

Yrigoyenistas which retained the UCR party label (Walter, 1977:187, 192). On the other 

hand, since 1923 a division had also been forming in the Socialist party which became a 

schism in 1927 (Walter, 1977:208). Except for two brief general strikes in 1923 and 

1924, labor militancy declined in the 1920s in part due to the prosperity and also to the 

partisan divisions between Communists, Anarchists, Fusionists and Syndicalists that 

weakened labor (Walter, 1977:202; Rock, 1975:220). 

After the elections on March 7, 1926, in the Chamber, the Personalists held 60 

seats, the Antipersonalists (who won in six provinces) gained 33 deputies, the Socialists 

19, the Conservatives retained 15, local conservative parties 21, and Democratic 

Progressives 9. There were two Socialists in the Senate, at least three 3Yrigoyenist 

Radicals, Anti-personalists and of course, Conservatives (Walter, 1977:200).  
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On the 27th of September, 1926, a Socialist bill on trade unions reached the Senate 

floor.183 It was signed by the Committee members Carlos Serrey, Fernando Saguier and 

Mario Bravo (Bravo is Socialist, Saguier is Radical). True to the socialist tradition, it was 

short (only ten substantive articles) and light on regulations. It established the purposes 

trade unions had to have in order to be considered an association (as defined by art 33 of 

the Civil Code)184 and thus hold the capacity and the rights that the laws grant to 

incorporated entities (Art. 1). Art. 2 listed the requirements to obtain incorporation which 

would be granted by the DNT (Labor Board) in the Capital (or the governor in the 

national territories)185 which were simple. If the formal requirements were fulfilled, the 

request had to be accepted and the DNT grant incorporation. Art. 3 listed the information 

the statutes had to contain (similar to the bills analyzed in Chapter 4).186 

 The most important article in the bill, which broke with the tradition of all the 

other bills regarding incorporation both before and after it, was Art. 5 that established that 

all worker associations’ “requests for legal recognition of incorporation, if they fulfilled 

the procedural requirements set forth in this law, will be considered accepted and 

                                                 
183 The history of this bill is reconstructed in Chapter 4. 
184 That is, to regulate salaries, work hours and work conditions; protect members’ individual rights; 
provide mutual aid; maintain an employment agency; promote technical and general instruction of its 
members (Art. 1). Art. 33 of the Civil Code was open in its provisions but needed to be extended for other 
cases such as corporations and cooperatives (Serrey, p. 898). 
185 The bill stated the law applied to the Federal capital and national territories, and established in Art. 12 
that the EP would move forward the necessary measures from the provincial governments so the 
jurisdictional legal provisions were in accordance with those of this law. In the provinces, the requests for 
incorporation would follow local provisions (Art. 2). There were 14 provinces in Argentina at that time and 
various “national territories” which were incorporated as provinces in the 40s and 50s. 
186 As in all the other laws, the associations had to inform the Labor Board about labor conditions, 
administration of subsidies, and numbers of their employment agencies with certain regularity (Art. 7); 
associations either funded or directly or indirectly administrated by employers were explicitly excluded 
(different from Chile) (Art. 8); association labels were protected (Art 9) and any person who obliged 
another person/s to enter or leave a worker association as a condition of employment committed a crime 
and would be punished by a fine or arrested for 15 to 30 days (Art 10). 
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therefore recognized if the authorities in charge of studying said request [the Labor 

Board] have not objected to any part of it within thirty days after the request has been 

submitted” (Art. 5). This was similar to the British requirements and considering the 

previous tradition, a revolutionary article.  

The Senators pass the bill “in general” seventeen to one. Only one Senator from a 

Northern province objects to the notion of incorporation and the change of procedure   

proposed in the bill -which instead of being granted by the national and provincial EPs, 

would be automatic after 30 days if the association fulfilled the requirements. Socialist 

Senator Bravo justifies including trade unions in a special regime like corporations and 

cooperatives, refers to the different incorporation systems possible and emphasizes that 

the aim of the bill was to make incorporation independent of the public powers and 

“repeal those principles established in the Civil Code by which the authorization to 

function depends only and exclusively on the governor, after this bill it will depend 

exclusively on whether the association fulfills or not the requirements of the law” (p. 

908). 

He goes on to emphasize the need for its urgent enactment due to the great growth 

of worker associations in Argentina and the fact that in many countries, worker 

associations had developed either in the shelter of constitutional provisions without any 

specific regulation by laws or under the protection of special laws which it has been 

necessary to dictate. In Argentina, the right of association “had developed by virtue of 

general provisions under the shelter of the recognition of those rights by the Constitution 

and not in laws”, he states. The associational objectives unions could pursue once they 

are recognized as lawful incorporated entities are the following: to monitor the fulfillment 
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of the labor laws, labor inspection in general, to celebrate collective contracts, go before 

the courts of justice and of arbitration, to celebrate labor contracts, represent the activity 

interests; and to have and defend their assets (905).  

Senator Ruzo, the author of another bill187 and a Conservative who had 

participated actively in the effort to create labor legislation188, does not object to the bill’s 

liberal articles on incorporation. However, in the debate “in particular”, he will attempt to 

get four changes passed (all entailing inclusions of articles from his bill): Using exact 

articles taken from Gonzalez’ 1904 Code, he wants the government to be the one to 

approve any alteration of an association’s statutes and to refuse to register any association 

“when there was another similar or identical one already registered to which it could 

belong without inconvenience”.189 The first part of this proposal is accepted quite 

quickly, the second concerned an important organizational issue. Ruzo argues his 

objective is that the existing unions should represent, as far as possible, all the workers 

within their craft or activity, because if different groups are formed it will be difficult to 

apply the law, in particular in regard to conciliation and arbitration. The Socialists argue 

that although the ideal is the unification of the labor movement, and one trade union for 

each industrial activity, the law would become an instrument of manipulation and 

exclusion. They vote and Ruzo loses. 

                                                 
187 The distinctive features of his bill were that he included employer associations in the regulations and 
proposed that state workers be made to form mandatory trade unions (“in order to solve any conflicts 
rapidly so as to avoid the interruption of public services”). He also suggests that all the workers of a 
determined trade should form part of the local trade union so that they could resist the impositions of 
capitalists better (p.895). 
188 Head of Legislation in the Labor Board when Conservative V. de la Plaza was president (1914-1916) 
and author of a bill on labor contract presented to Congress by the said President. Ruzo came from 
Catamarca, a Northern province (BS, CD, G. del Barco, Fundamentos, January 8, 1919).  
189 This article is a copy of J. V. Gonzalez’ code art.  390. 
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He also proposes the inclusion of an article from his bill declaring worker 

associations null if they contradict the country’s “morality and good customs” or the 

Constitution, disrespect individual liberty and freedom of conscience, etc. (again, this a 

copy of article 385 of the 1904 bill). Although the Socialists oppose stigmatizing 

associations in anticipation by suspecting them of wanting to follow unlawful and amoral 

purposes, when the article is voted, the Socialists lose, and the proposal is accepted. 

Ruzo also wants the bill to express more clearly than it does that incorporated 

associations can take part in the conciliation and arbitration proceedings thus enabling 

associations to fulfill the primary objective of the worker corporations (p. 913). This 

proposal is also accepted. Finally, he adds a provision that says that worker associations 

can take part in the election of worker representatives for the Labor Council and that they 

represent the trade in the designation of delegates for whatever object the special laws 

establish, which is also accepted.  

 So, on the basis of a Socialist bill, the Conservatives include some changes and a 

trade union bill is finally approved in one of the Chambers. This bill has obviously been 

debated and agreed upon in the Committee especially because only one senator objects to 

the Executive power being lifted out of the equation; besides, the debate is not lengthy. 

The common denominator of the objections and the changes effected on the bill are 

related to the lack of state control that the bill established. 
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CHAPTER 7 

 THE DYNAMICS OF CONGRESS IN CHILE 

I think we are going to pass some bad provisions… And I am not even 
mentioning the heading that refers to trade unions, which far from 
being such, will be a sort of iron fist to prevent free trade unionism; so, 
far from satisfying the obvious needs, we are going to exacerbate the 
working classes who now have sufficient education to understand the 
scope of this bill (M. Concha, BS, CD, December 28, 1920).

As indicated in the previous chapter, this one also focuses on the dynamics of 

congress in order to examine the features of the debate and the passage of the bill: the 

different political groups and ideas present; the place where debate takes place –on the 

chamber floor or in smaller committees, the degree to which change is produced through 

debate in the bill and legislators’ opinions; the content of the views and arguments that 

legislators express on the provisions of the law; and certain formal features of the debate 

such as time organization; adherence to rules; initiation of the bills and ways to solve 

stalling.

This chapter examines a very different kind of debate from the debate in the 

chamber of deputies in Argentina: it occurs in smaller spaces and between legislators 

who embody less difference. In the first section the debate takes place in the senate on 

some articles on the organization of trade unions – this forms part of a much longer 

debate on working conditions (examined in the Chapter 9). The second is a long debate 

that unfolds over eleven meetings within the Joint Committee, a group of only eleven 
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legislators appointed by their respective chambers to discuss the bills on the right to form 

trade unions. 

 

1. The Senate Bill: Legal Trade Unions -Iron Fists190   

 
As mentioned above, the first time a bill on the organization of trade unions was 

submitted to the Chilean Congress was June 2nd, 1919.191 The same bill, with very few 

changes, was presented to the Senate again in August of 1920 as a Committee report and 

the debate started in November of the same year. It is interesting that the Senate starts 

discussing the bill four months after the contested presidential elections of June 1920 

(which were finally awarded to Arturo Alessandri) and a month and a half before he takes 

office in December of 1920 –and in spite of the resistance of some senators.192 The 

Chilean Senate started debating the first title of the Bill on Social Legislation (as its 

Conservative authors called it) on the 4th of November of 1920. Although the original bill 

had three titles (the first on the work contract, the second on ‘worker association and the 

legal trade union’ and the third on collective conflicts) the Senate discussed and approved 

only the first, on the work contract (or working conditions). Although two senators claim 

                                                 
190 All the information in this section has been taken from the Senate records. 
191 It was signed by seven senators: Carlos Aldunate Solar (O’Higgins), Alfredo Barros Errazuriz (Linares), 
Joaquín Echenique (Santiago), Rafael Urrejola (Valparaiso), Pedro Correa Ovalle (Talca), Rafael Artizia 
Lyon (Llanquihue) and Silvestre Ochagavía (Chiloé) (BS,  June 2, 1919. Although Juan E. Concha (or Don 
Juan Enrique Concha Subercaseaux) does not sign the first version of this bill -he was not an Senator yet-, 
he was the principal author of this bill (Morris, 1966). 
192 Through August, September and October, 1920, J. Concha and Aldunate –the two main spokesmen for 
the bill- try to get the Senate to debate the bill. The body had voted to change the position of the social 
legislation bill (as they called it) in the order of issues to be considered and had given the space to other 
matters. As a result, Juan E. Concha says “there seems to be no ‘atmosphere’ to debate the bill”. Aldunate 
says: “It seems that for very respectable reasons a numerous group, perhaps half the Senate, does not 
consider it timely to discuss this bill now” (BS, September 2, 1920, 5 October 1920). This resistance to the 
bill is also mentioned by Juan E. Concha when he presents the bill in Congress: ‘some senators are alarmed 
by the bill’ (BS, November 4, 1920). 
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that the Title on union organization was also approved and sent to the Chamber of 

Deputies, this does not seem to have happened.193 They debate the eighteen articles of the 

first title for nine sessions, completing it on January 11th, 1921. A week later, they start 

debating the second title on trade unions but this issue is discussed only one day and the 

debate comes to a halt. The final version of the first title of the bill on ‘the work contract’ 

(examined in Chapter 9 on the eight hour working day) is published in the Senate on 

April 19, 1921 and arrived in the first chamber three days later. The second bill on the 

organization of trade unions presented to Congress was drawn up by Tomás Ramírez 

Frías, a Liberal from the same party as Alessandri, on the 26th of August 1919. 

Alessandri was inaugurated in December, 1920 but the entire chamber and 1/3 of 

Senate were to be renewed in March 1921. Before March 21 the National Union had an 

overwhelming majority in the Senate (about 86%) and the Liberal Alliance narrowly 

controlled the Chamber (about 55%). The election didn’t change the situation in the 

Chamber but reduced National Union positions in the Senate to 60%. The results did not 

greatly improve the difficult position of the Liberal Alliance and within alliance there 

was a shift of power to the Radicals. There were sixty six Liberal Alliance deputies: 

“thirty-nine were Radicals, the Alessandri Liberals counted only twelve; the Democrats 

also had twelve which gave them a degree of influence they were not accustomed to. In  

the Senate, the Radicals and Alessandri Liberals had six seats each and the Democrats 

three” (Morris, 1966:214).  

                                                 
193 On the 30th of November 1921, Errazuriz Tagle states that the previous year the Senate had sent Title I 
to the Chamber and that this year it had already sent the titles on Trade Unions, Participation in the Benefits 
and Arbitration during strikes. I did not find these bills in the records of the Chamber of Deputies. Morris 
(1966:222) says the title on labor contract, the least controversial, was the only one to clear the Senate. 
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 Alessandri had assumed office amid the intense social and political tension 

referred to in Chapter 5 and the government was rushing to present its own labor code. 

The Conservative party’s bill could also be called a Code for it touched on various issues 

that were treated as independent laws in other countries (e.g. payment in legal tender, 

women and children’s work, length of the workday). Indeed, Malaquías Concha194 

criticizes it for this very reason during the debate in the Senate. While Moises Poblete 

Troncoso, the head of the Labor Office, prepared the new government’s Labor Code 

which was presented to Parliament on June 27th, 1921, the government presented its first 

pioneering bills on social legislation to the chamber of deputies. These bills were drawn 

up to benefit the nitrate workers. The first (BS, CD, February 7, 1921) sought “to avoid 

the frequent conflicts between employers and workers and fill the gap in social 

legislation” by obtaining a low compensation for nitrate workers and regulating some 

circumstances that led to conflicts. In a tense atmosphere, the government requested the 

bill be exempted from going through the committee stage; it was approved in general but 

met objections and hostility from the opposition members who defended the employers’ 

right to “lockout” (Claro Lastarria, Oyarzun, BS, CD, February 7, 1921).  

On the 4th of May, 1921 the government sent two more bills to the first chamber 

as “advances” of a “complete bill on worker legislation and social security destined to 

benefit the proletariat all over the country”. One was a bill on retirement for the nitrate 

workers; the other on proposed the establishment of special, state-sustained judicial 

tribunals in the nitrate region -where judges and administrative authorities were often 

                                                 
194 The two protagonists of this section have the same last name but the Conservative is called Juan and the 
Democrat Malaquías (like García Marquez’ character in One Hundred Years of Solitude).  
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paid by the companies- and giving these judges capacity to rule in all conflicts between 

employers and workers (as well as minor administrative, family, civil registry matters). 

The bills did not prosper, as far as I could see. 

Below I will examine the debate surrounding the Title on Trade Unions which 

took place in the Senate on only one day. Two positions are revealed regarding the rules 

governing the organization of trade unions. These rules are of crucial importance since 

they express the measure of power a trade union will wield vis a vis the employers and 

the state. This point is revealed not so much through direct debate, which is not a frequent 

occurrence, as through the speeches or presentations of two Senators. The author of the 

bill and member of the Conservative party, and a Catholic, Juan E. Concha, explains his 

proposal when he presents the bill (BS, Senate, November 5, 1920). Malaquías Concha of 

the Democrat party, the only political party that defends the workers from the beginning 

of the century, presents his position on trade unions when the title was debated, a week 

after the debate on work conditions is concluded (BS, January 18, 1921). The subject is 

also touched upon in a brief exchange when Malaquías Concha attacks the provisions on 

trade unions in the middle of the debate on the minimum wage when they were 

discussing Title I on working conditions (BS, 28 December, 1920). 

The first article of the Title on Trade Unions, establishing that workers can 

associate if they follow the legal requirements to obtain incorporation, is passed without 

debate (Art. 13, BS 18 January, 1921). The second one (Art. 14) –the most important and  

most controversial- established that a legal, incorporated association would be constituted 

by force of law when there was a group of workers, over 16 years of age, in any private 

industrial mining, manufacturing or transportation firm that registered more than 25 
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workers. These associations would be called trade unions, indicating the name of the firm 

they belonged to (sic) and would be constituted for the following purposes: to celebrate 

work contracts with the firms and defend the workers’ rights that emerge from these 

contracts; represent workers in individual contracts if so requested; represent workers in 

collective conflicts and in particular in instances of conciliation and arbitration; deal in all 

that pertains to the economic interests of workers and solve industrial conflicts 

pacifically; for purposes of cooperation and mutual benefit. There are two important 

points in this article: a. the fact that trade unions are mandatory, automatically formed 

and b. that they are formed in each individual firm. 

In his presentation, Juan E. Concha (BS, November 4, 1920) describes the kind of 

trade union the bill proposes, and the rationale behind it -the point he expounds at most 

length together with the implications of establishing this of kind of union: that is, one per 

factory vis a vis “a universal trade union”, as he calls it. I will follow the argumentation 

in some detail since the article in the law that is finally passed in 1924, expresses exactly 

the same meaning although some words are altered; the purposes of a trade union are 

identical. Juan Concha calls the mandatory unions he proposes ‘legal unions’. In his 

presentation, he emphasizes the threat of free, unregulated, uncontrolled unions: “those 

great associations, called federations as in Chile, constitute organizations that are so 

strong that they become a state within a state”, a dangerous situation due to the 

disturbances they can produce; besides, they do not duly protect workers’ interests 

because “in those great associations, alien elements intervene, parasites that live off the 

exacerbation of the issues they themselves produce, or that can be produced under normal 
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circumstances but that they exploit with the object of keeping the masses in a state of 

over-excitement”. 

On the other hand, he says, the worker is in a weak position in the struggle of 

capital against labor so one way to provide for his legitimate defense is through the trade 

union but – and this is the crucial point- “not the universal union that contemplates the 

interests of the mass of workers but the trade union that must work inside the factory 

where the laborers work”. Problems are not universal, he maintains, they occur in one 

factory and not in the rest. Organized in this way, the federation cannot form alliances 

with workers from other factories and sympathy strikes can be avoided. What would 

happen, he asks, if all the workers ally with each other? We would have a permanent 

circle of strikes, one after another, a permanent strike. On the other hand, he states, with 

the legal union, the workers of each company control it, not the foreign or alien elements. 

Malaquías Concha, on the other hand, argues against this provision: mandatory 

trade unions do not constitute free association for the defense of interests as modern trade 

unionism is supposed to be.195 The law ‘associates workers of a company automatically, 

because they enter a factory they are associated, whether they want to or not, with the 

purpose of subordinating them to the aims of “legal trade unionism”, organizing them in 

a ‘private law corporation’ since the bills says a trade union will be formed in a private 

firm’. He states this mandatory system is similar to that of the medieval guilds but has 

less autonomy (BS, Senate, January 18, 1920).  

In Malaquías Concha’s view of the world ‘everything in nature struggles’, like 

industry and the workers: the former fights through lock outs, the latter through strikes 
                                                 
195 All from BS, January 18, 1921 (and always the Senate) except when a different date is specified.  
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organized to improve their economic standing. The workers are the weaker party, he 

states, because of which they are sometimes oppressed by their employers but by 

associating they come to be strong enough to deal with the industrialists on equal terms 

(BS, Senate, November 12, 1920). Therefore, Malquias Concha also objects to 

‘incorporation’, in contrast to Ramírez Frías, a staunch defender: trade unions should not 

be governed by the rules established in the Civil Code for incorporated associations 

because they will be subordinate to the provisions of the code that impose certain 

obstacles and taxes; and because the Code establishes in which cases an institution’s 

incorporation status can be cancelled.196 He argues it is unacceptable that the law leave 

all the trade unions exposed to an alien corporation in whose deliberations they cannot in 

any way participate and which could cancel their incorporation at the drop of a hat. 

Besides, the patron can always bring more influence to bear on the institutions of public 

law and thus obtain the cancellation of the union’s incorporation. He also argues that the 

Civil Code rules are not convenient for the modern work contracts, for the work 

conditions vary every day (BS, January 18, 1921).  

In his defense of the bill, its author Juan Concha, says the rights this bill 

recognizes are the following: the right to collective bargaining “in the conditions 

established by the law” (this point is not elaborated on) (Art.14); and the right to federate. 

This is, however, a constrained or limited right for, as he says, “it is evident that the legal 

trade union established in the way the bill proposes, localized in each factory with 

elements of order -for all the workers would enter into each trade union- would give 

                                                 
196 Just a few days previously the government had tried to cancel the incorporated status of the Workers 
Federation. Only when the Chilean delegate to the Society of Nations sustained the legitimacy of the 
association, the government abstained from canceling it. 
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magnificent results but naturally, would not have the strength that the federations have or 

could have” (BS, Senate, November 4, 1920). This bill does not include the mention of 

right to federate, not even for mutual aid reasons (that is, not to defend working 

conditions) which will appear in the bill submitted to the Joint Committee. These 

proposed trade unions, he assures, will defend workers and guarantee the right to work of 

those who wish to, in contrast to the effect a strike produces: that the federation or trade 

union does not permit the worker to return to his job. By establishing this kind of trade 

union and creating conciliation tribunals, the right of the workers who wish to continue 

with their tasks is protected. Besides, he argues, the legal trade union and the benefits will 

change the people’s fondness for a nomadic way of life and constant change of 

occupation generating stability in the industries. 

And it is here when the rationale for the industrial or plant unions as they are later 

called becomes clearer. The bill also established that workers would have the right to 

participate in an industry’s profits as long as the needs of production growth and the 

country’s industrial development were not affected.197 The rationale for this participation 

in the profits is the following: “There are constant conflicts between capital and labor and 

until we follow the laws of Christ, they will continue to exist. I am not one of those who 

believe that the economic and social laws will resolve problems peacefully and 

                                                 
197 Art. 15 established that the trade union would be funded in the following way: by the employers, with 
10% of the value of the salaries paid in the year as long as this amount could be wholly covered by the 
liquid profits (utilidades) (the article described how these profits were to be calculated). If with these 
profits only a part of the funding could be covered, then that part would be paid. Employers could be 
exempted from this obligation if these profits were distributed between employers and workers in 
proportion to the effective capital of the former and the total of the salaries paid during the year. Art. 23 
established the union’s board of directors would administrate the funds; the movements of funds would be 
published each day and be subject to control. Art 24: the funds do not belong to the workers nor the firm 
but to the association.  
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absolutely; I doubt laws will be a social panacea. However, the great difficulty there has 

been up to now to solve those problems have been the sanctions dictated by the 

conciliation and arbitration tribunals. Because employers are tangible beings, perfectly 

responsible, while workers and trade unions are not… Since it is not possible to apply 

collective fines on workers or the unions or associations they form part of, the sanctions 

can be applied to the benefits established in favor of the legal unions”. This is a leit motif 

Concha repeats all through his important role in shaping the social legislation that gets 

passed in 1924. He suggests it could even solve the absenteeism problem for the money 

would be part of a trade union fund. In other words, “when a worker does not accept the 

arbitration ruling and does not want to return to work, it is possible to apply a penalty: he 

is excluded from the union and other workers come to replace him. This is an efficient 

and positive sanction”198 he states. Also, before going on strike, all the workers must vote 

by secret ballot so they cannot be influenced by the hotheads and the best orators and 

pressured to strike (Art. 30 of the Title on Collective Conflicts) (BS, 5 November, 1920). 

Although article 30 (in the title on Collective Conflicts, 1919 version) on strike 

regulation is not debated this day, previously in the debate Torrealba (BS, November 11, 

1920) (a senator from the working class, probably an ex-railway worker) has objected to 

this provision because it restricts the right to strike. The bill establishes that the only way 

a strike can be called is by a secret majority vote of the union workers taken in an 

assembly called for this purpose. He states that as company owners have full right to 

                                                 
198 Art. 32 (of the title on Collective Conflicts) establishes that “workers can exonerate themselves from the 
arbitration rulings (that are mandatory) by leaving the firm without any compensation at all, losing all the 
advantages which association provides. The firm can be compelled to obey the rulings with fines of a 
hundred to five hundred pesos … but if these imply a condition that is incompatible with the economic 
result of the business, the firm is authorized to not accept them as long as it stops the operation”.   
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close factories and establishments to temporarily suspend work or decide to paralyze 

industry every time they consider it convenient, workers should be measured by the same 

stick and their right to strike should be recognized: “that right to leave work if they 

consider that the conditions they are placed in are not acceptable or convenient”. When 

Aldunate says that everyone has to partly restrict their rights just like Senator’s 

Torrealba’s right of expression is also restricted in the Senate, the latter replies it is a 

good comparison but the problem is that employers are not restricted at all. When 

Malaquías Concha accuses the bill of trying to avoid the workers declaring themselves on 

strike when they wish to, Juan Concha replies he is wrong because “the mechanism of the 

bill rests on the acknowledgement of the collective contract, establishing the principle of 

conciliation and arbitration for conflicts between employers and workers” (BS, January 

18, 1921). As can be seen, this reasoning reveals the high degree of the social 

authoritarianism and control contained in the organizational proposal and it is also a 

measure of the inequality present in the relationship between employer and worker in 

Chile. 

On the other hand, Malaquías Concha finds the provision that the worker cannot 

leave the factory or workshop in which he is working without losing all the money that 

has entered the union coffers because of him, also unacceptable and states the law has 

been dictated for the benefit of the employer. The worker is obliged to associate and then 

to remain in the union under penalty of loosing his money. This is unjust, arbitrary and 

tyrannical, he states; it establishes the domination of one class over another and a regime 

of oppression very harmful for the worker. He adds that nothing similar has been 

established in any other modern legislation.  
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The bill (art 21) also establishes that union assets will be made up as follows: 

mandatory member payments (determined by the assembly), voluntary payments by the 

company, members and third parties and assignation in their favor because of a death; 

interests and profits from the association’s assets, fines paid by employers and workers; 

and the company utilities (art. 15). M. Concha objects that the law mandates that workers 

are obliged to pay for their insurance: “the worker will have to leave part of his meager 

salary to satisfy those purposes. I cannot conceive of how the legislator can oblige a 

worker who barely makes enough to live on to leave a part of his miserable salary in 

order to cover these monthly installments”. He mentions a recent law passed in England 

by which the state pays a pension to all over 70 years old. This, he maintains is the 

tendency of the social action of the state in modern day life, or like in Germany where the 

employer, the worker and the state contribute 33% each towards the expenses of the 

banks (cajas) for the payment of disability and old age pensions. 

The bill also regulates the functioning of trade unions (Arts. 16-20) but as it’s 

debated only one day they do not get to these articles. However, they remain exactly the 

same through different instances and only the specifics about voting change (see below). 

Each trade union will act through a board of directors made up of five workers from the 

firm, elected by ‘cumulative vote’ (which they do not explain in this bill but they do in 

the Joint Committee proposal) in a member assembly. ‘Workers’ refers to the laborers 

and employees (i.e. white collar workers) who do not earn more than 300 pesos a month; 

the board of directors will be renewed every year in the month of May at the venue and 

date the President or Secretary announces in a visible place in the firm; voting will be 

secret. The board, not the workers, will elect, by cumulative vote for the positions of 
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President, Secretary and Treasurer. The trade unions’ ‘legal statutes’ can be extended 

regarding the regulatory part if the assembly agrees by 2/3 of the votes in a session 

specially convened to this effect and with the approval of the President of the Republic 

and the State Council (Art 26). There is no mention of what the statutes must contain in 

this first bill. M. Concha and (less) Torrealba were the only two senators who object to 

these articles. No other senator participates. 

There follows a period of jockeying for power between the National Union and 

the Liberal Alliance in an attempt to impose their own bills. The Chamber Committee 

considers Alessandri’s code and sends three chapters to the floor: the section on 

collective conflicts, the craft unions and work accidents. The third is discussed and 

approved and sent to the Senate. After a long laborious process four Alliancista deputies 

propose a special committee be set up, that the chamber invite the Senate to form a 

similar one and that these two committees meet to discuss the Alessandri code and all 

other pending social legislation. Each Camber designated seven representatives and the 

Joint Committee met for the first time in December 1921 (Morris 1966:214-221). 

 

2. The Debate in the Joint Committee (August 2, 1922 to February 10, 1923)199 

In this section, I will first examine the composition of the Joint Committee; 

second, I will present the content of the main issues and positions in the debate organized 

                                                 
199 All the information in this section has been taken from the Actas de la Comisión Mixta, Congreso 
Nacional de Chile [no date, 1923?], Biblioteca Nacional de Chile. It should be taken into account that the 
debate in the Joint Committee is not reported verbatim as the debates in both chambers are: the secretary of 
the proceedings summarizes the debate in reported speech. Therefore, the full argument, the words and 
emphasis of the speakers which can be so telling and riveting in a debate, are lost. The synthesized 
arguments, however, are generally more or less clear although they can be very synthesized and less clear 
on occasion (for example Labarca and Ramírez’ arguments on the 9th August, 1922). 
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into three parts: a. which bill would serve as the basis of the discussion, and the first 

debate on the character of the trade union organizations (mandatory o voluntary; b. the 

proposals on state intervention presented by the ‘liberals’; and c. the final debate on 

compulsory or voluntary unions. 

 

a. Composition 

The Joint Committee, formed by eleven legislators200 (and the head of the Labor 

Office) discussed the bills on trade union organization throughout twelve sessions that 

unfolded between the 2nd of August, 1922 and the 10th of February, 1923.201 Two votes 

that reveal the legislators’ positions are interesting to examine. When the members had to 

vote which bill of the three possible (the Conservative bill, Ramírez Frías’ or the 

government’s) would serve as the basis for the discussion in the Committee seven 

members voted for the Conservative or Senate bill: Senators Eliodoro Yañez (President, 

Aliancista), Ismael Edwards Matte (Vice-President, Conservative Senator), Juan Enrique 

Concha (Conservative Senator for O’Higgins), Ramón Briones Luco (Aliancista Senator 

for Tarapacá), and the deputies Luis Undurraga202, Miguel Luis Irarrázaval, and Luis 

Enrique Concha (these last two seem Conservative). Yañez and Briones Luco were 

supporters of the Liberal Alliance but not strong supporters of Alessandri’s views on 

social issues as becomes clear from the debate.  

                                                 
200 Fourteen legislators formed the committee during the first period when they discussed the labor contract 
(Morris, 1966:221) but only eleven participate in the discussion on the organization of trade unions. As 
deputy Opazo only attends twice, neither time a day they vote, and intervenes little, I have not counted him. 
201 The first session of this debate is numbered 26. The previous sessions took place between December 
1921 and July 1922 when the legislators discussed the labor contract. 
202 Morris (p.225) characterizes one of the participants as “shameless” without specifying his name. 
Undurraga and his unprincipled interventions seem to respond best to this adjective, but he seems to be 
Conservative (not Democrat). 
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On the other hand, the Committee was formed by four deputies who voted against 

the Conservative bill as the basis of the debate and in favor of the Labor Code from the 

first chamber, presented by the government: the deputies Tomas Ramírez Frías 

(Santiago), Santiago Labarca (Radical), Francisco Jorquera (Radical), and Luis Correa 

Ramírez (Democrat) (Morris, 1966: 226), all Aliancistas. Moisés Poblete Troncoso, the 

head of the Labor Office (Oficina del Trabajo), was also present. As mentioned above, 

they held twelve sessions, with frequent absences of some members.203 The second 

crucial vote was on whether plant unions were to be compulsory or voluntary: the 

proportion was seven to two in favor of mandatory unions! (Only Ramírez and perhaps 

Correa voted for voluntary ones). Ramírez and Poblete favor state control; Juan Concha, 

Irarrázaval, Edwards Matte (although he participates little) and, it would seem, Yañez204 

and Briones Luco, favor private employers’ control of unions. Although there seemed to 

be a close majority of Aliancistas, in fact the positions of the members of this Committee 

are all much nearer the Conservative Senate bill than the government’s more liberal one. 

Again, the political parties do not seem to represent systematic differences. And this 

would explain the otherwise surprising fact that the Liberal Alliance in power was not 

able to secure a better majority (or one near it) of votes for its bill on the Committee. One 

of the problems was the inner divisions of the Liberal Alliance and, says Morris, a feeling 

that social legislation was not a priority. This feeling is also present in the debates.  

Besides the occasions mentioned above, the committee members also reveal their 

divisions when they have to define the percentage firms would have to pay towards 

                                                 
203 Irarrázaval, Jorquera, and Correa: 7 absences; Edwards Matte: 6; Juan Enrique Concha: 5, Briones Luco, 
Luis Concha and Labarca: 4; Ramírez Frías: 2, Yáñez 2; Poblete Troncso: 1; Undurraga 0. 
204 Yañez was also a member of the national agricultural society (Morris, 1966:223). 
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unions and their members.205 Article 41 (16)206 established that if not otherwise 

stipulated, employers must pay their workers a yearly sum of 10% of the salaries of 

unionized employees and workers as long as this ‘subsidy’, as it is called, can be taken 

from the net profits and up to 10% of these profits. Yañez proposes lowering this 

percentage to 6%. Juan Concha, Briones and Edwards Matte immediately oppose this 

idea (the secretary taking notes specifies no more than that). Irarrázaval not only supports 

Yañez but proposes lowering the margin of profits assigned to participation to 6% too. 

His proposal is not accepted but President Yañez’ is, and it is also applied to the next 

article that establishes that this ‘subsidy’ will not apply to firms organized as corporations 

that assign the equivalent of 10% (lowered to 6%) of their capital to “work stocks that are 

collective property of the worker and employee union (ACM January 5 and February 10, 

1923, p. 85, 110-1). Some members defend employers’ interests more strongly. 

 

b. The debate on trade unions 

 Compulsory plant unions207 or voluntary craft ones? Part I. The first issue the 

Joint Committee had to define was which bill would serve as ‘the basis of the 

discussion’: the Senate’s (Conservative), the Deputies’ (originally the government’s), or 
                                                 
205 Half of this sum had to be destined to mutual aid purposes defined in Art 26 (1) and the other half 
distributed among those workers and employees who had worked at least 220 days, proportionately to 
salaries, wages and days worked. Ramírez states that ‘particpation in the benefits’ would not change the 
workers salary much (ACM -Actas de la Comisión Mixta- December 15 1922, p. 61). 
206 There are three different article numberings in the last committee bills and the debate. The numbers of 
the articles referred to appear in the second part of the bill on industrial plant unions, named “Participation 
in the Benefits”): Art. 16 (41), inciso 2 (ACM, p. 105). 
207 In Spanish, the terms used for “compulsory plant unions” –mandatory trade unions created in each 
industrial firm employing more than 25 workers- are the following: sindicato de fabrica –the most 
common-, sindicato legal, and sindicato industrial (the latter as in the name of the bill). Craft unions are 
called sindicatos or asociaciones libres and sindicato professional (as in the bill). Sindicato professional is 
also a universal term for both kinds of union. I use the term plant unions for the first and craft union for the 
second, following Morris’ translation. 
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Ramírez Frías’, as the author proposed. This decision, in turn, entailed the most important 

issue regarding the legislation on the right to combine in terms of its consequences and 

the time of discussion it took up: whether trade unions would be formed on an individual 

plant or a craft or industry basis and whether they would be mandatory as the Senate bill 

stipulated or voluntary, as some Aliancistas preferred. These issues -contained in the first 

and second articles of the bills- were debated in five Committee sessions and were not 

decided until the eighth.  

 Senator Juan Concha was the main proponent of the mandatory plant unions. He 

states that the choice of bill to be used as basis for the discussion entails a decision of 

crucial importance because it implies deciding between two completely opposed 

principles as the basis of the legislation: one of solidarity as in Senate’s bill or one of 

class struggle as in the other bills. The “Senate bill seeks order and harmony and rests on 

the concept of solidarity between capitalists and workers, it seeks the solution of labor 

conflicts diminishing their intensity” (ACM, August 9, 1922, p. 6). The next day, 

referring to Briones’ proposal to modify the wording of the second article208, Undurraga 

supports Briones by referring to Concha’s idea and expanding it: “Indeed, the concept of 

solidarity between employer and workers which serves as the basis of this bill implies the 

idea of a true community of interests, similar to the de facto community established by 

the Civil Code, and as such regulates the respective rights of the community members, in 

this case the employer and the workers. It is logical to presume the existence of that 

community, unless the opposite is expressed” (ACM, August 10, p. 19).  

                                                 
208 Briones proposed establishing that if no one expressed opposition, the legal trade union is presumed to 
govern. 
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But Juan Concha’s trump card, the reason he puts forward as crucial from the first 

day to explain and defend the fundamental rationale of the bill is the following: “The type 

of organization proposed in the Senate provides effective and positive sanctions against 

the workers that do not accept the arbitration rulings, providing it with a firm base which 

it lacks today” (ACM, August 9 1922, p. 6). In other words, he is always arguing that the 

way to make arbitration rulings ‘firm and viable’ is to force workers to accept them by 

creating circumstances that make it too dangerous and dramatic –loosing their jobs and 

all their savings for health and retirement- to object or reject a ruling, thus effectively 

taking away any possibility of independent decisions on a more equal footing (or a less 

unequal one). No legislator argues against this (even in the Senate, only Malaquías 

Concha was the only one who did when he calls the legal unions “fists of iron”). Juan 

Concha also argues that the Conservative project does not affect the constitutional 

freedom to associate because it does not prevent the simultaneous free association of 

workers outside the factory walls (ACM, August 9, 1922). What he does not mention is 

that the plant union concentrated all the rights and protections, making it irrelevant to 

associate outside the factory walls. Another argument wielded in favor of the Senate bill 

is that has already been approved by the Senate (Undurraga, Yañez, August 9, 1922, p.9).   

 On the other hand, Labarca, supporter of the Alliance and the Chamber of 

Deputies bill, argues that, to the contrary, the principle of class struggle was a more 

realistic assessment of social conditions and the preferences of the working class. If these 

were not taken into consideration, the legislation would fail and instead of channeling and 

directing social movements, it would provoke collective revolutionary disorder. Besides, 

the Senate bill would be resisted and fail because it went against constitutional precepts 
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by imposing association and because compulsive factory association would bring about 

the division and weakening of the masses. The legislation should limit itself to creating 

organizations that helped the proletariat achieve its objectives of social improvement in 

the way that would least damage its collective interests (Labarca, 9 August 9, 1922, p.6-

7; Correa, 2 August 1922).  

  Ramírez and Jorquera also object that the Senate’s bill goes against the 

Constitution which guarantees full freedom to either associate or not, to remain in a 

society or leave it (ACM, August 9, 1922). Besides, Ramírez argues, the bill curtails the 

workers’ spirit of independence, against which every paternalistic institution, like the one 

established in this bill, will collide (Ramírez, August 9 p. 7). The other crucial critique 

from the Aliancista side is that the Senate bill grants all the benefits to the “legal trade 

union”, depriving the “free union”209 from any rights at all: they hold the power to 

represent their workers and to exercise their economic and social defense, as Jorquera 

says. This could produce antagonism between the different groups of workers which 

would then be reflected in the actions of the unions, harming the development of industry 

and the solution of labor conflicts (Ramírez, August 9, 1922, p. 8). Poblete argues that the 

legislation must direct social reality within respect for the Constitution and laws but 

without forcing or hindering its movement as the Senates bill does, and respecting the 

freedom to associate as is done in other countries of the world (ACM, August 9, p. 8-9). 

They proceed to vote the motion to take the Senate bill as the base of the discussion and it 

                                                 
209 They say ‘free association’ but ‘voluntary association’ would probably be a more precise term. 
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wins 7 to 4. This, however, does not resolve all the issues in debate (ACM, August 9, 

1922, p. 9). 

Briones Luco argues against Ramírez’ accusation of paternalism saying that the 

capitalists are not doing the workers a simple favor in this case; they are creating rights 

that are granted to workers by law that these can claim in a court of law. He also suggests 

the anti-constitutional character of the bill can be solved by changing the wording: one 

way of leaving the interested parties in total freedom is to say that ‘if the parties are 

silent, the legal trade union is presumed to govern but in the presence of any statement 

against the legal union, the workers could associate freely and agree the labor conditions 

with the employer (ACM, August 9, 1922, p.8; August 10, 1922, p. 17-18).  

The proposal generates various objections, perhaps the most important of which is 

that “it is insufficient for unless it is expressly established in the law that the free 

associations will enjoy the same powers and attributions as the legal ones, the freedom 

Briones alludes to is essentially theoretical, for the employers will never accept the 

authority of the free associations to represent their workers nor to exercise the economic 

and social defense over them that the bill attributes to the legal unions” (Jorquera, August 

10, 1922, p.18). Ramírez insists that this wording alteration will cause a situation of 

tension and struggle between legal and free unions hurting both the industry and the 

workers who will join the free unions. Besides, the presumption Briones suggests would 

substitute for an express manifestation of will which is a crucial part of proper 

obligations; to this Briones responds that the simple act of entering a factory is a 

manifestation of the desire to form part of the legal union. For Ramírez, the regime the 

Conservative bill proposes entails moral compulsion. As the employers oppose free 
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associations, it is natural to assume they will try by all the means in their power to 

prevent the workers from forming part of these associations thus driving the workers to 

chose between working in a factory and entering its trade union, or free association and 

the consequent separation from the firm and abject poverty. The formation and existence 

of the unions must be supervised, he says, but without forcing the workers to associate in 

a determined manner (ACM, August 10, 1922, p.19-20). 

Unable to agree, the debate of the issues in articles 1 and 2 is suspended at this 

point and left for “second discussion”. Meanwhile, the President proposes that at the next 

meeting they debate a bill written up by Poblete that expanded and completed the 

provisions in the Senate bill through the inclusion of articles that ‘do not affect the 

fundamental aspects of the bill’. The next three sessions (the 16th and 30th of August and 

7th of November) they discuss the articles, which are partly from Ramírez’ bill and partly 

from the government’s and which entail significant state intervention in the trade unions. 

 

The liberals and state intervention. ‘Poblete’s bill’ keeps the Conservative bill as 

it was and adds sixteen ‘new’ articles, the common denominator of which was the 

intervention of the state in union internal affairs210 and many causes of dissolution. The 

                                                 
210 Art. 3 established unions could set up schools, social museums, cooperative societies, etc. but needed 
government authorization to create mutual aid, retirement and social security banks; Art. 4: established 
unions could not engage in activities other than those indicated in its statutes nor attempt against individual 
freedom, freedom to work nor industrial freedom; Art. 6. referred to leaving a union: the worker could 
remain as a member for the banks but could not make any claims to any other rights over monies paid; 
Art.7 how a trade union could expel a member; Art. 8. if, for six months, a worker stopped working in the 
profession he had when he entered the union, he no longer belonged to the union and could not represent it; 
Art. 9 established a union’s assets could not be embargoed; Art. 11 said married women could organize or 
form part of unions without ‘marital authorization’ (the first version said ‘female unions’ but the term 
‘female’ was then eliminated). Art.12 referred to registration requirements and statutes (analyzed below). 
Surprisingly, some of these articles remain a bit –not much- less repressive after debate with the 
Conservatives because they object to state control. 
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rest of the articles were the same as those in the Conservative bill presented to the Joint 

Committee: compulsive plant unionization, rules of internal governance, how assets and 

funding would be formed and managed, federation, dissolution (Arts. 13 to 26); and the 

articles that referred to ‘participation in benefits’ (ACM, August 16, 1922).  

These articles show the Liberal’s position regarding the intervention of the state in 

the organization of trade unions. The article they discuss the longest is Art 3 (taken from 

the bill discussed in the Deputies Committee)211 about state intervention in the services 

offered by unions. It established that unions could establish any kind of education and 

social security services compatible with the objectives of the association but they would 

need express state authorization in order to mutual aid, retirement and insurance banks 

for which they must either have sufficient resources or the guaranteed responsibility.    

Poblete explains there is a general tendency in social legislation matters to 

regulate for it is a new body of law that has to be interpreted by the working class who 

lacks the general notions on the subject. Intervention is necessary for the correct 

operation and prestige of the trade union. The opposition comes, on one hand, from Juan 

E. Concha who declares the powers of state interference excessive and fears they could 

be used for exercising favoritism and arbitrariness and even denying an authorization to a 

trade union that does not adhere to the government with the excuse that its funds are 

insufficient. Poblete suggests avoiding arbitrariness by making the government strictly 

follow a mathematical table provided by the Labor Office in order to grant or deny 

authorization but Concha says worker societies do not consider mathematical tables and 

                                                 
211 ACM, Labarca, August 16, 1922. 
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other scientific procedures but follow purely humanitarian sentiments and practices and 

share out the amounts to be expended (for funerals for example). 

Ramírez supports Poblete defending the need to clearly define the terms of 

legislation so as to ensure uniform interpretation of its provisions and “thus keep at bay 

the danger of intervention by the judicial system in this kind of matter”; besides, state 

intervention is necessary to defend the interests of the union members who are mostly 

people with little instruction. This, together with leaders’ lack of honesty and technical 

preparation, has been the cause of the failure of almost all the institutions of this kind that 

have been created (ACM August 16, 1922, p.34). Two weeks later, Poblete states that 

40% of Chile’s mutual benefit societies failed, damaging members and the good name of 

the institution. Most societies require the guarantee that government intervention in their 

formation provides in order to operate. Besides, all the countries that have Labor  

Departments or legislation on professional trade unions, give those departments direct 

intervention in the management of the services mentioned in the article (ACM, August 

30, 192, p. 37-8). Juan Concha replies it is necessary to supervise the organization’s 

administration of the social funds but he is against government intervention in the 

constitution of a union. Finally, Yañez’ wording is accepted: the list of permitted services 

remains, the paragraph on the government’s intervention is simplified: the banks will be 

subject to inspection by the Labor Board regarding their organization and operation” and 

the government will be able to annul incorporation in the case of lack of guarantees or 

irregularities.  And this is how it remains also in the 1924 law, with less regulatory detail 

than that proposed by the Liberals (Yañez, August 30, 1922, p.39-40; November 7, 1922 

p. 45).  
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 Article 4 “forbids unions from engaging in activities other than those indicated in 

their statutes and carrying out actions that will affect individual freedom, the freedom to 

work or the freedom of the industries (sic) as the Constitution and the laws guarantee 

them”. Only one legislator (Opazo, who only appears for two meetings) objects that the 

article could affect a citizen’s rights guaranteed by the Constitution. The rest approve. 

This stays the same in the 1924 law (ACM August 30, 1922, p. 40). 

 When the Committee resumes its deliberations on the 7th of November (sixth 

session), after not meeting for over two months212, they finish approving and/or 

modifying articles from “Poblete’s bill” and article 8: “all workers who stop working in 

the ‘profession’ they did when they entered the union for more than 6 months will, due to 

this sole fact, no longer belong to the union and cannot represent union members nor act 

on its board”. Poblete explains all legislations contain this kind of provision in order to 

prevent extremists from representing the workers. Juan Concha states it will affect those 

promoted. The article finally remains and stays in 1924 law too. 

Art. 9 established that union assets could not be seized or embargoed. Predictably, 

Juan Concha opposes this strongly since it would undermine a basic objective of his: 

controlling unions’ assets and funds as the best way to punish strikers and workers who 

do not accept arbitration and conciliation rulings. “We might as well declare all their 

assets impossible to seize or embargo” he declares. When Ramírez says this could lead to 

abuse, Concha suggests eliminating the article completely not only because of the 

difficulties in distinguishing between assets that can and cannot be embargoed but also 

                                                 
212 Morris speculates an agreement has been reached during this two-month hiatus.  This is possible taking 
into consideration the Chilean tradition of seeking political arrangements in ever smaller spaces. 
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because it constitutes a threat to the efficacy and therefore the prestige of arbitration 

rulings (ACM, November 7, 1922). The article is suppressed. Article 7 established how 

members could be expelled. Thus, various of these articles brought to the table by the 

Liberals are more controlling than enabling of trade unions, sometimes to the extent that 

Juan Concha seems kinder to them. 

Although on one hand the Aliancistas defend the more neutral intervention of the 

state (as is evident, for example, in Poblete’s mathematical table, the requirement of 

periodic information from the companies and the setting certain standards that must be 

adhered to), there are very few really enabling articles for trade unions. Control and 

constriction are much more obvious in these articles than enabling powers –as indeed 

almost everywhere else in these bills. And it is surprising again that, ultimately, the 

Liberal proposals are not all that different form the Conservatives’.  

 

Compulsory plant unions or voluntary craft ones? Part II. At the end of the 

meeting (7th of November), the members agree that the basic issues about plant or craft, 

and mandatory or voluntary association must be resolved in the next meeting. On the 14th 

of December, the next time they meet, when they are going to discuss the articles on 

internal governance, Juan Concha states that “only after the definite resolution of which 

social criteria which must serve as the basis of the bill under study can this article and 

others” be discussed and proposes the issue be debated (ACM, December 14, 1922). In 

other words: compulsive unions or ‘free association’ had to be decided’. Briones again 
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proposes his preferred wording for the first and second articles.213 Concha objects that the 

points mentioned must be specified (who can express they do not want to belong to a 

legal union, when, how many personal expressions would be required, etc.) and the basic 

disagreement rises again. 

Ramírez expresses his arguments against the Senate bill (it violates constitutional 

and legal precepts, it will produce grievous disturbances due to the effects it will have on 

workers’ lives, and he rejects any form of forceful restriction obliging workers to 

associate in a certain way). He counter proposes -probably because it was obvious at this 

point that it would be very difficult to eliminate the Senate bill- that, as had been 

suggested in a previous session, free associations be granted the same powers as ‘legal 

unions’ since the formation and exercise of the rights of both kinds of unions had to be 

regulated and monitored (ACM, December 14 1922, 53-54).214 

Labarca argues there is no incompatibility between a voluntary union and a plant 

union: the latter represents the workers cooperation in the employer’s efforts, the former 

the proletariat’s resistance and its struggle against capital. The law must contemplate both 

entities and the social spirit will decide which is to predominate. But he suggests that the 

free unions be legislated and the legal unions be left for later when the participation in the 

                                                 
213 Art 1 y 2, “If there is no expression of will to the contrary, a group of workers over eighteen years of 
age, from any firm of those enumerated in paragraph one of art 2, that has more than 25 workers, will be 
presumed as constituting an incorporated association by force of law, without affecting the right of workers 
to freely associate for legal purposes”. 
214 I think that Ramírez’ position in the sense of “freedom to choose between two types of legal unions” (as 
Morris (1966:225) puts it meaning he advocates a rather limited freedom of association) emerged only 
during the debate when it became clear to him that it was going to be impossible to eliminate the 
Conservative plant union proposal. I think it was an attempt (clutching at the last straw) to make the 
playing ground level and at least make both type of unions equal players (giving them the same powers) -as 
opposed to this being his position and normative preference from the beginning, as Morris implies. This 
does not mean his proposal is not more controlling of trade unions or more authoritarian than the 
government code.  
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benefits is discussed. Ramírez argues in the same direction. Both are presumably trying 

to get free associations to be the modal union: that they be the ones regulated so the plant 

unions are the residual unions; and if that is impossible then at least that both have the 

same powers and benefits.215  (ACM, December 14 1922, p. 54). 

At this point in the discussion there are two proposals: one from Juan Concha that 

a committee with Briones and Ramírez be formed so that they can write up articles 1 and 

2 on the basis of the ideas exchanged. He does not insist after Yañez makes a different 

proposal: he has a new wording proposal which, he says, favors the plant unions granting 

them special prerogatives that the law will determine. His version leaves the basic 

meaning exactly the same, except –as Morris (1966:196) says- to make “even clearer that 

the plant union alone would be assured legally protected bargaining and other rights”.216 

He considers that ‘the law cannot promote the organization of free unions that respond to 

external needs because of which they become part of a struggle or resistance as Mr. 

Labarca has attributed to them’. The next day, the 15th of December 1922, the definition 

comes. President Yañez proposes they discuss the version he put forward the previous 

session. Ramírez then presents them with a new bill with a general part -which is 

identical to the bill he presented to the first chamber in August of 1919- with provisions 

for all trade unions, and a second one with provisions for plant unions (these were empty 

presumably to filled by those in the Senate’s bill or an agreed version of it).  

                                                 
215 Although Morris is disparaging of Ramírez’ views of free association, I think he does prefer “free 
association” (voluntary) in the sense that he does not agree to compulsory plant unions, but prefers 
voluntary craft unions for all. In the speech presenting his bill in 1919 there is nothing that would support 
making unions mandatory like in the Conservative bill. That however does not mean he does not believe in 
heavy state intervention as can be seen below (August, 26, 1919). 
216 The new wording read: “In order to enjoy the rights and benefits granted by this law, the workers over 
eighteen years of age from any mining, etc. … firm must constitute an incorporated association… etc.” 
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Then Concha declares that to legislate on free unions implies a violation of the 

freedom of association because these unions, defined or not, constitute clearly the 

expression of that freedom guaranteed by the Constitution. Their responsibilities could be 

regulated with norms but not their formation without going against the purpose of liberty 

that Mr Ramírez sustains. The main objective of the bill must be the regulation of plant 

unions, he states, and expresses his support for the President’s wording proposal. 

Ramírez argues back that freedom of association is not undermined by legislating ‘free 

unions’. The only objective of regulation is to facilitate their organization as incorporated 

entities for this status is not acquired from the sole circumstance of forming but by the 

intervention of the public powers because it requires the exercise of various attributions. 

Plant and free unions, he finishes, pursue the same objectives so an absolute separation 

between them cannot be established (ACM, December 15, p.57-59). 

President Yañez intervenes stating the main objectives of plant association are to 

awaken in the workers the strength of social association on the basis of mutual 

cooperation and that the trade union thus formed serves as a better and more direct 

element of conciliation and solution between employer and workers. He then motions for 

accepting three articles from Ramírez’ bill on trade unions217 and then begin regulating 

plant unions. But Labarca brings up the main issue again: first they should resolve 

through a vote if they are legislating on plant unions and/or on craft unions. Ramírez and 

Poblete support the motion. Irarrázaval expresses his support for the provisions on plant 

                                                 
217 Art. 1: trade unions can organize on the basis of the same profession, industry or job, similar or 
connected ones, Art. 2: public employees cannot organize in trade unions) and Art. 6: trade unions are 
specially forbidden from following ends different from those expressed in their statutes, executing acts 
tending to undermine individual freedom or the freedom to work or the freedom of industry guaranteed by 
the Constitution and the laws. 
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unions. Labarca’s motion is approved “and it is decided unanimously that both kinds of 

unions must be legislated on” (15th December, 1922p. 61).  

Immediately, Yañez motions they vote whether the plant union should be 

mandatory or not. Ramírez “insists with his observations regarding the unconstitutional 

character of this kind of union”; Irarrázaval expresses he will vote in favor of mandatory 

unionization because this way the worker is obliged to shelter in an organization 

established for his benefit and protection. Compulsory unionization is just one more 

hindrance to personal freedom that labor legislation institutes precisely in benefit of the 

health, welfare and security of the proletariat class. Juan Concha insists that he will vote 

in favor “because he believes that mandatory trade unions are the only means to find a 

solution to labor conflicts”. 

In what seems a partly contradictory decision (or due to the very terse secretary’s 

minutes which do not register much of the discussion), Labarca says he will vote 

favorably for compulsory unions because the bill will constitute a real social experience 

since it establishes and regulates both plant and free unions. The struggle between the 

two tendencies will resolve the supremacy of one over the other and he believes the 

compulsory union organization will fail. Poblete comments that ‘given the idiosyncrasy 

of our people’, the best version is Yañez’ because it does not compel association as 

openly as the Senate’s bill’. They vote whether unions must be compulsory and the 

motion is approved by seven votes to two (Ramírez and probably Correa voted against) 

(ACM, December 15, p. 61-62). Again the differences between parties is surprisingly 

low. 
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After it is resolved that both unions would exist, the rest of the debate moves with  

almost dizzying speed. In the next two sessions the articles of both bills are passed 

bringing the chapter on the organization of trade unions to a close (January 4, 5, and 

February 10, 1923). The craft union bill provisions were approved without any important 

changes except curtailing the powers of representation of unions (art. 14) (in the 1924 

law this article is reproduced without the changes wrought in the debate so either they 

were never actually put into the bill or, more probabale, the changes were eliminated 

before their final approval under military duress). Dissolution clauses were added 

together with limitations on their power to purchase. Various legislators (President, 

Irarrázaval, Ramírez and Labarca) in different ways all weigh in to limit the powers of 

federations (art. 34) (p.90-91) (again, however, in the 1924 law they have regained their 

rights and powers). 

Finally, on the eleventh session they start going over the plant union bill. Again 

the debate shears off small advantages: workers are granted an extra vote after each two 

additional years at work instead of one year; the 10% value of the salaries employers had 

to pay their workers was reduced to 6%; unions powers of control over their firms 

accounting was curtailed (p. 87). This double union bill, this simultaneous sanction of 

two kinds of unions created a division into blue collar (plant) unions and white collar 

(craft) unions. The most influential legislator is Juan Concha, the second is Yanez.  

The Joint Committee starts off discussing three bills with the objective of making 

one bill out of them, but as the discussion moves forward it becomes clear that there is a 

deadlock over the kind of union and instead of one bill for all unions, a bill was passed 

that included two titles: one that made blue collar plant unions mandatory in industry and 
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another that regulated craft unions for white collar workers. Both bills had changed very 

little. 

The debate develops within quite repressive or limiting attitudes to workers 

unions either Catholic paternalism, social authoritarianism or Liberal control. There were 

various political parties but this discussion shows the similarities as stronger than the 

differences. The majority Conservative consensus, the hawkish Liberals and the absence 

of opinions from representatives of Socialists and workers in the Joint Committee make 

the products that emerge from the Chilean Joint Committee extremely controlling and 

repressive in content and representative of the Aristocratic Catholic elite’s (as Morris 

calls it) attitude to the issue of social legislation.  

 On the other hand, from the point of view of effectiveness, the Joint Committee 

fulfills its purpose: it meets, it discusses two bills, it finds a way to overcome its 

disagreements and produces bills on working conditions and trade unions (besides 

various others) that, although they are passed under military pressure, remain as the 

country’s labor laws for many years. 
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PART III – THE LAWS ON WORKING CONDITIONS 

CHAPTER 8 

THE LAW OF SUNDAY REST 

1. Introduction 

In this chapter, I will examine the passage of the Law of Sunday Rest through 

Congress -the first important piece of social legislation in both countries. Looking at the 

dynamics of the passage of this social law, I study how two parliaments which originated 

in and represented different societies, functioned and processed socio-political events –

initiated mostly by national social ferment and international example- as they 

institutionalized a key feature of civil society: social equality and rights (Cohen, 

1982:38). I argue that this institution fulfils the role of a national public forum and the 

demands of workers were more reflected in the content of the legislation in the case of 

Argentina, while in Chile crucial discussions and the terms of the transaction took place 

outside public debate, remaining opaque, and workers received a more severe treatment. 

On the other hand, however, congressional procedures were more strictly followed in 

Chile and the decisions taken outside the chamber floor could also indicate the existence 

of more differentiated parliamentary offices and functions.

As presented in Chapter 5, the social question (“an early period of social tension, 

worker protest and intellectual ferment which commences with industrialization itself”, 
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Morris, 1966:78-9) emerged at the turn of the century in both countries. Although in 1902 

Chile had passed in 1902 a law regulating the sale of alcoholic beverages, the Sunday rest 

law was the first important social law. The beginning of these two different trajectories 

can be examined in the passage of this first piece of social legislation, the law of Sunday 

Rest. The process and the debate surrounding the passage of this law reveal various 

interesting basic differences in the political traditions of Chile and Argentina that, it could 

be argued, continued (extended and transformed) through time and had constitutive 

effects on the features of their democracies. 

Briefly, when the Sunday Rest law was passed in 1905, as indicated in Chapter 2 

and 4, Argentina’s Congress was in the hands of a constellation of Conservative parties 

(many local) that came together temporarily for national elections and of which the most 

important was the PAN (Partido Autonomista Nacional). Very soon intra-oligarchical 

divisions and conflicts would lead to the passing of the law of universal suffrage in 1912. 

The one hundred and twenty members of the Chamber of Deputies that passed the 

Sunday Rest law were elected according to the rules of an electoral reform that was in 

effect for only two years: one deputy was chosen in each district by plurality for four 

years. The thirty senators, two for each district, were chosen by provincial legislatures for 

nine-year mandates.218  

When Chile passed its Sunday Rest law in 1907, it was immersed in the so-called 

Parliamentary Republic which started after the 1891 civil war when the opposition finally 

                                                 
218 As indicated in Chapter 2, from 1854 to 1903 and 1905 to 1911 the system was multiseat plurality, 
called “complete list” and simple majority; that is, more than one deputy was chosen per district, and “the 
voter had to vote for as many candidates as vacancies to be filled in his district but he could form his own 
list and the count was for individual candidates; those with most votes won” (Molinelli, 1999:30). 
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managed to push through political reforms that took some power away from the 

executive. Chile had a more developed party system than Argentina: three groups, the 

Liberal Alliance, The Balmaceda Liberals and the Conservative Coalition were 

represented in Congress although the first dominated it throughout the period (Monteón, 

1982:55). There were ninety four deputies and thirty two senators which were chosen 

using the cumulative vote.219  

 An important difference between Argentina and Chile is the fact that the former 

is a federally organized country while Chile is unitary. This means that the provinces in 

Argentina choose their own governors and provincial legislators while in Chile the 

executive power appoints the regional authorities (both elect their municipal ones). 

Finally, a higher proportion of the population was allowed to vote in Argentina than in 

Chile.  

Through the review of the passage of the Sunday Rest law two different kinds of 

information are revealed. On one hand, the legislators’ social ideas and political 

positions: their views of the proposed law and its consequences, their attitudes towards 

workers on one hand and the role of the state on the other (their reluctance or willingness 

to accept the new role of the state in intervening work relations which to now had been 

determined in the private sphere); and the extent of knowledge and influence of foreign 

models and ideas. On the other hand, the length and depth of the debate, the way 

participation in the debate is permitted and carried out, the place and way in which 
                                                 
219 Each voter had as many votes as positions to be filled but it was not obligatory to mark all the possible 
preferences.  A voter could cumulate his votes for the candidates he chose and not distribute all his votes 
(Valenzuela, 1985:104). The same voting system affected presidential contests and could become so 
complex that in several cases no one knew who had won until the college met and voted. The popular vote 
frequently did not decide the outcome, which rather, was in the hands of legislative factions in Santiago 
(Monteon, 1982:55). 
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agreements are reached and the changes the bills received also reveal two very different 

parliaments (and indirectly, societies). 

 

2. Argentina220  

a. Overview 

Under pressure from “workers all over the country, from Jujuy to Bahia Blanca” 

who agitated and petitioned for this law to be passed (Palacios, O’Farrell, 586), the 

process of passing the law of Sunday rest started in the lower chamber during the last 

week of the 1904 parliamentary sessions on the basis of a motion initiated by the (only) 

Socialist Deputy, Alfredo Palacios, in his first parliamentary term. He proposed that the 

legislation committee (of which Federico Pinedo was President) take the chapter on 

Sunday Rest from J.V. Gonzalez’ Ley Nacional del Trabajo (National Labor Bill) 

presented to Congress by the EP in May that year and prepare it as an independent law 

for debate in the chamber where there was keen interest in passing it. After some 

alterations, the motion was passed and the committee prepared the chapter for debate. 

Because the Committee did not submit a Committee Report, the bill was debated by the 

lower chamber ‘constituted as a committee’ which I understand to mean that the 

members participating in the debate could debate and vote freely and openly221 (Balestra, 

p. 569).  

                                                 
220 All the information has been taken from the Diario de Sesiones of the Argentine Congress. Deputies: 
September 22, 26 (p. 544-553), 28 (p. 566 and previous to 587), 30 (p. 588-622), 1904; August 31, 1905. 
Senate: August 29, 1905, September 2, 1905. The Law was published in the Senate records, 1905, Vol. 2, 
p. xl. The debate in the chamber of Deputies took place in the week between September 22 and 30.The law 
was passed as Law No. 4661 in August of 1905. 
221 Apparently, once the debate of a Committee Report started in the chamber, committee members had to 
respect the committee report and not re-argue their disagreements. The Chamber debating as if it were a 
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 Although the legislators started out debating the EP’s chapter of the National 

Labor Bill prepared by the Committee, interestingly the one approved was a bill based on 

a draft by a legislator as he sat listening to the debate222 that contained an important 

distinction in respect of the EP’s proposed law. The version they approved, in the mad 

scramble to get it passed on the last day of the 1904 sessions, kept the law national but 

established that employers not only had to give their workers a day of rest on Sunday but 

had to pay them for it too223 -the most objected part of the bill by the Senate, and the 

Unión Industrial Argentina (UIA)224- and left to the EP the task of regulating the 

exceptions.  

The Senate, however, goes back to the EP’s original version in that it eliminated 

the part obliging employers to pay for “unworked” Sundays, and kept the guiding 

principles of exception (Senate, 616) but it changed the sphere of application to the 

Federal Capital, and extended the day of rest to the whole of Sunday (in the Deputies’ bill 

the rest started at 10 am on Sunday). In the Senate all the arguments are presented for 

                                                                                                                                                 
committee was not an accepted practice, as can be deduced from the way it is referred to; later in 1917, I 
found the same proposal as a way out when the legislators are pressed for time so by then it had apparently 
become more frequent.  
222 September, 26, 1904 and Panettieri, 1984:27. The legislator was Argerich, his bill contained two 
articles, extended to 6 in the ad hoc committee before it was approved (in the ad hoc committee’s version 
the law was limited to the Capital). 
 223 The ad hoc committee formed by leading deputies who held different positions in the chamber, after 
much debate, proposed the Federal Capital as the sphere of application of the law; however, when the 
chamber voted their proposal, the Federal Capital was rejected and the law was made national again (like in 
the EP’s bill). The bill goes to the Senate which returns the sphere to the Federal Capital. Briefly, besides 
forbidding work on Sundays and making it mandatory for employers to pay the day, the bill also 
established (as in EP’s bill) that all commercial or industrial establishments had to close at 10 a.m. on 
Sunday morning and any hours of work demanded for this must be compensated by the same number of 
hours another day of the week; the EP would define the exceptions (activities that could not be interrupted 
given their nature) in the regulations, and compensate the work with a rest; domestic servants were 
excluded; the sale of alcoholic beverages except beer was forbidden on Sundays. The violations were 
presumed imputable to the employers, unless evidence to the contrary was presented. The first violation 
would be punished with a 100 peso fine, the second with 15 days of arrest.  
224 The UIA said they did not oppose the Sunday Rest Law, however (Panettieri, 1984:32-3). 
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these changes but not debated, revealing that the debate had taken place previously, 

elsewhere. The reasons the Senate committee gives –the longest point of the speaker’s 

presentation- for eliminating the article on employers’ mandatory payment and “leaving 

this point to individual freedom” are that the law would be unfair for it went against the 

interests of industry; a law that attacked industry would go against the workers too and 

could even become a cause for population exodus (p. 619), a feared possibility in the big 

empty country where populating it had always been a national objective; that it 

constituted an attack on the right of property that could lead to serious consequences, 

Article 14 of the Constitution guaranteed the right to property and article 17 its 

inviolability; this was considered an extremely delicate point (p. 619-20), and finally, 

there was no way the employers could afford the high increase (a detailed estimate of the 

additional cost was read out). The law then went back in second revision to the lower 

chamber where the changes were approved and the law was finally passed on the 31 of 

August 1905.225  

 

b. The issues debated 

The issues debated were the following, in order of most to least debated: a. 

whether the law would be national or local (which involved the following aspects: 

Congress’ attributions, provincial autonomy, equity, the locus of mobilization, the lack of 

statistical information on different modalities of work); b. whether Sunday would be 

made the obligatory day of rest or whether the principle of rest on one day of the week 

                                                 
225 Senate Records, 1905, Tomo I, XL. The regulating decrees are dated November 18, 1905 and 22 March 
and 14 December, 1907 (Boletín del Departamento de Trabajo, BNT, No 4, p. 88, March 1908). 
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would be adopted without determining the day; c. what related laws and issues should be 

included; and d. what groups would be included/excluded.226  

The issue by far the most debated was the sphere of influence of the law: did the 

Congress have the constitutional authority to dictate a law forbidding work on a certain 

day for the whole country or were the provincial legislatures the only ones empowered to 

do so? Or were the powers concurrent? Those in favor of a national law227 argued that the 

Constitution established (Art. 67, paragraph 11) that it was the faculty of the Congress to 

dictate the Civil, Commercial and Penal Codes and since the existing legislation on 

matters dealing with work contracts was regulated by the civil code, this law was, 

therefore, part of civil legislation; that the Civil Code defined the permanent rights of 

which the law of rest was probably a law of application; that the law of Sunday Rest 

legislated constitutional individual guarantees (those in art. 14 of the Constitution that 

could be affected) and it was Congress who had jurisdiction to legislate on these matters; 

that Art. 67 established that the Congress held the authority to provide for the country’s 

prosperity, the advancement and welfare of all the provinces, the progress and 

enlightenment of the people and the sovereignty of Congress, although limited to certain 

                                                 
226 They also debated the sale of alcohol which revealed that the employers sold alcohol to their 
dependents. The law forbade the sale of alcohol on Sundays, this provision was not included in the Chilean 
law. Those especially in favor of the law (Palacios, O’Farrell, Oliver, Roca, Pinedo, Padilla) argue that 
workers need rest for physiological reasons: individuals must replenish their strength, even animals are 
allowed to rest (Palacios, Oliver); for workers’ intellectual and moral development and so they can discuss 
the social laws (O’Farrell, Oliver); because workers all over the country, from Jujuy to Bahia Blanca, as 
O’Farrell says (p. 586), have agitated and requested this law be passed (Palacios); for reasons of equity: to 
diminish the pressure on workers resulting from the inequality of numbers and power between employers 
and workers (Pinedo), to limit the unequal struggle between labor and capital and the workers being 
obliged to provide their services like machines (Oliver); all the government men must give legal protection 
to the worker who suffers (Roca, p. 576). Demaría was also in favor of passing the law (p. 577) although 
from a different position. Demaría was good at expressing the complexity of the issues (he is president of 
the Chamber of Deputies for the opposition when the Radicals win in 1916). 
227 For example, deputies Palacios, O’Farrell, Oliver, Padilla, Roca, Vedia. 
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objectives, was plenary regarding them. Some held that as the dependent has right to a 

months’ salary when fired without just cause, it could be argued that Congress held the 

attributions to impose on the employers the obligation of paying their workers an 

extraordinary remuneration. They also argued the sphere of application should be 

national following the criteria applied in decentralized countries like Switzerland, 

Germany and Austria (Palacios, p. 578), and due to the need of having a homogeneous 

legislation for all the country as was understood now in the US, they argued. Reasons of 

equity were also important: the modern tendency in the democratic countries when laws 

referred to individual rights or powers was to make them equal over the whole territory of 

a country; from the point of view of the employer, it would be unfair for the inhabitants 

of some cities to be subject to restrictions the inhabitants of other cities would not be; 

from the point of view of the workers, it would be unfair if the only ones benefited were 

those of the Capital. Furthermore, creating an unjust disadvantage for the industries 

located there would create a “sort of paradise” for workers of the Capital, contributing to 

the unbalance of the population between this city and the rest of the Republic (Pinedo, 

Lucero). In a word, the law should be made national and then the provincial and local 

authorities and courts should apply these provisions and establish the exceptions and 

penalties. 

Other deputies228, on the other hand, questioned different aspects of a national 

law. Regarding Congress’ attributions, it was argued that the points regarding concurrent 

jurisdiction between the reserved and the delegated powers should have been debated, 

considered whether there effectively existed a large sphere of action in which the national 
                                                 
228  Carbó, Lucero, Demaría, Argerich, Senador Palacios. 
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and the provincial powers concur to realize the general welfare of the Republic; and that 

the Civil Code jurisdiction could not be argued for just one Chapter of the National Labor 

Bill. However, this point of constitutional doctrine provoked fewer objections and 

interventions. Many more intervene regarding provincial autonomy which would suffer 

deeply if Congress legislated these matters that should be resolved exclusively within 

local jurisdictions. What political authority would draw up the regulations and fines 

applicable to all the different parts of the country, with their heterogeneous customs and 

different modes of work, a complex task which would generate innumerable conflicts, 

even if many exceptions were established? Up to now legislators had left these matters in 

the hands of the municipalities. There was thus the danger that the law would lose 

prestige due to defects of implementation and regulation and have to be repealed within 

the year, the deputies argue.  

An interesting (and important) point is brought up about the consequences of the 

law in regards to the locus of politicization. With their decision, the chamber would 

define the space in which the future battles round the ‘economic issue’ would be waged. 

“Should it be exclusively in the Capital, with demonstrations in the Plaza de Mayo or the 

vicinity of the Congress, or should it be across the length and breadth of the Republic, the 

fourteen provinces, in each of the legislatures?” This is the grave political issue “enclosed 

in this apparently simple bill which is, as we can see, crucial: where are the just or unjust 

vindications of the working class to be debated in the future: before the national 

Congress, before the provincial legislatures, or before both, in the exercise of concurrent 

powers?” (Demaria, p. 577). “Economic interests must be aired in their own terrain. The 

workers from the federal capital do not, cannot and should not represent the interests of 
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the whole Republic; therefore it is necessary to reduce the economic struggle to the 

terrain of local convenience, needs or aspirations. This economic struggle, a true political 

one, should be decentralized in order to satisfy the many aspirations that vary according 

to place and to moment” (Lucero, 591). 

Another point put forward was that there were not enough precedents, these were 

found only in compared legislation (i.e. from other countries); neither was there enough 

statistical information: the extension of the country, the regional character of the 

industries, different uses and customs would make the EP regulate more exceptions than 

rules. In particular, argued some, they lacked statistics about the number of 

establishments in Argentina in which dependents worked, the number of people who 

follow the custom of resting on Sundays and those who did not. If a law did not follow 

the prevailing customs, they argued, it would fail. Neither were there statistics on how the 

workers earned their salary: by day, by task or by month, so the chamber could not 

calculate the effects of the law on the salary.  

The second most debated issue (although much less than the previous one) was 

whether Sunday should be made the obligatory day of rest (with exceptions for those 

industries or activities whose production could not be interrupted) or the employers 

allowed to choose the day; that is, make a day of rest mandatory without defining which. 

Briefly, the arguments in favor of Sunday were that it had been determined as a day of 

rest by custom and also by law229; and it was excepted as a day for fulfilling obligations, 

                                                 
229 The law of National Elections determined Sunday as the day for elections, the Customs law determined 
that that state agency would not work on Sundays; military law determined Sunday as the day of rest and 
thus to provide armed service to the nation. The law of the year 1874 established that the rest would be on 
Sunday; the EP bill modified this and called the rest ‘hebdomadario’ (i.e a day of rest a week, not 
necessarily on Sunday).  
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expirations and maturities in the Civil and Commercial Code; b. a fixed day should be 

established so that workers could hold meetings, exchange ideas and illustrate 

themselves; c. not to have one day would create anarchy in the unions; and the family 

would never be able to be together; d. because it was a day fixed in the tradition of the 

Christian civilization to which Argentina belonged; e. in the provinces, the national 

territories230 and the Capital itself Sunday rest was a fact with very few exceptions. 

Against Sunday, the arguments were the following: a. that Congress had no authority to 

affect the customs of certain communities by imposing Sunday as the mandatory day of 

rest. Sunday was precisely the day when the social and commercial life of the colonos, 

small farmers who lived in the agricultural colonies in the province of Santa Fe, was most 

active: it was the day they went shopping, sold their fare, etc. Also, the Jewish 

community rested on Saturday in the colonies in the province of Entre Ríos; b. by 

establishing Sunday, the state was interfering, attacking freedom of conscience; c. 

Besides, the habit of keeping Sunday rest existed in some areas but not in others. 

The number of issues covered by the law was also debated: some argued that if 

the laws on work and capital were not closely related they would not be effective (various 

chapters of the law should be part of the bill such as rest on holidays or festive days, the 

eight-hour work day, the minimum salary) (Pinedo). Workers would not gain much by 

resting if they could then be overwhelmed by work on the other days or have their 

salaries reduced accordingly. Worker associations should be upheld and promoted in 

                                                 
230 The name of the regions in the South (Patagonia) and some areas of the North before they were 
provincialized in the 40s and 50s. 
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order to provide them with defenses and strengthen them against the superior resources 

and position of capital.  

The best way to preserve the law’s effectiveness and prestige would be to limit it 

to the Federal Capital, argued the provincial autonomy deputies: The provincial 

legislatures must determine what they considered best for their local conditions and 

customs, and the law could be extended to all the country at a later date; there was more 

statistical information, it was where the trade unions were better organized and could 

defend themselves against the employers; and where work was ‘most febrile’ (as one 

deputy put it); because it was a law of experimentation it should therefore, have a limited 

radius of application to start with. Finally, d. with no debate, domestic servants and rural 

workers were excluded (the committee had agreed on this previously, Pinedo, p. 574). 

Panettieri (1984:36) argues that the most benefited group were (like in Chile) the store 

employees (empleados de comercio) since in the industrial sector most establishments 

already granted the workers Sunday rest.231 There are many petitions in the Records of 

different worker societies requesting the law, many from the Sociedad Union 

Dependientes de Comercio (e.g. May, 14, 1903); also from smaller cities in the interior 

where possibly, in contrast to the big cities, Sunday rest was not such a widespread 

custom. 

 

                                                 
231 He estimates there were from 85.000 to 90.000 in the Federal Capital, the most numerous group of 
salaried workers, who worked Sundays and 18 hours the other days of the week.  
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3. Chile232  

a. Overview 

Chile’s law of Sunday Rest advanced in two stages. As in Argentina, under 

pressure from workers and employees in strikes and in groups and societies constituted to 

obtain Sunday rest (and the Santiago Assembly of the Radical Party)233, several bills of 

Sunday Rest were drawn up. In 1904, the Legislation and Justice Committee’s bill was 

accepted for debate but this first effort to pass the law failed due to the action of Deputy 

Suárez Mujica and the inaction or indifference of the others.234 It was then presented a 

second time by Salas Lavaqui235 and debated in the lower chamber in June 1907. During 

the first two or three days of debate there were some strong disagreements regarding the 

contents of the law from some socially conservative deputies on one hand and from 

Malaquías Concha, the deputy from the Partido Demócrata, on the other. On the fourth 
                                                 
232 All the information on the debate has been taken from the Boletín de Sesiones of the Chilean Congress. 
Deputies: 4, 31 August 1903; 17 June, 10, 20, 21, 28 July, 3, 8 August, 3 September, 18 November 1904; 
16, 26, June, 1, 28 August, 1905; 14, 16, 18, 25 and 26 June, 22 August and 4 September, 1907. Senate: 1 
July, 21, 22 August 1907. 
233 BS, 31 August 1903, p. 1086; 10 July 1904, p.725; 26 November 1904, p.450. 
234 The bill got kicked back until it was finally given a fifteen-minute slot almost at the end of the period of 
sessions when Suarez Mujica (a Radical deputy) roundly opposed it arguing it was a attack against freedom 
which he would combat now and always; others were at least indifferent for, when the possibility of 
debating it was voted, the initiative to debate won by only two votes (21 to 19). Sanchez, Concha but, in 
particular, Huneeus and Salas Lavaqui were unable able to push the debate forward. Throughout 1905, 
these legislators attempted to get the bill debated to no avail (16, 26, June, 1, 28 August, 1905).  
235 Deputy for Santiago. The law debated was taken ‘almost word for word’ from a bill presented by 
deputies Ramón Corbalán Melgarejo and Ramon Liborio Carballo (p. 355), both members of the Radical 
Party. That day Salas Lavaqui, the leading legislator in the issue of this bill, narrated the process of drawing 
it up. He claimed it was based on four or five contradictory bills, the present one he had drawn up was a 
balanced medium, a transactional bill, he says. Copies had been sent to all the legislation and justice 
committee members (p. 143), to the authors of previous bills and collaborating deputies. This explains, he 
states, the signature of various parties on the bill (he mentions the liberal-democratic, conservative, and 
‘montino’ or national parties). The Radicals –the bill presented by Salas Lavaqui was based on a Radical 
bill- have not signed he says but he has received a letter (‘from Bambach’) saying the radical party 
supported the project; nor have the Liberals signed but, he states, he also has a letter from a member of that 
party expressing support. The Radicals were combating the law for political reasons (due to a “spirit of 
sectarian intransigence although they care for the political and social progress of the people” as Concha, p. 
337, put it). Salas Lavaqui says the law would never have passed if he had not modified it. He begs them to 
approve it (p. 355-6). 
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day of debate, however, it was evident that meetings had been held and agreements 

reached outside the chamber: dissenting voices were suddenly silent, all the deputies 

withdrew their objections and their proposed changes, some minor objections were 

overridden and the bill was passed in the exact same form and words in which it was 

originally brought to the chamber.236 “[This law] is the result of a transaction, which has 

been approved as a timid trial of what it will be in the future” accuses Concha (p. 335). 

The bill then went to the Senate, where it was passed almost without debate on August 

21, returned to Deputies and was sanctioned on the 22nd of August of 1907.237 In Chile, 

only those workers who had not missed any of the other six working days would enjoy 

the benefit of Sunday rest. 

 

b. The issues debated  

In contrast to Argentina, the law itself was in question in the Chilean Congress, so 

part of the debate –overall much shorter than in Argentina- was related to this issue. 

Clearly the most debated issue although few deputies were questioning it, was the last 

part of the first article which made the granting of Sunday rest conditional on having 

worked the other six days of the week. Who the bill would include and therefore, benefit 

most, was also present, although almost indirectly, in the debate. Another topic was the 
                                                 
236 Except for one article that was added, permitting the president to regulate the law. This article was then 
eliminated in the Senate because the President was already authorized to do so by the Constitution. 
237 Passed as Law of Sunday Rest, No. 1990. It was mandatory only for minors under sixteen and women. 
Art. 3 detailed the exceptions. In these cases, the workers had to be given a day of rest every two weeks. 
The penalty was a fine of 10 to 100 pesos to be paid to the Municipality and ‘acción popular’ was 
permitted (i.e. any citizen, not only the affected worker, could denounce an employer for not obeying the 
law). When a legislator objected that agricultural activities were not included in the law as exceptions -the 
harvest could be lost due to rain and it was therefore necessary to be able to work on Sundays, says 
Balmaceda (p. 933)-, Vergara, the Minister of the Interior and San Fuentes, the President of the Senate 
assure him that agricultural tasks were included in the exceptions. Like in Argentina, the rural workers 
were excluded. 
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advisability of defining a specific day as the day of rest (only one deputy explicitly 

objected to Sunday).  

The law itself. Regarding the first point, some deputies argue the law of Sunday 

rest was unnecessary and ill advised for Chile for three main reasons: a. no worker was 

oppressed nor overworked in Chile238; to the contrary, the patrones were the victims of 

the workers’ aversion to labor. The harsh working conditions and the coercion present in 

the relationships are illustrated in the debate: one deputy considers that 6 am is too late to 

start work in the morning and that this would constitute another temptation not to go to 

work (Correa, p. 338).  

Second, the law would stimulate the laziness and vice already widespread among 

the workers: various legislators voice this idea; remarkably, among them Salas Lavaqui 

(pp. 146-147, 148, 360)239, the presenter of the bill, Corbalan (p. 150), one of the authors 

of a previous bill on which this one is based, and Munoz (p. 340). These deputies seem to 

represent the consensus in the Chamber. 

Third, to make it mandatory not to work on Sundays is to violate the freedom of 

industry and commerce. This is an underlying theme that also appears in Argentina. The 

defense is that Sunday rest is obligatory only for women and minors under sixteen; 

therefore, it is not mandatory for adult workers; these, if strong enough or if they desire 

                                                 
238 For example, “... In Chile we all know that laborers work whenever they want to, without the capitalists 
ever imposing themselves on them; to the contrary, it is they who dictate and impose the law on their 
patrones…  I understand a law to protect rest in a country where rest is affected, but in Chile? In what way 
is this right in danger? Here, where workers work two days a week and rest four, is this law of Sunday rest 
reasonable? Is it possible that the public power is intervening to protect a right that far from being affected 
is abused…? (Suarez Mujica, p. 137, 144). 
239 For example, “…and it could happen, if we do not establish a punishment for absence with the 
suspension of Sunday rest that some workers will appear at work on Friday or Saturday and be able to have 
the rest of those who have worked all week… (p. 148). It’s a gigantic effort to make them work on the 
working days …” (Salas Lavaqui, p. 360). 
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the money, can work on Sundays (Salas Lavaqui, p. 144).240 Concha argues back that the 

law does not wound employers’ freedom because there is no free work contract in the 

present conditions in Chile, that a high degree of coercion is present in the worker-

employer relationship.  

 Conditional Sunday rest. The second issue, and the most important objection, was 

raised by Malaquías Concha, the Democrat deputy for Concepción, supported in part only 

by Huneeus and Barros Erraruzuriz. Concha wanted to eliminate the last part of the first 

article which stated that employers “will give a day of rest to the individuals who have 

worked all the working days of the week”. Besides, being unfair on those who had been 

sick or were not able to go to work for justified causes, he argued that this condition 

constituted a loophole that permitted employers to evade the law, for anyone could claim 

that a dependent had not come to work one day and thus justify opening his establishment 

on a Sunday. Besides, it would lead other employers to open theirs due to the unfair 

competition; if those words remained, the competition between employers would make a 

dead letter of the law because there would always be an employer with an employee who 

missed a day of the week who would make him work on Sunday. The emphasis of the 

law should be that those who work six days would be given an extra day of salary, he 

argues.  

The defense of the article as it was drafted, is closely connected to the general 

attitude towards the law: not very enthusiastic. The committee does not accept Concha’s 

                                                 
240 Salas Lavaqui then expressed his dislike of everything obligatory, ‘every principle of coercion’: “if 
somebody speaks to me of mandatory vaccines I feel nervous, and although I recognize the importance of 
instruction and although I believe that a man who does not know is not a man, I cannot accept mandatory 
education” (144). This is the reason, he states, why he categorically opposed the proposed obligatory 
character of Sunday Rest in the Legislation Committee. 
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suggestion. The counter arguments are that those who did not attend work due to sickness 

or other justified motives would be verified and excepted but if this condition were not 

imposed, the workers would take advantage of the law and appear for work on 

Wednesday or even on Friday or Saturday and be able to take Sunday off too. Besides, 

employers did not want to oblige anyone to work on Sundays, there would be no point in 

them forcing their employees but if the six day condition were eliminated, they would 

have not only worker but industrialist strikes on their hands also, and these would declare 

they were unable to sell their products and were set on the path to ruin because of the law 

(Salas Lavaqui).  

Furthermore, a general closure would constitute a pointless attack on the freedom 

of industry and commerce; this same provision caused a cataclysm of events, an 

insurrection that had to be suffocated by the armed forces in Spain and the same would 

happen in Chile. If a closure were decreed and one store owner opened his establishment 

there would be popular riots, property violations, fires, and other excesses and the same 

would happen in the nitrate establishments. Whereas, if the law were left unmodified, if 

anyone opened their establishment on Sunday, it would not be possible to denounce him 

in violation of the law because he would be exercising his right to trade as he pleased. 

Thus, social convenience would also be taken into account (Salas Lavaqui, p. 149-50). 

They must not blindly follow the legislation of other countries, they must not exaggerate 

the changes brought about or they would soon have to repeal the law. It was impossible 

to forbid work on Sundays. These arguments and Corbalán’s seem to represent the 

consensus: This law was not demanded as in other parts of the world; in Chile what was 

missing was dedication to work, there was an excess of rest; however, the bill would be 
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accepted as the means of gradually introducing into Chile, this institution of rest 

(Corbalán, 145).241 

It is only Deputy Concha who argues along the more modern lines that it was 

necessary, at least for selfish reasons, to preserve the health, the life, of those who 

worked (p. 140); that the state had the obligation to protect the life of the inhabitants and 

that that sovereign right must precede the restriction of freedom that legislating Sunday 

rest implied. The point was to establish Sunday rest, not to coerce workers: it was not 

legitimate to brandish the overseer’s whip like slave drivers to force workers to work; 

these were free men like the rest, free to work or not to; and no other country in Europe, 

neither Argentina, had established that workers were obliged to work 6 days in order to 

rest on the seventh. But it is the former deputy’s opinions that are representative of the 

Chilean Congress, not Concha’s.  

 Whom the law will affect. This issue is also present in the debate, more than in 

Argentina where it is mentioned little. Various times the main group that will be 

benefited by the law comes up: “…not only workers but, above all, people of middling 

social status such as hairdressers, store and pharmacy employees that do not have a single 

day of rest in the week” (Concha, p. 339). Various deputies mention that the employees 

of stores are very numerous and must be taken into account; other more conservative 

ones (Suarez Mujica, Balmaceda) express their indignation that this law has been dictated 

                                                 
241 The arguments in favor of the law (that I have not mentioned already) are that rest is a physiological 
need, scientifically proven, necessary so as to regain the strength expended; the law has the obligation to 
protect the weaker ones in the struggle for work; because of Sunday rest, workers will be able to establish 
charity and mutual aid associations, cooperative societies all of which elevate the working class’ degree of 
civilization; the law has different aspects, physiological (for people’s health, and to enable them to practice 
sports), social (so the families can spend time together with each other, with friends and relatives, in honest 
distractions and exchange of ideas) and moral reasons (thus they become used to a healthier and moral life) 
(Concha, p. 139, 140; Salas Lavaqui, p. 144; Huneeus). 
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solely for the benefit of “employees of stores and certain shops of Spaniards”. Although 

some store owners also seem interested in the law, the main beneficiaries were the 

employees and storekeepers, and surely what industrial workers there were. The rural 

workers and domestic servants were excluded, as in Argentina. 

The day. Only one deputy objected to establishing a fixed day for resting 

(Corbalán, p. 145), accusing the ‘socialist campaign’ for the Sunday rest law of really 

aiming at a law in favor of strikes (p. 340). As in Argentina there was a tradition of 

Sunday rest in Chile: ‘all banks, employees of the judicial system and public employees 

did not work on Sundays’ (Huneeus, BS, CD, July,10, 1904); however, from the 

information in the debate more people seem to work on Sunday than in Argentina.242 

 

4. Comparison  

a. Content   

As regards the contents of the law itself, the most important difference is that the 

first article of the Argentine law ‘forbade work in factories, workshops, stores and other 

establishments and places of work on Sunday with the only exceptions expressed in the 

law and its regulations’. The same article of the Chilean law established that employers 

would grant a day of rest, on Sunday, “to those individuals who had worked all the 

working days of the week”, which put the onus on workers and granted employers a 

considerable degree of discretion. In Argentina, then, working on Sunday was forbidden 

in general (with the exceptions mentioned in the law). In Chile, working on Sunday was 

                                                 
242 For example, “Although there is no law obliging people to work on Sunday or any other day, some 
industrialists oblige their workers to work on Sunday” (Vergara, Interior Minister, BS, Senate, August, 
21,1907). 
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expressly not forbidden and rest could be enjoyed only by those who had worked the 

previous six days. This is an important difference since, as can be collected from the 

debate, it would not be difficult for employers to deny Sunday rest to any employee who 

had not come to work, and it was not illegal to work.  

The penalties for infringement also seem stricter in Argentina (Chile: fine and 

acción popular243; Argentina: fine and recidivism punished with a double fine or 15 days 

of arrest). The legislation in Argentina shows the greater benefits received by the 

Argentine worker, his greater degrees of freedom, and the lower quality of the law for the 

Chilean workers. 

Another important difference is the substance of the debate: In Chile, not only did 

some deputies question the existence of the law, but also most of the legislators were not 

enthusiastic about giving the workers Sunday rest. Even those legislators putting the law 

forward are cautious about including ‘exaggerated change’ and categorical about 

including the condition of having worked six days as a condition to earn Sunday rest in 

order to prevent idleness and little devotion to work in the workers. Issues such as these –

the characterization of workers as lazy, and vicious; the need to apply more force to 

workers- are not even tangentially touched in the Argentine debate. 

In Argentina no legislator directly questioned the fact that the law should be 

passed; if any thought so in private, they did not express it in public; nor did they go into 

the demerits of the workforce. However, the other issues the debate centered on -such as 

the sphere of application, the day, the issues to be included-, expressed a wide range of 

different critical opinions and objections to the law (it is interesting to note that the ad 
                                                 
243 Anyone, not only the affected worker, could denounce a boss who does not grant Sunday rest. 
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hoc committee of leading voices, after much debate, made the law applicable to the 

Federal Capital although the whole Chamber then voted back its federal status). Besides, 

as the law emerges from the Senate (and finally, Congress) as applicable only to the 

Federal Capital, it would seem that behind the debate about the sphere of application 

there were other matters at stake, such as the universality of rights, objected perhaps by 

the senators from the hinterland (and some leading deputies). Also, employers were 

finally not obliged to pay. Argentine legislators generosity also had its limits. 

Now although the Sunday Rest law was made ‘local’ (applicable to the capital), 

soon most of the provinces followed suit, in particular the ones with the highest 

populations, and passed their Sunday rest laws and various provinces followed suit: 

Buenos Aires on January 3, 1908; regulatory decree March 19, 1908 (Boletín 

Departamento Nacional de  Trabajo, No. 4); Santa Fe, Sunday Rest law July 3, 1906; 

Cordoba on October 8, 1907 (Boletín DNT No. 3, December 1907, p. 445), Jujuy, 

Ordenanza Municipal, January 20, 1907; Catamarca, September 29, 1909 (Boletín DNT 

No. 11, p.527). Finally, since many workers lived in the Capital and the unions were 

relatively strong, the law would have a measure of effectiveness for a considerable 

proportion of the workforce.  

The debate reveals, at least partly, the mentality of the political elites and the fact 

that the control of the work force, the quality of the relationship between employer and 

worker, seems much nearer to an older relationship of servitude and subjection in Chile 

than in Argentina. Also a certain fear of workers is expressed in the Chilean parliament. 

In the Argentine Congress, (especially in the lower chamber) the view that workers are 

weaker and should be protected from the abuse of capital is voiced by more legislators; 
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that various laws are related (eight-hour days, holidays, minimum salary, etc.), and that 

unions must be strong in order for the law to work. In the Chilean chamber fewer 

deputies seem to see the workers as weak and fewer defend the need for state intervention 

or protection in the form of a law. The debate also reveals a wider range of opinions and 

positions in the Argentine Congress. 

Finally, there are various similarities: In both parliaments the law emerges as the 

result of strong pressure, strikes and mobilization by the workers at the beginning of the 

century; in both, the law is seen as a limit on the freedom of the employers; in both, store 

employees are the main beneficiaries of the law and rural and domestic workers are 

excluded (as it would be in social legislation, they formed different categories of workers 

with different laws); and in both, Sunday rest was mandatory for minors under 16 and 

women. 

 

b. Form  

Changes in procedures. Three incidents take place in the Argentine Parliament that show 

a form of functioning that, at least in two, is unthinkable in the Chilean one. i. in the 

lower chamber as Deputy Argerich sits there, listening to the debate, possibly doodling 

with his pen, he writes out a new bill; the bill is debated and it overturns the official 

proposal and acts as the basis for a new bill that includes an advanced change for the 

period (employers will be obliged to pay their workers although they will not work on 

Sundays) and is sent to the Senate. The fact that various legislators were very committed 

to getting it through and actively looked for compromises (expressing encouragement 

like Palacios to the point of causing laughter) obviously helped. 
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The second: ii. The committee (mostly because of internal lack of agreement in 

regard to the issues the bill should cover) did not submit a committee report so -on the 

basis of Palacios, O’Farrell, Padilla and Roca’s motions- the Chamber agreed to debate 

the chapter on Sunday Rest (from the EP’s Labor Code, prepared by the Committee) as if 

it were a committee itself.  

 iii. This incident is similar to Chile’s parliament: When the deputies are debating 

the law on the last day of the parliamentary sessions of 1904, after various hours of 

debate Deputy Orma proposes that a committee of five legislators who had participated in 

the debate and held different positions, meet separately and come to an agreement in 

order to solve “the small differences in a reasoned and peaceful discussion, away from 

this dreadful racket in which one cannot even hear oneself think”. The proposal is 

accepted, the committee meets and comes back with a unified version of the law. 

A deputy inventing a bill during the debate and presenting it to the chamber, a 

“bill” that is not a Committee Report accepted for debate on the floor, the majority 

overturning the EP’s version and accepting the invented bill, an ad hoc committee being 

suggested by one deputy to decide the final draft in the hurry to get the law passed on the 

very last day seem expressive features of the Argentine Congress. They express a 

disorganized, even unruly style of working difficult to imagine in the Chilean strictly 

ordered, structured parliamentary time and debates, where the definitive part of the issues 

is decided outside the chambers (so the opportunity and/or need for new and different 

procedures does not seem to arise). While they reveal a degree of flexibility and a 

capacity of independent action and decision, different from the Chilean lower chamber, 
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they also show a lower degree of institutionalization, of respect for the procedures 

previously accepted, which the Chileans did have.  

Perhaps the most important contrast regarding the contents of the law is the 

remarkable fact that the Chilean bill remained the same, word for word throughout the 

entire process in the lower chamber and then in the Senate and again in the lower 

chamber. Nothing was changed in spite of various serious objections to it. In Argentina, 

in contrast, the debate in the lower chamber started off on the basis of the EPs bill, a 

different bill -based on Argerich’s proposal written up as he listened to the debate- was 

passed, discussed in the Senate Committee and then changed back to the EPs version but 

with an important change and approved again in the Deputies’ chamber. The radically 

different trajectories reveal two different political traditions that I think go backwards and 

forwards in time, they persist (and have consequences for the construction of their 

democracies): the Chilean very controlled and encuadrado (and institutionalized); the 

Argentine more imaginative and diverse (and not institutionalized enough).  

 

5. Conclusions 

The outcome reveals the distinct ways the two parliaments worked: Argentina’s 

functions as an important public forum partly in the sense that constituents’ interests were 

debated (Smith, 1974:18) and in that part of the urban population followed debates in the 

newspapers which reproduced them in detail, and that its decisions are followed by the 

provincial legislatures. The debate is an essential and, therefore, lengthy, at times 

dramatic, passionate, spectacular, part of the passage of a bill. All the positions are aired, 

debated, changed; an important degree of agreement is reached through debate. In this 
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sense, the process is more transparent than Chile’s. On the other hand, the features that 

stand out in the Chilean debate are that fewer legislators intervene in the debate which, in 

turn, is shorter, less intense, more concise, and also more opaque in that it is evident that 

important agreements are reached outside the chamber. The material of the transaction to 

pass the law between the parties and coalitions remains in the dark. Also, the exchange of 

ideas does not seem to have much effect on its protagonists. On the other hand, however, 

congressional procedures are not overturned but followed in Chile and the decisions 

taken outside the chamber floor could indicate either concentrated power or the existence 

of more differentiated parliamentary offices and functions. 

Although in both Senates there is little debate on this bill, in the Argentine Senate, 

there is a long presentation with the reasons for which the bill they approve takes the 

shape it does. In Chile it they seem to know they have some days to present their 

positions, debate and say whatever they like, but that soon some kind of transaction will 

be carried out, and then the definition of the text of the law comes, and the curtain falls 

over the actors; the end is known beforehand, and the law is passed. In the Argentine 

Parliament there is more genuine uncertainty that will be decided through the debate,, and 

the overall journey of the bill. The debates also reveal they argued in different ways: 

intense, long, free-wheeling, sometimes rowdy debates in Argentina; more staid, shorter, 

controlled, more procedurally ordered debates in Chile.  

Why does the Argentine Congress emerge as a public forum to a greater extent 

than Chile’s, while simultaneously passing a law that benefited the workers in greater 

measure? One answer can be related to institutional design: The fact that Argentina was 

federal meant that the units represented in the Senate were relatively autonomous 
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provinces with a political life of their own: they held their campaigns and chose their 

governors and their provincial legislatures, named public officials and provincial judges. 

The Senate in Chile, on the other hand, represented basically administrative units: almost 

all the Senators and most Deputies lived in Santiago and many had never resided in the 

districts they represented (Monteón, 1984:53). A federal design allows a higher number 

and more diverse interests to be represented which leads in turn to the presence of 

different positions on the floor and, therefore, a more varied and intense debate. 

This set of varied positions that feed a strong debate seems connected to the fact 

that, although the law was not made national, the national legislature was considered a 

leading institution in opening up the debate -at least in political circles- for soon various 

provinces followed suit and passed their own Sunday rest laws.  The Chilean Congress 

seems to be more controlled either by the executive or a set of social interests that control 

the executive and the legislature. 

 A second reason for Argentina’s Parliament acting more like a public forum and 

the content of the law reflecting workers demands to a greater degree than Chile’s can be 

related to the composition of the Congress. From the point of view of political positions, 

in both parliaments there were very few deputies with socialist views that could be 

considered to represent the workers demands more closely; indeed both had many more 

conservative members. However, Argentine legislators seem to proceed from a broader 

social base. “By Argentine standards the number of relatives holding office in Chile 

between 1891 and 1924 was extraordinary. In 1916 in Argentina only 19 legislators even 

shared a paternal surname, while in Chile 46 legislators 1912-1915 did. The exceptionally 

high level of consanguineous relations between among Chilean parliamentarians clearly 
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points to the existence of a much more highly oligarchical selection process favoring the 

recruitment of national leaders from a relatively exclusive and narrow base of the 

population” (Remmer, 1984:133-4). This does not necessarily mean that the Argentine 

Chamber of deputies was not aristocratic, Smith calculates that between 1904 and 1915, 

61.9% were “aristocrats” (Smith, 1974:30) but that Chile’s elites were less open and 

retained a higher degree of control over representative institutions than in Argentina. 
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CHAPTER  9 

THE EIGHT–HOUR WORKING DAY LAW 

This chapter refers to the passage of the law on the eight-hour working day in 

Argentina and Chile: it reconstructs the trajectory of the bills and laws and examines the 

debates in terms of effectiveness and representativeness. In Argentina, the law has a long 

prehistory of union action starting at least in the 1890s and of submitted bills, and an 

aborted attempt in 1921; besides, considerable provincial legislation preceded the 

national law which was finally passed in 1929. As indicated previously, Argentina, 

Uruguay and the United States are the only American countries that never had labor 

codes. In Chile, worker demands for the eight-hour day start around the same time as in 

Argentina but there does not seem to be a history of legislatives initiatives. The debate on 

the eight –hour day forms part of an important debate in the Chilean Senate on Working 

Conditions, probably the most important congressional debate on social legislation of the 

time since it takes place in the plenary (as opposed to the eleven member Joint 

Committee). The bill is passed and will form the basis for the discussion in the Joint 

Committee and the future law. Two laws were passed on the labor contract in Chile (one 

for blue collar workers and one for white) that formed part of the labor code. The third 

section underscores various features of the dynamics of the Chilean debate. The 

organization of the chapter is different from the previous one because, in this case, the 

provisions on the length of the workday form part of very different laws from the point of 

view of structure. 
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1. Argentina 

a. Trajectory 

The two oldest and most fought for claims held up by the workers in Argentina were 

the recognition of their organizations, the trade unions, and the eight-hour working day –

the latter was very often more important than salary increases for workers as Socialist 

deputy Bunge states (DS, CD, June 3, 1921).  

Movement for the limitation of the work day started in England in the first half of 

the nineteenth century.244 In Argentina, the eight-hour working day demand has a very 

long history. The origin of May 1st as a labor day celebration was the request of the ‘legal 

eight-hour workday’ which the labor movement celebrated for the first time in May of 

1890.245 The minimum program of the Socialist party (whose constituent congress took 

place in 1896), was composed of twenty-one articles the first of which expressed the 

demand for an eight-hour workday (Walter, 1977:25). The first time a bill was presented 

to a collegiate body was in 1895 by “a man, perhaps an adversary of our theoretical 

principles, councilman doctor Pitaluga” who submitted a bill establishing the eight-hour 

work day for municipal workers.246 

  There were many legislative requests for this law but only two from the executive 

power: in 1904, the Joaquin V. Gonzalez labor code (which established the eight-hour 

working day for all adult workers, determined special hours for store employees and ten 

hours for rural workers) (DS, CD, Demócrata Progresista deputy Landaburu, September 
                                                 
244  According to Socialist deputies Muzio, September 18, 1928; and Bunge, June 3, 1921; and Radical 
deputy Anastasi, the government delegate’s report on the Washington Convention, DS, CD, June 1, 1920. 
There is a wealth of information about this legislation in the world in several of the bills presented. 
245 DS, CD, Socialist deputies E. Dickmann, June 3, 1921, p. 319 and A. Dickmann, September 18, 1928. 
246  “And it was on that occasion that the Socialist Party organized a public rally to request the City Council 
pass that ordinance” (A. Dickmann, September 18, 1928, p. 431). 
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18, 1928) and the 1921 labor code presented by Yrigoyen’s then Interior Minister Gómez 

(establishing the eight –hour day or forty-eight hour week for all workers except rural 

ones). But the legislators for whom the eight-hour working day was the fundamental 

plank on their electoral program were the Socialists: In 1906, deputy Palacios presented a 

bill that established certain rests in the working day.247 The first bill on the eight-hour 

working day was submitted by the Spanish socialist senator E. del Valle Iberlucea in 

1913 (and 1915 and July 17, 1917) which included all the workers in general (DS, CD, 

Landaburu, September 18, 1928; DS, CS, July 17, 1917).248   

Also in 1913, Repetto, another socialist deputy, presented a bill on the ‘legal 

workday”, as it is often called, for state and municipal workers in the Federal Capital 

(DS, CD, September 1913 and August 13, 1917) which contained (for the first time in 

legislative history, according to Adolfo Dickmann) the establishment of the principle of a 

minimum salary for state workers. Perhaps the main one was Enrique Dickmann’s bill, 

his first bill as a legislator, on the eight-hour working day presented together with one 

called ‘English Saturday’ (i.e. stopping work on Saturday at noon until Monday morning, 

an English invention)249 on June 3, 1914 (and then every two years until 1927 to keep it 

                                                 
247  It established a rest between 11 am and 2 pm and certain limits at the beginning and end of the day and 
did not include rural workers, according to Landaburu, September 18, 1928. However, in his book Palacios 
states he presented a bill on the eight hour workday in 1906, which was reproduced in 1912 and 1915, p. 
285. 
248 Bills that were not considered after two years automatically expired due to the Olmedo Law, so 
legislators had to re-submit them.   
249 Muzio explains how the English originated the tradition of having half Saturday off because they liked 
to leave the city and go to the country so they needed Saturday afternoon to prepare for the family 
expedition to the country on Sunday morning. He argues many Argentine workers also want English 
Saturday: he mentions various crafts or industrial activities that have obtained it in Rosario and other trades 
that are on strike at that moment requesting it. He states 19 industries apply it in the United States (DS, CD, 
September 18, 1928, 437). In 1914, English Saturday was applied in the English railway companies (in 
Argentina) and in some others such as the Companía General de Fósforo and the national administration 
(introduced by a decree, no date given) (Dickmann, June 3, 1914).  
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in force). It did not include rural workers (Landaburu September 18, 1928) (DS, CD, May 

28, 1919). 

On June 1, 1920 seven Radical legislators250 presented a bill based on the 

Washington Conference agreements that contained various articles taken integrally from 

the Washington convention (3, 4, 5, 9, 11, and 13) and a report on the Conference).251 

Between 1918 and 1920 various western and some eastern European countries passed 

laws on the 8-hour work day.252 “After the great world tragedy... all the civilized  

countries, almost without warning, like with a magic wand, by a sort of miracle, [finally] 

sanctioned the eight-hour working day” (DS, CD, Dickmann, June 3, 1921, p. 318). 

Finally, with the momentum of the Washington Conference behind it, in 1921, Anastasi 

and E. Dickmann’s bills were used as the basis of the bill reported by the Committee on 

Social Legislation. But before examining the three debates involved in the passage of this 

important law (two in Deputies, one in the Senate) it is important to mention that most 

industrial workers in Argentina had already obtained the eight-hour working day in 

practice through union action and agreements reached with employers in various cities in 

the country (Senator Ruzo, August 29, 1929, 32). In the city of Buenos Aires, some 

                                                 
250 L. Anastasi, J.P. Tamborini, E. Ortiz, J. L. Rodeyro, J. L. Ferrarotti, and J. J. Capurro. L. Anastasi 
together with Felipe A. Espil, were the Argentine (UCR) government delegates to the Washington 
Convention, held from October to November, 1919 in the United States. 
251 Other bills were presented after 1921 by Radical, Socialist and Conservative deputies: Anastasi, Bard, 
Cafferata, Bunge and Catalán reproducing the chamber-approved 1921 bill in 1923; the Radical Leopoldo 
Bard (July 15, 1926); in 1928 two bills, one by the Independent Socialist Party legislators (July 4, 1928)(A. 
S. Muzio, A. Bunge; R. F. Giusti; H. Gonzalez Iramain; F. Pinedo; A. L. Spinetto; A. de Tomaso; A. 
Zaccagnini). Adolfo Dickmann wrote a bill with only one article “as a declaration of principles” he says 
and so it could be included in the Civil Code. It proposed the working week not exceed 44 hours and the 
day 8 hours in all the territory of the Republic for all workers and all employees (DS, CD, July 2, 1928). 
252  France, Switzerland, Austria, Germany, Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Holland, Spain, Greece, Rumania 
(according to Anastasi, June 3, 1921). The first country to do so was Australia, New South Wales applied 
the forty four-hour week in the 1850s (according to Muzio, September 18, 1928). 
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trades already enjoyed eight-hour working days in the 1890s.253 Socialist deputy E. 

Dickmann and senator del Valle Iberlucea remark on how different trades had obtained 

the eight-hour workday through their own effort but also how they would loose these 

advantages in times of economic crisis and unemployment (Dickman, June 3, 1914, del 

Valle Iberlucea, July 17, 1917).  

In 1909 the National Labor Board’s Bulletin published the results of a survey sent 

out to provincial authorities requesting information on salaries, causes and numbers of 

strikes, trades that did and did not need workers, schooling levels, and the cost of living. 

An approximate tally of the hours reported for the areas and cities of Entre Rios, 

Tucumán, province and city of Buenos Aires, Mendoza, Salta, Santiago del Estero, La 

Rioja, and San Luís show eight to ten hours maximum in the cities and that the number of 

hours worked increases as the distance from the cities grows. It is higher in smaller towns 

and lasts from sunrise to sunset in rural areas. Clearly, the fewer or weaker the worker 

organizations, the longer the working hours.254 This information is confirmed by Senator 

Iberlucea’s report that covers most of the country in 1917.255 In fact, the University of 

Pennsylvania annals (directed by Leo Rowe who visited Argentina) remark on the 

                                                 
253 Plasterers in 1895, painters and carriage builders in 1896 (Panettieri, 1967:115). 
254 I counted the hours in the reports from the provinces. Boletín del Departamento Nacional de Trabajo 
(BDNT), 1909, No. 8, 9, 10, 11. 
255 In the Capital, the majority of the trades in industry worked between eight and nine hours, stores never 
lower than twelve and up to seventeen. As regards the rest of the country, reports Senator del Valle 
Iberlucea in 1917, the situation in Rosario, La Plata, Córdoba, Bahia Blanca, Avellaneda (all big cities) is 
similar to that in the Capital; that is, hours are shorter. In the less populated cities without big factories, 
there is no fixed schedule, and people work long days he states. In the sugar mills during the harvest people 
work day and night, without Sunday rest, as in the wineries in the West at the time of the grape harvest and 
in the tannin factories. In the forests of quebracho in the North, in the threshing season in the farms on the 
central pampa, during the shearing in Southern Patagonia, in the meat-salting plants, and in the mines and 
the workday lasts from sunrise to sunset. The Senator also presents a long list of trades that have obtained 
recognition of the eight-hour work day from their employers (he names over 50) (Del Valle Iberlucea, 17 
julio 1917, p. 326-8). There is detailed information in the Senators report for all the country. He had 
previously collaborated with the 1904 parliamentary commission report on this issue. 
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shortness of the workday in the country’s capital, Buenos Aires (DS, CD, Anastasi, June 

3, 1921). However, in the 1921 debate and the justification of their bills, the Socialists 

Dickmann, Bunge and del Valle Iberlucea all point out that although in some provinces 

and cities the hours were shorter, in many of the other provinces, workdays were 

extremely long, the workers were not organized in trade unions and lived miserably, 

receiving very low salaries.  

Besides the shorter working days that already existed in various cities due to 

union action, several provincial legislatures had passed the eight hour workday law 

before the national Congress did. The provinces of Mendoza and Cordoba passed early 

eight-hour workday laws. In Mendoza, governor José N. Lencinas had asked deputy E. 

Dickmann for his bill and the provincial legislature passed it almost word for word on 

December 3, 1918 (DS, CD, E. Dickmann, June 3, 1921; Landaburu, September 18, 

1928, 449). It was the first law in the country establishing the eight hour day and was so 

‘advanced’, that it included not only industrial workers and employees but also 

agricultural ones (before Poland and Czechoslovakia -DS, CD, Anastasi, June 3, 1921). 

In Córdoba (the second province, after Buenos Aires, in terms of its cattle and 

agricultural production, as the deputy says), the deputies of the Demócrata Progresista 

party –which was a modern Conservative party- from the province speak proudly of how 

their party, under Governor Nunez, had passed the law including industrial workers and 

employees, together with ‘motormen and tramway ticket sellers’ on December 19, 1919 
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(DS, CD, Martinez J. H., June 3, 1921).256 San Juan followed with a law similar to 

Mendoza’s that included agricultural workers on November 29, 1923 (Reppetto says it 

included rural workers, woodcutters and land clearing and excavation workers). Then 

came Tucumán’s law on March 24, 1923 that included ‘forestry and agricultural industry 

for workers engaged in manual labor, transport and other services’ (established in the 

regulatory decree a month later).257 Salta followed suit on September 5, 1923 establishing 

the eight-hour work day in general, excluding rural workers, servants and chauffeurs, and 

carriage drivers. Finally, the province of San Luís passed the eight hour law in 1923 and 

the province of Santa Fe in 1927 (the latter was the third province at that time- an 

agricultural province, where the law covered workers in industry, commerce, transport, 

construction and loading and unloading; and specifically excluded rural workers and 

servants among others) (DS, CD, Landaburu September 18, 1928; Repetto, idem). Thus, 

six (without counting Salta) out of fifteen provinces had already dictated the eight hour 

working day when the national assembly did.  

 

b. Contents and dynamics 

The eight-hour working day bill arrived in the lower chamber on the 3rd of June 

1921. It was voted unanimously “in general” and two issues detailed below were debated 

in the discussion “in particular”. With the momentum from the Washington Convention 

together with the support of the Radical Party and the Socialists behind it, the bill moves 

                                                 
256 The bill was drawn up by the demócrata progresista deputy Martinez and modified later by Dr. Rafael 
Nunez’s government (Landaburu, Sptember 18, 1928). Repetto (p. 470) argues that Mendoza also applies 
the minimum salary law and so did San Juan, to some extent. 
257 In August of 1929, the Tucumán legislature was studying a reform to include employees (Senator 
Serrey, August 29, 1929, 28). 
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smoothly through the lower chamber: the debate covers only twenty seven pages and the 

bill is approved the same day. The Senate however, that cemetery of social legislation 

bills, did not consider it.258 The bill on the “legal working day” returns to the Chamber in 

September of 1928. This time the debate is longer, denser and takes place over two days 

(the 18th and 19th of September). The 1928 chamber is more divided and in particular, the 

issue of the inclusion of the rural workers lengthens the debate to one hundred and seven 

pages. Although the bill was organized following the Washington Convention, besides 

industrial workers, it also included employees (but not rural workers and domestic 

servants). While in 1921 the international context is more important for the debate, in 

1928 the national context is.  

The composition of the Chamber was different in 1921 and 1928 and is specified 

below. However, the reasons in favor of passing the bill expressed by the different 

deputies in both debates in the “in general” section of the discussion were very similar. 

So I will present those arguments first in combined form for both 1921 and 1928. 

Secondly, the specific points round which disagreements rose in the “in particular” 

section of each debate will be presented separately, together with other pertinent 

information on the two session periods. Finally, there is a brief section on the debate in 

the Senate.  

                                                 
258 In the 1928 debate, at least two deputies express their fear that the Senate will, again, frustrate their 
desire to pass the eight-hour law: “The Senate must carry out the function of controlling, the function of 
containing a bit the somewhat fantastic excesses that sometimes waft through this Chamber, but it must not 
turn into the mass grave of all the aspirations which, like this one of the eight hours, are mature aspirations 
that deserve legislative sanction” (Adolfo Dickmann, September 18, 1928; Muzio, September 21, 1928, PS 
and ISP). The informing member of the Senate during the 1928 debate, referring to the fact that the Senate 
did not pass the 1921 Chamber approved bill which thus fell under the expiration law, states: “This 
omission cannot be attributed to feelings of hostility because everybody agrees the law is needed; what 
happens is politics, and that the matters that derive from it absorb all the time the chambers have available 
(Senator Serrey, August 29, 1929, p.28). 
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 The debate in general-1921 and 1928. The eight-hour working day is an issue 

that has been long present and long discussed in Argentina, as is clear from the trajectory 

above. The reasons evoked to justify the law are physiological, economic, social, and 

cultural259: Workers need the law not only because of physical fatigue but also for 

cultural and social reasons: “workers must be placed… in conditions to be able to live 

fully a human existence, to have time and even the necessary aptitudes that will form, to 

enjoy as human beings, within a decent and acceptable life, all the benefits of 

civilization” (p. 455) in Marshallian words; if they have more time to dedicate to their 

own personal interests, in particular their actions as citizens, as members of a trade union 

o any other group, the efficiency of the community and social life will increase260 

(Bunge, June 3, 1921; Rodríguez, September 18, 1928; Anastasi, June 3, 1921).  

Various mention Owen’s pioneering defense of a shorter workday and cite 

different studies that show that fewer hours of work do not lead to less productivity but 

rather more; during the war the English discovered, states Bunge, that more hours did not 

lead to more productivity, there was a limit after which productivity declined (ISP –

Independent Socialist Party- bill, July 4, 1928). Besides, limiting the work day leads to 

                                                 
259 They have been organized round Socialist Deputy Bunge’s speech -the committee’s informing member 
in 1921- and the most complete and competent presentation (much better than Rodriguez’, the UCR 
informing member in 1928). I have added some other deputies’ arguments from their presentations and 
justifications of bills. Bunge is an interesting deputy: he is brainy and erudite but not popular; the deputies 
hardly ever clap him and he does not give them reason to for he never makes that kind of speech. He seems 
more like an academic than a politician. When he speaks he develops the points that are at issue, or he 
explains why somebody made a mistake in his argument or he answers questions. Many deputies, even 
leading ones from other parties, ask him about different points of the bills, how certain provisions would 
affect a certain constituency, the origin of a legal practice, etc. Socialist deputy and then senator Mario 
Bravo also receives this kind of question. 
260 “An excessively long workday is really a regime of slavery because there are no hours left for the 
worker to develop his own personality, increase his knowledge, improve his productive capacity, dedicate 
himself to family life, and enjoy the normal pleasures of a cultured social life” (p. 309). This law 
“emancipates the laborious population, the oppressed population” (Bunge, September 18, 1928). 
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technical improvements and a better organization of production on the part of capital to 

compensate the temporary loss of profit (ISP bill, July 4, 1928; Bunge, September 18, 

1928). Bunge tells how he had visited the sugar mills in the Northern province of 

Tucumán in 1915 and then again recently. In 1915 he says, the workday consisted of two 

twelve-hour ‘workdays’ ‘which always implies one of 24 hours every two weeks’. But 

then, Tucuman’s workers imposed the eight-hour day in three shifts and, during his last 

visit, he saw that the administration of the mills, efficiency and the use of machinery 

were in better condition. They had improved technically because the employers had to 

pay for a third shift.  

Dickmann argues the law will avoid strikes since it is the most frequent cause of 

them261; where the work day is limited, salaries are higher and prices lower (his examples 

are Europe versus Spain where the opposite occurs)(June 3, 1914; May 1918, p. 208-9). 

A shorter working day will also help with unemployment, compensating workers for the 

technical progress in tools and machines  It will also benefit the domestic economy for 

the workers will have time to consume, thus increasing the volume of production, says 

Bunge, quoting Ford (E. Dickmann, June 3, 1914; ISP bill July 1928; Rodriguez, 

September 18, 1928; DS, CD, September 18, 1928); and there will be benefits also in 

terms of a re-distribution of wealth because workers will be paid better for their labor 

(Rodríguez, September 18, 1928, p. 434).  

While Bunge’s arguments tend to center on human values, and social and 

economic reasons, other legislators relate the issue to its political dimensions: the law 

                                                 
261 He mentions that between 1907 and 1912 there were one hundred and forty one strikes to demand the 
reduction of the work day in the Capital, that it is in everybody’s interests to avoid them and the only way 
to do this was to legislate on the main working conditions. 
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improves the viability of democracy and the representative system, a subject under 

discussion after WWI and the emergence of alternative political systems in the world 

such as fascism and communism. Anastasi, a Radical and E. Dickmann, the Socialist, 

argue that the value of the democratic regime is at stake in this social reform:  

Social issues are resolved with a wider purpose, with an objective of social 
justice that must not be forgotten. For in the demands formulated against 
democracy and the representative system, accused of no longer responding to 
the state of the times, depicted as an organization (sic) that no longer 
coincides with popular hopes, it is necessary to answer that democracy can 
also carry out a program of social justice like any of the new regimes that are 
announced (Anastasi, June 3, 1921).  

 

Likewise, E. Dickmann also emphasizes the law’s importance not only because of the 

‘physical and mental health of the people and the collective progress of society’ but also 

as 

…a procedure for channeling within democracy and within the law, the 
modern demands of the working class. […]. The moment is also propitious for 
sanctioning this law. A deep and grave agitation troubles our laborious classes 
due to manifold causes [does not mention them]… Their agitation reveals a 
whole collective modality, it is the agitation of a working class that is 
heterogeneous, cosmopolitan, that does not know the law nor believes in it 
much, that from the law has received only punishment and exaction… a 
working class that due to its cosmpolitanism and complexity receives 
influences from all the horizons of the universe… It is a work of the highest 
political and social importance to channel a working class with these features 
within the law and within democracy through good social laws. If the masses 
are expected to respect and observe the law, then two things are necessary: 
that the law be observed by those above and second, that those masses see 
benefits and not only punishments for themselves in the law. That is why laws 
like the one we are debating will have crucial consequences on mental and 
political health –if not in the short, in the long run (June 3, 1921, p. 320).  
 
 

In the 1928 general debate, C.J. Rodriguez, a deputy from Córdoba, is the committee’s 

President and informing member. In his presentation, he questions the political regime:  
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…the chamber has waited in vain for a sanction since 1921 and it would seem 
that popular representation, perhaps due to defects of the representative 
system, has not responded in the way the people imperatively desire to see it 
turned into law. By means of another procedure, legislation demanded all over 
the world would, perhaps, have been incorporated to our institutions. 
 

However, he does not spell out which those other procedures are.262  

 

The debate in particular 1921. In 1921 the Chamber was composed as follows: in 

the March 7, 1920 elections263, the Radicals won several provincial elections which gave 

them 84 of the now 152 seats in the Chamber of Deputies, besides 13 deputies from 

several provincial groups that bore the Radical name but disagreed with the party 

direction (Córdoba, Jujuy, Mendoza, Santiago, Santa Fe); the Demócrata Progresista 

Party which had won the nine majority seats in Cordoba (because the Radicals had 

abstained) now held 19 seats, the Conservatives 14, the Socialists 10 and ‘a scattering of 

conservative fractions the remaining 12 seats’ (Walter, 1977: 163). 

This Committee-reported bill generated two points of disagreement. The one that 

took up most time (six pages) referred to the acknowledgement of the worker 

organizations in the bill: the reported bill, as indicated before, followed the guidelines of 

but went beyond the 1919 Washington Convention and also Dickmann’s bill in that it 

included in the benefits of the reduced working day not only the industrial and the state 

workers but also store employees; however, it did not officially recognize the workers’ 
                                                 
262 This deputy is always strongly critical of “Adam Smith’s liberal economic system” -which he critiques 
in this presentation and in the 1919 justification of his trade union bill; in his 1921 justification his 
connection to the church is clear. A. Smith’s liberal economic system is, he says in his 1928 presentation on 
the eight-hour workday, “the basis for the great individualist philosophical movement organized on the 
basis of the concept of the state by Rousseau”. He cites Marx and Wagner as having demonstrated the flaws 
in these positions which are “seriously and definitely bankrupt” (DS, CD, September 18, 1928, p. 424-5).  
263 For this election, the numbers of deputies had been modified on the basis of proportionate population 
representation based on 1914 census (for example the number of deputies for the capital had grown from 20 
to 32 (Walter, 1977:163). 
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organizations. The Washington convention established that the exceptions to the eight-

hour rule had to be confirmed by agreements between the employer and worker 

organizations, but the bill said “the executive power had to consult with the respective 

employers and workers” without naming their organizations (p. 312).The pro-worker 

deputies argue in favor of mentioning the unions because other laws already did (law on 

the Putting Out System and the law that created the railway workers retirement fund), 

because it was necessary to acknowledge their existence and that of collective regulations 

instead of trying to destroy them or omit them from legal provisions, and although there 

was not an actual law regulating their existence they had national or international 

incorporation, and because the government consulted the organizations however many 

there were (De Tomaso, Bunge, Anastasi, Saccone –the two former Socialists, the latter 

Radicals). 

The answer was that mentioning the organizations would give rise to conflicts   

because there were cases in which more than one organization existed and the EP would 

not know whom to address for many would claim the right to be heard as the rightful 

representatives of a specific trade; that the report establishing the conditions for 

incorporation had not yet been passed (first, argued Miñones, it was necessary to define 

what a trade union was). Besides, if the organizations were mentioned, the non-associated 

workers would be left out (Miñones, Astrada, C. J. Rodríguez, all more socially 

conservative Radicals, although Astrada specifies he is not Conservative and is a liberal). 

When they vote on this issue, the Committee’s version wins first by 60 and then, when a 

rectified vote is requested, it increases to 70 (no other numbers are given).  
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The second point debated had to do with the national and provincial jurisdictions, 

a usual topic present in debates (3.5 pages) regarding the destination of monies collected 

from fines. The bill established they had to go to education councils. The Cordoba 

deputy, where the law already existed, wanted the provinces which had already defined 

destinations for the funds exempted from this provision. Bunge does not object but 

deputies Miñones and Bermudez do, arguing that the committee’s purpose had been to 

make all worker legislation civil so that they were not applicable only in the Capital and 

national territories. “If we accept that these laws can be modified by local provisions then 

we will have altered art. 14 of the bill that establishes that the bill must be considered as 

incorporated to the Civil and Commercial codes. Who knows what anarchy of opinions 

can emerge if each of the provinces can invest the funds in different ways”; besides, they 

consider that ‘public instruction is the supreme objective of all legislation’.  

Bunge explains that he had proposed art. 14 because he believed a national law on 

labor should rule over the Republic but as a minimum requirement. If a province wants to 

establish a forty-four hour week, it can, what they cannot do is repeal the spirit of the law 

by establishing a workday of more than 8 hours. In a country with a diverse and complex 

an economy as Argentina’s, it is convenient that local experiments try out different 

systems and then, according to the results, these could be extended to all the country. 

There is no need for uniformity, he argues. But Miñones insists on no partial repeals that, 

he says, could create problems such as different workday lengths in different provinces. 

The vote is again negative for changing the committee bill and is approved as it is (June 

3, 1921). 
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The debate in particular 1928. As explained in the 1926 Senate debate on trade 

unions, the Radical Marcelo T.  de Alvear had become president in 1922 (until 1928) and 

a rift had developed in his party between his supporters and those of the former president, 

Yrigoyen. In 1924 they formed two separate parties: the Unión Cívica Radical 

Antipersonalista which opposed Yrigoyen and the Personalist UCR which retained the 

UCR title and supported Yrigoyen (Walter, 1977:187, 192). In chamber votes the SP 

tended to vote with the UCR, and the ISP with the anti-personalists (for example in 

debates from July to September 1928). On the other hand, since 1923 a division had also 

been festering (as Walter, 1977 says) in the Socialist party which became a schism in 

1927. Behind the different charges and counter charges the “underlying and basic factor 

was a struggle within the leadership for dominance over the direction of Argentina’s 

largest and most influential Socialist organization. Personalities and ideologies played 

subordinate roles to the simple question of who would rule” (Walter, 1977:208). So, on 

April 1, 1928 two socialist parties and two radical parties presented candidates in the 

national elections for deputies and president. The debate takes place after the April 

elections that produced these results in Congress, but Yrigoyen has not yet assumed 

office, he will do so a month later (Araya, DS, CD, September 10, p.155). 

 Thus, the 1928 discussion of the eight-hour working day found a more divided 

Congress than previously. The April 1928 national elections in which Hipólito Yrigoyen 

was re-elected President gave the Yrigoyenista Radicals a ‘massive’ victory264: eight 

provincial governments and nine provincial legislatures were under Radical control. In 

                                                 
264  “The outpouring of voters was the largest in Argentine history. In the nation as a whole 1,461,581 
voters of 1,807,566 registered, a little over 80%, went to the polls (in the Capital 91.61% voted) (Canton, 
Materiales para el Estudio…). 
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the lower chamber (legislators assumed in June), Radicals held a clear majority with 92 

deputies; Anti-personalists together with other Radical factions had 19; Conservatives 

held 35 seats; the ISP had 8 representatives and the SP only 2.265 The Senate, however, 

was not in Yrigoyenista hands.  

In the 1928 debate “in particular”, the source of disagreement is the scope of the 

law: everyone agrees with applying the eight-hour working day to industrial workers and 

store employees but should it also cover rural workers (that is, the rural proletariat) and 

domestic servants?266 The Committee is composed of the following members: Carlos J. 

Rodriguez (President, UCR, who was also on the 1921 Committee), Juan H. Hiriart, 

Arturo Santa María, A. Maciel (a landowner in the province of Buenos Aires, who must 

be UCR), L. Landaburu (a Demócrata Progresista from the province of San Luis), and 

Antonio de Tomaso and Agustín S. Muzio (Independent Socialist Party, Capital). The 

Demócrata Progresista -Landaburu is the speaker for committee majority. The 

Conservatives and most Radicals are against the inclusion in the law of the rural workers 

and domestic servants while both groups of Socialists argue in favor. The Independent 

Socialists are on the committee and the original Socialists are not. Each socialist group 

has a different proposal although their basic arguments and position are similar. The 

President of the Committee, a Radical, is also in favor of the inclusion of the rural 

workers and servants and his proposal, different from both the Socialist groups, is the 

object of  scathing comments from a leading Radical (Guillot). The legislators against the 
                                                 
265 The Independent Socialist party -all deputies for the Federal Capital: Muzio, A. Bunge, R. F. Giusti, H. 
Gonzalez Iramain, F. Pinedo, A.L. Spinetto, A. de Tomaso, A. Zaccagnini. The Socialist party:  A. 
Dickmann and N. Repetto. 
266 The debate covers almost one hundred and ten pages, of which only twelve were used for the general 
debate and at the most nine related to domestic servants, so about ninety was devoted to debating on 
inclusion or not of rural workers. 
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inclusion of rural workers (and domestic servants) who participate most are Landaburu, 

Guillot, Maciel, Etcheverry, Borda and Bard  (the last two less); those in favor are 

Rodriguez, Bunge, de Tomaso, Repetto, Dickmann, Muzio and Porta (less), all socialists 

except Rodríguez (Porta is a doctor from Cordoba).267 

Landaburu, states the position against including the rural workers explaining the 

committee majority does not reject out of hand the idea of a rural working day but 

believes “it is not convenient for reasons of opportunity to include those workers” 

because of: a. the difficulty found in previous experience in imposing an eight-hour 

working day on rural workers and the administrative difficulties in applying it (also 

Guillot). When Landaburu examines the seven provincial laws, he emphasizes in each 

which categories of workers are included or excluded, in particular when rural workers 

are excluded. His point is that only those provinces in which agricultural workers carry 

out essentially industrial tasks are they included into the benefits of the 8-hour working 

day (such as those who work in the production of sugar in Tucuman and of wine in 

Mendoza and San Juan). c. He then goes into the differences between agricultural work 

carried out in factories and workshops emphasizing the better conditions of work in rural 

areas, and the lower intensity of the labor compared to industry (also Guillot).  d. the 

variety and irregularity of agricultural activities; the special importance of climate in its 

operations; and  regional diversity. e. Finally, it is also difficult to control and supervise 

the application of the law in a country with such an enormous extension and scattered 

population. To these reasons, Guillot -also very careful to emphasize his support of the 

                                                 
267 The first bills that ever included the rural workers in a legal workday bill were two almost simultaneous 
bills in 1928: one by A. Dickmann, of the old Socialist party and the other by Muzio and the deputies of the 
ISP (DS, CD, September 18, 1928). 
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law before expressing his opposition, indeed to the point of being contradictory- adds an 

economic one: “If my view is opposed to those who want to pass the workday law for 

rural workers, it is not for lack of human sympathy, nor social cordiality but because we 

understand that it is necessary always to regulate, to moderate this giddy descent into 

certain generous theories inclined perhaps to utopias that, in reality, can translate into 

legislative creations that conspire against the laws that govern production in the rural 

areas of Argentina”. That is, fewer hours mean more workers which means more salaries 

which, in turn, results in an increase in the cost of production he states, arguing it is the 

salary (and diet and living quarters) that should be modified, not the hours. 

Those in favor of including rural workers mock and argue against the notion that 

work in the country is idyllic, and give examples of tasks that are menial, taxing and 

extenuating, even more so than industrial ones (de Tomaso, Repetto, Rodriguez argue 

along these lines). De Tomaso (of the ISP) argues legislators always lag behind and that 

the industrial workers are included because they have already carried out the long and 

hard struggle necessary to impose the new principle, through strikes. Rural workers have 

been excluded because they are not organized into unions nor are they politically very 

important; they grow in importance when they are linked to industrial activities. This 

legislator has studied various European laws in detail, especially the early 

Czechoslovakian law) and proposes that limiting the workday be established as a general 

principle and then allow the President and the governors in the provinces to establish 

certain extensions to the workday (up to 9 10 or 11 hours in extraordinary cases) 

according to the requirements of the crops, the nature of the work and the characteristics 

of the climate in the way of an experiment, he states (18 September 28, p. 457, p. 462-3).  
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On the other hand, Repetto (of the SP) (p. 470-1) besides the reasons stated above 

for supporting the law, praises federalism in that various provinces have already passed 

the law and proposes that only those workers engaged in mechanized agricultural tasks 

and the loading and unloading of bags be included in the law (the other deputies although 

opposed to including rural workers tend to think Reppetto’s proposal more viable than de 

Tomaso’s). Finally, Rodriguez proposes a nine-hour workday across the board for rural 

workers arguing work must be limited for all workers without exclusions (September 19, 

1928, p.435, 452-5).  

The second most debated subject (although much less than the previous one) is 

whether ‘domestic service’ (servants) should be included. Landaburu (September, 19, 

1928) argued that the issue of domestic servants was not as important as the previous 

issue and that it should not be in the law: at that moment it was regulated by law 1634 of 

the Civil Code that established that the regulation of this kind of work fell under the city 

hall and police ordinances of each town. While the majority, he stated, agreed this was an 

archaic provision that must be modified, it did not possess sufficient precedents to furnish 

advice of a general nature to the Chamber, although he would accept a legal workday 

applied to the Federal Capital. The eight-hour workday law already went beyond the 

Washington Convention and similar laws in the civilized countries of the world; if 

servants were included without the proper organisms to implement and uphold it, it 

would turn the law into a failure. 

The ISP accepts the exclusion of domestic servants because, argues the speaker, 

this kind of work also requires specific attention in respect of other aspects (rest, outings, 

medical assistance, living quarters etc) and since a subcommittee -at the initiative of the 
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ISP- is studying the matter in the form of a bill presented by their deputy Muzio in 1926, 

they can accept this exclusion (de Tomaso, September 19, 1928, 518). Rodríguez, argues 

that modern legislation attempts to protect women and should try to protect these ones 

who are especially exploited, and proposes a maximum workday of ten hours 

(September, 19, 1928). Dickmann, of the original socialists, also argues in favor of 

including servants.268 He reviews the provincial laws on this issue: only Mendoza’s 1926 

law (which includes a minimum salary) and San Juan’s include domestic servants (the 

second a bit vaguely) and proposes a workday of eight hours or, if this were not accepted, 

10 hours. He also argues in favor of changing the definition of “domestic servants” in an 

attempt to include other groups such as chaffeurs who have been excluded from the 

benefits of Sunday Rest because they are considered part of the “domestic service”. None 

of all these proposals is successful. 

The debates in the Argentine Chamber are generally relatively orderly (although 

an order of a different kind to Chile’s) but on two occasions that relative order vanishes: 

when they have to decide the order of the agenda (this issue appears occasionally) and 

when they are about to vote a bill. Before voting, in this case as usual, there is a 

disorderly flurry of last minute comments, proposals of additions and different 

alternatives with various deputies speaking at the same time. In order to vote, the first 

article of the law is divided into four different parts: a. “The duration of work will not 

exceed eight hours a day”, the vote is affirmative; b. “or forty-eight weekly hours for 

every person in somebody else’s employ in public or private establishments even though 

                                                 
268 He takes a note to the Chamber from the “International League of Domestic Workers” who in it request 
their inclusion in the social laws of Sunday Rest Law, Accidents and Legal Working Day (CD, September 
19, 1928, p. 513). 
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they do not pursue profit”, the vote is also affirmative. The ISP asks for rectification (the 

formally correct way of carrying out a rectification is that the legislators in favor vote and 

are counted, and then those against are counted) (p. 445). The Pro-secretary informs the 

results: 87 deputies voted, 16 vote against269 (i.e. 71 in favor) (September 19, 1928, p. 

444-5). Another usual occurrence is that the Socialists ask for a nominal vote (perchance 

to see exactly who votes against their proposals in favor of rural workers and servants so 

they can then denounce them to the interested parties). In this case the motion is not 

sufficiently supported. However, obviously most Radicals (except Rodríguez) and most 

Conservatives vote against the changes to shorten the work week and include rural and 

domestic workers, and all the Socialists vote in favor. Both Socialist groups and 

Rodriguez add up to11; so there five other deputies, probably Radical, voting with them. 

The remaining efforts of the original Socialists to make the law more generous are also 

defeated. The only change most agree on was to double the percentage that must be paid 

for supplementary hours (in order to discourage them) (50% and a100% increase for 

work on holidays) (September 19, 1928). In this case, then, the bill remains very similar 

to the original bill. 

It is striking in this debate how often conservative deputies and senators that 

oppose including rural workers repeat they are not against the eight-hour law; sometimes 

it even seems they are not against including rural workers although they are, and 

therefore are totally contradictory (for example deputies Guillot and Etcheverry, and 

senator Serrey).  

                                                 
269 The socialists try to get the week down to 44 hours (that is, by applying English Saturday); if the 48 
hours had been rejected by the Chamber, they would then have voted the dissident proposal, which 
obviously did not happen. 
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The debate in the Senate. The Senate debates the bill on August 29, 1929 (12 

pages). As indicated above, it was not in Yrigoyenista hands: there were 9 Conservatives, 

9 Anti-personalists, 1 Socialist and only 8 Yrigoyenista Senators (Walter, 1977: 216). 

More than a debate, various senators put questions to the Committee270 regarding the 

effects of specific articles.271 In spite of some doubts, the law is not changed and is 

passed that same day. Serrey, senator for the Northern and traditional province of 

Catamarca, is the informing member. The reasons for supporting a limit on the length of 

the working day are similar to those expressed in the Lower Chamber; he adds it reduces 

absenteeism and intensifies work efforts, and that equality of rights and freedom cannot 

exist if all people are not given more time to pursue their personal desires (p. 27). He also 

mentions Pope Leon XII and his 1890 Rerum Novarum. The Senate Committee 

recommends the Senate vote the law as it is and at the same time approve a request to the 

Executive “to gather information on working conditions in order to improve the workers’ 

standard of living”.  

Senator Antille (UCR) is interested in establishing that this is a national law that 

must be applied by provincial authorities and that, by including the law in the Civil Code, 

any issue that comes up will fall under provincial judicial jurisdiction. Thus, the federal 

courts do not intervene (Serrey) for the matter was resolved by the Supreme Court some 

six or seven years ago in respect of the application of the Law on Accidents in the 

Workplace (Bravo, p. 36). No vote against the law is mentioned. On September 14, 1929, 
                                                 
270 The members of the committee are: Mario Bravo (Socialist), Carlos Serrey (he seems a Conservative but 
flexible or interested in social matters, he could be a Democratic Progresista, he also informed on the trade 
union bill in 1926); and Teófilo Sanchez de Bustamante (DS, CS, August 29, 1929). 
271 For example, Senator Ruzo wants to know if establishments that work with substances that deteriorate 
with time are included in the exceptions; i.e. if they can extend their workday lengths. He remarks the 
National Labor Board informs the length of the workday is an average of 8 hours 6 minutes 32. 
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the EP communicates it has promulgated Law 11.544 on the Legal Workday on the 12th 

of September 1929.  

It is interesting how it is always the Socialists (in particular E. Dickmann and de 

Tomaso) who impose order on the debate: for example, they are the ones that propose an 

order to resolve the “agenda debate” that emerges about what issues would be debated 

towards the end of the sessions in 1921 and in 1928; in the debate “in particular” again 

two Socialists propose an order of debate that is rational and will save time (p. 436). 

From 1904 to 1930 (and later also) they almost always loose the votes on the different 

laws but they dominate the debate in the sense they impose the issues they raise by the 

strength of their innovative ideas and the force of their arguments. They study the issues, 

they read national and international precedents and they believe in what they propose 

which makes for quite a potent combination. This is present in the debate of social 

legislation 1904 but in particular after 1916 until 1930. Of course, my vantage point –

social legislation- shows them off especially well, the social issues were what mattered 

most to them. However, the role they play in the debates is totally out of proportion with 

their numbers and in proportion to their knowledge and capacity to present arguments. In 

this debate, they lose all the votes but it is they who keep all the deputies on their toes 

arguing for almost 110 pages and there are only four socialist speakers. If there was a 

high level of debate, much of it was due to them. Their prepared arguments made other 

legislators improve and specify theirs.  
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2. Chile  

a. Trajectory  

Below, I examine the Chilean debate on the work conditions (or labor contract as 

it is also called) which included the articles on the regulation of the length of the 

workday. Thus, the debate includes more issues than the workday; this bill and debate are 

the counterpart of Argentina’s debate on the eight-hour workday for there is not a 

separate law on the work day in Chile. A reason for including the whole debate on 

working conditions is that it is, together with the law on Sunday Rest, the only debate of 

a bill on working conditions that takes place in a legislative plenary before the laws are 

passed by the military. The other debates on the workday (and other labor contract issues) 

take place in the Joint Committee where only eleven members participate.272 Besides, I 

think the debate on working conditions in the Senate is an important debate because the 

Senate is an important chamber and the debate is representative. 

Until the new laws on labor contract came into existence in 1924, the work 

contract in Chile was regulated by the provisions of the 1855 Civil Code that referred to 

the “contrato de arrendamiento” (BS, CS, Juan Concha, November 4, 1920), that is the 

labor contract, in Argentina called contrato de locación de servicio and also regulated by 

the Civil Code. The workers in Chile had petitioned for the eight-hour working day since 

the end of the nineteenth century. It was one the demands upheld in the May 1 

celebrations (and apparently included in the program of a group called the “Unión 

Socialista” en 1897. The Democratic Party also upheld this claim at the turn of the 

century (Yanez, 2004). As far as I was able to see, at least until 1925, the Chilean 
                                                 
272 This debate in the Joint Committee is not included. 
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Congress does not have a tradition of different legislators presenting various bills on 

social issues except on Sunday Rest, in that case they do; therefore, in contrast to 

Argentina, it is more difficult to glean information on the parliamentary history of bills 

on social issues in general.  

The first parliamentary bills on the eight-hour working day appear in 1919.273 

There is an EP bill exclusively on the workday in 1919, with arguments in favor, similar 

to the Argentine bills albeit in more measured, “prudent” tones that stressed the need to 

improve the workers conditions, and how their attention and production capacity 

increases with fewer hours worked. The bill proposed an eight-hour day and a forty-eight 

hour week, which could be prolonged to ten and twelve-hour days in the case of force 

majeur, and authorized a maximum of sixty hours a week as long as workers were paid 

for the supplementary time (BS, CD, July 23, 1919, President Juan Luis Sanfuentes, Luis 

Serrano). 

Ramon de la Vega, a pro-worker deputy, also presented a bill establishing the 

eight-hour workday for industry, commerce and rural workers. He states very few 

establishments follow the eight hour workday that the Consejos Federales (a worker 

organization) mobilized for and that workdays often exceed 12 hours, while the rural 

workers work from sunrise to sunset (BS, CD, April 25, 1922).  In 1923 de la Vega, also 

an Alessandri supporter, attempts to get a bill on the eight-hour workday (for workers and 

employees both men and women) discussed in the Chamber without going through the 

                                                 
273 Before that, when M. Concha became Minister of Industry and Public Works, he passed a decree (on 
December 27, 1917) regulating work hours and health conditions in the various  divisions of the state 
railways, and expressed the objective of extending the eight hour work day to the railway workers in the 
private sector (Grez Toso, 2001:94). 
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Committee stage, probably in an attempt to further Alessandri’s agenda. The motion is 

finally passed by 19 votes against 11 but does not progress further. But the length of the 

work day is debated in the Senate’s bill on working conditions. 

 

b. Debate and contents 

The debates throughout these nine sessions are not a dynamic exchange of ideas 

regarding the main ideas of the bills among various legislators with different ideological 

positions. Rather, they are mostly calm presentations with some exchanges in the face of 

one or two very contrasting positions. However, this does not imply the absence of 

conviction and disagreement between the three or four senators who conduct the debate: 

Malaquías Concha the Democrat on one hand, and Juan Concha the Conservative who 

never speaks for long after his initial presentation, Carlos Aldunate and Claro Solar, on 

the other. The latter, who sometimes presides and was in charge of improving aspects of 

the bill sometimes on the basis of the discussion and others it would seem on his own 

initiative (in consultation probably with Juan Concha and Aldunate), also participates 

sometimes proposing provisions that would benefit workers.274 The first three are the 

authoritative voices in this debate. Occasionally three others participate: Torrealba275 (a 

Democrat); Mac Iver, a recalcitrant Radical who opposed all the provisions of the bill and 
                                                 
274 He always gives way to Juan Concha and Aldunate if their opinions differ but his positions are more 
favorable to workers than other Conservatives’: for example, he wants to lower the percentage company 
stores can add on to articles for workers, he suggests they sell at cost price but Aldunate overrules him; he 
considers the minimum wage provision the most important in the bill (BS, CS, December 26, 1920); he 
could be the author of the requirement that workers be paid at intervals not longer than 15 days (he states 
that mining firms pay workers every three months and with I.O.Us that are discounted at the company 
stores). He also criticizes the practice of applying fines to workers salaries as a means of diminishing them.  
275 Torrealba comes from a working class context; he always defends workers and in particular those from 
the state railway company. He does not have the knowledge and analytical capacity of Malaquías nor the 
social acumen and the consideration that the latter, obviously a “social insider”, receives. Juan Concha is 
quite condescending to him and he is not the only one. 
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whose remarks often set Don Malaquías off on two or three-page long tirades; and less 

frequently Guillermo Edwards, another Conservative who opposed the bill. Two or three 

times when this ultra conservative Senator from the North (Atacama), raises his voice he 

pushes Democrats and reformist Conservatives into forced agreement in the face of his 

extreme views. No other Senator besides Malaquías Concha and Mac Iver, challenge the 

Conservatives Juan Concha and Carlos Aldunate, although we know that perhaps most of 

the remaining Senators do not want to treat the bill: “It seems that, for very respectable 

reasons, a numerous group, perhaps half the Senate, does not consider the discussion of 

this bill convenient. Some for certain reasons, others due to the little time that can be 

dedicated to the discussion” (BS, CS, Aldunate, September 2, 1920). Later on, J. Concha 

says some are alarmed by sections of the bill (BS, Juan Concha, 4 November 1920). The 

debate does not take place in the chamber. 

If it weren’t for the article on the sale of alcohol within and in the proximity of 

mining establishments and the one establishing the obligation to provide the state with 

certain statistical information, when other senatorial voices join the conversation, it is 

possible to imagine a deserted senate with only four or five seats illuminated and the rest 

in the dark. But when these two topics come up, eight in the first case and twelve in the 

second intervene and give their opinion, although often in only a sentence or two. This 

occurred during part of two sessions only, the remaining ones were mostly taken up by 

the lonely opposing voice of Malaquías Concha who, besides critiquing, gave long 

speeches demonstrating his superior knowledge of these issues, ones for which he had 

long struggled. In his words, “I have expounded this kind of ideas for thirty three years in 

the clubs of our emerging party with the purpose of forming opinion” (BS, CS, 
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November 11, 1920, when talking about the English Truck Acts276 and defending 

workers’ salaries). On the same day he declares he has presented “eight or ten” bills on 

these topics. He is assisted by Torrealba who in regards to this bill intervenes only once 

to talk about the extremely bad conditions in which Chilean workers had to perform their 

tasks and their housing problems (BS, CS, 11 November, 1920). M. Concha is more 

listened to and is able to introduce at least one or two alterations into the bill; perhaps 

because besides being knowledgeable, he is considered a social equal which, in a country 

of strong social hierarchy like Chile, is not of secondary importance. Let us turn now to 

the debate. 

In spite of its brevity, the conservative project was more like a code than a law in 

that it covered various subjects in a few articles which in other legislations formed whole 

chapters; in fact this is one of the M. Concha’s criticisms of the Conservative bill. The 

initial bill had three Titles and thirty-four articles: the first covered such different matters 

as minors and women’s work, the length of the working day, the minimum wage, certain 

requirements for the payment of salaries, the sale of alcohol and the establishment of 

canteens, brothels and taverns in the vicinity of nitrate companies and “all other mines”, 

etc.) (12 articles); the second title regulated “worker association and legal trade unions” 

(16 articles which were examined in Chapter 7); and the third referred to ‘collective 

conflicts’ (6 articles). The senators debated and approved a version of the first Title: the 

bill that was passed was called “On the Work Contract”. 

                                                 
276 The English Truck Acts forbade payments in tokens, obliged all payment to be made in legal tender and 
forbade applying fines to salaries. 
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The two most debated subjects, in terms of pages (not participants) occupied by 

the issue, were the length of the work day and the minimum salary (13.8  and 10.5 

respectively followed by having to send statistical information to the government and sale 

of wine and liquor, both 3.5). The bill that contained the articles that referred to the 

working day was debated in the Senate towards the end of 1920 -a month and a half 

before the new President Alessandri assumed office on December 23, 1920.  

 Juan Concha (supported by fellow Senator Aldunate, from O’Higgins) a 

Conservative Catholic legislator for Santiago, considered the intellectual father of the bill 

(Morris, 1966) and Malaquías Concha (supported by Torrealba who however speaks 

much less), a liberal from the Democratic Party representing Concepción, were the two 

main voices in the discussion of these articles on the regulation of labor contract issues. 

Both maintain -from their different viewpoints- that the existing provisions on labor are 

outdated, that work should no longer be considered just a commodity to be bought and 

sold, that “the contract has to contemplate different aspects of the persons supplying the 

strength and work… not only their physical health but also human dignity, a Christian 

concept founded on the nature of personality…” (BS, CS, Juan Concha, November 4, 

1920). Both Conchas refer to the Washington Convention, the latter to assuage other 

Senators’ alarm regarding “some aspects” of the bill, while the former holds it up as a 

model to be followed. 

 As Juan Concha explains, the bill does not establish the eight hour work day but 

rather, the 48-hour working week, and the rationale is the following: “it takes into 

account the deplorable habit of the Chilean people of not working every day and resting 

on Monday and part of Tuesday and even Wednesday. Distributing the 48 hours 
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throughout the week, the days not worked can thus be recovered. In the bill”, he says, “no 

one has wanted to be inflexible and put the workers in a situation in which they could not 

work for a higher number of hours if their health permitted it”. Besides, the diverse 

situations and freedoms of the workers is contemplated so they can work more hours as 

long as they do not exceed twelve (J. Concha, BS, Senate, 4, November 11, 1920).  

M. Concha and Torrealba (the Democrat senators) and MacIver (Radical), for 

very different reasons, critique “the latitude the bill gives regarding the possibility that 

workers can work more than twelve hours through an agreed upon payment”. The 

Democrats argued twelve hours was an excessive maximum for a day’s work and that left 

as it was, the law would produce no effect at all because the employer would always 

make the worker work longer hours than his physical resistance allowed. Besides since 

Chile had participated in the Washington conference, and agreed to present to its 

parliament a bill on the eight-hour work day within a year’s time, it should ratify those 

agreements -which contain about six bills on social legislation (BS, M. Concha, 

November 12 and 18, 1920). 

 Aldunate defends the number of hours arguing there were different kinds of 

work: some too heavy and arduous to be extended more than twelve hours a day, but 

there also were innumerable lighter jobs which laborers could carry out for ten or twelve 

hours without harming their health so why prevent them for earning more, he asks. 

Tocornal, Senator for Ñuble differentiates farm work from the more intense and hard 

work in factories and workshops. Then MacIver, a leading Radical, explains why he will 

vote against the provision (BS, CS, November 12, 1920). 
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MacIver believes the law cannot tell an individual how long he has to work; nor 

tell a worker he cannot work more than forty-eight hours a week while it permits others, 

such as lawyers, to work 72 hours a week. He says he knows a bit about these industrial 

issues but he also knows that “we [i.e. Chileans] are not to be found within the general 

category of men that work”. He declares he looks at the Chileans and what he sees is that 

“the Chileans, the descendants of Spaniards and the indigenous race, are not 

workers…the intensity of our work is very low… I would judge that we are a lazy 

people; although of course worth more than the Indians of Bolivia, Perú, or Colombia: 

‘compared to them, our people undoubtedly work. So, instead of encouraging people not 

to work to preserve individuals, we need encouragement to work’. He says the situation is 

different from the industrial countries: “Chile is not an industrial country battling against 

extreme poverty, it is much easier to earn a living.  What is necessary for a good life is 

obtained with little effort… any person who makes an average effort, and has medium 

intelligence finds it easy to prosper”. Therefore, the conclusion is obvious, he states: “this 

stagnation in a biological state of our working classes does not depend on the country… 

or on a certain economic, social situation… it comes from defects, or from a quality. 

Workers don’t prosper because they don’t make the effort they should”. There are no 

economic reasons and if these reasons do not exist, what’s the point of determining the 

hours of labor, of breaking the laws of human freedom to start a regulation that is not 

authorized by need? Since there is no pressure that obliges the working man to exhaust 

himself in a task, and slavery does not exist; since the patron does not abuse the worker, 

what is the point of this fixation with the working hours?  “These laws are in fashion… 

and lead to nothing but to stimulate idleness. They will only contribute to promoting the 
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biggest social ill of Chile, which in my opinion is undoubtedly not alcoholism; not even 

that unfortunate disease, whose name can be pronounced in a Chamber as it is 

pronounced everywhere. It is not syphilis: it is idleness … the growth of this tendency to 

siesta…” (BS, CS, November 12, 1920).  

This provokes both the authors of the law and M. Concha to come together to 

defend the bill’s provisions and the need to regulate working conditions. Aldunate states 

there are industries that do enslave the workers expecting an excessive human effort from 

them; it is necessary, therefore, for the legislator to intervene. Just as the Civil Code 

establishes a measure for the interest rate that must be paid for capital given in loan and 

considers a higher one usury, the legislator dictates a measure for human work, but since 

a man is free he can work more hours for supplementary payment. He describes 

conditions in the nitrate establishments “in which 50.000 men labor in distressing 

conditions, extracting the sodium nitrate from the pampa. Is it not a grueling job that of 

the offices alongside the boiling pits of sodium nitrate?” he asks. He accuses Mac Iver of 

not traveling out of Santiago and not knowing the conditions workers toil in. If he had 

traveled he would know that in the mines the working day is twenty-four hours long and 

“…they work in a way that is extraordinary for the strength of a man”. He tells how he 

has also seen small children working in the mines; when he asked the Director of a mine 

why they permitted it, he answered that if they did not employ them, their parents sent 

them to another mine that did. There is no relationship between this law and idleness, he 

states (BS, CS, November 12, 1920).  

Malaquias attacks MacIver’s individualist theories according to which the state is 

just a gendarme in charge of security, all is left in the hands of the free regulation of 
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private activities, and the strong oppress the weak. He argues the state must heed, for 

example, the strikes that have paralyzed the life of the nation for the last three months, 

the struggles in the nitrate companies that have paralyzed production, the work of 

children and intervene to protect the life and health of workers. He also goes into all the 

foreign legislations and when they passed the workday length regulations.  

Like Aldunate, he also mentions the nitrate mines and the many efforts that have 

been made and speeches pronounced to request “the closure of the pits with a grate to 

prevent the workers from slipping as they climb up the plank and falling inside the 

seething sodium nitrate where they are transformed into human soap”. And yet, the 

tightfisted employers have resisted for many long years (BS, CS, November 12, 1920). 

He says he will vote for the article in the words of the Washington Convention and not as 

in the present bill.277 Some days later, MacIver sustains that fashions come and go and 

one day the ‘predominance or despostism’ of the working classes will cease. “Before, it 

was the great king who strolled round Versaille who was flattered. Today who is the 

king?  The king is in the streets, it is what here is mistakenly called “the people”; the 

people who vote, who make Deputies, Senators, Presidents of the Republic; that rise up 

and give power…  And here collected round this new sovereign, is this humanity that has 

a tendency to lackeyism… History teaches … that these despotisms of the sovereign, or 

the individual or this despotism of the multitudes will never last… [they] can grow in 

such a way that no government on the face of the earth can resist … and faced with this 

                                                 
277 However, the day this article is voted –together with various others- Malaquías is absent and it remains 
as in the original bill.  
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tyranny, the moment will come when a new strength of opinion will shake this weight 

from our shoulders…”  (BS, CS, November 18, 1920).  

The articles on the length of the work day left the Senate approved almost word 

for word the same as the original articles, only clearer and extended into three from two 

original articles. The bill applied only to industrial workers and excluded store 

employees, rural workers and establishments where only family members worked (the 

final 1924 law for blue collar workers also included establishments with less than 10 

employees). Art. 2 established that the work week could not exceed 48 hours and made a 

clear differentiation between ordinary (art 3) and extraordinary work (art. 2).278  Art 3 

established with the exact same words as the original that, notwithstanding the previous 

article, for a supplementary salary workers could labor more hours as long as they did not 

exceed twelve a day, and each day was separated by a rest of not less than ten hours (BS, 

Senate, December 16, 1920). However, the 1924 law, within the same framework, 

brought the twelve hours down to ten.279 

 Malaquías Concha, the Democrat Senator, tries various times to make the bill 

more favorable to workers: regarding the eight hour clauses, he tries to establish eight 

hours as the maximum per day but the Senate approves an article that permits employers 

to require a 12 hour working day paying a supplementary salary. He also attempts to 

obtain a longer rest period for pregnant women but, since his proposed six weeks are not 

very different from the forty days proposed by the Conservatives and Malaquías does not 
                                                 
278 One change was that the original article said that in cases of accident or force majeur (inevitable 
accident)(caso fortuito) workers could be asked to work more than 12 hours a day for a certain payment; 
the new one established twelve was the maximum of effectively worked hours in these cases. 
279 The Chilean 1924 white collar law established the 8/48 principle and then that in extraordinary cases, 
working hours could be extended to 56 hours a week but the employer had to pay 50% more and the day 
had to be divided into two sections leaving two hours in the middle. 
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press for more time, the Conservatives refuse to change the original 40 days (December 

26, 1920). He also tries to make the state (in the form of a judge, the police, carabineros 

or an officer from the Labor Office) responsible for oversight of the law regarding the 

sale of liquors, cards, lottery tickets and horse racing instead of the Administrators of the 

nitrate or mining establishments (“Who will monitor the Administrators?” he asks) 

(January 11, 1920). This attempt also fails. He proposes including a bill he had presented 

in 1901 establishing that all wages and salaries must be paid in legal tender but no 

attention is paid to this (BS, CS, November 11, 1920).  

Although the debate changes nothing fundamental in the bill, it does however 

benefit from the exchanges by becoming more precise and clear. Malaquías proposes the 

first article be modified so it enumerates the industries it will refer to. He brings to the 

Chamber the guidelines drawn up by the delegates to the Washington which referred to 

the definition of industrial activities280 which the Conservative Senators take up and 

establish in the first article limiting the effects of the law to the industrial workers (work 

contracts in mines and quarries, nitrate mines, factories and manufacturing firms and 

workshops and not to agriculture and commerce) (M. Concha, BS, Cs, November 5 and 

11, 1920).  

However, this change occurs outside the Chamber. The next time Art. 1 is read 

there is suddenly a new version: not an unusual occurrence in the Chilean Congress 

                                                 
280  The Convention ‘presented at the Washington Conference which tends to limit work to eight hours a 
day, and forty-eight a week, defines the word “industrial establishment” (mines, extractive industries, 
industries in which the products are manufactured, cleaned, decorated, separated, etc etc. (a long list); 
construction, reconstruction, demolition. It also mentions numerous activities such as transport (four 
different groups). Then it says that in each country the competent authority will determine the line of 
separation between industry on one hand and commerce and agriculture on the other’ (BS, CS, Malaquías 
Concha, November 12, 1920).  
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where the changes in bills provisions can occur outside the Chamber just as probably as 

in the debate. When the two subjects M. Concha most cared about –minimum wage and 

payment in legal tender- come up, the Senators allow M. Concha to redefine the article 

on the minimum wage probably as the result of his digging his heels in, although they did 

not need his vote from a quantitative point of view. The Conservative majority agrees to 

his suggestion of meeting outside the Chamber and a new article is drawn up. 

There is a change also in the article requiring payment in legal tender: employers 

must pay their workers at intervals no longer than sixteen days (except for seasonal jobs 

in which workers would be paid at the end), but because these changes are not the 

product of a debate in the Chamber it is not clear if Claro Solar –who is in charge of re-

writing some articles most probably in consultation with Juan Concha- includes this 

himself or if it the result of another legislator’s influence. 

The two articles debated in which most senators venture an opinion - are the 

following: one on data for official statistics and another on alcohol and lottery tickets sold 

in or near isolated industrial establishments. Art. 8 established the information that 

companies must provide to the government for statistical purposes281, revealing the 

development of ‘governmentality’ (in Foucault’s words) in Chile. The resistance to it is 

the topic on which most senators participate. There are various objections: it is an attempt 

against the freedom of firms; these laws that protect workers in exaggerated ways and 

impose taxes and duties on the industrialists cause capital to leave and look for ‘less risky 

                                                 
281 Administrators of all companies, factories and workshops have to inform the ‘administrative authority’ 
the name, address, nationality, age, and sex of workers and the kind of work they perform and salary they 
earn; the same information about workers who work out of their homes; also the work hours fixed, shifts, 
times of the shifts, and alterations in the schedule and the payment. 
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investments’; this kind of excessive social regulations caused general poverty in 

Australia; wealth is created only when there is freedom (Bulnes); it generates too much 

work for the firms to keep track of all the workers, for there is a very high turnover of 

workers in Chile (MacIver, Edwards, Etchenique, Bulnes); information should be sent 

only once a year (Escobar, Etchenique); the article should be eliminated since this is 

already regulated by the law that created the Central Statistics Office (Varas). M. Concha 

gives the clearest rationale for the provision: ‘it is absolutely necessary to oblige the 

owners of factories to provide this information because the state must know the number 

of workers and the manner in which they work. They are dictating a substantive law to 

establish the work conditions and the employers must send the information to the offices 

that need to carry out the control in these matters. Later in the debate he adds that the 

state must know the names of the workers to check if any has come out of the prisons, 

therefore this provision extends social security with the benefit of easing everyone’s 

minds’. However, although various object, no one does so very strongly and only Varas 

votes against (BS, CS, December 28, 1920). 

 The other article the discussion of which various senators participate in is Art 15, 

called “On Freedom of Trade”.282 Claro Solar wants to prohibit the sale of wine besides 

liquor, and lottery and horse-racing tickets and make companies sell basic articles at cost 

price at the company stores of isolated establishments. M. Concha agrees and he objects 

to the powers given to the Managers. However, others (Aldunate, Edwards) consider that 

                                                 
282 It established “free trade” in nitrate and mining establishments, and prohibited the sale of liquors (wine 
was specifically excluded), cards and lottery and horse racing tickets. It also allowed the managers to 
prevent anyone disobeying the provision to enter; regulated the price of items sold to workers in company 
stores; and stated that canteens, taverns, and brothels could not be established within a certain radius that 
would be set by the regulatory decree.  
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forbidding the entrance of salesman is going too far, the Manager can prevent them 

entering when their trade disturbs the public order; but they should permit wine and cards 

for they are a distraction in places so far from the populated centers, it is better to “leave 

things as they are” and that firms should be able to have a margin in which to determine 

the price of the items they sell (BS, CS, December 26, 1920). Claro Solar and M. 

Concha’s positions lose, and they concede without fighting.  

 

3. Closing Comments on the Chilean Debate 

There are various interesting features that emerge from the study of the passage of 

the bill through the Chilean Senate regarding the characteristics of the debate related to 

the formation and definition of the bill 

a. the style of debate: discussion of the length of the workday, the topic that 

covers most space and time is not a real debate of ideas but composed of long speeches 

and some short comments by Aldunate, and little from the author of the bill as if he did 

not have to defend it. On other topics, many times legislators just say their bit and 

everyone moves on to another subject. When various legislators do intervene, their 

opinions are not expressions of different positions but a sentence or two on a very 

concrete issue such as if facilities selling alcohol should be close to the work place or not. 

Even the authors of the bill make little effort to persuade their fellow legislators. 

Everybody is allowed to express themselves but their words have no effect (for 

example Lamieres, Torreblanca, and Lisoni in the lower chamber in the denate of the 

Law of Residence; Torrealba in the Senate). The legislators critique aspects of bills but  

no one takes them on: their word has no weight perhaps because the bill has been defined 
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beforehand and possibly the senator is not a leading figure. A difference with Argentina 

is that there, Conservatives and Radicals take on the Socialists, they argue with them, 

they present other arguments; the Socialists for example do not win the votes very often 

but because of them, the debate rages on. 

In Argentina –under both the Conservative and the Radical regime- the legislators 

express opinions and arguments strongly and attempt to persuade their audience to join 

them on a position (and sometimes people do change opinion and say so, in particular in 

the Conservative regime). After a position on a certain matter has been put forward, 

others then present their objections and they debate; finally, during the Radical 

administration there are votes on each article which are sometimes nominal and always 

there is at least a request for rectification. In Chile no one –except M. Concha- makes 

strong objections to the terms of the bill.  Of course, MacIver also objects but his 

critiques, because he totally opposes the bill, imply changing the terms of the debate; 

another case is Senator Zañartu who is also against the reform but he goes outside the 

debate to express his objections and misgivings; he does not engage with his peers (see 

below).  

Regarding the vote of the articles of the bill, they are not voted for after the debate 

of each one. What generally happens is that the President says: “Does any Senator wish 

to speak? The debate is closed. If a vote is not requested, the article is taken as 

approved”. There are a few instances of Senators voting against an article and explaining 

why: MacIver against the 48 day work week; MacIver, Edwards and Quezada against the 

minimum salary provision; Varas against the provision of information to the government; 

and Malaquías announces he will vote against the bill’s trade union provisions (which are 
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finally not voted as the debate comes to a halt). But often no one mentions any negative 

votes so even MacIver must vote with the rest. In Argentina there are always votes 

against provisions. 

b. Two occurrences are interesting because they illustrate how the Senate 

functions, the way it carries out parliamentary business. The first illustrates the point 

about the debate not being a debate: In one of the sessions, Democrat Senator Torrealba 

defended the leaders of strikes and spoke of the low salaries and hard conditions of 

workers as the causes of the strikes, together with the fact that the employers did not 

fulfill the arbitration rulings. Two weeks later, Senator Zañartu “speaks to set right 

Torrealba’s words”. But he does not speak within the section of the agenda set aside for 

debate the Conservative Bill as would be expected but in the “incidental time”.283 There 

he concedes the workers’ poverty and attributes it not to governments action because it 

takes the initiative, but to “this accursed system of letting all the bills drag on for ever”. 

He does not believe in the efficacy of the kind of bill they are debating. It is useless to 

order a minimum wage through a law because the industries that cannot pay it will evade 

it and they have no means to make them respect the law and make it effective in all the 

corners of the country where there are no “mindful representatives of authority”. He says 

they have been postponing the duty of legislating on practical aspects of the people’s 

welfare. He then proposes that instead of debating so many laws that just stay on paper, 

why don’t they discuss practical measures such as extending public charity to the 

administrative and political centers of each municipal district by giving them more funds; 

                                                 
283 The space for “incidental matters” is generally used up by more purely political events when one 
Senator wants to say something about a specific event (often they are irritated about something and the 
speeches can be personal) or something they consider of public interest. 
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stimulating private charities, eradicating drunkenness (‘by phasing out the vineyards and 

the production of wine since all measures will be useless while the producer still exists’) 

and getting foreign industries to pay duties to the state.284  

Beyond the content of his speech, the point here is that he didn’t give it in the 

context of the debate on the bill. That is space where different positions meet, argue, and 

determine the contents of a bill. It is interesting that his position is not expressed in the 

debate where it can be opposed or supported but ends up totally outside it. This, together 

with the way debates are carried out, seems to say that the debate was not the place where 

people expressed their positions. However, there is a time for him to have his say and 

then absolutely nothing is done about it, it has no effects. I have not found a similar 

occurrence in the Argentine parliament. 

b. The second occurrence concerns not how but where an alteration in the 

provisions comes from. Parts of the bill change and it is often not clear how or why they 

do so, whether under the influence of the debate in the Chamber or from extra chamber 

conversations with the Conservative party or other members; the second seems more 

likely on various occasions: the change in Article 1 (scope of law using the Washington 

Convention language); the Article on the minimum wage (apparently modified by 

Senator Claro Solar); the statistics provision was not on the original bill nor was the 

provision requiring workers be paid every sixteen days. Other changes are explicitly the 

                                                 
284 On the right to strike he states: “I respect all rights and I think that the right not to work is a right, 
although recent, that must be respected; but at the same time I consider that that other right must not be 
disturbed, which is as sacred as the former. I am referring to the right to work. The government must make 
sure it is respected, but it does not, and permits individuals to roam the streets, preventing workers from  
going to their jobs” (BS, November 25, 1920).   
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result of meetings and discussions held outside the Chamber since legislators mention the 

meetings but, of course, there is no record of their discussion  

When they are debating the minimum wage, Malaquías, who obviously wants to 

leave some mark of his own on the provisions which he has always defended, critiques 

the bill strongly for its extremely short, disorderly, and ‘kaleidoscopic’ nature. Both 

Aldunate and Juan Concha express their surprise saying they thought Malaquías was in 

favor of the law since, Juan Concha reminds him, he was a member of the Chamber’s 

Legislation and Justice Committee and signed the bill’s report so he has been familiar 

with it since its inception. M. Concha responds that J. Concha knows that he did not want 

to report the bill without altering it, but agreed to sign it anyway at Juan Concha’s behest 

so that the process could continue, but he did so reserving his own ideas for the 

discussion in the Senate. J. Concha objects to M. Concha’s statements, defending the bill 

as the most advanced in the world and stating that M. Concha knows the bill and had had 

all the time necessary to present alteration proposals. Malaquias suggests that “with a bit 

of goodwill, in two or three days, three or four of us Senators could harmonize positions 

and agree on some provisions so that the law we approve is as complete as possible”. 

Finally, Malaquias’ suggestion is accepted (he had made the suggestion twice before); 

some Senators (M. Concha, Juan Aldunate and probably Claro Solar) meet and agree on a 

provision for the minimum wage (BS, December 26, 28 and 30, 1920). The Senate also 

has consulted with persons they consider will be affected by the bill outside the Senate 

too (ACM).  
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These incidents show the Senate modus operandi: the debate in the Chamber was 

not the primary place where the bill was defined. There were other small spaces outside 

the chamber spaces where much more important things happened in regards to the bill.  

c. Another feature, which is repeated with other bills, is that the bills are not 

changed much, i.e. the passage through the Chamber/s affects them very little. There is 

some debate and some things are changed but they are secondary. As a result, the 

importance of the debate is relative, it does not have much effect and the discussions 

before the bills arrive in the chamber are the defining ones.285 

On the other hand, looked at as a whole –even before the debate- the bill 

represents certain progress in comparison to the actual working conditions of the Chilean 

workers (getting paid every sixteen days, the protections for women and children’s work, 

at least the requirement to pay salaries in legal tender; a stipulated minimum wage, and 

the periodicity and content of salaries which was controlled indirectly -if companies told 

the truth- through statistical information and the labor inspectors that could visit the 

establishments referred to in the law; an hour of rest during the day: these are the first 

legislative provisions on these matters (what had been passed before, except the laws on 

Sunday Rest and alcohol referred to other matters such as accidents, a chair for 

employees to sit in, and a bill on housing). One indication of this is (besides secondary 

                                                 
285 Maybe an important change was the definition of the target audience: industry (not commerce and 
agriculture); another change is that it becomes tidier and more precise but the eight-hour workday can still 
be transformed into a twelve-hour one; pregnant women are not given more than forty days rest for giving 
birth; there is no direct state control over articles expended/sold in company stores, etc. However, regarding 
the effects of the debate, the approved bill that came out was similar to the bill that went in. The biggest 
change was M. Concha’s definition of the minimum wage; the biggest non-change was the work day article 
which remained the same. 
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literature) that M. Concha expresses his support for the bill on more than one occasion 

because it represents progress vis a vis the previous situation. 

 Finally, there is no indication in the debate that workers have been consulted by 

the Conservatives and influenced the content of the bill. M. Concha says he has received 

various groups of workers from different ‘worker corporations’ who state that these 

provisions (i.e. those on trade unions) ‘constitute a trap’ (BS, CS, January 8, 1921).  
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CHAPTER  10 

CONCLUSIONS 

This chapter has three parts: In the first section, I review and compare the 

dynamics of both congresses on the basis of all the material studied, according to the 

diversity of the interests represented, the role of the debate and various formal features of 

the debates. Some of these indicators speak to representativeness and others to 

effectiveness as will be seen in the second part that syntheses the conclusions in terms of 

these two variables. The third section presents some hypotheses on the causes of the 

different outcomes in Chile and Argentina. 

1. The Dynamics of Congress  

In this section I will examine comparatively the following indicators: a. the 

diversity of the interests represented and the lines of fracture regarding social legislation, 

the workers and the state; b. the role of debate (the intrinsic importance of debate: the 

time allocated to it, the numbers participating; the locus: the role of external committee or 

party meetings; the possibility of producing change in the bill through debate; and 

whether legislators change their opinions as a result of the debate); and c. some formal 

features of the debate (time organization; adherence to rules; discussion versus 

presentations; engagement in debate; opposing opinions expressed within or without the 

floor debate; the role of persuasion; initiation of the bills and how intractable 

disagreements are dealt with). 
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a. Diversity of interests present 

In Argentina, the debates on the social issues studied here took place in 1902, 

1904-5, 1918, 1919, 1926 and 1928. During the first decade of the twentieth century until 

the 1912 Saenz Peña Reform, there were different positions in the Chamber but they were 

less party positions than individual ones. The legislators belonged to a constellation of 

Conservative parties from all over the Republic, as they referred to Argentina, and 

fulfilled the features ascribed to the ‘Parliamentarian’ period in the development of 

Congress by Manin (1997): the representatives enjoyed a certain autonomy from their 

constituencies and voted as their conscience dictated, they owed no special allegiance to 

the Conservative party.  

On the basis of their positions and arguments in the Law of Residence (1902, 

1904) and Sunday Rest (1904, 1905) debates, there were different kinds of legislators: 

those more respectful of the Constitution in the treatment of social and political unrest, 

and those more interventionist or authoritarian; those more liberal who placed more 

importance on individual freedoms and ideas and those who prioritized ‘la raison d’etat’; 

those who were either more federal or more unitary (i.e. national in this case) in respect 

of the scope of the provisions in the bills under discussion; those who were more open to 

social legislation and the changes it implied in terms of the arbitrating or supervising role 

of the state and those less so; and finally those who were more supportive of specifically 

workers issues and others who were less so. 

 However, after the 1912 reform and 1916 presidential elections a new period 

commences under the effects of the expansion of suffrage and the development of the 

Radical and the Socialist parties. In this period, representatives are chosen mostly 
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because of their membership in a political party; they vote mostly according to their 

parties’ positions, and public opinion is expressed in Congress along partisan differences. 

In this second period in Argentina, there are at least three distinct political positions 

related to the three political parties in Congress: the Radical party, The Socialist and the 

Conservative parties. On the basis of the daily exchanges and debates on the many 

incidents of worker protest round the peak years of protest (1919), the trade union bills 

(in their provisions and justifications) (1919, 1926), and the debate on the eight-hour 

work day (1928, 1929) and other discussions on social issues, the poles of the dyads 

mentioned in the previous paragraph tend to converge on the political parties making 

party origin important: the Conservatives, as can be seen from previous chapters, were 

more concerned with issues of social order produced by the strikes and demonstrations 

and tended to be less supportive of workers although they are generally surprisingly little 

against social legislation and when they are, they very carefully explained their position. 

There do not seem to be Conservatives equivalent to Mujica, or the Radical MacIver in 

Chile, and although there are Catholics (O’Farrell in 1904/5, C.J. Rodriguez in the 

Radical administrations) their influence is much less dominant and is not translated into 

these bills as in Chile. However, Conservatives tend to agree with and support repressive 

measures such as a state of siege, police behavior and are always concerned about the 

“social and public order”. 

 The Socialists, on the other hand are the perennial champions of workers rights. 

Social legislation is the core of their electoral program and from the first day they reach 

Parliament, they struggle and campaign to get that legislation on the congressional 

agenda and, once it is there, to get the best possible law for the workers as they can, 
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arguing, strategizing and adapting along the way. They are always against repressive 

measures and their positions regarding the autonomy of the worker organizations and the 

economy, are liberal.  

The Radicals have to battle on many fronts. There is more ideological 

heterogeneity in their ranks and this is visible in their positions during the debates on 

social bills: some are less supportive of strikes and social legislation in particular at the 

beginning of the first administration; they sometimes express different opinions and vote 

divided. Besides, they are in power and have to deal with serious worker protest while 

they compete for the popular vote with the Socialists and the Conservatives and, at the 

same time, respond to the Conservative demands for social order and both parties’ 

vigorous objections –albeit for different reasons- to the Executives’ new direct relations 

with the trade unions. However, Radicals are much more tolerant and supportive of 

workers than the Conservatives. Besides, a new fracture line appears during the first 

radical administration: to either strongly support or strongly oppose President Yrigoyen. 

After 1924, under the new Radical administration of President Alvear, these rifts between 

Radicals crystallize into a schism (the Personalists and the Anti-Personalists) (as seen in 

Chapter 6). The subsequent schism of the Socialists in 1927 does not result in much 

difference in their positions on social issues (although the Independent Socialist Party 

tends to vote with the more conservative Radicals and the SP with the Yrigoyenistas). 

Party origin is an important variable in the Argentine Congress. 

 In Chile on the other hand, the exchanges, debates and bills on the various social 

issues followed in this dissertation occurred in 1903, 1904, 1905 and 1907, and especially 

during the years between 1918 and 1924. On the basis of these debates and bills, these 
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years fall under the representative principles of Manin’s so called parliamentarianism 

period; I argue the next ‘form of representative government’ -party democracy- starts 

under the Popular Fronts in 1938. The Chilean parliament, throughout the period, until 

1924 is characterized by legislators whose positions are not distinguishable by party 

membership, and do not necessarily operate under a logic of different ideological 

positions regarding the issues under debate. In fact, it is surprising that although Chile 

already had various long-standing political parties, party principles do not constitute the 

lines that divide them. Even more, it is sometimes difficult to see what the distinguishing 

differences are. 

 On the basis of the debates on the different social issues and the Law of 

Residence I find one group in favor of social legislation albeit from different positions: a. 

the Catholic and reformist Conservatives who do not conceive of the workers as social 

and political equals and posit a more authoritarian, controlling legal order for workers 

and their organizations, but who spearhead reforms that will improve the workers’ 

situation (Juan Concha, Aldunate); b. the Democrats who are also reformists and who 

specifically defend worker issues, support a new, more interventionist role for the state 

but are also more liberal, defending more freedom and autonomy for the workers 

organizations (M. Concha, Torrealba). The legislators in this party are also the ones that 

question the law of Residence; c. deputies like Ramírez Frías (Liberal party) who also 

proposed social legislation and defended freer unions compared to the first group but 

simultaneously, a high degree of state control.  

Within the ranks that oppose social legislation are c. more traditional legislators 

(like Zañartu, of the Liberal Democrat party) (Morris, 1966:216) who views society 
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through traditional eyes and sees public charity as the remedy for social ills; d. legislators 

like the Radical MacIver, a landowner, defender of tradition and strongly opposed to any 

expansion of the state and social legislation. The members of the Joint Committee, the 

committee which plays the most important role in defining social legislation in Chile, 

defend very similar positions regardless of party memberships and the existence of a 

government supposed to be interested in more liberal social legislation (see Chapter 7).  

In spite of the existence of various parties, their existence does not translate into different 

ideological positions defending different social cleavages. As regards the social question, 

the differences were expressed by the Democrat party, and also of course by the Socialist 

deputies who won seats in 1921, but a combination of three facts kept their influence at 

bay: that at the end of 1921, the debate was whisked up into the more rarefied airs of the 

Joint Committee where neither Democrats nor Socialists had a place at the discussion 

table, that the Socialists arrived in Congress late since the main labor laws would soon be 

defined, and that they were not as interested and convinced of the importance of 

Congress and legislation as the Argentine Socialists were due to their ideological 

positions (Grez Toso, 2001; Morris, 1966:205-8). Besides, perhaps Chile’s political 

society did not make it easy for them to imagine the possibility of influencing the 

provisions of laws in Congress. 

 

b. The role of debate: 

Debate plays a more important role in the Argentine Congress, and a less 

important one in the Chilean one in terms of i. the time allocated to it and the number of 

legislators who participate in it, ii. the changes in the bill wrought through it, and iii. the 
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importance of external committee and party meetings vis a vis debate to reach 

agreements and define issues. 

 

Time and number. In Chile, debate tends to take up considerably less time (in 

terms of pages and, therefore, hours)286. Also there are fewer participants in the debate: in 

the debate on the labor contract in the Senate in 1920, there are one or two principal 

spokesmen for the bill and the issues in question and one or two attackers. The debate in 

the Joint Committee is per se a space with fewer members. There are more participants, 

however, in the debate on the law of residence in the lower chamber: Most deputies agree 

with passing the law; only two Democrat legislators in particular and a Conservative 

question the core principle of the bill (if the political authority in the provinces and the 

executive could expel ‘foreigners who disturbed the social or political order through 

violence”).   

In the parliamentarian period, the assembly is supposed to deliberate ‘in the 

fullest sense’ (Manin, 1997:205) (as opposed to party democracy where the ‘democratic 

debate’ takes place before the plenaries); that is, arrive at the consent of the majority 

through the discussion of arguments and where legislators can change and form an 

opinion. It is interesting that debate in Chile does not carry out this function which is not 

necessary anyway because the content of bills has already been mostly decided either 

through previous committee or inter-party meetings. 

                                                 
286 For example: in Argentina, the debate on exclusively the eight-hour work day took 27 pages in 1921, 
107 in 1928 in the lower chamber and 12 in the Senate in 1928, in total: 146 pages. In Chile the debate of 
the complete bill on working conditions which included workday, minimum salary, women and minors’ 
work, payment conditions, trade in nitrate establishments, etc. occupied sixty eight pages. 
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Changes in the bills. The fact that changes are produced in the bill means that 

there is deliberation in the chambers; on the other hand, few changes in the bills reveal 

that either the coordination mechanisms of a complex body like an assembly are working 

due to either better differentiated functions (Cox, 2009) or due to concentration of power 

and reduced spaces of discussion and decision. In a consistent manner, the debate in itself 

does not effect much change in the Chilean bills: the bill of Sunday Rest is passed the 

same word for word-, the Conservative bill on plant unions, the ‘Liberal’ one on craft 

unions, the law of Residence in 1918, and the bill on working conditions are not much 

altered as a consequence of debate (the bill on working conditions in the Senate was the 

one that suffered most changes although none was fundamental). The bills remain 

remarkably similar to the way in which they started out.  

In Argentina, the 1905 Sunday Rest bill experienced fundamental changes in 

content and scope in both Chambers (in particular in the Chamber of Deputies that 

changed the complete content of the bill and the scope, the Senate changed the scope 

from national to the Capital); the 1918 bill on Putting-Out, and the debate on the trade 

union bill in the Senate in 1926 also produced various changes. There are no changes in 

the deputies’ debate on the eight-hour workday bill in 1921 and two not fundamental 

changes in the 1928 debates. But even when there are no major changes in the bill as 

occurs with the last one, the debate rages long, mostly because of the Socialists’ who 

were too few to win a vote but their well-prepared arguments and the Chambers’ 

inclination to take them on contribute to make the debate long. As in Chile, there was no 

major change in the Law of Residence at the beginning of the century (1902 and 1904). 
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The core principles of the bills are always questioned in Argentina; even in the 

Conservative parliament, the positions of the legislators are sufficiently different to 

warrant a debate, and often an excellent one as in the case of the executive-initiated anti 

anarchist Law of Residence debates. In the Chilean Congress there is a higher relative 

consensus or less difference, evident in all the debates in particular Sunday rest and Law 

of Residence, the Senate labor contract bill debate and it is highest in the debate in the 

Joint Committee on labor unions. 

  

The locus -where things happen. In Argentina, where the debate is a central part 

of the passage of a law, part of the issues (and sometimes all as in the Sunday rest law), 

although discussed in the Committee, get defined on the floor (see for example, repeal of 

the Law of Residence, the Putting-Out Law, the Trade Union bill in the Senate, Eight- 

hour Workday) and in particular, in the Chamber of Deputies. In Argentina, this chamber 

is the one where most social bills are initiated, debated and passed; it seems to act as the 

engine of social legislation even more than the Executive (Sunday Rest, Eight-hour Day, 

Putting-Out, most of the trade union bills are deputy-initiated although the one finally 

passed in 1946 is executive initiated). In Chile, floor debates are not central in the sense 

that clearly, the content of the bills has been predefined; the bills leave almost the same 

as they entered the debate (Sunday Rest, Plant Unions, Craft Unions, Law of Residence, 

Work Day). The Senate labor contract bill is the one that suffers most changes 

comparatively -under the influence of the Washington Convention- and it is interesting 

that even then, these are not agreed on in the debate; they appear at the next session, 

already included. Mostly, we do not know how or why this happened unless it is 
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mentioned in the debate, making Congress more opaque on one hand and, on the other 

hand, more effective. The same happens in the Sunday rest debate when suddenly the 

dissenting voices are silent, some fundamental negotiating has taken place outside the 

Chamber and we do not find out what it centered on. 

Another example of events occurring outside the debate is when a leading 

Senator, during the discussion of the labor contract bill, makes a speech on precisely that 

subject in the ‘Hour of Incidental Matters’ (where Senators can bring up matters of public 

interest and personal ones) and not in the Chamber, as if the plenary debate  on the bill 

were not the place in which to express his opinions. In Chile, the chamber debates are 

more a matter of procedure than a real public forum where important public issues are 

debated. 

 

c. Form and procedure 

Form and procedure will be examined in terms of structured time and order, 

respect for procedure, the initiator of a bill, debate (as regards the discussion of core 

meanings and implications of bill provisions, the importance of persuasion and the value 

deposited in the art of oratory), and mechanisms resorted to when the debate cannot move 

forward. 

 

Strictly structured time and order. The Chilean congressional sessions are strictly 

structured. In day to day parliamentary business, legislators have allotted time and spaces 

in which to speak of certain matters. There is a first part in which different issues are just 

expressed or briefly arranged, and a slot for ‘incidents’ (the Hour for Incidental Matters) 
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and then a “second hour” in which the bills are generally debated (although they can also 

appear in the first, it is much less frequent). After the second hour is over, the session is 

closed.  

The agenda is never discussed or decided in the Chambers. If a legislator wants a 

bill to be discussed before another, this is expressed but in one sentence, they do not 

debate (for example, BS, CD, September 3, 1904 regarding which should come first: 

Sunday Rest bill or one on salary payment). In Argentina, the order of the agenda is 

generally defined previously but not always, as in the last month of the sessions; for 

example, both times the eight-hour workday bill was to be discussed, it’s presence was 

debated and agreed upon in the plenary (in 1921 and 1928). Besides, there are often 

exchanges about the importance or convenience of studying certain legislation.  

The way the exchanges are carried out in Chile is also much more controlled: 

legislators are not supposed to respond or debate. During a debate on an immigration bill, 

one legislator (M. Concha) cannot answer another (Subercauseaux) directly, he has to 

wait until the chamber gives him permission to. In Argentina, it is much more flexible: a 

legislator says “Pido la palabra” and speaks. In Chile, the president decides to postpone 

the end of the session fifteen minutes and then, as no one opposes the motion, he grants   

Deputy Concha five minutes to speak. In Argentina the debate continues until a certain 

agreed upon time is reached or, more frequently, until legislators start leaving the 

chamber. While in Argentina there are mini debates almost daily, in Chile they only 

debate different opinions during the debate of a bill. In Chile, often legislators will say 

something about a certain topic and then the session continues straight on with something 

totally different (i.e. they receive no response). Thus not only the order of speakers but 
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also time is much more strictly controlled. Another example, Deputy Undurraga is talking 

about reforms to the Senate bill on working conditions. He has not finished his speech 

and requests that he be able to finish; he is asked how many minutes; he responds fifteen 

but goes over them and he is stopped again, he requests another 3 minutes, he is granted 3 

more (BS, CD, July 12, 1923). This kind of exchange does not happen in Argentina. 

Deputies are told to shorten their speeches, other deputies complain and request everyone 

shorten their comments, deputies apologize but their time is never measured as it is in 

Chile. Time rules supreme in the Chilean Congress, the topic and legislators’ interest also 

rule in the Argentine one. 

The debate in Chile is orderly almost all the time in both chambers. In Argentina 

it is relatively orderly although in a different kind of order (which can be rowdy and more 

free-wheeling). However, there are two occasions in which relative order vanishes: when 

they discuss the order of the agenda the last months of the sessions and when they are 

about to vote the articles of a bill after a debate. Before voting, there is a disorderly and 

intense flurry of last minute proposals of additions and different alternatives with various 

deputies speaking at the same time (e.g. Eight-Hour working day,). This never happens in 

Chile where, besides, often the votes are not mentioned or counted. 

Regarding respect for procedure, in Argentina, during the debate of the law of 

Sunday rest, the whole law was substituted for another one written up by a legislator as 

he listened to the debate; besides the bill did not follow the usual path through a 

committee report (since they wanted to pass Sunday Rest before the period of sessions 

ended). However, the 1918 debate on the putting-out system, the debates on the trade 
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unions in the Senate in 1926 and the eight-hour workday in 1921 and 1928 keep to the 

rules. 

 

Initiation of laws. Regarding where laws are initiated, in Argentina the following 

bills were initiated by the lower chamber: the law of Sunday rest (the committee on social 

legislation adapted the chapter of the code into an independent bill); the bill on the 

Putting-Out system; all the bills and the Committee Report on trade unions of 1919. The 

1926 trade union bill was initiated in the Senate; the 1946 union bill that passed by the 

executive; the eight-hour work day law by the lower chamber in 1921 and in 1928. The 

Law of Residence in both countries was initiated by the executive. The executive 

presented various trade union (and other social) bills but they did not move forward: the 

Gonzalez 1904 code, and the Gomez 1919/21 bills and code. Thus, deputies from the 

Socialists, Radical and Conservative parties presented many social bills but only two 

senators did: del Valle Iberlucea (Socialist) various bills and Diego Molinari 

(Yrigoyenista) a labor code in 1927 that included reducing the workday. 

In Chile the law on labor contract (which contained various issues within it, 

treated independently in other countries) and the one on plant unions –the most important 

social bills- were initiated by the Senate; the one on craft unions by the lower chamber; as 

also was Sunday Rest. As indicated, the executive drew up a labor code but it was not 

debated, and the Law of Residence which was passed. Deputies is a stronger, more 

creative factory of laws in Argentina, and the Senate is in Chile -at least regarding social 

laws at this time in both cases -although both these facts agree with Agor and Fenell 

(1971) who write at end of the 1960s.  
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The Debate. In Argentina, in both parliamentary periods each law produces a 

relatively long debate between legislators in the first chamber with quite different  

opinions where fundamental articles of the bill are questioned and debated. In Chile, 

rather than a debate between different views on the labor contract in the Senate, there are 

long opposed presentations by different legislators but they do not really engage with 

each other or engage little. When various intervene, their opinions are not about opposed 

philosophical or political positions regarding a bill provision but a sentence or two on 

something very concrete (e.g. if places selling alcohol should be close to the work place). 

Most Senators do not participate in the discussion of the important articles of the bill. 

Either they knew the law was going to pass whatever they thought of it -this attitude of 

disagreement but resignation to the fact that it would pass anyway is visible in some 

opinions- or they did not have an opinion on these issues.  

i. The core meanings and implications of the issues being presented there are not 

hashed out in the debate, although they are mentioned by one or two senators 

individually. There is more participation in the Law of Sunday rest in 1907 and the Law 

of Residence of 1918, probably because they are debated in the Chamber of Deputies 

besides the Senate. In Argentina the core ideas of the bills are always debated, even in at 

the beginning of the twentieth century as, for example, the long debate on the repeal of 

the Law of Residence and Sunday rest. The debates on the eight-hour bills, in particular 

the 1928 debate in the lower chamber, are good examples of intense debates between 

different political positions on –in this case- why different social groups should or should 

not be included in the benefits of the law. 
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ii. Engagement and persuasion - Another difference is that in Chile, the legislators 

who do not agree are allowed to speak but their words seem to have little or no effect, the 

more powerful senators or groups do not engage with them: they speak alone (for 

example, Lamieres, Torreblanca, Lisoni in Deputies December 3, 1918; Torrealba in the 

Senate). Either the former Senators are marginal or the bill is already so defined once it 

reaches the floors that those who oppose it sound out of place, or they do not matter. 

Neither do they try to persuade the others of their position. Even the authors of a bill do 

not make an effort to bring their fellow legislators over to their side (Juan Concha in the 

debate on working conditions, for example). There is more actual debate in the Joint 

Committee; however, this is an exceptional organism and of course much smaller, eleven 

members (and mediated by the Secretary who takes notes, the debate is not recorded 

complete).  

 In Argentina, the Socialists for example, from 1904 to 1930 (and later also) 

almost always lose the votes on the different laws but they dominate the debate in the 

sense they impose the issues they raise by the strength of their innovative ideas and the 

force of their arguments. Because they study and prepare for the debates they make their 

counterparts improve and specify their arguments. And, importantly, the Radicals and the 

Conservatives take them on, thus giving them the possibility of being protagonists in the 

debate. Besides, not only do legislators engage, they also try to persuade the audience to 

join them in their position and act as if addressing a far larger audience than that in the 

Chamber.  
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iii. Probably related to this desire to persuade, the art of oratory is a prized and 

admired possession among the Argentine legislators287. They often express their ideas in 

eloquent, beautifully worded sentences, they use rhetorical flourishes, metaphors, irony. 

Debate is long and can be passionate, even spectacular (in particular in the 

Parliamentarianism era). It can also be more mercurial, and often deeper and more 

complex (possibly because of the existence of very different informed opinions); also 

more conflictive, abrasive, and rowdy. During the Radical years debates take up literally 

pages and volumes288 and a higher number of legislators participate. The debates in Chile 

are more low key, more staid and formal, more procedurally ordered, more controlled, 

concise and to the point. Chilean legislators are focused on expressing their ideas and 

getting a law passed or changed if possible, without caring so much about the wording on 

one hand, the galleries, the public and posterity, on the other. The Argentine deputies 

give the feeling the country is listening to them, even more, hanging on their words (the 

newspapers published congressional speeches until the forties). In Chile, on the other 

hand, fewer people speak, and exchanges although less expressive can be either more 

polite or tolerant or indifferent or resigned according to how it is understood.  

 

Mechanisms: the ascending spiral is very clear in Chile: when debate stalls, 

decisions are kicked up a step to a smaller set of actors who can make decisions. On one 

hand, this improves effectiveness, on the other in a country where few people voted, even 

                                                 
287 Columba, the stenographer and caricaturist, tells of various conversations with deputies in which they 
would discuss and rank the eloquence of the orators (e.g. 1951: 58, 177-8).  
288 From 1900 to 1912 the lower chamber produces generally two volumes, exceptionally three a year; after 
1912 they increase sharply to between five and seven a year until the end of the twenties. 
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fewer participated in decision making. In Congress, when Malaquías Concha objected 

strenuously to the articles on minimum salary in the labor contract bill, the solution was 

to meet separately, outside the Senate plenary to agree on a version of those articles 

which then appeared in the bill. Another example: when both the Senate and the 

executive had a bill and a code they wanted to get passed –and both were stalled in the 

lower chamber’s social legislation committee- the way out of the impasse was proposing 

a smaller instance, a Joint Committee, to study the matter; on another occasion, when 

they cannot agree in the Joint Committee, a meeting of two is proposed (but not carried 

out). The same idea is used in the regulation of internal matters of trade union: power was 

taken away from the majority of the workers by giving more votes to the older employees 

and fewer to the new ones when they elected their boards. 

In Chile, the authorities in Congress (either leading legislators or appointed 

authorities), the authorities of the political parties and the government –depending on the 

issue involved- defined the contents of bills before they went to Congress. This had two 

consequences: it was easier to reach agreements in smaller spaces, laws passed through 

more smoothly, when they started the tended to finish, but Congress was much more 

opaque, power was more concentrated, and therefore, less representative in the sense that 

fewer societal interests were present in it. It was not a public forum and fewer decided.  

In Argentina, the system is always more horizontally centered round debating and 

voting –this last is the mechanism par excellence that defines; more and more debate until 

everyone is exhausted and/or the time deadlines impose the need of a definition and the 

vote decides (Law of Residence, Sunday Rest, Eight-Hour Workday in 1928). Two 

points: a. Since debating and voting played a more important role, the majority was 
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important which meant that if there was a large one, it could act as a restrictive majority 

(this would seem to happen a bit more frequently in the second Yrigoyen administration, 

after 1928). However this depended on the votes and as can be seen from the debates 

studied, it was not always possible to garner a majority. And, in Argentina, when that 

system cannot define though debating and voting, there is no law, there is delay, and one 

could argue, in the extreme, interruption of democracy. When there was no law for forty 

years as with the trade unions, these lived in de facto illegality. They existed in society 

and their rights were subject to its up and downs but they were not institutionalized 

within a sanctioned legal framework.  

 

2.  Representativeness and Effectiveness  

This exercise of comparing the passage of the trade union law through two 

Congresses constitutes an illustration of two institutions (and democracies) that function 

very differently.  

 

a. Representativeness 

What do the trajectory, the contents of the bills and laws and the way in which the 

social legislation was treated in Parliament tell us about the role of Congress in the 

process of institutionalization of the rights of industrial citizenship in the Argentine and 

the Chilean Parliament? 

The trajectory of the law on trade unions reveals a multiplicity of bills coming 

from different political parties in the case of Argentina (Conservative code and bills, both 

the 1904 version and the more paternalistic and authoritarian one of 1919; the 1912 
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Socialist bill which, through various presentations, becomes the basis of the Senate 

approved bill in 1926; the Radical bills and code in 1919 and 1921; the 1933 code, and 

finally, the Peronist law in 1946) on one hand, and a concentration of only three bills on 

trade unions in Chile (the Conservative bill, and the Liberal one and the chapter in 

Alessandri’s Labor Code, the first two of 1919 and the third of 1921), on the other. In 

fact, it is surprising that Chile, with a supposedly more institutionalized party system 

should have so little diversity of opinion expressed in bills and debate (one of the causes 

for the characterization of the debate above). In Argentina there are also multiple bills on 

the eight-hour workday. 

The existence of such different bills in Argentina bears witness to the presence of 

different interests and perspectives in Congress from the ‘liberal reformist’ conservatives 

of 1904 to the more authoritarian Conservatives of 1919; while some Radicals were more 

socially conservative and wanted more control exercised over labor, others were pro-

labor and often coincided and/or competed with the Socialists; and finally the Socialists 

themselves who were the ones who most strongly defended the interests of workers and 

pushed forward the existence of social legislation. 

 In Chile, there is no early bill on trade unions; and when bills appear in 1919 and 

1921, the positions converge into two bills, one conservative and one liberal. In spite of 

the presence of various political parties, there is less diversity or variation on the issues 

that concerned the workers. This is best illustrated not only partly by the debate (as 

explained above) but also by the voting in the Joint Committee on two important issues: 

a. which bill would be used as the basis for the discussion: seven legislators voted for the 

Conservative bill, and four for the Liberal one although the Liberal Alliance was in 
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power and in theory there was a liberal majority; b. The most important issue on which 

the Joint Committee was divided involved whether plant unions would be made 

compulsory or voluntary. As the voting shows, seven members voted in favor and only 2 

against compulsive plant unions (ACM, December 15, 1922; p. 61-62). One important 

reason for this is that in the 1919-1924 Chilean Congress there was no Socialist or 

Communist representation. The nearest the Chileans had to the Socialists (until 1921) 

were the Democrats (in the person of Malaquías Concha and Torrealba, among others). 

The Socialists (later Communists) were elected to the Congress in 1921 but played no 

role in the debate for the reasons indicated above.  

This does not mean there was no variation in the Chilean Congress: On one hand, 

there were different kinds of Conservatives: traditional conservatives (like Mujica), who 

coincided with Manchesterian individualists like MacIver against social legislation; 

Conservative Catholic reformists like Juan Concha, on one hand; on the other, pro-labor 

Democrats in favor of social reform, together with liberals like Tomas Ramírez Frías, 

author of the craft union bill. But the differences are not deep enough –except with the 

Democrats- to reflect political parties that represent different interest and ideological 

positions, and the workers’ voice is absent. 

On the other hand, another aspect to be considered is the content of the laws 

presented, debated and passed. The provisions in Argentina’s trade unions bills (except 

some Conservative ones) and the final law tend to be more permissive and enabling than 

the Chilean ones. The unionization rules produced an industry-based, articulated network 

of unions while the three permitted levels of organization gave them more bargaining 

power since their strikes were stronger. Regarding internal governance, the bills and the 
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law establish the names of the rules not their content in union statutes which meant the 

unions defined their own statutes. Through ‘personería gremial’, unions were granted 

semipublic status and a place in a neo-corporatist structure (after 1946) which gave them 

certain power in the state structure -but also less autonomy. On the other hand, the 

provisions in Chile’s bills and law were repressive and constraining: unions were always 

treated as civil associations except special rules for collective assets; their unionization 

rules made plant unions obligatory on an individual firm basis which atomized unions 

and did not permit federation for economic interests (although white collar unions could); 

and collective bargaining was carried out by firm through the state. For plant unions, the 

law meticulously regulated the unions’ internal affairs while craft unions were freer. 

These rules produced a more atomized labor movement, also controlled by state. 

Regarding Sunday rest and the eight-hour workday, the provisions were also more 

favorable to workers in Argentina. 

Because debate is considered an essential part of congressional practice it plays a 

more important role as a public forum than Chile’s. 

 

b.  Effectiveness 

In Argentina there are multiple bills that express different political perspectives at 

different times but in spite of many social and legislative efforts it takes forty years from 

the first time a bill on trade unions is submitted to Congress until a law is approved, and 

fifteen for the workday law to pass. Besides, although the latter law is passed in 1945/6, 

first under a military regime and then ‘convalidated’ (or ratified) by Congress, it is 
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repealed when the regime is overthrown and trade-union legislation is subsequently 

changed with each new government (1955, 58, 66, 74 and 76) for the law satisfies the 

workers, but not the employers. The bills advance less distance down the Argentine 

legislative path. There is a tendency to have more difficulties to pass bills, in particular 

the law on trade unions. 

In the case of Chile, the process takes time to start –the first bill on trade unions 

appears in 1919- but once it does, it advances further down the legislative path before it 

stalls (the Senate and Joint Committee approve the trade union bill). Passing them, 

however, is not so easy. The Chilean Congress does not pass the laws only through 

parliamentary debate and compromise, as neither does the Argentine law on trade unions. 

As indicated previously, the seven laws (called the Labor Code) are sanctioned due to 

military pressure. However, Parliament manages to produce through parliamentary 

procedures a blueprint of (at least) three laws: labor contract, trade union organization, 

and conflicts between capital and labor (as the law was called).  The bills are passed after 

five years and regulated after eleven -both under military regimes; besides, the labor code 

is respected by subsequent civil and military governments. In fact, the labor code remains 

the same in fundamentals until 1980. In Chile, although comparatively far from an ideal 

law from the workers’ viewpoint –they gain weaker rights and strong state control- it is 

an improvement on the previous situation for they gain some protection; the possibility of 

a rest on Sunday, a limit to working hours, their organizations are at least recognized. 

Thus, in strong contrast to Argentina, considering this initial moment of 

institutionalization from the point of view of effectiveness, the main labor laws of Chile 

had been passed and regulated by 1924/31 and, in their fundamentals, remained the same 
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with few changes until 1979-81 when they were changed under Augusto Pinochet 

(Drake, 2003; Morris, 1966). In Argentina, on the other hand, trade unions existed in a 

legal limbo until 1945/6 when they received a law that made them the most powerful 

trade unions in Latin America. 

As indicated above, neither the chambers in Congress nor the Joint Committee 

were widely representative: they did not include the ideas and opinions of Socialists, 

Communists, or workers and the positions in the final Joint Committee were remarkably 

similar for a country with what authors call ‘an institutionalized party system’. But from 

the point of view of the need to produce some kind of legislation by the legislators to deal 

with the serious social agitation taking place, the Chilean Parliament finds a way to push 

the trade union bill through committees and chambers further than the Argentine one for 

all its wealth of bills and different, more representative political positions. The furthest 

the trade union bill travels in the Argentine Congress is the Socialist bill approved by the 

Senate and the House Committee on Social Legislation. The Chileans go a step further by 

appointing a Joint Committee, an important solution to the impasse Congress found itself 

in during the tense years of Alessandri’s first presidency. Moving nearer to passing the 

law on trade unions indicates a greater capacity of Congress and its political parties to 

move a bill forward.  

At the same time, The Chilean Congress follows procedures more carefully, even 

rigidly: allotted times and slots seem to be respected more strictly, cross conversations 

are not allowed, the Ministers are frequently in the Chambers answering questions and 

joining in the debate in less fraught relations between the legislative and executive 

powers, in contrast to Yrigoyen’s first term. Although the laws are actually passed 
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because of the military intervention, the content of the laws (at least the three mentioned) 

is mostly the result of a procedurally correct debate. This debate maybe limited or more 

lackluster than in Argentina, but it is a debate between the party in power and the 

opposition that gets nearer to producing what Congress is supposed to produce: a law.  

To conclude, Argentina’s Parliament is more representative and acts more like a 

public forum including and reflecting the different interests and voices in society and 

translating them into the provisions of the laws to a greater extent than Chile’s, while the 

latter follows its procedures to a greater degree and gives evidence of more political 

capacity to overcome impasses and produce laws and is, therefore, more effective as a 

lawmaker. However, a fundamental conclusion, related to these conditions of democracy, 

is that only when both these aspects work, both representation and effectiveness, can a 

democracy be considered such. And both cases considered above are found lacking in 

one of these dimensions. 

 

3. Hypotheses on the Causes 
 

Why did the Argentine Congress take so long to pass a trade union law? Why did 

it produce laws that benefited and enabled or empowered workers to a greater degree? 

Why was Chile quicker and more effective at passing laws? And why did their laws 

benefit workers less and act as straightjackets of unions’ action to a greater degree than 

Argentina’s? 

As mentioned before, the most difficult –and important- of the social laws was 

that on the right to form trade unions because the rights it included implied a 
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redistribution of institutional power; that is, it meant changing the status quo and re-

defining the space between society and the state in which a new collective actor –the 

trade union- would carry out its activities. And, as mentioned in the Introduction, the 

right to form trade unions –a central right of industrial citizenship- was not an ordinary 

right. It implied giving workers the power to create groups and associations that would 

strike and bargain collectively, which in different ways would alter social life and affect 

employers’ property rights. The eight-hour workday and Sunday rest would also have 

considerable economic and ‘life sphere’ effects on the property-owning and the working 

classes. So these were all important laws; in particular, the former. The trajectories of the 

provisions, played out within the context of the development of labor and the 

characteristics of their Congresses, are crucial because they reveal the degree of power-

sharing the elite was willing to concede the new constituency.  

As is clear from the analysis of the origin and passage through parliament of these 

bills, the Argentine workers benefit more, obtaining provisions that were more favorable 

to their working life, internal governance and organizational capacity -although not their 

autonomy since this was affected in both countries by the state- than their Chilean 

counterparts. Why? The Chilean labor movement is characterized by all the labor 

movement scholars as one of the three most developed and strongest labor movements in 

Latin America together with the Argentine and the Mexican ones. The reason does not 

seem to lie in the strength or weakness of worker protest or the mobilization of the unions 

and the labor movement, even though Argentina was more industrialized.  

Obviously employers in Argentina did not have bigger hearts than their 

counterparts on the other side of the Andes either; in fact, they strongly opposed the bills 
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permitting the organization of trade-unions -even the 1904 bill which was very repressive 

towards union organization and activity. Nor were the majority of the representatives in 

Congress so progressive and concerned about worker welfare that they would go beyond 

the Washington Convention (and what most other countries in Europe were doing) just to 

favor the Argentine workers; except, of course, the Socialists for whom social legislation 

was the rasion d’etre and the main plank on the party program, but they amounted to less 

than 10% of the lower chamber in 1928.  

When the Argentine 1945 decree on trade unions was passed under the military 

regime in which Perón was Secretary of the Labor Board, it occurred within the context 

of Perón needing support for the upcoming elections (in which he was running for 

President) and the trade union leaders were closely involved in its writing -an important 

event that obviously tilted the law in favor of the workers.289 However, as is shown 

clearly from the analyses of the proposals (some articles in the 1904 code, the 1919/21 

UCR bills and code and the Socialist bills since 1912) there was a tradition in Argentina 

of producing social legislation bills that contained many provisions that were favorable to 

workers: although the 1904 bill was repressive on trade union organizing and strikes (and 

so was the Law of Residence), the chapters on working conditions and social rights were 

forward-looking and inclusive; all the bills on trade unions, including the conservative 

ones, accepted organization on the basis of craft and activity and never contemplated 

making them obligatory or based on the firm; they included federation, tacitly accepted 

the three levels of organization, did not interfere in the internal governance of unions, did 

not separate blue collar from white collar workers, and included better working 
                                                 
289 This process is reconstructed in La Vieja Guardia Sindical (Torre, 1990). 
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conditions. So, although the 1945/6 bill took the rights of trade unions to a new level, it 

was not disconnected or out of tune with previous experience.  

I will argue that the causes for the different outcomes regarding social legislation 

should be looked for, not in the economic, social or cultural characteristics of these two 

societies but in their political systems which work very differently. 

I will argue that one important reason that explains the greater representativeness 

and inclination to distribute more power and benefits through the provisions of the trade 

union bills and law and other social legislation is that a much higher proportion of the 

population voted in Argentina, as is shown in Chapter 2 on the extension of suffrage. 

This means that the legislators had more incentives to compete for the vote, which after 

the 1912 reform, due to the guarantees offered by the state, breaks free of much of the 

manipulation (vote buying, fraud) that held it captive. As a result, the competition for 

votes became an important party objective.  

One striking feature that rises from the debates is the few objections made by 

Conservatives and conservative Radicals against social legislation: even Conservative 

legislators say they recognize the existence of the right to strike; no one argues against 

the Sunday rest law; both Radicals and Conservative speakers are careful to justify their 

support of the future right of rural workers to the eight-hour day and explain why then 

was not a good moment; some are simply impossible to understand in their efforts to hide 

the fact that they are voting against extending the right to rural workers. The legislators 

compete to show understanding and support of worker issues, in particular after 1919. 

The Chilean legislators do not operate under this logic of a desire to please or appease. 

Some are very frankly against social legislation as seen in the previous chapters, and 
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many are frankly indifferent. The fact that so many people voted (and followed what 

happened in parliament) is an important explanation of the content of the laws: the need 

to win many votes was the important incentive to approve more inclusive social bills. 

In Chile not only was suffrage more restricted by literacy, age (and censitaire) 

requirements which kept the voting numbers down, but voting was also much more 

controlled290. As expressed in the Chapter on suffrage, the ‘wealthiest taxpayer 

committees’ managed the election board (and therefore the tax rolls and election 

registers) (Monteón, 1982:53). It would seem that the Chilean voters had fewer 

alternatives and that there was a greater disconnection between workers and political 

parties and Congress. On the other hand, and at the same time, elections seem to have 

been carried out within certain rules that were followed and respected in spite of the 

electoral fraud and vote manipulation.  

The second reason for Argentina’s greater representativeness (and also the length 

of the Argentine legislative process and the effectiveness of the Chilean) is the existence 

of federalism in Argentina and ‘unitarism’ in Chile. Federalism is a political order in 

which authority is divided between sub-units and a center and is therefore crafted to 

represent different constituencies: more populated provinces on one hand and the 

hinterland on the other. Besides, sub-national governments can make decisions in certain 

areas independently from the national government. Each province elects its own political 

                                                 
290 It is interesting that in the plant unions, votes were controlled too; some votes were worth more than 
others: in the 1919 Senate bill, the voting system is mentioned but it is explained in the 1922 version 
discussed in the Joint Committee. The 1924 law established that the workers or employees who had 
completed three years (adding to the previous minimum) of consecutive service in the company had the 
right to two votes and one more vote for every two additional years of consecutive service. Those with less 
than three years at the company apparently could not vote. Besides only the members of the board could 
choose the President and Secretary, not all the workers. 
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authorities (governor and legislature) and enjoys autonomy as a community to adapt 

policy to regional or local needs, write their own procedural codes, have a provincial 

judicial system separate form the federal one and often to develop local political parties. 

The federal design thus generates difference (or legalizes and consecrates original ones) 

allowing more diverse interests to be represented which, in turn, leads to the presence of 

different positions on the floor and, therefore, a more intense debate and more varied 

bills.  

Argentina was born in the provinces from civil war and federalism; Chile was 

born in Santiago from war against Indians, Bolivians and Peruvians. Chile was and is a 

unitary state which implies a different, centralized political order. At the time of this 

study, the country was divided in provinces and municipalities. Each municipality had 

three councilmen (one of which served as chief officer) and six magistrates; bigger cities 

were divided into subunits whose councilmen formed the corporate body. The voters 

elected the mayors and the members of the municipal councils in the different towns. In 

the big cities only the municipal councilors were elected and the mayor was appointed by 

the President. The provinces were governed by Intendants, also appointed by the 

President. ‘Although the political leaders decentralized elections after 1891, they then 

recentralized decision-making by patronage and deals struck in Santiago’s political clubs’ 

(Monteón 1982: 53, 61). There is less space for independent deliberation and 

participation in public decision-making in a unitary system for there are only two levels, 

the national and the town hall –the provincial level is subsumed in the national. 

Thus, the net cast by Chile’s system brought in a more select –in the sense of 

controlled- group of legislators which are less socially and politically different than those 
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resulting from a federal system. In the latter, the rules capture more different interests 

both territorially and ideologically. As a result a federal system has more difference to 

deal with; it was probably simpler to pass laws in the less differentiated Chilean 

chambers than the more varied Argentine ones. 

 Another reason for Chile’s greater effectiveness in the long run besides the more 

limited and controlled origin of the legislators of the Chilean Congress, and on the basis 

also of later studies of Congress, is that the Chileans had developed offices with agenda-

setting powers, staff, motions that regulated the available actions and procedures for 

voting that regulated the plenary time more strictly, to a greater degree than the Argentine 

Congress, thus facilitating its working (Cox, 2009:7) and/or power was more 

concentrated. They also enforced their rules more strictly. The development of these 

offices, motions and procedures may explain the following features of the Chilean 

Congress: the fact that most of the discussion on the bills is carried out in the committees 

and not in the plenary, the Joint Committee seems to have competent staff, and there is 

member stability.  

Finally, I would like to suggest that another reason for the Chilean elite’s better 

coordination abilities and Argentina’s lesser ones is probably related to the results of a 

historical legacy: the existence of political elite unity and homogeneity versus political 

elite division and heterogeneity. As mentioned above, Chile was unitary while Argentina 

was federal and this marks a strongly different beginning. In Chile, after independence 

there was institutional continuity, the colonial state continued through the independence 

revolution, albeit adapting to the changed circumstances. In Argentina, on the other hand, 

soon after independence the colonial state broke down and fifty years elapsed before a 
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central state was reconstituted in the eighteen fifties and sixties. The fact that many 

provinces lived a fully independent life for so long shaped very distinctive local or 

provincial communities and elites. Thus, elite unity leads to little rotation291 and therefore 

less space for different ideas but it certainly helps consensus and passing a law; elite 

division leads to a more varied presence of ideas and interests but it also leads to more 

difficulties for creating consensus and agreement. The “ins” in Chile had a high degree of 

control over the way the “outs’ would enter the hallowed spaces of political participation 

and this made a difference. In Argentina there was more uncertainty. 

So, the light of analysis must fall on political society –not on economic or social 

factors. Political society in both countries functions in very different ways: open suffrage, 

federalism, a less differentiated Congress, and elite division/heterogeneity create different 

conditions to those restricted suffrage, a unitary political order, a differentiated Congress 

structure and elite unity/homogeneity do for the passage through Congress of laws that 

include a new, non-elite class.  

                                                 
291 There were also great personal and economic kinship ties between members in Chile (Agor, 1971:35-8). 
“By Argentine standards the number of relatives holding office in Chile between 1891 and 1924 was 
extraordinary. In 1916 in Argentina only 19 legislators even shared a paternal surname, while in Chile 46 
legislators 1912-1915 did. The exceptionally high level of consanguineous relations among Chilean 
parliamentarians clearly points to the existence of a much more highly oligarchical selection process 
favoring the recruitment of national leaders from a relatively exclusive and narrow base of the population” 
(Remmer, 1984:133-4). 
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